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1 Extensions to the SQL standard

This topic lists and explains the extensions to the SQL standard that are required for Guavus
s-Server.

These extensions occur in the following categories:

Use of streams

The STREAM keyword

Using windows with queries

DML differences

Extension to DDL

Extensions to the JDBC API

Streams

In practice, streams function like RDBMS tables, but they are not persistent stores of data.
Instead, a stream represents a flow of data. Once a stream is defined, data flows through it
indefinitely, provided its data source keeps producing data. A data source might be a
continually-updated log file, a network feed, a Kafka topic, an Amazon Kinesis stream, or an
external database table.

Multiple writers can insert into the stream, and multiple readers can select from the stream. In
this sense, the stream implements a publish/subscribe messaging paradigm, in which the
data row, including time of creation and time of receipt, can be processed, interpreted, and
forwarded by a cascade of streaming SQL statements, without having to be stored in a
traditional RDBMS.

As with a traditional RDBMS, you can:

· Define (streaming) SQL queries against streams.

· Join streams to other streams and tables.

· Aggregate queries over a time range or a series of rows.

· Register specific SQL statements as (stream) views.

Streams do not store data persistently. However, streaming queries that aggregate or
correlate data over windows - either time ranges or row bounds - retain the necessary sliding
window of rows to be able to constitute results. For example, if a query generates a one hour
weighted average, the Guavus s-Server retains one hour's worth of rows.

The STREAM keyword

In order to specify a query as a query on a stream--or any query that includes a stream--you
must use a keyword called STREAM immediately after SELECT. For example:
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SELECT STREAM ticker, price, qty

FROM   TradeStream;

Windowed Queries

Because of the time-based nature of streams, when querying these you will generally want to
set up what we call a windowed query. 

A windowed query requests a set of results over a given amount of time or rows, as in the
following example:

SELECT STREAM

   ticker,

   AVG(price * volume) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL ' 1' HOUR PRECEDING)

         / SUM(volume) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL ' 1' HOUR PRECEDING) AS weighted_avg

FROM TradeStream

In a windowed join, the OVER clause may be applied directly to the stream:

SELECT STREAM

   t.price as trade_price,

   s.price as ask_price

FROM TradeStream OVER (RANGE CURRENT ROW) AS t

JOIN AskStream OVER (ROWS CURRENT ROW) as s;

A more complex example shows a GROUP BY query using a tumbling window (a following
hour). This particular example shows all the necessary uses of quote marks for lowercase
identifiers:

 SELECT STREAM "o"."orderid", sum("t"."amount")

 FROM "OrderStream" OVER (RANGE CURRENT ROW) AS "o"

 LEFT JOIN "TradeStream"

     OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR FOLLOWING) AS "t"

     ON "o"."orderid" = "t"."tradeid"

 GROUP BY FLOOR("OrderStream".ROWTIME TO HOUR),"o"."orderid"

 HAVING "o"."amount" <> SUM("t"."amount");

The code above focuses on those trades that execute within the hour following the order
being placed. Each trade comes from some single order, which may have contained multiple
trades. For each order that has one or more trades executed in that following hour, this code
compares the total amount for those executed trades against the original order amount.
When that sum differs from the original order amount, the order id and the sum of its
executed trades become part of the output stream. Each row in the output stream represents
an order that was not completely filled during the hour following its placement. Each row gives
the id of the incompletely-filled order and the total amount from its trades that did 

WINDOWs and the OVER clause

The OVER clause specifies a time period or a number of rows to be included in the query

SELECT STREAM

   ticker,

   AVG(price * volume) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL ' 1' HOUR PRECEDING)

         / SUM(volume) OVER (RANGE INTERVAL ' 1' HOUR PRECEDING) AS weighted_avg

FROM TradeStream
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The WINDOW clause, which provides a way of defining an OVER clause once and using it
many times in relation to several streams in the query. It can also be used simply for clarity,
as in this example which prints a stream of ticker symbols as their 10-minute moving average
crosses their 50-minute moving average:

SELECT STREAM

    ticker, price, a10, a50

FROM (

    SELECT STREAM

        ticker,

        price,

        avg(price) OVER last10Minutes AS a10,

        avg(price) OVER last50Minutes AS a50

    FROM Trades)

WHERE first_value(

    CASE

       WHEN a10 < a50 THEN -1

       WHEN a10 = a50 THEN 0

       ELSE 1

       END)) OVER previousRow !=

    CASE

       WHEN a10 < a50 THEN -1

       WHEN a10 = a50 THEN 0

       ELSE 1

       END

WINDOW

    last10minutes AS (

        PARTITION BY ticker

        RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING),

    last50minutes AS (

        PARTITION BY ticker

        RANGE INTERVAL '50' MINUTE PRECEDING),

    previousRow AS (

        PARTITION BY ticker

        ROWS 1 PRECEDING)

Handling CURRENT_ROW

In an ordered window, two rows are said to be peers if they have the same sort key under the
ordering. The SQL Standard states that the frame should include all peers of the row under
consideration.

By default, SQLstream window processing behaves slightly differently:

In an ordered window, the CURRENT ROW upper frame bound includes only rows up until
the row currently being considered. The frame contains peers of that row which arrive earlier
than the row itself. However, the frame does not contain peers that arrive later. 

If you want behavior that works according to the SQL standard (that is, you want all peers to
be included in the frame), then you should declare your window as follows:

  range between interval '$m' $timeUnit preceding and interval '0' $timeUnit preceding

where

   $m is a number
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   $timeUnit is one of the interval time units: year, month day, hour, second

For example:

range between interval '1' second preceding and interval '0' second preceding

The ROWTIME Column and Alias

Rows within a stream are monotonically ordered by a system-generated column called
ROWTIME.

Every row implicitly includes a ROWTIME column of type TIMESTAMP. This column is
analogous to the ROWID pseudocolumn in an Oracle database.

On insert, if no value is given for ROWTIME, it is based on the system clock time at the
Guavus s-Server as each row arrives.

Every streaming query is itself a stream - and has an associated ROWTIME. By default it is
based on system clock time at the time the row is emitted, but it can be overridden by
selecting a timestamp value AS ROWTIME.

Rowtime Bounds

Rowtime Bounds are events that flow through a stream in addition to the data in the stream.
They help drive the output from streaming queries.

For example, in the 1 hour weighted average above, each incoming row is combined with all
preceding rows over the last hour to calculate the average. As time goes by, rows more than
an hour old that are no longer needed can be released from the cache.

If the rowtime is being supplied by the source system, we cannot use the system clock to
decide when the hour has passed. We can use the rowtime associated with each incoming
row:

Row# Rowtime Price Volume
Price*Volum
e

Weighted
Average

Notes

1 9:00 100 1000 100,000 100
since start of stream
at 9:00

2 9:10 115 2000 230,000 110  

3 9:59 105 500 52,500 109.3  

4 10:00 110 500 55,000 109.4
a full hour's data now
available

Now, at 10:15 we could emit a second average based on rows 2,3,4; however no new row
has arrived so there is no event to trigger the emission of a new result.

By sending a rowtime bound, the source application can notify the stream that the stream's
ROWTIME clock can be put forward to a new time. This is achieved using the JDBC
extension method pstmt.setRowtimeBound() provided as part of the
StreamingPreparedStatement interface.
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DML differences

Update and Delete do not apply to Streams

The user cannot directly update or delete rows in a stream in the same way that rows in a
table can be deleted.

Once data has been inserted into a stream, it remains there (only) until it has been consumed
by all dependent queries - that is, for the period necessary to satisfy the query with the longest
timeliness constraint. The row is then discarded.

INSERT EXPEDITED

Applications can insert into a stream using the SQLstream JDBC driver in exactly the same
way as inserting into a relational table.

The most efficient way of inserting is to use the EXPEDITED option for the INSERT
statement:

java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

 "INSERT EXPEDITED INTO Logger(timestamp, level, message)" + VALUES (?, ?, ?)");

A regular insert uses RMI for the each of query preparation, setting bind variables and
statement execution. INSERT EXPEDITED uses RMI to prepare the statement, and then
switches to the faster SDP protocol to transmit the bind variable values.

DDL extensions

SQLstream defines some object types to support event stream processing. These are
created and managed using the standard CREATE, ALTER, DROP commands

STREAM

CREATE STREAM streamname (column1, ... columnn);

FOREIGN STREAM

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM streamname (column1, ... columnn);

DROP FOREIGN STREAM streamname;

PUMP

A Pump is a first-class object which provides INSERT INTO stream2 SELECT ... FROM
stream1 functionality. It is used to switch from "pulling" data from a source to "pushing" data
to a passive target application.
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If a target actively SELECTs from a stream, a pump may be unnecessary; however many
targets - for example those fed via foreign streams) passively wait for data to be pushed at
them.

DDL statements are:

· CREATE [OR REPLACE] PUMP pumpname AS INSERT INTO stream2 SELECT
streamquery...;

· DROP PUMP pumpname;

· ALTER PUMP [START | STOP]

Extensions to JDBC API

The standard JDBC API is described at:

    * Sun's JDBC Guide.

    * Sun's java.sql package and javax.sql package javadocs.

    * Sun's JDBC spec.

The SQLstream driver extends the standard JDBC API for to allow rowtime bounds to be sent
and received, millisecond-granularity timeouts, and access to server-side statement IDs for
correlating with error stream entries.

package com.sqlstream.jdbc;

class Driver

class Driver implements java.sql.Driver { Driver(); }

interface StreamingStatement

    interface StreamingStatement extends java.sql.Statement {
       long getStatementId();

       long getQueryTimeoutMillis();

       void setQueryTimeoutMillis(long);

       long getRowtimeBound();

    }

interface StreamingPreparedStatement

Every Statement and PreparedStatement created by the SQLstream JDBC driver
implements the StreamingStatement interface.

    interface StreamingPreparedStatement extends java.sql.PreparedStatement,
StreamingStatement {

       void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound);

    }

Every PreparedStatement created by the SQLstream JDBC driver implements the
StreamingPreparedStatement interface. But the setRowtimeBound method is only meaningful
for INSERT EXPEDITED prepared statements. A SQLException is thrown if
setRowtimeBound is called on other prepared queries.
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Example usages:

long nextRowDelay = 5000L;

pstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(System.currentTimeMillis() + nextRowDelay));

or

long nextRowDelay = 5000L;

java.sql.Timestamp ts = <some retrieved value>

pstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(ts.getTime() + nextRowDelay));

class TimeoutException

class TimeoutException extends SQLException {

      TimeoutException();

    }

2 Temporal Predicates

This topic describes extensions to SQLstream's SQL dialect that let users express temporal
relationships simply and elegantly, using new, standards-based syntax. Temporal predicates
allow s-Server to perform what Esper and Etalis call “complex event processing” (CEP): “the
analysis of complicated, long-running events.” A complicated, long-running event has a non-
trivial duration. That is, it spans an interval of time rather than a single instant. 

s-Server's temporal predicates let you query relationships between two time periods, using
terms such as CONTAINS, OVERLAPS, PRECEDES, SUCCEEDS, and so on. 

This page covers the following subtopics:

Advantages of s-Server Temporal Predicates

Overview of s-Server Temporal Predicates

Syntax of s-Server Temporal Predicates

Advantages of s-Server Temporal Predicates

SQLstream's approach to temporal predicates has two big advantages over competing
approaches which use event processors modeled with rules-engines and state machine
transitions:

1. Guavus s-Server's query optimizer combines temporal predicates, relational
operators, aggregates, and windowed expressions into compact programs which
run efficiently on bare metal in a single processing step. In other words, the heavy
lifting is done by the optimizer before the data starts flowing. As a result, s-Server
runs queries faster, because it does not incur the queuing overhead associated with
rules-based and state-machine-based solutions. 

2. Because s-Server uses the widely-known SQL as a programming interface, new
analysts and engineers face a short learning curve when using Guavus s-Server. It
takes considerably more time to master the proprietary programming models of
rules-based and state-machine-based solutions. That, in turn, limits the number of
problems which those approaches can solve under a tight deadline.
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Overview of Temporal Predicates

SQL 2011 introduced the concept of a period, a time interval with a precise start point and a
fuzzy end point. A period represents the following time range:

startTime <= time < endTime

The 2011 Standard also introduced a number of temporal predicates to describe the
relationship between two time intervals: CONTAINS, OVERLAPS, EQUALS, PRECEDES,
SUCCEEDS, IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES, and IMMEDIATELY SUCCEEDS. Here is an
example of how SQL 2011 expresses a temporal relationship:

PERIOD (T1.startTime, T1.endTime) CONTAINS

PERIOD (T2.startTime, T2.endTime)

The table below describes the meaning of these new predicates in greater detail. We will
implement all of them. In addition, we will implement the following extensions to the Standard,
also described below:

LEADS - A predicate meaning “the left period begins before the right period.”

LAGS - A predicate meaning “the left period ends after the right period.”

STRICTLY - A predicate qualifier meaning “the two periods neither begin nor end
together.”

The following table depicts the meaning of the new predicates that we will  introduce. It shows
the relationships that each predicate covers. Each relationship is represented as an upper
interval and a lower interval with the combined meaning “upperInterval predicate lowerInterval
evaluates to TRUE”. The first 7 predicates are described by SQL 2011. The final 10
predicates, shown in red, are SQLstream extensions to the Standard.
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Predicate Covered Relationships

CONTAINS

OVERLAPS

EQUALS

PRECEDES

SUCCEEDS

IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES

IMMEDIATELY SUCCEEDS

LEADS

LAGS

STRICTLY CONTAINS

STRICTLY OVERLAPS

STRICTLY PRECEDES

STRICTLY SUCCEEDS

STRICTLY LEADS

STRICTLY LAGS

IMMEDIATELY LEADS

IMMEDIATELY LAGS

For the sake of conciseness, we also introduce the following additional extensions

· Compact chaining - If two of these predicates occur back to back, separated by an
AND, then the AND can be omitted provided that the right interval of the first predicate
is identical to the left interval of the second predicate.

· TSDIFF - This function takes two TIMESTAMP arguments and returns their difference
in milliseconds.

The following expression

TSDIFF(s,e) 

   

concisely means

CAST((e - s) SECOND(10, 3) * 1000 AS BIGINT)
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Finally, SQL 2011 allows the CONTAINS predicate to take a single TIMESTAMP as its right
hand argument. So the following expression...

PERIOD(s, e) CONTAINS t

is equivalent to

s <= t AND t < e

Syntax

Temporal predicates are integrated into a new BOOLEAN valued expression:

<period-expression> :=

  <left-period> <half-period-predicate> <right-period>

<half-period-predicate> := 

  <period-predicate> [ <left-period> <half-period-predicate> ]

<period-predicate> :=

   EQUALS

 | [ STRICTLY ] CONTAINS

 | [ STRICTLY ] OVERLAPS

 | [ STRICTLY | IMMEDIATELY ] PRECEDES

 | [ STRICTLY | IMMEDIATELY ] SUCCEEDS

 | [ STRICTLY | IMMEDIATELY ] LEADS

 | [ STRICTLY | IMMEDIATELY ] LAGS

<left-period> := <bounded-period>

<right-period> := <bounded-period> | <timestamp-expression>

<bounded-period> := [ PERIOD ] ( <start-time>, <end-time> )

<start-time> := <timestamp-expression>

<end-time> := <timestamp-expression>

<timestamp-expression> :=

  an expression which evaluates to a TIMESTAMP value

where <right-period> may evaluate to a <timestamp-expression> only if

the immediately preceding <period-predicate> is [ STRICTLY ] CONTAINS

This Boolean expression is supported by the following new builtin function:

BIGINT tsdiff( startTime TIMESTAMP, endTime TIMESTAMP )

 Returns: The value of (endTime - startTime) in milliseconds

Example

The following code records an alarm if a window is open while the air-conditioning is on:

CREATE SCHEMA "Test";

SET SCHEMA '"Test"';
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create or replace pump alarmPump stopped as

  insert into alarmStream( houseID, roomID, alarmTime, alarmMessage )

SELECT STREAM w.houseID, w.roomID, current_timestamp,

                   'Window open while air conditioner is on.'

from

    windowIsOpenEvents over (range interval '1' minute preceding) w

join

    acIsOnEvents over (range interval '1' minute preceding) h

on w.houseID = h.houseID

where period(h.startTime, h.endTime) overlaps period(w.startTime, w.endTime);

Sample Use Case

The following example models a real-world use case in which a mobile phone service
provider wants to detect cell towers that are dropping connections. The query involves the
self-joining of an incoming stream of cell tower events, and uses a temporal predicate and a
window size of 1 minute. The measured latency of this join is less than 1 millisecond:

create pump reconnectAlarmPump stopped as

  insert into alarmStream

  SELECT STREAM

    l.eventStart, l.cellTowerID, l.mobilePhoneID, 'Suspicious re-connect event'

  from

    celltowerEvents over (range interval '1' minute preceding) l,

    celltowerEvents over (range interval '1' minute preceding) r

  where

    l.cellTowerID = r.cellTowerID

    and l.mobilePhoneID = r.mobilePhoneID

    and l.eventType = 1

    and r.eventType = 1

    and period(l.eventStart, l.eventEnd) precedes period(r.eventStart, r.eventEnd)

;

Comparison to Esper

Esper supports the 13 Allen relationships. The following table lists Esper predicates and the
proposed SQLstream equivalents.
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Esper Predicate Proposed SQLstream Predicate Covered Relationship

COINCIDES EQUALS

MEETS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES

MET BY IMMEDIATELY SUCCEEDS

INCLUDES STRICTLY CONTAINS

DURING STRICTLY OVERLAPS

BEFORE STRICTLY PRECEDES

AFTER STRICTLY SUCCEEDS

OVERLAPS STRICTLY LEADS

OVERLAPPED BY STRICTLY LAGS

FINISHED BY IMMEDIATELY LEADS

STARTED BY IMMEDIATELY LAGS

FINISHES Reverse the order of the arguments and apply
IMMEDIATELY LEADS.

STARTS Reverse the order of the arguments and apply
IMMEDIATELY LAGS.

Comparison to Etalis

The Etalis EP-SPARQL query language supports a different set of compound relationships
between intervals. Those relationships can be expressed with the basic Allen relationships
and therefore they map onto our proposed SQLstream syntax as follows:

Etalis Syntax SQLstream Syntax

(P1).3 TSDIFF(P1.startTime, P1.endTime) < 3

P1 SEQ P2 P1 PRECEDES P2

P1 AND P2 (s,e) CONTAINS P1 AND (s,e) CONTAINS P2

P1 OR P2 (s,e) CONTAINS P1 OR (s,e) CONTAINS P2

P1 DURING (0 SEQ 6) (s,e) CONTAINS P1

P1 EQUALS P2 P1 EQUALS P2

NOT(P3).[P1,P2] NOT( (P1.s, P2.e) CONTAINS P3)

P1 STARTS P2 P2 IMMEDIATELY LAGS P1

P1 FINISHES P2 P2 IMMEDIATELY LEADS P1

P1 MEETS P2 P1 IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES P2
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3 Error Handling

Errors can occur while the Guavus s-Server is evaluating queries. This topic describes the
kinds of errors and the different contexts in which they occur, and discusses how the s-
Server indicates and handles errors. Of particular interest are errors that occur while a long-
running statement executes.

All errors are recorded in the s-Server trace log. You can also access errors through the
Global Error Stream.

For a list of error messages see Appendix B - List of Error Messages.

Kinds of Errors

An error indicates that a requested operation has failed. Here "operation" means evaluating or
preparing a SQL statement, but can also mean fetching each result from the result set of a
query, or each execution of a prepared statement.

Errors can be classified by severity and by context.

· A warning means the operation has completed, but in a correct yet somehow
unexpected way.

· An ordinary error means the operation has failed safely: a DDL or DML command
has had no effect, a query has produced no results, and the system is in the state it
was in before the requested operation.

· A fatal error means that the s-Server has detected an illegal internal state, and must
restart itself from its last checkpoint. This is abnormal, and should be reported to
SQLstream Inc as a bug.

The error context itself has several dimensions:

· the kind of operation that failed: a DDL statement, a DML statement, a table query, or
a streaming query.

· the stage of statement processing where the error occurs: preparation (divided into
parsing, validation, and planning), or execution.

· whether the error is detected immediately when the request is made, or later
(possibly much later, for a long-running query).

Error Handling

The s-Server's SQL parser and validator detect invalid statements at prepare time. To
illustrate this, consider some simple statements that act on the stream orders, defined by

CREATE STREAM orders (

        order_id INTEGER NOT NULL,

        customer_id INTEGER NOT NULL,

        item_count INTEGER,
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        total_cost DECIMAL(8,2),

        comment VARCHAR(128));

Some examples of prepare time errors are:

· a syntax error: SELECT * FROM ORDERS;

· an invalid column: SELECT ITEMS_CT FROM ORDERS;

· an invalid datatype in an expression: SELECT * FROM ORDERS WHERE (comment
> 40);

Errors like these can be detected immediately by the s-Server, which records the error in the
s-Server log, and signals the JDBC client driver, which makes the JDBC call fail, throwing a
java.sql.SQLException. The s-Server prepares a statement in a context which knows about
the JDBC client; this is feasible because preparation is quick.

Errors that occur during statement execution generally result from invalid data, and are tied to
a specific row of input. Some examples are:

· an inserted row rejected for having a null value for a not-null column.

· an inserted row rejected for violating some other column constraint.

· an arithmetic error (like divide by zero) evaluating an expression.

· arithmetic overflow or underflow evaluating an expression

· arithmetic overflow in the accumulator for an aggregate function, such as SUM().

Handling such run-time errors can be tricky, due to the very nature of a distributed, streaming
data system. With SQLstream, independent data-source clients insert data into streams, and
independent data-reading clients receive result rows computed from the streaming inputs by
applying (potentially complex) chains of relational operators.

Suppose an error in execution occurs as one of these operators processes an "offending
row". It is easy for the operator to detect the error, but not so easy to determine who to tell,
and how. The prepare-time context, which pointed to a live JDBC client thread waiting for
news, is gone. Running on a RAMP, the relational operator performs one step in a large
computation: it has no idea what SQL statement has failed, and which clients are affected.

The Control Node has that information, so the error message is relayed from the relational
operator to the Control Node to the client.

However, this mechanism is not complete in the current s-Server release. Consequently
some kinds of execution errors are not reported directly to a client, namely:

· an error while executing a prepared INSERT EXPEDITED to insert a row

· an error receiving a row from the ResultSet obtained from a SELECT STREAM

The same problem holds with a pump: the client context which created or started the pump is
gone, and the pump is executing as a "server daemon" thread.
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The workaround for this defect is to check the s-Server log for the pertinent error messages
or warnings. (See the next topic regarding how to see errors from a remote client via
streams.)

Error Logging

The s-Server records every error and warning with an entry in the s-Server log, using the
standard java logging mechanism. Configuration of system tracing is explained in the topic
Configuring System Parameters in the SQLstream Administrator Guide. Fatal errors have
level FATAL, regular errors have level SEVERE, and warnings have level WARNING. In its
default configuration the s-Server also logs major events -- such as the start of execution of
any SQL statement -- at level INFO. Thus INFO messages in the log appearing shortly before
a SEVERE message often indicate the context of an error.

The logfile adapter can follow the s-Server log and feed selected items into a stream or
streams. In principle a SQLstream application could use these streams to recover from some
errors.

An Example

As a very simple illustration, consider again the stream:

orders (order_id INTEGER NOT NULL, customer_id INTEGER NOT NULL, item_count INTEGER,

        total_cost DECIMAL(8,2), comment VARCHAR(128));

One client thread runs SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, *, (total_cost / item_count) as avg_item_cost
FROM orders

Another thread prepares INSERT EXPEDITED INTO orders VALUES(?, ?, ?, ?, ?); and
executes it, binding the following series of values:

# ROWTIME order_id
customer_i
d

item_count
total_co
st

comment

1 9:00:00 1 100 2 1.98 a valid row

2 9:01:00 2 100 two 1.98 a type error

3 9:02:00 3 null 5 3.00 invalid null

4 9:03:00 4 102 0 0.00 zeros are trouble

5 9:04:00 5 101 7 0.84 a valid row

Here rows 2 and 3 are rejected when the insert is executed. Row 4 requires evaluating (0/0),
a run-time error, and so is dropped from the result set. The query returns only rows 1 and 5:

ROWTIME
order_i
d

customer_id item_count total_cost comment
avg_item_co
st

9:00:00 1 100 2 1.98 a valid row 0.99

9:04:00 5 101 7 0.84 a valid row 0.12
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All errors are recorded in the s-Server log. Here is an excerpt, including INFO lines that show
context, but omitting many irrelevant trace messages (marked by ...):

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:00 AM net.sf.farrago.db.FarragoDbSession prepare

INFO: INSERT INTO sales.orders (ROWTIME, order_id, customer_id, item_count,

                  total_cost, comment)

    VALUES (TIMESTAMP '1999-09-09 9:00:00    1,        100,         2,

                  1.98, 'a valid row')

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:01 AM net.sf.farrago.db.FarragoDbSession prepare

INFO: INSERT INTO sales.orders (ROWTIME, order_id, customer_id, item_count,

                  total_cost, comment)

    VALUES (TIMESTAMP '1999-09-09 9:01:00',    2,      100,       'two',

                  1.98, 'a type error')

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:01 AM org.eigenbase.sql.validate.SqlValidatorException <init>

SEVERE: org.eigenbase.sql.validate.SqlValidatorException:

  Cannot assign to target field 'ITEM_COUNT' of type INTEGER from

                  source field 'EXPR$3' of type CHAR(3)

...

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:01 AM net.sf.farrago.db.FarragoDbSession prepare

INFO: INSERT INTO sales.orders (ROWTIME, order_id, customer_id, item_count,

                  total_cost, comment)

    VALUES (TIMESTAMP '1999-09-09 9:02:00', 3,  null,  5, 3.00, 'invalid null')

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:02 AM net.sf.fennel.xo.FennelCalcRel.#340:671 <native>

WARNING: calculator error [0]:PC=15 Code=22004

...

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:02 AM net.sf.farrago.db.FarragoDbSession prepare

INFO: INSERT INTO sales.orders (ROWTIME, order_id, customer_id, item_count,

total_cost, comment)

    VALUES (TIMESTAMP '1999-09-09 9:03:00',   4, 102,    0,   0.00,  'zeros are

trouble')

Aug 10, 2008 4:20:03 AM org.eigenbase.util.EigenbaseException <init>

SEVERE: org.eigenbase.util.EigenbaseException: Overflow during calculation or cast.

INFO: INSERT INTO sales.orders (ROWTIME, order_id, customer_id, item_count,

total_cost, comment)

    VALUES (TIMESTAMP '1999-09-09 9:04:00',  5,  101,  7,    0.84,  'a valid row')

Global Error Stream

All errors that are logged to the trace log are also available in a system management stream
called sys_boot.mgmt.all_trace. The latest (up to 1000) error messages are also available in a
table called sys_boot.mgmt.all_trace. You can use these to create visualizations of errors; they
can be accessed from sqlline or anywhere that has a JDBC connection to s-Server.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

More information about the trace log can be found in the topic Using Trace Files in the Guavus
s-Server Administrator Guide.  As described in that topic, you can control the level of trace
messages -- error, informative, debugging -- is for each component of the server by modifying
AspenTrace.properties. You can also change whether or not s-Server summarizes error
messages (reports a periodic summary of errors), as described below.

To query the error stream, enter something like the following in sqlline:
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SELECT STREAM rowtime,* from sys_boot.mgmt.all_trace;

This will produce a continuous stream of trace messages or errors as they occur. You can
substitute specific columns for *. These are listed below. Columns are the same for both
table and stream.

Using the Error Table

You can also query a list of the most recent (up to 1000) trace messages or errors. This list is
stored in the error table. To query the error table, enter something like the following:

select * from sys_boot.mgmt.saved_trace;

to get the latest (up to 1000) trace messages or errors.

You can clear this list by using the function savedTrace(). You can do so by entering a
command along the following lines:

call sys_boot.mgmt.clearSavedTrace();

This command empties the error table. It marks the point where you want to start recording
trace messages into the error table.
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Error Stream Columns
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Column Column Type Description

ROWTIME TIMESTAMP Timestamp for the error row itself.

error_time TIMESTAMP Time that error was logged. Differs from the
rowtime of  the error row itself, which is slightly
later than the time the error occurred. Also differs
from the rowtime of the input row associated with
the error (data_rowtime).

error_level VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL Java trace level, SEVERE, WARNING, and so on.
See
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/uti
l/logging/Level.html for details.

is_error BOOLEAN NOT NULL  True for errors, false for other traces.

error_class INTEGER Code for error category: 0:other error, 1:ingest
error, 2:egest error, 3:syntax error, 4:validation
error, 5:planner error, 6:late rowtime, 7:calculator
error, 8:other execution error.

sql_state VARCHAR(5) An alphanumeric error code. See Appendix B -
List of Error Messages for more details.

error_name VARCHAR(32), Explanation of sql_state. See Appendix B - List of
Error Messages for more details.

message VARCHAR(4096),  Entire trace message.

thread_id INTEGER  Number of the execution thread where the error
happened.

session_id INTEGER  Number of the client session where the error
happened.

statement_id INTEGER  The id number for the SQL statement where the
error happened.

graph_id INTEGER graph_id and node_id identify which execution
object had the error. See explanation of nodes
and graphs below.

node_id INTEGER graph_id and node_id identify which execution
object had the error. See explanation of nodes
and graphs below.

xo_name VARCHAR(128)  a unique name of the execution object

error_reporter VARCHAR(256) NOT NULL  the name of the java logger that reported the
error

error_sql VARCHAR(256)  the SQL of the statement

error_backtrace VARCHAR(4096)  if available, java backtrace at the point of the
errot

data_row VARBINARY(32768) The input row that was being processed when
the error occurred. 

data_rowtime TIMESTAMP Rowtime of data_row

source_position_key VARCHAR(4096) Identifies the location in the input source, such
as a log file or kafka topic.

pump_db VARCHAR(128), Database that includes the pump that runs the
statement; null if not in a pump.

pump_schema VARCHAR(128) Schema that includes the pump that runs the
statement; null if not in a pump.

pump_name VARCHAR(128) Name of the pump that runs the statement; null if
not in a pump.

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/logging/Level.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/logging/Level.html
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Summarizing Error Messages

By default, s-Server reports a periodic summary of errors, in order to avoid bloating the trace log.

However, this means that the global error stream contains only the summary counts and a few sampled

bad rows. If you turn off sampling, you get all the bad rows traced and reported to the error stream.

To adjust sampling, you can change properties in the aspen.properties file: For more information on

modifying aspen.properties, see the topic Managing Java Parameters in the Guavus s-Server

Administrator Guide.

When this property is set to false, s-Server reports every late row in both the trace log and error stream.

When this property is set to true, true, s-Server reports the first event and then reports every 15 seconds

after the first event.

aspen.trace.sampleLateRows=false

You can also specify that s-Server report every row that causes a calculator error. When this property is

set to false, s-Server reports every row that causes a calculator error. When this property is set to true,

s-Server reports the first calculator event and then reports calculator events every 15 seconds.

aspen.trace.sampleFailedRows=true

Background Concepts: Stream-graphs, Nodes, and

s-Server

To understand telemetry and related concepts, it helps to have a clear picture of how s-Server computes

the results of a query.

s-Server consist of two layers:

1. A query engine that maintains a collection of SQL definitions and translates a SQL statement into a

specified data-flow.

2. A data engine that executes and coordinates these data-flows.

The specification of a data-flow is called a physical query plan. The actual data flow is called a stream

graph, which is a chain of stream nodes, each of which is a small software machine that applies some

relational operation to its input data stream(s) to produce is output data stream(s). Nexus nodes are

defined by a CREATE STREAM statement. They are freestanding nodes to which other stream graphs can
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connect and disconnect, in order to receive or deliver data.

In the most common case, a node has 1 input and 1 output, and so the graph is a linear chain of

operations. But data flows can merge and split, and the graph of a new query can connect to the graphs

of existing queries as they run. 

Note: A node does not read data directly from its upstream neighbor. Instead, the upstream neighbor puts its

output rows into a block of memory called a buffer, which it shares with the downstream neighbor. The

upstream node writes rows to the buffer, and the downstream node reads rows from the buffer. 

Because there are more stream nodes than CPU cores, all the nodes cannot actually run

simultaneously. Instead, a software component called the scheduler manages the stream nodes. The

scheduler runs nodes as needed in order to push data down the pipeline. 

The scheduler decides when to execute a node based on its status, which consists of 1) its state

(ready/sleeping/blocked/finished), 2) the availability of data for input or room for output, and 3) the

rowtime of the next input row. The scheduler also keeps track of statistics for each execution of each

node, measuring the time spent, the amount of data input and output, and so on.

4 Basic Building Blocks

The pages that follow discuss the Basic Building Blocks in Guavus s-Server that underlie its
syntax and operations:

· SQLstream Data Types

· Identifiers

· Catalog Objects
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· Objects within a Schema

· SQL Operators

· Functions

· Built-In Functions

· Expressions and Literals

· Monotonically Increasing Expressions and Operators

· Condition Clause

· Common Clauses

· Run-Time Context

· Error Handling

4.1 SQLstream Data Types

The following table summarizes the data types supported by SQLstream. Data coming into
the s-Server, as through the Extensible Common Data Framework, needs to match column
types for columns in s-Server objects, such as foreign streams.

Data type Description Notes

BIGINT 64-bit signed integer Range is  -19223372036854775808 to
9223372036854775807

[-2**(63) to 2**63]

BINARY Binary (non
character) data

Substring works on BINARY. Concatenation
does not work on BINARY.

BOOLEAN TRUE, FALSE, or
NULL

Evaluates to TRUE, FALSE, and UNKNOWN.

CHAR (n) A character string of
fixed length n. Also
specifiable as
CHARACTER

n must be greater than 0 and less than 65535. 

DATE A date is a calendar
day
(year/month/day).

Precision is day. A valid DATE ranges from
0001-01-01 to 9999-12-31.

DECIMAL

DEC

A fixed point, with up
to 19 significant

Can be specified with DECIMAL, DEC, or
NUMERIC.
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NUMERIC digits. The range of a DECIMAL type with precision 19
and scale 0 is the range of a BIGINT.

DOUBLE

DOUBLE
PRECISION

A 64-bit floating point
number

64-bit approx value; -1.79E+308 to 1.79E+308.
Follows the ISO DOUBLE PRECISION data
type, 53 bits are used for the number's
mantissa in scientific notation, representing 15
digits of precision and 8 bytes of storage.

INTEGER

INT

See also BIGINT,
SMALLINT, and
TINYINT.

32-bit signed integer. Range is -2147483648 to
2147483647 [ 2**(-63) to 2**63 - 1]

INTERVAL
<timeunit> [TO
<timeunit>]

Day-time intervals
supported, year-
month intervals not
supported

Allowed in an expression in date arithmetic, but
cannot be used as a datatype for a column in a
table or stream. See Examples.

<timeUnit> The units of a
INTERVAL value

Supported units are YEAR, MONTH, DAY,
HOUR, MINUTE, and SECOND

SMALLINT 16-bit signed integer Range is -32768 to 32767 

[-2**(15) to 2**15 - 1]

REAL A 32-bit floating point
number

Following the ISO REAL data type, 24 bits are
used for the number's mantissa in scientific
notation, representing 7 digits of precision and 4
bytes of storage. The minimum value is -
3.40E+38; the maximum value is 3.40E+38.

TIME A TIME is a time in a
day
(hour:minute:second)
.

Its precision is milliseconds; its range is
00:00:00.000 to 23:59:59.999. Since the system
clock runs in UTC, the timezone used for
values stored in a TIME or TIMESTAMP column
is not considered for values stored in a TIME or
TIMESTAMP column.

TIMESTAMP A TIMESTAMP is a
combined DATE and
TIME.

A TIMESTAMP value always has a precision of
1 millisecond. It has no particular timezone.
Since the system clock runs in UTC, the
timezone used for values stored in a TIME or
TIMESTAMP column is not considered. Its
range runs from the largest value,
approximately +229 (in years) to the smallest
value, -229. Each timestamp is stored as a
signed 64-bit integer, with 0 representing the
Unix epoch (Jan 1, 1970 00:00am). This means
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that the largest TIMESTAMP value represents
approximately 300 million years after 1970, and
the smallest value represents approximately
300 million years before 1970. Following the
SQL standard, a TIMESTAMP value has an
undefined timezone.

TINYINT 8-bit signed integer Range is -128 to 127

VARBINARY (n) Also specifiable as
BINARY VARYING

n must be greater than 0 and less than
1048575. 

VARCHAR (n) Also specifiable as
CHARACTER
VARYING

n must be greater than 0 and less than
1048575. 

s-Server supports full unicode by letting you set
character set "UTF16".

For example, you can specify a column along
the following lines:

s1 varchar(100) character set "UTF16",

You can then insert full unicode strings into
streams. with this designation. Unicode literals
can be specified by preceding the literal with
U&.

insert into T(s1) values (U&'sdfÂÒÒØØô?');

Note: Currently lengths of CHAR and
VARCHAR fields are specified in maximum
number of UTF16 byte pairs. This is usually the
same as the number of characters unless 4
byte characters are used (outside of the
unicode basic multilingual plane).

Notes

Regarding characters:

· SQLstream supports only Java single-byte CHARACTER SETs.

· Implicit type conversion is not supported. That is, characters are mutually
assignable if and only if they are taken from the same character repertoire and are
values of the data types CHARACTER or CHARACTER VARYING.

Regarding numbers:
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· Numbers are mutually comparable and mutually assignable if they are values of the
data types NUMERIC, DECIMAL, INTEGER, BIGINT, SMALLINT, TINYINT, REAL, and
DOUBLE PRECISION.

The following sets of data types are synonyms:

· DEC and DECIMAL

· DOUBLE PRECISION and DOUBLE

· CHARACTER and CHAR

· CHAR VARYING or CHARACTER VARYING and VARCHAR

· BINARY VARYING and VARBINARY

· INT and INTEGER

· Binary values (data types BINARY and BINARY VARYING) are always mutually
comparable and are mutually assignable.

Regarding dates, times, and timestamps:

· Implicit type conversion is not supported, i.e., datetime values are mutually assignable
only if the source and target of the assignment are both of type DATE, or both of type
TIME, or both of type TIMESTAMP.

· The Guavus s-Server's timezone is always UTC. The time functions, including the
SQLstream extension CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, return time in UTC.

Example Date, Time and Interval Literals

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values DATE '2007-02-19';

EXPR$0  2007-02-19

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values TIME '21:23:45';

EXPR$0  21:23:45

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values TIMESTAMP '2007-02-19 21:23:45';

EXPR$0  2007-02-19 21:23:45.0

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values INTERVAL '1:30' hour to minute;

EXPR$0  +1:30

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values INTERVAL '45 1:30' day to minute;

EXPR$0  +45 01:30

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values INTERVAL '4544 1:30' day(4) to minute;

EXPR$0  +4544 01:30

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> values INTERVAL '4544 1:30:445' day(4) to second(3);

EXPR$0  +4544 01:30:46.445

Numeric Types and Precision
For DECIMAL we support a maximum of 19 digits for precision and scale.

Precision specifies the maximum number of decimal digits that can be stored in the column,
both to the right and to the left of the decimal point. You can specify precisions ranging from 1
digit to 19 digits or use the default precision of 19 digits.
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Scale specifies the maximum number of digits that can be stored to the right of the decimal
point. Scale must be less than or equal to the precision. You can specify a scale ranging from
0 digits to 19 digits, or use the default scale of 0 digits.

Rule for Divide

Let p1, s1 be the precision and scale of the first operand, such as DECIMAL (10,1). 

Let p2, s2 be the precision and scale of the second operand, such as DECIMAL (10,3).

Let p, s be the precision and scale of the result. 

Let d be the number of whole digits in the result. Then the result type is a decimal with:

d = p1 - s1 + s2 D = 10 - 1 + 3

Number of whole digits in result = 6

s <= MAX (6, s1 + p2 +1) S <= MAX (6, 1 + 10 + 1)

Scale of result = 14

p = d + s Precision of result = 19

Precision and scale are capped at their maximum values (19, where scale cannot be larger
than precision).

Precedence is first giving at least the scale of the first argument (s >= s1) followed by enough
whole digits to represent the result without overflow

Rule for Multiply

Let p1, s1 be the precision and scale of the first operand DECIMAL (10,1).

Let p2, s2 be the precision and scale of the second operand DECIMAL (10,3).

Let p, s be the precision and scale of the result. 

Then the result type is a decimal with:

p = p1 + p2 p = 10 + 10

Precision of result = 19

s = s1 + s2 s = 1 + 3

Scale of result = 4

Precision and scale are capped at their maximum values (19, where scale cannot be larger
than precision).
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Rule for Sum or Subtraction

Type-inference strategy whereby the result type of a call is the decimal sum of two exact
numeric operands where at least one of the operands is a decimal.

Let p1, s1 be the precision and scale of the first operand DECIMAL (10,1).

Let p2, s2 be the precision and scale of the second operand DECIMAL (10,3).

Let p, s be the precision and scale of the result. 

s = max(s1, s2) s = max (1,3)

Scale of result = 3

p = max(p1 - s1, p2 - s2) + s +
1

p = max(10-1,10-3) + 3 + 1

Precision of result = 11

s and p are capped at their maximum values.

4.2 Identifiers

Simple identifiers

All identifiers may be up to 128 characters. Identifiers may be quoted (with case-sensitivity) by
enclosing them in double-quote marks ("), or unquoted (with implicit uppercasing before both
storage and lookup).

Unquoted identifiers must start with a letter or underscore, and be followed by letters, digits or
underscores; letters are all converted to upper case.

Quoted identifiers can contain other punctuation too (in fact, any Unicode character except
control characters: codes 0x0000 through 0x001F). You can include a double-quote in an
identifier by escaping it with another double-quote.

In the following example, a stream is created with an unquoted identifier, which is converted to
upper case before the stream definition is stored in the catalog. It can be referenced using its
upper-case name, or by an unquoted identifier which is implicitly converted to upper case.

 -- create a stream called FOOBAR
 CREATE stream FooBar(baz INTEGER NOT NULL);

 -- ok

 SELECT stream * FROM FOOBAR;

 -- ok; unquoted name is not case-sensitive

 SELECT stream * FROM foobar;

 -- ok; unquoted name is converted to FOOBAR

 SELECT stream * FROM FooBar;

 -- error; stream "FooBar" not found; quoted names are case sensitive

 SELECT stream * FROM "FooBar";
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When objects are created using SQLstream s-Studio, their names are implicitly quoted, so it
is easy to create identifiers that contain lowercase characters, spaces, dashes, or other
punctuation. If you reference those objects in SQL statements, you will need to quote their
names.

Compound identifiers

The compound or qualified identifier "catalog-name"."schema-name"."object-name" fully qualifies a
schema object name:

 <qualified-identifier> := [ [ <catalog-name> . ] <schema-name> . ] <object_name>
 <catalog-name>         := <identifier>

 <schema-name>          := <identifier>

 <object_name>          := <identifier>

 <identifier>           :=   <alpha>  <underscore> [ { <alpha>  <digit> 

<underscore> } ]

                            " <non-control-character> [ { <non-control-character> } ]

"

 <alpha>                := any character A-Z, or a-z

 <digit>                := any digit 0-9

 <underscore>           := _

 <non-control-character>:= any character except 0x0000 through 0x001F

Reserved Words and Keywords

Certain identifiers, called keywords, have special meaning if they occur in a particular place in
a streaming SQL statement. A subset of these key words are called reserved words and may
not be used as the name of an object, unless they are quoted.

See list of reserved and key words.

4.3 Catalog Objects

Some types of objects are stored in Guavus s-Server and can be created and manipulated
with SQL. A Guavus s-Server catalog is the highest level repository object; it contains
metadata and state information for the catalog objects (including streams, pumps and
adapters) that comprise a Guavus s-Server repository.

 Those that are contained in a schema are described in Objects within a Schema

Foreign Data Wrapper

A data wrapper that provides access from within SQLstream to an external system - for
example, a remote database - via an adapter.

See also:

· The topic CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER in this guide.

· The topic DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER in this guide.
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Schema

A named catalog object containing the definitions of schema objects, such as streams,
pumps, views, procedures and user defined functions.

See also:

· The topic CREATE SCHEMA in this guide.

· The topic DROP SCHEMA in this guide.

Server

A named catalog object that defines a particular named use of a foreign or local data wrapper,
including as options any information needed to connect to the data source. The SQL standard
refers to this as a foreign server when using a foreign data wrapper.

See also:

· The topic CREATE SERVER in this guide.

· The topic DROP SERVER in this guide.

4.4 Schema Objects

A schema is a collection of logical structures of data, or schema objects. Schema objects
can be created and manipulated with SQL and include the following types of objects:

Stream

A schema object that is a but which does not store data, as a finite relation does. Instead, a
stream implements a publish-subscribe protocol. It can be written to by multiple writers and
read from by multiple readers. Sometimes referred to as a named stream to distinguish it
from an "anonymous" stream - the results of executing a streaming query.

For more detail, see the topic CREATE STREAM in this guide.

Foreign Stream

A schema object that is a stream defined in the context of a schema and associated with a
server, which itself is an instance of a foreign data wrapper to provide access within Guavus
s-Server to a flow of data either from or to an external system. For example, the Extensible
Common Data Adapter supports the creation of a foreign stream that will take rows (from a
local stream) and send them to a Kafka topic, network feed, file, Amazon Kinesis stream, and
so on.

For more detail, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in this guide.
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Foreign Table

A schema object that records the metadata necessary for Guavus s-Server to be able to
access a table (or similar data structure) in a remote database. A Foreign Table can be used
in SQL (both queries and updates) just like a local table.

For more detail, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN TABLE in this guide.

View

A schema object that is a relation that provides a reusable definition of a query. Guavus s-
Server supports views based on both streaming and non-streaming (finite) SELECT
statements.

For more detail, see the topic CREATE VIEW in this guide..

Pump

A pump is a schema object (an extension of the SQL standard) that provides a continuously
running INSERT INTO stream SELECT ... FROM query functionality, thereby enabling the
results of a query to be continuously entered into a named stream. 

For more detail, see the topic CREATE PUMP in this guide.

Functional Objects

Guavus s-Server supports users in defining several types of routines: user-defined functions,
user-defined procedures, and user-defined transforms.

User-Defined Routine

Any user-defined program object - the generic term for a user-defined function, user-defined
procedure or user-defined transform.

User-Defined Function

A UDF is a user-defined routine that returns a scalar value. Guavus s-Server allows the
creation of Java or SQL functions.

For more detail, see:

· The topic CREATE FUNCTION in this guide.

· The topic CALL in this guide.

· The topic DROP FUNCTION in this guide.
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· The topic The Geolocation Example in this guide.

User-Defined Procedure

A type of user-defined routine  that accepts zero or more parameters but does not return a
value.

For more detail, see:

· The topic CALL in this guide.

· The topic CREATE PROCEDURE in this guide.

· The topic DROP PROCEDURE in this guide.

User Defined Transform

A special type of user-defined routine  that accepts zero or more relations as input and
returns a streaming relation as output. Also known as a UDX.

For more detail, see:

· The topic CREATE FUNCTION in this guide.

· The topic DROP FUNCTION in this guide.

Other types of objects are also stored in the Guavus s-Server s-Server and can be created
and manipulated with SQL but they are not contained in a schema; these are described in the
topic Catalog Objects.

4.5 Run-Time Context

Session and Query Contexts in the SQL Standard

The SQL standard says that each session has a session context, which contains some
attributes of the session that are exposed by the SQL language. These attributes are set
when the session starts. They include the timezone, the locale; the current time (in several
forms); the user (in several aspects); the default schema; and the default SQL path.

Some attributes (like the timezone) can be changed by the user in SQL; others (like the
current time) are set by the s-Server, and the user can read the value in SQL. The latter
group behave like functions, and the former group behave like variables.

Each statement (ie query or DML statement) has its own run-time context, which contains the
attributes pertinent to execution, copied from the session context In standard SQL the run-
time context is constant: the user can't change the attributes, and they don't change by
themselves. Even if query execution takes a long time, its time attributes stay constant.

The run-time attributes include the locale and the timezone, not available from SQL; as well
as the attributes in the following table, which are exposed in SQL:
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Attribute Description

CURRENT_DATE the date

LOCALTIME
the time of day, without
timezone

LOCALTIMESTAMP
the date & time, without
timezone

SYSTEM_USER operating-system user id

SESSION_USER database user id

(Syntactically, these all look like identifiers, but they behave as functions with no argument.)

Session and Query Contexts in the Guavus s-Server

The current version of the s-Server supports a simplified version of these attributes. Roles
and privileges are not yet supported. The s-Server does not yet distinguish individual users,
so SESSION_USER is simply "sa", (the database administrator). SYSTEM_USER is the unix
user that started the s-Server.

There is no datatype TIMESTAMP WITH TIMEZONE, only TIMESTAMP.

The session locale and timezone are inherited from the s-Server. The s-Server locale is set
from the unix environment variable LOCALE when the s-Server is started, and the  s-
Servertimezone is always UTC. All rowtimes are in the s-Server's timezone. It's simplest if all
JDBC clients run in the same timezone as the s-Server. By default this is UTC.

Following the SQL standard, the time-valued attributes are constant, and return the moment
the query was prepared. However a streaming query can run for a very long time, so as a
practical necessity we have added the attribute CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, which
changes for each row, being set to the approximate system time of the s-Server.

The analogous CURRENT_ROW_DATE and CURRENT_ROW_TIME do not exist; these
values can be extracted from CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP.

CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP should not be confused with ROWTIME. ROWTIME is an
operator which is applied to a row in a stream to get its rowtime (a timestamp). ROWTIME
behaves like a pre-defined column name that occurs in all streams.
CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is an operator that applies to a query result and returns the
latest rowtime seen in the results. (Since the result of a query is essentially a stream, usually
an anonymous stream, CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP returns the stream clock. For more
information, see the topic What are Rowtime Bounds? in the Guavus s-Server Concepts
Guide.
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4.6 Operators

Subquery Operators

Operators are used in queries and subqueries to combine or test data for various properties,
attributes, or relationships.

The available operators are described in the topics that follow, grouped into the following
categories:

· Scalar Operators

o Operator Types

o Precedence

· Arithmetic Operators

· String Operators

o  (Concatenation)

o LIKE patterns

o SIMILAR TO patterns

· Date, Timestamp, and Interval Operators, including Rules for Specifying Intervals

· Logical Operators

o 3-state boolean logic

o Examples

IN operator

As an operator in a condition test, IN tests a scalar or row value for membership in a list of
values, a relational expression, or a subquery.

Examples:

1. --- IF column IN ('A','B','C')

2. --- IF (col1, col2) IN (

    select a, b from my_table

    )

Returns TRUE if the value being tested is found in the list, in the result of evaluating the
relational expression, or in the rows returned by the subquery; returns FALSE otherwise.

(IN has a different meaning and use in CREATE FUNCTION or CREATE PROCEDURE.)

EXISTS operator

Tests whether a relational expression returns any rows; returns TRUE if any row is returned,
FALSE otherwise.
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Scalar Operators

Operator types

The two general classes of scalar operators are:

· unary: A unary operator operates on only one operand. A unary operator typically
appears with its operand in this format:

      operator operand

· binary: A binary operator operates on two operands. A binary operator appears with its
operands in this format:

operand1 operator operand2

A few operators that use a different format are noted specifically in the operand descriptions
below.

If an operator is given a null operand, the result is almost always null (see the topic on logical
operators for exceptions).

Precedence

Streaming SQL follows the usual precedence of operators:

1. Evaluate bracketed sub-expressions.

2. Evaluate unary operators (e.g., + or -, logical NOT).

3. Evaluate multiplication and divide (* and /).

4. Evaluate addition and subtraction (+ and -) and logical combination (AND and OR).
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Arithmetic Operators

Operato
r

Unary/Binary Description

+ U Identity

- U Negation

+ B Addition

- B Subtraction

* B Multiplication

/ B Division

Each of these operators works according to normal arithmetic behavior, with the following
caveats:

1. If one of the operands is NULL, the result is also NULL

2. If the operands are of different but comparable types, the result will be of the type with the
greatest precision.

3. If the operands are of the same type, the result will be of the same type as the operands.
For instance 5/2 = 2, not 2.5, as 5 and 2 are both integers.

Examples:

Operation Result

1 + 1 2

2.0 + 2.0 4.0

3.0 + 2 5.0

5 / 2 2

5.0 / 2 2.500000000000

5*2+2 12
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4.6.1 String Operators

This page summarizes string operators for streaming SQL, including concatenation and
string pattern comparison. These let you combine and compare strings.

Operator Unary/Binary Description Notes

|| B Concatenation Concatenation also applies to binary types.

LIKE B String pattern comparison <string> LIKE <like pattern> [ESCAPE
<escape character>]

SIMILAR TO B String pattern comparison <string> SIMILAR TO <similar to pattern>
[ESCAPE <escape character>]

 Concatenation

This operator is used to concatenate one or more strings:

Operation Result

'SQL'||'stream' SQLstream

'SQL'||''||'stream' SQLstream

'SQL'||'stream'||'
Incorporated'

SQLstream Incorporated

<col1>||<col2>||<col3>||
<col4>

<col1><col2><col3><col4>

LIKE patterns

LIKE compares a string to a string pattern. In the pattern, the characters _ (underscore) and
% (percent) have special meaning:

Character in
pattern

Effect

_ Matches any single character

% Matches any substring, including the empty string

<any other
character>

Matches only the exact same character

If either operand is NULL, the result of the LIKE operation is UNKNOWN.

To explicitly match a special character in the character string, you must specify an escape
character using the ESCAPE clause. The escape character must then precede the special
character in the pattern. See examples below.
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Operation Result

'a' LIKE 'a' TRUE

'a' LIKE 'A' FALSE

'a' LIKE 'b' FALSE

'ab' LIKE 'a_' TRUE

'ab' LIKE 'a%' TRUE

'ab' LIKE 'a\_' ESCAPE '\' FALSE

'ab' LIKE 'a\%' ESCAPE '\' FALSE

'a_' LIKE 'a\_' ESCAPE '\' TRUE

'a%' LIKE 'a\%' ESCAPE '\' TRUE

'a' LIKE 'a_' FALSE

'a' LIKE 'a%' TRUE

'abcd' LIKE 'a_' FALSE

'abcd' LIKE 'a%' TRUE

'' LIKE '' TRUE

'1a' LIKE '_a' TRUE

'123aXYZ' LIKE '%a%' TRUE

'123aXYZ' LIKE '_%_a%_' TRUE

SIMILAR TO patterns

SIMILAR TO compares a string to a pattern. It is much like the LIKE operator, but more
powerful, as the patterns are regular expressions.

seq in the SIMILAR TO table below means any sequence of characters  explicitly specified,
such as '13aq'. Non-alphanumeric characters intended for matching must be preceded by an
escape character explicitly declared in the SIMILAR TO statement, such as '13aq\!' SIMILAR
TO '13aq\!24br\!% ESCAPE '\'  (This statement is TRUE).

When a range is indicated, as when a dash is used in a pattern, the curent collating sequence
is used. Typical ranges are 0-9 and a-z. This link provides a typical discussion of pattern-
matching, including ranges.

When a line requires multiple comparisons, the innermost pattern that can be matched will be
matched first, then the "next-innermost," etc.

Expressions and matching operations that are enclosed within parentheses are evaluated
before surrounding operations are applied, again by innermost-first precedence.

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/7.3/static/functions-matching.html
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SIMILAR TO Table

Delimiter Character in pattern Effect Rule

parentheses (  )   (  seq  )  Groups the seq (used for defining
precedence of pattern expressions)

1

 brackets [  ]  [  seq  ] Matches any single character in the seq 2

 caret or
circumflex

 [^seq ]  Matches any single character not in the 
seq 

3

   [ seq  ̂seq ]  Matches any single character in seq and
not in seq

4

 dash  <character1>-<character2> Specifies a range of characters between
character1 and character2
(using some known sequence like 1-9 or
a-z)

5

 bar   [ seq  seq ] Matches either seq or seq 6

 asterisk   seq* Matches zero or more repetitions of seq 7

 plus   seq+ Matches one or more repetitions of seq 8

 braces   seq{<number>} Matches exactly number repetitions of seq 9

  seq{<low number>,<high
number>}

Matches low number or more repetitions of
seq , to a maximum of high number

10

 question-mark   seq? Matches zero or one instances of seq 11

 underscore  _  Matches any single character 12

 percent  %  Matches any substring, including the
empty string

13

 character  <any other character>  Matches only the exact same character 14

  NULL   NULL   If either operand is NULL, the result of the
SIMILAR TO operation is UNKNOWN.

15

  Non-
alphanumeric

 Special characters  To explicitly match a special character in
the character string,
that special character must be preceded by
an escape character defined using
an ESCAPE clause specified at the end of
the pattern.

16

See examples below.
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Operation Result Rule

'a' SIMILAR TO 'a' TRUE 14

'a' SIMILAR TO 'A' FALSE 14

'a' SIMILAR TO 'b' FALSE 14

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'a_' TRUE 12

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'a%' TRUE 13

'a' SIMILAR TO 'a_' FALSE 12 & 14

'a' SIMILAR TO 'a%' TRUE 13

'abcd' SIMILAR TO 'a_' FALSE 12

'abcd' SIMILAR TO 'a%' TRUE 13

'' SIMILAR TO '' TRUE 14

'1a' SIMILAR TO '_a' TRUE 12

'123aXYZ' SIMILAR TO '' TRUE 14

'123aXYZ' SIMILAR TO '_%_a%_' TRUE 13 & 12

'xy' SIMILAR TO '(xy)' TRUE 1

'abd' SIMILAR TO '[ab][bcde]d' TRUE 2

'bdd' SIMILAR TO '[ab][bcde]d' TRUE 2

'abd' SIMILAR TO '[ab]d' FALSE 2

'cd' SIMILAR TO '[a-e]d' TRUE 2

'cd' SIMILAR TO '[a-e^c]d' FALSE 4

'cd' SIMILAR TO '[ (̂a-e)]d' INVALID

'yd' SIMILAR TO '[ (̂a-e)]d' INVALID

'amy' SIMILAR TO 'amyfred' TRUE 6

'fred' SIMILAR TO 'amyfred' TRUE 6

'mike' SIMILAR TO 'amyfred' FALSE 6

'acd' SIMILAR TO 'ab*c+d' TRUE 7 & 8

'accccd' SIMILAR TO 'ab*c+d' TRUE 7 & 8

'abd' SIMILAR TO 'ab*c+d' FALSE 7 & 8

'aabc' SIMILAR TO 'ab*c+d' FALSE  

'abb' SIMILAR TO 'a(b{3})' FALSE 9

'abbb' SIMILAR TO 'a(b{3})' TRUE 9

'abbbbb' SIMILAR TO 'a(b{3})' FALSE 9

'abbbbb' SIMILAR TO 'ab{3,6}' TRUE 10

'abbbbbbbb' SIMILAR TO 'ab{3,6}' FALSE 10

'' SIMILAR TO 'ab?' FALSE 11

'' SIMILAR TO '(ab)?' TRUE 11

'a' SIMILAR TO 'ab?' TRUE 11

'a' SIMILAR TO '(ab)?' FALSE 11

'a' SIMILAR TO 'a(b?)' TRUE 11

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'ab?' TRUE 11

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'a(b?)' TRUE 11

'abb' SIMILAR TO 'ab?' FALSE 11

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'a\_' ESCAPE '\' FALSE 16

'ab' SIMILAR TO 'a\%' ESCAPE '\' FALSE 16

'a_' SIMILAR TO 'a\_' ESCAPE '\' TRUE 16

'a%' SIMILAR TO 'a\%' ESCAPE '\' TRUE 16

'a(b{3})' SIMILAR TO 'a(b{3})' FALSE 16

'a(b{3})' SIMILAR TO 'a\(b\{3\}\)'
ESCAPE '\'

TRUE 16
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4.6.2 Date, Timestamp, and Interval Operators

Summary: (The arithmetic operators +, -, *, and / are binary operators.)

Operator Description Notes

+ Addition interval + interval = interval
interval + datetime = datetime
datetime + interval = datetime

- Subtraction interval - interval = interval
datetime - interval = datetime
( <datetime> - <datetime> ) <interval qualifier> = interval

* Multiplication interval * numeric = interval
numeric * interval = interval

/ Division interval / numeric = interval

Examples:

Example
Number

Operation Result

1st INTERVAL '1' DAY + INTERVAL '3' DAY INTERVAL '4' DAY

2nd INTERVAL '1' DAY + INTERVAL '3 4' DAY
TO HOUR

INTERVAL '+4 04' DAY TO HOUR

3rd INTERVAL '1' DAY - INTERVAL '3 4' DAY TO
HOUR

INTERVAL '-2 04' DAY TO HOUR

4th INTERVAL '1' YEAR + INTERVAL '3-4'
YEAR TO MONTH

INTERVAL '+4-04' YEAR TO MONTH

5th 2 * INTERVAL '3 4' DAY TO HOUR INTERVAL '6 8' DAY TO HOUR

6th INTERVAL '3 4' DAY TO HOUR / 2 INTERVAL ' 1 14' DAY TO HOUR

In the 3rd example above, '3 4 DAY means 3 days and 4 hours, so the result in that row
means 24 hours minus 76 hours, resulting in minus 52 hours, which is a negative 2 days and
4 hours.

The 4th example above uses TO MONTH rather than TO HOUR, so the INTERVAL specified
as '3-4' means 3 years and 4 months, or 40 months.

In the last example above, the "/2" applies to the INTERVAL '3 4', which is 76 hours, half of
which is 38, or 1 day and 14 hours.

Further examples of interval operations

Streaming SQL also supports subtracting two datetimes, giving an interval; you specify what
kind of interval you want for the result.

(<datetime> - <datetime>) <interval qualifier>

The following illustrative examples show interesting operations that can be useful in Guavus
s-Server applications:
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Time difference, as minutes to the nearest second (or as seconds):

 values cast ((time  '12:03:34' - time '11:57:23') minute to second as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +6:11   

+---------+

1 row selected

............... 6 minutes, 11 seconds

or

 values cast ((time  '12:03:34' - time '11:57:23') second as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +371    

+---------+

1 row selected

Time difference, as minutes only: 2 examples

values cast ((time  '12:03:34' - time '11:57:23') minute as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +6      

+---------+

1 row selected

............... 6 minutes; seconds ignored.

values cast ((time  '12:03:23' - time '11:57:23') minute as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +6      

+---------+

1 row selected

............... 6 minutes

Time-to-timestamp difference, as days to the nearest second: Invalid example

values cast ((time '12:03:34'-timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day to second as

varchar(8));

Error: From line 1, column 14 to line 1, column 79: Parameters must be of the same

type

Timestamp difference, as days to the nearest second: 2 examples:

values cast ((timestamp  '2004-05-01 12:03:34' - timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day

to

                second as varchar(8));

+-----------+

  EXPR$0   

+-----------+

 +2 00:06  

+-----------+

1 row selected

............... 2 days, 6 minutes

............... Although "second" was specified above, the varchar(8) happens to allow

only room enough to show only the minutes, not the seconds.

The example below expands to varchar(11), showing the full result:

values cast ((timestamp  '2004-05-01 12:03:34' - timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day

to
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                second as varchar(11));

+--------------+

    EXPR$0    

+--------------+

 +2 00:06:11  

+--------------+

1 row selected

............... 2 days, 6 minutes, 11 seconds

Timestamp difference, as days to the nearest second: 2 further examples

values cast ((timestamp  '2004-05-01 1:03:34' - timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day to
                second as varchar(11));
+--------------+
    EXPR$0    
+--------------+
 +1 13:06:11  
+--------------+
1 row selected
............... 1 day, 13 hours, 6 minutes, 11 seconds
values cast ((timestamp  '2004-05-01 13:03:34' - timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day to
                second as varchar(11));
+--------------+
    EXPR$0    
+--------------+
 +2 01:06:11  
+--------------+
1 row selected
............... 2 days, 1 hour, 6 minutes, 11 seconds

Timestamp difference, as days:

values cast ((timestamp  '2004-05-01 12:03:34' - timestamp '2004-04-29 11:57:23') day

                as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +2      

+---------+

1 row selected

............... 2 days

Time difference, as days; 3 examples

values cast ((date '2004-12-02 ' - date '2003-12-01 ') day  as varchar(8));

Error: Illegal DATE literal '2004-12-02 ': not in format 'yyyy-MM-dd'

.............. Both date literals end with a space;  disallowed.

values cast ((date '2004-12-02' - date '2003-12-01 ') day  as varchar(8));

Error: Illegal DATE literal '2003-12-01 ': not in format 'yyyy-MM-dd'

.............. Second date literal still ends with a space;  disallowed.

values cast ((date '2004-12-02' - date '2003-12-01') day  as varchar(8));

+---------+

 EXPR$0  

+---------+

 +367    

+---------+

1 row selected

............... 367 days
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Note that without specifying "day" as the intended unit, as shown below, the subtraction is not
supported:

Not supported: simple difference of dates:

     values cast ((date '2004-12-02' - date '2003-12-01') as varchar(8));

     Error: From line 1, column 15 to line 1, column 51:

            Cannot apply '-' to arguments of type '<DATE> - <DATE>'.

     Supported form(s): '<NUMERIC> - <NUMERIC>'

                        '<DATETIME_INTERVAL> - <DATETIME_INTERVAL>'

                        '<DATETIME> - <DATETIME_INTERVAL>'

Why use "as varchar" in conversion examples?

The reason for using the "values cast (<expression> AS varchar(N))" syntax in the examples
above is that while the SQLline client used above (with the SQLstream  s-Server running)
does return an interval, JDBC does not support returning that result so as to display it.
Therefore, that "values" syntax is used to see/show it.

If you close the Guavus s-Server (with a !kill command) or if you don't start it before running
SQLline, then you can run the sqllineEngine (rather than the sqllineClient) from the bin
subdirectory of your SQLstream home, which can show your results without the s-Server or
JDBC:

Rules for Specifying Intervals

A Day-Time Interval Literal is a string that denotes a single interval value: for example '10'
SECONDS. Note it has two parts: the value (which must always be in single-quotes) and the
qualifier (here, SECONDS), which give the units for the value.

The qualifier takes the following form:

  DAY  HOUR  MINUTE  SECOND [TO HOUR  MINUTE  SECOND]

Note: YEAR TO MONTH intervals require a dash separating the values, whereas DAY TO
HOUR intervals use a space to separate the values, as seen in the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th
examples in that topic.

In addition, the leading term has to be of greater significance than the optional trailing term, so
this means you can only specify:

  DAY
  HOUR

  MINUTE

  SECOND

  DAY TO HOUR

  DAY TO MINUTE

  DAY TO SECOND

  HOUR TO MINUTE

  HOUR TO SECOND

  MINUTE TO SECOND

The easiest way to understand these may be to translate X TO Y as "Xs to the nearest Y".
Hence, DAY TO HOUR is "days to the nearest hour".
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When DAY, HOUR, or MINUTE is the leading term, you can specify a precision, e.g., DAY(3)
TO HOUR, indicating the number of digits the associated field in the value can have. The
maximum precision is 10, and the default is 2. You can't specify precision for HOUR, OR
MINUTE in the trailing term - they are always of precision 2. So for example, HOUR(3) TO
MINUTE is legal, HOUR TO MINUTE(3) is not.

SECOND can also take a precision, but the way it is specified differs depending on whether it
is the leading or trailing field.

· If SECOND is the leading field, you can specify the digits before and after the decimal
point. For example, SECOND(3,3) would allow you to specify up to 999.999 seconds.
The default is (2,3), which is actually a deviation from the  SQL standard (it should be
(2,6), but we only have millisecond precision).

· If SECOND is the trailing field, you can only specify precision for the fractional
seconds, that is, the part shown after the seconds' decimal point below. For example,
SECOND(3) would indicate milliseconds. The default is 3 digits after the decimal
point, but as above this is a deviation from the standard of 6.

As for the value, it takes the general form of:

  [+-]'[+-]DD HH:MM:SS.SSS'

where DD are digits indicating days, HH hours, MM minutes, and SS.SSS is seconds (adjust
the number of digits appropriately if precision is explicitly specified).

Not all values have to include all fields -- you can trim from both front or back, but not from in
the middle. So you could make it 'DD HH' or 'MM:SS.SSS', but not 'DD MM'.

However you write it, though, the value must match the qualifier:

INTERVAL '25 3' DAY to HOUR ------> legal

INTERVAL '3:45:04.0' DAY TO HOUR --> illegal

As stated in the SQL spec, if the precision is not explicitly specified, it is implied to be 2. Thus

o INTERVAL '120' MINUTE is an illegal interval; the legal form for the desired interval is
INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(2)

and

o INTERVAL '120' SECOND is not legal; the legal form for the desired interval is INTERVAL
'120' SECOND(3).

   values INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(2);

   Error: From line 1, column 8 to line 1, column 31:

                       Interval field value 120 exceeds precision of MINUTE(2) field

   values INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(3);

   Conversion not supported

Also, if HOUR, MINUTE, or SECOND are not the leading field, they must fall in the following
ranges (taken from the SQL standard):

  HOUR: 0-23

  MINUTE: 0-59

  SECOND: 0-59.999
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Year-month intervals are similar, save that the qualifiers are:

  YEAR
  MONTH

  YEAR TO MONTH

Precision can be specified just as with DAY and HOUR, and the max of 10 and default of 2 is
the same.

The value format for year-month is: 'YY-MM'. If MONTH is the trailing field, it must fall in the
range 0-11.

Specifying an interval qualifier

The following definitions provide the precise meaning and allowable entries in specifying an
interval qualifier.

<interval qualifier> := <start field> TO <end field>  <single datetime field>

<start field> := <non-second primary datetime field> [ <left paren> <interval leading

field precision> <right paren> ]

<end field> := <non-second primary datetime field>  SECOND [ <left paren> <interval

fractional seconds precision> <right paren> ]

<single datetime field> := <non-second primary datetime field> [ <left paren>

<interval leading field precision> <right paren> ]

   SECOND [ <left paren> <interval leading field precision>

           [ <comma> <interval fractional seconds precision> ] <right paren> ]

<primary datetime field> := <non-second primary datetime field>       SECOND

<non-second primary datetime field> := YEAR  MONTH  DAY  HOUR      MINUTE

<interval fractional seconds precision> := <unsigned integer>

<interval leading field precision> := <unsigned integer>

4.6.3 Logical Operators

Logical operators let you establish conditions and test their results.
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Operator
Unary/Bi
nary

Description Operands

NOT U Logical negation Boolean

AND B Conjunction Boolean

OR B Disjunction Boolean

IS B Logical assertion Boolean

IS NOT UNKNOWN U
Negated unknown comparison:
<expr> IS NOT UNKNOWN

Boolean

IS NULL U
Null comparison:
<expr> IS NULL

Any

IS NOT NULL U
Negated null comparison:
<expr> IS NOT NULL

Any

= B Equality Any

!= B Inequality Any

<> B Inequality Any

> B Greater than

Ordered types
(Numeric,
String, Date,
Time)

>= B Greater than or equal to (not less than) Ordered types

< B Less than Ordered types

<= B Less than or equal to (not more than) Ordered types

BETWEEN Ternary
Range comparison:
col1 BETWEEN expr1 AND expr2

Ordered types

IS DISTINCT FROM B Distinction Any

IS NOT DISTINCT FROM B Negated distinction Any

Three State Boolean Logic

SQL boolean values have three possible states rather than the usual two: TRUE, FALSE, and
UNKNOWN, the last of which is equivalent to a boolean NULL. TRUE and FALSE operands
generally function according to normal two-state boolean logic, but additional rules apply when
pairing them with UNKNOWN operands, as the tables that follow will show.

Note: UNKOWN represents "maybe TRUE, maybe FALSE" or, to put it another way, "not
definitely TRUE and not definitely FALSE." This understanding may help you clarify why some
of the expressions in the tables evaluate as they do.

Negation (NOT):

Operation Result

NOT TRUE FALSE

NOT FALSE TRUE

NOT UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
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Conjunction (AND):

Operation Result

TRUE AND TRUE TRUE

TRUE AND FALSE FALSE

TRUE AND UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

FALSE AND TRUE FALSE

FALSE AND FALSE FALSE

FALSE AND UNKNOWN FALSE

UNKNOWN AND TRUE UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN AND FALSE FALSE

UNKNOWN AND
UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Disjunction (OR):

Operation Result

TRUE OR TRUE TRUE

TRUE OR FALSE TRUE

TRUE OR UNKNOWN TRUE

FALSE OR TRUE TRUE

FALSE OR FALSE FALSE

FALSE OR UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN OR TRUE TRUE

UNKNOWN OR FALSE UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN OR UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
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Assertion (IS):

Operation Result

TRUE IS TRUE TRUE

TRUE IS FALSE FALSE

TRUE IS UNKNOWN FALSE

FALSE IS TRUE FALSE

FALSE IS FALSE TRUE

FALSE IS UNKNOWN FALSE

UNKNOWN IS TRUE FALSE

UNKNOWN IS FALSE FALSE

UNKNOWN IS
UNKNOWN

TRUE

IS NOT UNKNOWN:

Operation Result

TRUE IS NOT UNKNOWN TRUE

FALSE IS NOT UNKNOWN TRUE

UNKNOWN IS NOT UNKNOWN FALSE

IS NOT UNKNOWN is a special operator in and of itself. The expression "x IS NOT
UNKNOWN" is equivalent to "(x IS TRUE) OR (x IS FALSE)", not "x IS (NOT UNKNOWN)".
Thus, substituting in the table above:
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x Operation Result  
Result of substituting
for x in "(x IS TRUE)
OR (x IS FALSE)"

TRUE TRUE IS NOT UNKNOWN TRUE becomes
"(TRUE IS TRUE) OR
(TRUE IS FALSE)" --
hence TRUE

FALSE FALSE IS NOT UNKNOWN TRUE becomes
"(FALSE IS TRUE) OR
(FALSE IS FALSE)" --
hence TRUE

UNKNOWN UNKNOWN IS NOT UNKNOWN FALSE becomes

"(UNKNOWN IS TRUE)
OR (UNKNOWN IS
FALSE)" -- hence
FALSE,

since UNKNOWN is
neither TRUE not
FALSE

Since IS NOT UNKNOWN is a special operator, the operations above are not transitive
around the word IS:

Operation Result

NOT UNKNOWN IS TRUE FALSE

NOT UNKNOWN IS FALSE FALSE

NOT UNKNOWN IS
UNKNOWN

TRUE

IS NULL and IS NOT NULL

Operation Result

UNKNOWN IS NULL TRUE

UNKNOWN IS NOT
NULL

FALSE

NULL IS NULL TRUE

NULL IS NOT NULL FALSE
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IS DISTINCT FROM and IS NOT DISTINCT FROM

Operation Result

UNKNOWN IS DISTINCT FROM TRUE TRUE

UNKNOWN IS DISTINCT FROM FALSE TRUE

UNKNOWN IS DISTINCT FROM UNKNOWN FALSE

UNKNOWN IS NOT DISTINCT FROM TRUE FALSE

UNKNOWN IS NOT DISTINCT FROM FALSE FALSE

UNKNOWN IS NOT DISTINCT FROM
UNKNOWN

TRUE

Informally, "x IS DISTINCT FROM y" is similar to "x <> y", except that it is true even when
either x or y (but not both) is NULL. "DISTINCT FROM" is the opposite of identical, whose
usual meaning is that a value (true, false, or unknown) is identical to itself, and distinct from
every other value. The IS and IS NOT operators treat UNKOWN in a special way, because it
represents "maybe TRUE, maybe FALSE".

Other logical operators:

For all other operators, passing a NULL or UNKNOWN operand will cause the result to be
UNKNOWN (which is the same as NULL).
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Examples:

Operation Result

TRUE AND CAST( NULL AS
BOOLEAN)

UNKNOWN

FALSE AND CAST( NULL AS
BOOLEAN)

FALSE

1 > 2 FALSE

1 < 2 TRUE

'foo' = 'bar' FALSE

'foo' <> 'bar' TRUE

'foo' <= 'bar' FALSE

'foo' <= 'bar' TRUE

3 BETWEEN 1 AND 5 TRUE

1 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 FALSE

3 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TRUE

5 BETWEEN 3 AND 5 TRUE

1 IS DISTINCT FROM 1.0 FALSE

CAST( NULL AS INTEGER ) IS NOT
DISTINCT FROM CAST (NULL AS
INTEGER)

TRUE

4.7 Functions

The topics that follow describe functions supported by streaming SQL:

· Built-in Functions

· Aggregate Functions, including streaming aggregation

· Analytic Functions, including windowed aggregation

· Scalar Functions

· Pattern Matching Functions
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· Built-in Functions

4.7.1 Aggregate Functions

An aggregate function calculate a single result from data contained in a set of rows, or from
information about a set of rows. An aggregate function may appear in

· the <selection list> portion of a SELECT clause,

· an ORDER BY clause, or

· a HAVING clause.

Guavus s-Server supports the following aggregate functions:

· AVG

· COUNT

· MAX

· MIN

· SUM

· Statistical Variance and Deviation Functions: VAR_POP, STDDEV_POP,
VAR_SAMP, STDDEV_SAMP

An aggregate function is different from an analytic function, which are always evaluated
relative to a window that must be specified, and so cannot appear in a HAVING clause. Other
differences are described in the below.

Aggregate functions operate slightly differently in aggregate queries on tables than when used
in aggregate queries on streams:

For tables, if an aggregate query contains a GROUP BY clause, then the aggregate function
returns one result per group in the set of input rows. Lacking an explicit GROUP BY clause is
equivalent to GROUP BY(), and returns only one result for the entire set of input rows.

For streams, an aggregate query must contain an explicit GROUP BY clause on a
monotonically increasing expression based on rowtime. Adding a GROUP BY clause based
on a monotonically increasing expression breaks the stream into finite sets of rows,
contiguous in time, and each such set can then be aggregated and reported. Without one, the
sole group is the whole stream, which never ends, preventing any result from being reported. 

Whenever a row arrives that changes the value of the monotonically increasing grouping
expression, a new group is started and the previous group is considered complete. s-Server
then outputs the value of the aggregate functions. Note that the GROUP BY clause may also
include other non-monotonically-increasing expressions, in which case more than one result
per set of rows may be produced.

Performing an aggregate query on streams is often referred to as streaming aggregation, as
distinct from windowed aggregation, as discussed here. Both are discussed in the topic
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Application Design Considerations in the s-Server Concepts Guide. Stream-to-stream joins
are discussed at Stream to Stream Joins; Time-based and row-based windows are
discussed in the Glossary.

If an input row contains a null in a column used as an input to a data analysis function, the
data analysis function ignores the row (except for COUNT).

Differences Between Aggregate and Analytic Functions

Function Type Outputs Rows or Windows Used

Aggregate Functions One output row
per group of input
rows.

All output columns are calculated over the same
window or same group of rows.

Analytic Functions One output row for
each input row.

Each output column may be calculated using a
different window or partition.

Streaming Aggregation and Rowtime bounds

Normally, an aggregate query generates a result when a row arrives that changes the value of
the monotonically increasing expression in the GROUP BY. For example, if the query is
grouped by FLOOR( rowtime TO MINUTE ), and the rowtime of the current row is 9:59.30,
then a new row with a rowtime of 10:00.00 will trigger the result.

Alternately, a rowtime bound can be used to advance the monotonically increasing expression
and enable the query to return a result. For example, if the query is grouped by
FLOOR( rowtime TO MINUTE ), and the rowtime of the current row is 9:59.30, then an
incoming rowtime bound of 10:00.00 will also trigger the result.

See below for examples of rowtime bounds in streaming aggregation, and the Concepts
Guide for more information on rowtime bounds in general.

Examples: Aggregate Queries on Tables

Assume the following data in table SALES.EMPS:

NAME
DEPTN
O

AGE GENDER

Amy 10 30 F

Beth 20 25 F

Charles 30 40 M

David 10 20 M

Eric 10 40 M

Fiona 30   

Gregory 40 60 M

Harriet 40 55 F
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The following SQL uses the AVG aggregate function as part of a query to find the average age
of all employees:

SELECT

    AVG(AGE) AS AVERAGE_AGE

FROM SALES.EMPS;

Result:

AVERAGE_AG
E

38

To find the average age of employees in each department, we can add an explicit GROUP BY
clause to the query:

SELECT

    DEPTNO,

    AVG(AGE) AS AVERAGE_AGE

FROM SALES.EMPS

GROUP BY DEPTNO;

Returns:

DEPTNO AVERAGE_AGE

10 30

20 25

30 40

40 57

Examples: Aggregate Queries on Streams (Streaming
Aggregation)

Assume the following information flowing through the stream WEATHERSTREAM:
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ROWTIME CITY TEMP

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Denver 29

2018-11-01 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

2018-11-01 06:00:00.0 Miami 65

2018-11-01 07:00:00.0 Denver 32

2018-11-01 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 9

2018-11-01 13:00:00.0 Denver 50

2018-11-01 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 10

2018-11-01 18:00:00.0 Miami 71

2018-11-01 19:00:00.0 Denver 43

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 4

2018-11-02 01:00:00.0 Denver 39

2018-11-02 07:00:00.0 Denver 46

2018-11-02 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 3

2018-11-02 13:00:00.0 Denver 56

2018-11-02 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

2018-11-02 19:00:00.0 Denver 50

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Denver 36

2018-11-03 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 1

If you want to find the minimum and maximum temperature recorded anywhere each day
(globally regardless of city), the minimum and maximum temperature can be calculated using
the aggregate functions MIN and MAX respectively. To indicate that we want this information
on a per-day basis (and to provide a monotonically increasing expression as the argument of
the GROUP BY clause), we use the FLOOR function to round each row's rowtime down to
the nearest day:

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(WEATHERSTREAM.ROWTIME to DAY) AS FLOOR_DAY,

    MIN(TEMP) AS MIN_TEMP,

    MAX(TEMP) AS MAX_TEMP

FROM WEATHERSTREAM
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GROUP BY FLOOR(WEATHERSTREAM.ROWTIME TO DAY);

The result of the aggregate query is:

FLOOR_DAY MIN_TEMP MAX_TEMP

2018-11-01 00:00:00.0 2 71

2018-11-02 00:00:00.0 2 56

Note that there is no row for 2018-11-03, even though the example data does include
temperature measurements on that day. This is because the rows for 2018-11-03 cannot be
aggregated until all rows for that day are known to have arrived, and that will only happen
when either a row with a rowtime of 2018-11-04 00:00:00.0 (or later) or a rowtime bound of
2018-11-04 00:00:00.0 (or later) arrives. If and when either did arrive, the next result would be:

FLOOR_DAY
MIN_TE
MP

MAX_TEMP

2018-11-03
00:00:00.0

1 36

Let's say that instead of finding the global minimum and maximum temperatures each day,
we want to find the minimum, maximum, and average temperature for each city each day. To
do this, we use the SUM and COUNT aggregate functions to compute the average, and add
CITY to the GROUP BY clause:

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(WEATHERSTREAM.ROWTIME TO DAY) AS FLOOR_DAY,

    CITY,

    MIN(TEMP) AS MIN_TEMP,

    MAX(TEMP) AS MAX_TEMP,

    SUM(TEMP)/COUNT(TEMP) AS AVG_TEMP

FROM WEATHERSTREAM

GROUP BY FLOOR(WEATHERSTREAM.ROWTIME TO DAY), CITY;

The result of the aggregate query is:

FLOOR_DAY CITY MIN_TEMP
MAX_TEM
P

AVG_TEMP

2018-11-01 00:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 7

2018-11-01 00:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 38

2018-11-01 00:00:00.0 Miami 65 71 68

2018-11-02 00:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 4 3

2018-11-02 00:00:00.0 Denver 39 56 47
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In this case, the arrival of rows for a new day's temperature measurements triggers the
aggregation of the previous day's data, grouped by CITY, which then results in one row being
produced per city included in the day's measurements.

Here again, a rowtime bound 2018-11-04 00:00:00.0 could be used to prompt a result for
2018-11-03 prior to any actual measurements for 2018-11-04 coming in:

FLOOR_DAY CITY MIN_TEMP
MAX_TEM
P

AVG_TEMP

2018-11-03
00:00:00.0

Anchorage 1 1 1

2018-11-03
00:00:00.0

Denver 36 36 36

4.7.2 Analytic Functions

An analytic function is one that returns a result calculated from data in (or about) a finite set of
rows identified by a window specification, rather than from data in or about a single row. 

Guavus s-Server supports the following analytic functions:

· AVG

· COUNT

· FIRST_VALUE

· LAST_VALUE

· LAG

· MAX

· MIN

· SUM

· Statistical Variance and Deviation Functions: VAR_POP, STDDEV_POP,
VAR_SAMP, STDDEV_SAMP

Using Analytic Functions

You use analytic functions similarly to aggregate functions. The differences are that

1. Analytic functions must specify a window. Since there are some restrictions on
window specifications, and a few differences between specifying windows for
windowed aggregation and windowed join, please see Allowed and Disallowed
Window Specifications for explanations.
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2. Analytic functions may only appear in the <selection list> portion of a SELECT
clause or in the ORDER BY clause.

Performing queries using analytic functions is commonly referred to as windowed
aggregation, as distinct from streaming aggregation.

Both are discussed in the topic Application Design Considerations in the s-Server Concepts
Guide. Stream-to-stream joins are discussed in the topic Stream to Stream Joins in this
guide. Time-based and row-based windows are discussed in the Glossary.

Because of the presence of the window specification, queries that use analytic functions
produce results in a different manner than do aggregate queries. 

For each row in the input set, the window specification identifies a different set of rows on
which the analytic function operates. If the window specification also includes a PARTITION
BY clause, then the only rows in the window that will be considered in producing a result will
be those that share the same partition as the input row.

If an input row contains a null in a column used as an input to an analytic function, the analytic
function ignores the row, except for COUNT, which does count rows with null values. In
cases where the window (or in the case of a PARTITION BY, a partition within the window)
contains no rows, an analytic function will return null. The exception to this is COUNT, which
returns zero.

Differences Between Aggregate and Analytic Functions

Function Type Outputs Rows or Windows Used

Aggregate Functions One output row per group of
input rows

All output columns are calculated over the same
window or same group of rows.

Analytic Functions One output row for each
input row.

Each output column may be calculated using a
different window or partition.

Analytic functions syntax charts

The following syntax diagrams illustrate the sequence of commands and clauses constituting
the usage of analytic functions
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Links to related charts:

· The list of analytic functions that SQLstream supports appears below.

· The SELECT topic explains the order-by clause, showing the order-by chart, as well
as the windowing clause (and window-specification chart).

· To see where an order-by clause is used in Select statements, see the Select chart
in the SELECT topic of this guide.

Windowed aggregation on streams and rowtime bounds

For time-based windows on streams, analytic functions are normally only able to identify the
complete set of rows (and hence calculate a result) once a row arrives that falls outside the
later bound of the current window. For example, in the case of a window that is RANGE
INTERVAL '1' MINUTE FOLLOWING, the arrival of a row with a rowtime more than one
minute later than that of the row for which the window is being evaluated would indicate that
there will be no more rows in the window, and the query can return a result.

Alternately, a rowtime bound can be used to indicate that no more rows will arrive within a
given window, enabling the query to return a result.

For row-based windows on streams, such as ROWS 3 PRECEDING, rowtime bounds have
no effect on windows (and hence, on the evaluation of analytic functions).

See below for examples of rowtime bounds in windowed aggregation, and the Developer's
Guide for more information on rowtime bounds in general.
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Examples: Windowed aggregation on tables

Assume the following data in a table of stock quotes:

ID TICKER PRICE

1 AAA 20

2 BBB 40

3 CCC 60

4 AAA 30

5 BBB 32

6 CCC 70

7 AAA 40

8 BBB 24

9 CCC 60

10 AAA 50

11 BBB 20

12 CCC 50

Let's say we wish to compute the rolling average of the last 3 quotes on a given ticker. This is
accomplished by using the AVG analytic function over a partitioned window:

 SELECT
      TICKER,
      AVG(PRICE) OVER W1 AS ROLLING_AVG
 FROM QUOTES
 WINDOW W1 AS( PARTITION BY TICKER ROWS 2 PRECEDING );

Result:
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TICKER ROLLING_AV
G

AAA 20

BBB 40

CCC 60

AAA 25

BBB 36

CCC 65

AAA 30

BBB 32

CCC 63

AAA 40

BBB 25

CCC 60

Note that the first two result rows for each ticker symbol are based on fewer than three
preceding rows, while the last two for each ticker operate on exactly three rows.

Windowed aggregation on streams

Assume the following information flowing through the stream WEATHERSTREAM:

ROWTIME CITY TEMP

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 Denver 29

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

1997-11-01 06:00:00.0 Miami 65

1997-11-01 07:00:00.0 Denver 32

1997-11-01 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 9

1997-11-01 13:00:00.0 Denver 50

1997-11-01 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 10

1997-11-01 18:00:00.0 Miami 71

1997-11-01 19:00:00.0 Denver 43

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 4

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 Denver 39

1997-11-02 07:00:00.0 Denver 46

1997-11-02 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 3

1997-11-02 13:00:00.0 Denver 56

1997-11-02 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2

1997-11-02 19:00:00.0 Denver 50

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 Denver 36

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 1
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Let's say we want to find the minimum and maximum temperature recorded in the 24-hour
period prior to any given reading, globally, regardless of city. To do this, we define a window of
RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING, and use it in the OVER clause for the MIN and MAX
analytic functions:

 SELECT STREAM

        ROWTIME,

        MIN(TEMP) OVER W1 AS WMIN_TEMP,

        MAX(TEMP) OVER W1 AS WMAX_TEMP

 FROM WEATHERSTREAM

 WINDOW W1 AS (

    RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING

);
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Results:

ROWTIME
WMIN_TEM
P

WMAX_TEMP

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 29 29

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 2 29

1997-11-01 06:00:00.0 2 65

1997-11-01 07:00:00.0 2 65

1997-11-01 09:00:00.0 2 65

1997-11-01 13:00:00.0 2 65

1997-11-01 17:00:00.0 2 65

1997-11-01 18:00:00.0 2 71

1997-11-01 19:00:00.0 2 71

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 2 71

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 2 71

1997-11-02 07:00:00.0 4 71

1997-11-02 09:00:00.0 3 71

1997-11-02 13:00:00.0 3 71

1997-11-02 17:00:00.0 2 71

1997-11-02 19:00:00.0 2 56

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 2 56

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 1 56

Now, let's assume we want to find the minimum, maximum, and average temperature
recorded in the 24 hour period prior to any given reading, broken down by city. To do this, we
add a PARTITION BY clause on CITY to the window specification, and add the AVG analytic
function over the same window to the selection list:

 SELECT STREAM

        ROWTIME,

        CITY,

        MIN(TEMP) over W1 AS WMIN_TEMP,
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        MAX(TEMP) over W1 AS WMAX_TEMP,

        AVG(TEMP) over W1 AS WAVG_TEMP

 FROM AGGTEST.WEATHERSTREAM

 WINDOW W1 AS (

        PARTITION BY CITY

        RANGE INTERVAL '1' DAY PRECEDING

 );

Results:

ROWTIME CITY
WMIN_TEM
P

WMAX_TEMP WAVG_TEMP

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 Denver 29 29 29

1997-11-01 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 2 2

1997-11-01 06:00:00.0 Miami 65 65 65

1997-11-01 07:00:00.0 Denver 29 32 30

1997-11-01 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 9 5

1997-11-01 13:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 37

1997-11-01 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 7

1997-11-01 18:00:00.0 Miami 65 71 68

1997-11-01 19:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 38

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 6

1997-11-02 01:00:00.0 Denver 29 50 38

1997-11-02 07:00:00.0 Denver 32 50 42

1997-11-02 09:00:00.0 Anchorage 3 10 6

1997-11-02 13:00:00.0 Denver 39 56 46

1997-11-02 17:00:00.0 Anchorage 2 10 4

1997-11-02 19:00:00.0 Denver 39 56 46

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 Denver 36 56 45

1997-11-03 01:00:00.0 Anchorage 1 4 2

Examples: Rowtime Bounds and Windowed Aggregation

This is an example of a windowed aggregate query:

 SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, ticker, amount, SUM(amount)

    OVER (

        PARTITION BY ticker

        RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

 AS hourlyVolume

 FROM Trades

Because this is a query on a stream, rows pop out of this query as soon as they go in. For
example, given the inputs:

Trades: IBM 10 10 10:00:00

Trades: ORCL 20 10:10:00

Trades.bound: 10:15:00

Trades: ORCL 15 10:25:00
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Trades: IBM 30 11:05:00

Trades.bound: 11:10:00

the output will be:

Trades: IBM 10 10 10:00:00

Trades: ORCL 20 20 10:10:00

Trades.bound: 10:15:00

Trades: ORCL 15 35 10:25:00

Trades: IBM 30 30 11:05:00

Trades.bound: 11:10:00

The rows still hang around behind the scenes for an hour, and thus the second ORCL row
output has a total of 35; but the original IBM trade falls outside the "hour preceding" window,
and so is excluded from the IBM sum.

Windowed-Aggregation Specifications

Definitions and examples appear in the Streaming Aggregation and Windowed Aggregation
topic in this guide.

The chart for windowed aggregation is next.

Syntax Chart for Windowed Aggregation

(To see where windowed-aggregation fits into a SELECT statement, see the topic SELECT in
this guide.)
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Interval Clause

Example:

Some business problems seem to need totals over the whole history of a stream, but this is
usually not practical to compute. However, such business problems are often solvable by
looking at the last day, the last hour, or the last N records. Sets of such records are called
windowed aggregates.

They  can be expressed as follows:

   SELECT STREAM ticker,

      avg(price  OVER  lastHour AS avgPrice,

      max(price) OVER  lastHour AS maxPrice

   FROM Bids

   WINDOW lastHour AS  (

      PARTITION BY ticker

      RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING);

Analytic functions require a window to work in streaming SQL. For more information on
windows, see 
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4.7.3 AVG

AVG returns the the average (arithmetic mean) of all the value expressions evaluated for each
row in the aggregation. When used without the OVER clause, AVG is considered an
aggregate function. When used with the OVER clause, it is an analytic function. (For
exponential averaging, see exp_avg.)

Syntax

AVG ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <number-expression> ) [ OVER <window-specification> ]

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

If DISTINCT is specified, only rows that match the <number expression> and have unique
values qualify. If ALL is specified, all rows qualify. If neither DISTINCT nor ALL is specified, the
behavior defaults to ALL.

When used as an analytic function, AVG will return null if the window being evaluated contains
no rows, or if all rows contain null values. This will also be the result in the case of a
PARTITION BY for which the partition within the window matching the input row contains no
rows or all rows are null.

Otherwise AVG ignores null values. AVG of 1, 2, 3 is 2. AVG of 1,null, 2, null, 3, null is also 2 -
the null values aren't counted as part of the total or in the count of rows. So AVG(x) is the
same as SUM(x) / COUNT(x).

Example

This example shows the difference between AVG(ALL pct_free), which is calculated as (71 *
10 + 1 * 0)/72 = 9.86, and AVG(DISTINCT pct_free), which is calculated as (10 + 0)/2 = 5.

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select pct_free, count(*) from test1 group by

pct_free;

+-----------+---------+

 PCT_FREE   EXPR$1  

+-----------+---------+

 10.0       71      

 0.0        1       

+-----------+---------+

2 rows selected (0.672 seconds)

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select avg(all pct_free) as avg_all from test1;

+-------------------+

      AVG_ALL      

+-------------------+

 9.86111111111111  

+-------------------+

1 row selected (0.438 seconds)

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select avg(distinct pct_free) as avg_distinct from

test1;

+---------------+

 AVG_DISTINCT  

+---------------+

 5.0           
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+---------------+

1 row selected (0.516 seconds)

Limitations

AVG is only supported on numeric types.

Note: SQLstream does not support AVG applied to interval types. This is a departure from
the SQL standard.

4.7.4 ANY

ANY returns true if the supplied boolean_expression is true in any of the selected rows; and
returns false if the supplied boolean_expression is true in none of the selected rows.  When
used without the OVER clause, ANY is considered an aggregate function. When used with
the OVER clause, it is an analytic function.

ANY is the dual of EVERY.

Syntax

ANY ( <boolean_expression> )

Example

The following SQL snippet returns 'true' if the price for any ticker in the stream of trades is
below 1; and 'false' if every price in the stream is 1 or greater.

 SELECT ANY (ticker < 1) FROM trades

  GROUP BY (FLOOR trades.rowtime to hour);

4.7.5 COUNT

The COUNT function returns the number of qualifying rows in the aggregation. When used
without an OVER clause, COUNT is considered an aggregate function. When used with an
OVER clause (for streams, as used with a window clause), it is an analytic function.

Syntax

COUNT ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <value-expression> ) [ OVER <window-specification> ]

COUNT is the count of all non-null values for <value-expression>. The DISTINCT qualifier
eliminates duplicates. The ALL qualifier retains duplicates. ALL is assumed if neither ALL nor
DISTINCT is specified. For example, if a column named col contains the values 1,2,2,2,3,
COUNT(col) or the equivalent expression COUNT(ALL col) returns 5; COUNT(DISTINCT col)
returns 3. COUNT(DISTINCT) works with both the WINDOW and GROUP BY clauses of the
SELECT statement.
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If the value of COUNT(<value-expression>) is null, COUNT returns zero.

You can use COUNT(*) to count rows. COUNT(DISTINCT *) is not meaningful.

When used as an analytic function, COUNT will return zero if the window being evaluated
contains no rows if the window being evaluated (or in the case of a PARTITION BY, the
partition within the window matching the input row) contains no rows, as in the case of an
offset window that contains no rows prior to CURRENT ROW. For more information on offset
windows, see the topic WINDOW clause in this guide.

Example

Given the following rows:                                        |

ROWTIME 'AMOUNT' 'TICKER'

'2019-03-30 03:02:00.000' '20' 'ORCL '

'2019-03-30 03:02:10.000' '20' 'ORCL'

'2019-03-30 03:03:00.000' '30' 'IBM  '

'2019-03-30 03:04:00.000' '15' 'ORCL '

'2019-03-30 03:04:30.000' '40' 'IBM  '

and the following code:

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      COUNT(DISTINCT ticker) OVER win AS count_ticker_distinct

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW win

AS (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

;

COUNT(DISTINCT ticker) returns the following:

+-----------------------+-----------------------+

|       ROWTIME         | COUNT_TICKER_DISTINCT |

+-----------------------+-----------------------+

| 2019-03-30 03:02:00.0 | 1                     |

| 2019-03-30 03:02:10.0 | 1                     |

| 2019-03-30 03:03:00.0 | 2                     |

| 2019-03-30 03:04:00.0 | 2                     |

| 2019-03-30 03:04:30.0 | 2                     |

In the first and second rows, only one distinct value--'ORCL' exists for ticker. At the third row,
two distinct values exist--'ORCL' and 'IBM'. Because the fourth and fifth rows each repeat
'ORCL' or 'IBM', the value of COUNT(DISTINCT ticker) does not increase.

If you were to substitute COUNT(*) OVER win AS count_rows for COUNT(DISTINCT ticker) OVER win AS count_ticker_distinct, you would get the following result:

+-----------------------+
| COUNT_ROWS |
+-----------------------+
| 1                      |
| 2                      |
| 3                      |
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| 4                      |
| 5                      |

Limitations

Guavus s-Server does not support the FILTER clause of the COUNT function.

4.7.6 EVERY

EVERY returns true if the supplied boolean_expression is true in all of the selected rows; and
returns false otherwise, that is, if the supplied boolean_expression is false in any of the
selected rows. When used without the OVER clause, EVERY is considered an aggregate
function. When used with the OVER clause, it is an analytic function.

EVERY is the dual of ANY.

Syntax

EVERY ( <boolean_expression> )

Example

The following SQL snippet returns 'true' if the price for every ticker in the stream of trades is
below 1; and 'false' if any price is 1 or greater.

 SELECT EVERY (ticker < 1) FROM trades

  GROUP BY (FLOOR trades.rowtime to hour);

4.7.7 EXP_AVG

EXP_AVG is an analytic function that returns an exponentially-weighted average (exponential
moving average) of a stream of value expressions selected in a specified time window.
EXP_AVG divides the specified window into intervals based on the value of <time-interval>.
The values of the specified expression are weighted the most heavily for the most recent
time-intervals and exponentially less heavily for earlier intervals.

Syntax

EXP_AVG ( expression, <time-interval> ) OVER <window-specification>

Example

This example creates an exponentially-weighted average of the price of each stock ticker over
a 30-second window such that the prices (for that ticker symbol) in the most recent 10-
second subwindow carry double the weight of the prices in the middle 10-second subwindow
and four times the weight of the prices in the oldest 10-second subwindow.

  create view movingT as
   SELECT STREAM t.rowtime, ticker, price,

        exp_avg(price, INTERVAL '10' SECOND) over w as avgPrice

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moving_average
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moving_average
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   from t

   window w as (partition by ticker range interval '30' second preceding);

In this example, 10 seconds is the half-life of the decay function, that is, the period over which
the weights applied to the prices being averaged decrease by a factor of two. In other words,
the older one will be given half as much weight as the newer one. It is specified as the
time_interval in the call to EXP_AVG as interval '10' second .

4.7.8 FIRST_VALUE

FIRST_VALUE returns the evaluation of the <value expression> from the first row that
qualifies for the aggregate. FIRST_VALUE requires the OVER clause, and is considered an
analytic function. FIRST_VALUE has a null treatment option defined below.

Syntax

FIRST_VALUE( <value-expression> ) <null treatment> OVER <window-specification>

Null treatment option Effect

FIRST_VALUE(x) IGNORE NULLS OVER
<window-specification>

Returns first non null value of x in <window-
specification>

FIRST_VALUE(x) RESPECT NULLS OVER
<window-specification>

Returns first value, including null of x in
<window-specification>

FIRST_VALUE(x) OVER <window-
specification>

Returns first value, including null of x in
<window-specification>

See the topic WINDOW clause of the SELECT statement for more details on defining
windows.

4.7.9 LAG

LAG is an analytic function that returns the evaluation of the expression (such as the name of
a column) for the row that is N rows before from the current row in a given window. Both
offset and default are evaluated with respect to the current row. If there is no such row, it
instead returns a specified default expression. LAG returns a value of the same type as the
expression. 

Syntax

LAG(expr [ , N [ , defaultExpr]]) [ IGNORE NULLS | RESPECT NULLS ] over window-

definition

where

expr is an expression which can be evaluated on a row
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N is a BIGINT

defaultExpr is an expression which can be evaluated on a row and which can be CAST to the
same type as expr.

See the topic WINDOW clause of the SELECT statement for more details on defining
windows.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Notes:

N defaults to 1. (If defaultExpr is not specified LAG is equivalent to NTH_VALUE(expr, N + 1)
FROM LAST.)

defaultExpr defaults to NULL. If specified, defaultExpr is returned instead of NULL if N falls
outside of the window.

When calculating offset rows, rows for which expr evaluates to null are eliminated if IGNORE
NULLS is specified.

If null behavior is not specified, defaults to RESPECT NULLS.

4.7.10 LAST_VALUE

LAST_VALUE is an analytic function that returns the evaluation of the <value expression>
from the last row that qualifies for the aggregate. 

Syntax

LAST_VALUE ( <value-expression> )  OVER <window-specification>

Null treatment option Effect

LAST_VALUE(x) IGNORE NULLS OVER
<window-specification>

Returns last non null value of x in <window-
specification>

LAST_VALUE(x) RESPECT NULLS OVER
<window-specification>

Returns last value, including null of x in
<window-specification>

LAST_VALUE(x) OVER <window-
specification>

Returns last value, including null of x in
<window-specification>

See the topic WINDOW clause of the SELECT statement for more details on defining
windows.
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4.7.11 MAX

MAX returns the maximum value of all the numeric expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. When used without the OVER clause, MAX is considered an aggregate function.
When used with the OVER clause, it is an analytic function.

MAX ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <number-expression> ) [ OVER <window-specification> ]

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

For string values, MAX is determined by which string is last in the collating sequence.

When used as an analytic function, MAX will return null if the window being evaluated (or in
the case of a PARTITION BY, the partition within the window matching the input row) contains
no rows, as in the case of an offset window that contains no rows prior to CURRENT ROW.
For more information on offset windows, see the topic WINDOW clause in this guide.

4.7.12 MIN

MIN ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <value-expression> ) [ OVER <window-specification> ]

MIN returns the minimum value of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the
aggregation. When used without the OVER clause, MIN is considered an aggregate function.
When used with the OVER clause, it is an analytic function.

For string values, MIN is determined by which string is first in the collating sequence.

When used as an analytic function, MIN will return null if the window being evaluated (or in the
case of a PARTITION BY, the partition within the window matching the input row) contains no
rows, as in the case of an offset window that contains no rows prior to CURRENT ROW. For
more information on offset windows, see the topic WINDOW clause in this guide.

4.7.13 NTH_VALUE

NTH_VALUE is an analytic function that returns the nth value of x from the first or last value in
the window. Counting starts at 1. FIRST refers to the earliest row in the window (the row with
the lowest value of rowtime). LAST refers to the latest row (usually the current value of
rowtime). 

Syntax

NTH_VALUE(x, n) [ <from first or last> ] [ <null treatment> ] over window-definition

where:

<null treatment> := RESPECT NULLS | IGNORE NULL

<from first or last> := FROM FIRST | FROM LAST

Notes

Default is first. If <null treatment> is set to IGNORE NULLS, then the function will skip over
nulls while counting. 
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If there are not enough rows in the window to reach nth value, function returns NULL.

See the topic WINDOW clause of the SELECT statement for more details on defining
windows.

4.7.14 SUM

SUM ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <number-expression> ) [ OVER <window-specification> ]

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

SUM returns the sum of all the value expressions evaluated for each row in the aggregation.
When used without the OVER clause, SUM is considered an aggregate function. When used
with the OVER clause, it is an analytic function.

If DISTINCT is specified, only distinct row values qualify. If ALL is specified, all rows qualify. If
neither DISTINCT nor ALL is specified, the behavior defaults to ALL.

When used as an analytic function, SUM will return null if the window being evaluated (or in
the case of a PARTITION BY, the partition within the window matching the input row) contains
no rows, as in the case of an offset window that contains no rows prior to CURRENT ROW.
For more information on offset windows, see the topic WINDOW clause in this guide.

Examples

The following example shows the difference between SUM(ALL value) and SUM(DISTINCT
value); note how SUM(ALL value) returns 710 (71 rows with a value of 10 plus 1 row with a
value of 0) whereas SUM(DISTINCT value) returns just 10 (10 + 0) as there are only two
distinct values for PCT_FREE.

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select pct_free, count(*) from test1 group by

pct_free;

+-----------+---------+

| PCT_FREE  | EXPR$1  |

+-----------+---------+

| 10.0      | 71      |

| 0.0       | 1       |

+-----------+---------+

2 rows selected (0.453 seconds)

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select sum(all pct_free) as sum_all from test1;

+----------+

| SUM_ALL  |

+----------+

| 710.0    |

+----------+

1 row selected (0.391 seconds)

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select sum(distinct pct_free) as sum_distinct from

test1;

+---------------+

| SUM_DISTINCT  |

+---------------+

| 10.0          |

+---------------+

1 row selected (0.422 seconds)
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Notes

SUM is only supported on numeric types.

Limitation

SQLstream streaming SQL does not support SUM applied to interval types. This is a
departure from the SQL standard.

4.7.15 Statistical Variance and Deviation Functions

Each of these functions takes a set of numbers, ignores nulls, and can be used as either an
aggregate function or an analytic function.

The relationships among these functions are described in the following table:

Function
purpose

Function name Formula Comments

Population
variance

VAR_POP(expr) (SUM(expr*expr) -
SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) /
COUNT(expr)) /
COUNT(expr)

Returns null if applied to an empty
set.

Population
standard
deviation

STDDEV_POP(expr
)

Square root of the
population variance
(VAR_POP).

When VAR_POP returns null,
STDDEV_POP returns null.

Sample
variance

VAR_SAMP(expr) (SUM(expr*expr) -
SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) /
COUNT(expr)) /

Returns null if applied to an empty
set or an input set of one element.

Sample
standard
deviation

STDDEV_SAMP(ex
pr)

Square root of the
sample variance
(VAR_SAMP).

Applied to only 1 row of input data,
STDDEV_SAMP returns null.

VAR_POP

Returns the population variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored).

VAR_POP uses the following calculation:

(SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / COUNT(expr)

In other words, for a given set of non-null values, using S1 as the sum of the values and S2
as the sum of the squares of the values, VAR_POP returns the result (S2-S1*S1/N)/N.
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You can use VAR_POP as either an aggregate and analytic function. Applied to an empty set,
it returns null.

Syntax

VAR_POP ( [DISTINCT | ALL] number-expression )

where ALL includes (and DISTINCT excludes) duplicate values in the input set. ALL is the
default. When the the input set has no non-null data, VAR_POP returns NULL.

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

STDDEV_POP

Population Standard Deviation. Returns the returns the square root of the population variance
(VAR_POP) for <number expression>, evaluated for each row remaining in the group. 

Syntax

STDDEV_POP ( [DISTINCT | ALL] number-expression )

where ALL includes (and DISTINCT excludes) duplicate values in the input set. ALL is the
default. When the the input set has no non-null data, STDDEV_POP returns NULL.

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

VAR_SAMP

Returns the sample variance of a non-null set of numbers (nulls being ignored).

Syntax

VAR_SAMP ( [DISTINCT | ALL] number-expression )

where ALL includes (and DISTINCT excludes) duplicate values in the input set. ALL is the
default. When the the input set has no non-null data, VAR_SAMP returns NULL.

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

VAR_SAMP uses the following calculation:

· (SUM(expr*expr) - SUM(expr)*SUM(expr) / COUNT(expr)) / (COUNT(expr)-1)

In other words, for a given set of non-null values, using S1 as the sum of the values and S2
as the sum of the squares of the values, VAR_POP returns the result (S2-S1*S1/N)/(N-1).

You can use VAR_SAMP as either an aggregate and analytic function. Applied to an empty
set, it returns null. Given an input set of one element, VAR_SAMP returns null.
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STDDEV_SAMP

Returns the statistical standard deviation of all values in number-expression, evaluated for each
row remaining in the group and defined as the square root of the sample variance
(VAR_SAMP).

Syntax

STDDEV_SAMP ( [DISTINCT | ALL] <number-expression> )

where ALL includes (and DISTINCT excludes) duplicate values in the input set. ALL is the
default. When the the input set has no non-null data, STDDEV_SAMP returns NULL.

<number-expression> can be any any numeric expression.

STD_DEV is an alias of STDDEV_SAMP.

4.7.16 Scalar Functions

Scalar functions are single-row functions (that is, they produce a single result for each input
row to a query). The following scalar functions are available in streaming SQL:

· ABS

· CAST

· CEIL / CEILING

· CHAR_LENGTH / CHARACTER_LENGTH

· COALESCE

· CURRENT_DATE

· CURRENT_PATH

· CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP

· CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

· EXP

· EXTRACT

· FLOOR

· INITCAP

· LN

· LOCALTIME
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· LOCALTIMESTAMP

· LOG10

· LOWER

· MOD

· NULLIF

· OVERLAY

· POSITION

· POWER

· SUBSTRING, SUBSTRING Regex, SUBSTRING with Escape

· SYSTEM_USER

· TRIM

· UPPER

4.7.16.1 ABS

Returns the absolute value of the input argument. Returns null if the input argument is null.

Syntax

ABS ( <numeric-expression>  <interval-expression> )

Examples

Function Result

ABS(2.0) 2.0

ABS(-1.0) 1.0

ABS(0) 0

ABS(-3 * 3) 9

ABS(INTERVAL '-3 4:20' DAY TO
MINUTE)

INTERVAL '3 4:20' DAY TO
MINUTE

In SQLline, using "cast as VARCHAR" to show the output, the value is returned as "+3 04:20".

 values(cast(ABS(INTERVAL '-3 4:20' DAY TO MINUTE) AS VARCHAR(8)));

  +-----------+

    EXPR$0   

  +-----------+

   +3 04:20  

  +-----------+
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  1 row selected

4.7.16.2 CAST

CAST lets you convert one value expression or data type to another value expression or data
type.

Its syntax is as follows"

CAST ( <cast-operand> AS <cast-target> )

 <cast-operand> := <value-expression>

 <cast-target>  := <data-type>

Valid Conversions

Using CAST with source operands of the types listed in the first column below can create
cast target types as listed in the second column, without restriction. Other target types are not
supported.

Source Operand Types Target Operand Types

Any numeric type (See Note A below this table.) VARCHAR, CHAR, or any numeric type (See Note
A.)

VARCHAR, CHAR All of the above, plus, DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP,
DAY-TIME INTERVAL, BOOLEAN

DATE DATE, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP

TIME TIME, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP TIME, VARCHAR, CHAR, TIMESTAMP, DATE

DAY-TIME INTERVAL DAY-TIME INTERVAL, BIGINT, DECIMAL, CHAR,
VARCHAR

BOOLEAN VARCHAR, CHAR, BOOLEAN

BINARY, VARBINARY BINARY, VARBINARY

Note A: Any numeric type means any of the following: NUMERIC, DECIMAL, SMALLINT,
INTEGER, BIGINT, REAL, DOUBLE.

Examples

2.1 DATE to CHAR/VARCHAR

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast(date'2008-08-23' as varchar(25)));

+-------------+

|   EXPR$0    |

+-------------+

| 2008-08-23  |

+-------------+

1 row selected

(Note that if an inadequate output specification is supplied, no rows are selected:

values(cast(date'2008-08-23' as varchar(9)));

'EXPR$0'
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No rows selected

(Because the date literal requires 10 characters)

In the next case, the date is blank-padded on the right (because of the semantics of the
CHAR datatype):

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast(date'2008-08-23' as char(25)));

+----------------------------+

|           EXPR$0           |

+----------------------------+

| 2008-08-23                 |

+----------------------------+

1 row selected

REAL to INTEGER

The real (NUMERIC or DECIMAL) is rounded by the cast:

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast(-1.7 as integer));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

| -2      |

+---------+

1 row selected

STRING to TIMESTAMP

There are two ways to convert a string to a timestamp. The first uses CAST. The other uses
SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

s-Server supports parsing ISO 8601 timestamps with the exception of week dates.

· Timestamps in the form year month day or year day-of-year are supported.

· Timezones (n the form of +-hhmm, +-hh, +-hh:mm or Z) are optional.

· Separators can in general be omitted, but if they are, day and month must both be 2
digits. 

· Year must always be 4 digits. 

· Day-of-year must always be 3 digits.

· Separator between date and time should be ' ' or 'T'. It can be omitted except in the
case of 7 digit dates (year day-of-year with no separator).

All of the following date strings can be validly cast to timestamp:
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Timestamps using a space as a separator

2020-10-21 14:21:01
2020-10-21 00:00:00
2020-10-21 24:00:00
2020-10-21 14:21:1
2020/10/21 14:21:01

Timestamp with year-dayofyear

2020295T14:21:01

Timestamps using T as a separator

2020-10-21T14:21:01
2020-10-21T14:21:01.152
2020-10-21T14:21:01,152
2020-10-21T14:21:01,15
2020-10-21T14:21:01.152678
20201021T14:21:01
20201021T142101
20201021T142101.1522020-295T14:21:01

Timestamps with timezones

2020-10-21T14:21:01Z
2020-10-21T14:21:01+01
2020-10-21T14:21:01-01
2020-10-21T14:21:01+0130
2020-10-21T14:21:01+01:30

If the input string is not in the appropriate format to be CAST, then to convert the string to a
timestamp, you must use the SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP. method.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

TIMESTAMP to STRING

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast( TIMESTAMP '2020-02-19 21:25:35' AS VARCHAR(25)));

'EXPR$0'

'2020-02-19 21:25:35'

1 row selected

Note that CAST requires a TIMESTAMP-literal to have literally the full format of 'yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss'. If any part of that full format is missing, the literal is rejected as illegal, as seen
below:

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values( TIMESTAMP '2020-02-19 21:25');

Error: Illegal TIMESTAMP literal '2020-02-19 21:25':

                                  not in format 'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss' (state=,code=0)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values( TIMESTAMP '2020-02-19 21:25:00');

'EXPR$0'

'2020-02-19 21:25:00'

1 row selected
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Also, if an inadequate output specification is supplied, no rows are selected:

values(cast( TIMESTAMP '2020-02-19 21:25:35' AS VARCHAR(18)));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

(Because the timestamp literal requires 19 characters)

These restrictions apply similarly to CASTing to TIME or DATE types: See Note A.

STRING to TIME

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast(' 21:23:45.0' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

'21:23:45'

1 row selected

See also Note A.

STRING to DATE

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('2020-02-19' AS DATE));

'EXPR$0'

'2020-02-19'

1 row selected

Note A

Note that CAST for strings requires that the string operand for casting to TIME or DATE have
the exact form required to represent a TIME or DATE, respectively.

As shown below, the cast fails if:

· the string operand includes data extraneous to the targeted type, or

· the INTERVAL operand ( 'day hours:minutes:seconds.milliseconds' ) does not include
necessary data, or

· the specified output field is too small to hold the conversion results.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('2020-02-19 21:23:45.0' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

Fails because it includes date information not allowed as a TIME.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('2020-02-19 21:23:45.0' AS DATE));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

Fails because it includes time information not allowed as a DATE.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('2020-02-19 21' AS DATE));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected
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Fails because it includes time information not allowed as a DATE.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('2009-02-28' AS DATE));

'EXPR$0'

'2009-02-28'

1 row selected

Succeeds because it includes a correct representation of date string.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(CAST (cast('2020-02-19 21:23:45.0' AS TIMESTAMP) AS DATE));

'EXPR$0'

'2020-02-19'

1 row selected

Succeeds because it correctly converts string to TIMESTAMP before casting to DATE.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('21:23' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

Fails because it lacks time information (seconds) required for a TIME.

(Specifying fractional seconds is allowed but not required.)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('21:23:34:11' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

Fails because it includes incorrect representation of fractional seconds.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('21:23:34.11' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

'21:23:34'

1 row selected

Succeeds because it includes correct representation of fractional seconds.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values(cast('21:23:34' AS TIME));

'EXPR$0'

'21:23:34'

1 row selected

This example succeeds because it includes correct representation of seconds without
fractions of a second.

INTERVAL to Exact Numerics

CAST for intervals requires that the INTERVAL operand have only one field in it, such as
MINUTE, HOUR, SECOND.

If the INTERVAL operand has more than one field, such as MINUTE TO SECOND, the cast
fails, as shown below:
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0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values ( cast (INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(3) as

decimal(4,2)));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

+---------+

No rows selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values ( cast (INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(3) as

decimal(4)));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

| 120     |

+---------+

1 row selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values ( cast (INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(3) as

decimal(3)));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

| 120     |

+---------+

1 row selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values ( cast (INTERVAL '120' MINUTE(3) as

decimal(2)));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

+---------+

No rows selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values cast(interval '1.1' second(1,1) as

decimal(2,1));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

| 1.1     |

+---------+

1 row selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> values cast(interval '1.1' second(1,1) as

decimal(1,1));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

+---------+

No rows selected

For year, decimal fractions are disallowed as input and as output.

values cast(interval '1.1' year (1,1) as decimal(2,1));

Error: org.eigenbase.sql.parser.SqlParseException: Encountered "," at line 1, column

35.

Was expecting:

    ")" ... (state=,code=0)

values cast(interval '1.1' year (1) as decimal(2,1));

Error: From line 1, column 13 to line 1, column 35:
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              Illegal interval literal format '1.1' for INTERVAL YEAR(1)

(state=,code=0)

values cast(interval '1.' year (1) as decimal(2,1));

Error: From line 1, column 13 to line 1, column 34:

              Illegal interval literal format '1.' for INTERVAL YEAR(1)

(state=,code=0)

values cast(interval '1' year (1) as decimal(2,1));

+---------+

| EXPR$0  |

+---------+

| 1.0     |

+---------+

1 row selected

For additional examples, see SQL Operators: Further examples.

Limitations

Guavus s-Server does not support directly casting numeric values to interval values. This is a
departure from the SQL standard. To convert a numeric to an interval, we recommend
multiplying the numeric value against a specific interval value. For example, to convert the
integer time_in_millis to a day-time interval:

time_in_millis * INTERVAL '0 00:00:00.001' DAY TO SECOND

For example:

 values cast( 5000 * (INTERVAL '0 00:00:00.001' DAY TO SECOND) as varchar(11));

'EXPR$0'

'5000'

1 row selected

4.7.16.3 CEIL / CEILING

When called with a numeric argument, CEILING returns the smallest integer equal to or larger
than the input argument.

When called with a date, time, or timestamp expression, CEILING returns the smallest value
equal to or larger than the input, subject to the precision specified by the <time unit>. 

CEIL | CEILING ( <number-expression> )

CEIL | CEILING ( <datetime-expression> TO <time-unit> )

CEIL | CEILING ( <number-expression> )

CEIL | CEILING ( <datetime-expression> TO <[[time-unit> )

Returns null if any input argument is null.
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 Examples

Function Result

CEIL(2.0) 2

CEIL(-1.0) -1

CEIL(5.4) 6

CEILING(-3.3) -3

CEILING(-3 * 3.1) -9

CEILING(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30
13:48:23' TO HOUR)

TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 14:00:00'

CEILING(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30
13:48:23' TO MINUTE)

TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:49:00'

CEILING(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30
13:48:23' TO DAY)

TIMESTAMP '2004-10-01 00:00:00.0'

CEILING(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30
13:48:23' TO YEAR)

TIMESTAMP '2005-01-01 00:00:00.0'

Notes

1. CEIL and CEILING are synonyms for this function.

2. CEIL(<datetime value expression> TO <time unit>) is a SQLstream extension

3. See also FLOOR

4.7.16.4 CHAR_LENGTH / CHARACTER_LENGTH

Syntax for these functions is as follows:

 CHAR_LENGTH | CHARACTER_LENGTH ( <character-expression> )

Returns the length in characters of the string passed as the input argument. Returns null if
input argument is null.

Examples

CHAR_LENGTH('one') 3

CHAR_LENGTH('') 0

CHARACTER_LENGTH('fred') 4

CHARACTER_LENGTH( cast (null as varchar(16) ) null

CHARACTER_LENGTH( cast ('fred' as char(16) ) 16
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Limitations

Note: SQLstream streaming SQL does not support the optional USING CHARACTERS |
OCTETS clause. This is a departure from the SQL standard.

4.7.16.5 COALESCE

The COALESCE function takes a list of expressions (all of which must be of the same type)
and returns the first non-null argument from the list. If all of the expressions are null,
COALESCE returns null.

Syntax

COALESCE ( <value-expression> {,<value-expression>}... )

Examples

Expression Result

COALESCE('amy') amy

COALESCE('amy', null,
'fred')

amy

COALESCE(null, null,
'fred')

fred

COALESCE(null, 2, 5) 2

4.7.16.6 CURRENT_PATH

Returns a character string representing the current lookup scope for references to user-
defined routines and types. Note that according to the SQL standard the PATH does not have
to be the same as the SCHEMA.

See also the topic SET PATH in this guide..

4.7.16.7 EXP

EXP ( <number-expression> )

Returns the value of e (approximately 2.7182818284590455) raised to the power of the input
argument. Returns null if the input argument is null.
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Examples

Function Result

EXP(1) 2.7182818284590455

EXP(0) 1.0

EXP(-1) 0.36787944117144233

EXP(10) 22026.465794806718

EXP(2.5) 12.182493960703473

4.7.16.8 EXTRACT

The EXTRACT function extracts one field from a DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP or INTERVAL
expression. Returns BIGINT for all fields other than SECOND. For SECOND it returns
DECIMAL(5,3) and includes milliseconds.

Syntax

EXTRACT(YEAR|MONTH|DAY|HOUR|MINUTE|SECOND FROM <datetime expression>|<interval

expression>)
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Examples

Function Result

EXTRACT(DAY

FROM INTERVAL

'2 3:4:5.678'

DAY TO SECOND)

2

EXTRACT(HOUR

FROM INTERVAL

'2 3:4:5.678'

DAY TO SECOND)

3

EXTRACT(MINUTE

FROM INTERVAL

'2 3:4:5.678'

DAY TO SECOND)

4

EXTRACT(SECOND

FROM INTERVAL

'2 3:4:5.678'

DAY TO SECOND)

5.678

EXTRACT(MINUTE

FROM

CURRENT_ROW_TI

MESTAMP)

where

CURRENT_ROW_TI

MESTAMP is

2016-09-23

04:29:26.234

29

EXTRACT (HOUR

FROM

CURRENT_ROW_TI

MESTAMP)

where
CURRENT_RO
W_TIMESTAM
P is 2016-09-23
04:29:26.234

4

Use in Function

EXTRACT can be used for conditioning data, as in the following function which returns a 30
minute floor when CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP  is input for p_time.

CREATE or replace FUNCTION FLOOR30MIN( p_time TIMESTAMP )

RETURNS  TIMESTAMP

CONTAINS SQL

RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT

RETURN  floor(p_time to HOUR) + (( EXTRACT (  MINUTE FROM p_time  ) / 30)* INTERVAL

'30' MINUTE ) ;

You would implement this function using code along the following lines:
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SELECT stream FLOOR30MIN( CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP ) as ROWTIME , * from "MyStream" )

over (range current row ) as r

Note: The code above assumes that you have previously created a stream called
"MyStream."

4.7.16.9 FLOOR

When called with a numeric argument, FLOOR returns the largest integer equal to or smaller
than the input argument.

When called with a date, time, or timestamp expression, FLOOR returns the largest value
equal to or smaller than the input, subject to the precision specified by <time unit>.

SYNTAX

<FLOOR ( <number-expression> )

 FLOOR ( <datetime-expression> TO <time-unit> )

Returns null if any input argument is null.

Examples

Function Result

FLOOR(2.0) 2

FLOOR(-1.0) -1

FLOOR(5.4) 5

FLOOR(-3.3) -4

FLOOR(-3 * 3.1) -10

FLOOR(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:48:23' TO HOUR) TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:00:00'

FLOOR(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:48:23' TO MINUTE) TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:48:00'

FLOOR(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:48:23' TO DAY) TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 00:00:00.0'

FLOOR(TIMESTAMP '2004-09-30 13:48:23' TO YEAR) TIMESTAMP '2004-01-01 00:00:00.0'

Notes

1. FLOOR ( <datetime expression> TO <timeunit> ) is a SQLstream extension

2. See also CEIL / CEILING

4.7.16.10 INITCAP

INITCAP ( <character-expression> )

Returns a converted version of the input string such that the first character of each space-
delimited word is upper-cased, and all other characters are lower-cased.
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Examples

Function Result

INITCAP('i love STREAMing SQL') I Love Streaming Sql

INITCAP('') <empty string>

INITCAP(cast(null as varchar(3))) <null>

Notes

The INITCAP function is not part of the SQL standard. It is a SQLstream extension.

4.7.16.11 LN

LN ( <number-expression> )

Returns the natural log (that is, the log with respect to base e) of the input argument. If the
argument is negative or 0, an exception is raised. Returns null if the input argument is null.

See also: LOG10, EXP.

Examples

Function Result

LN(1) 0.0

LN(10) 2.302585092994046

LN(2.5)
0.916290731874155
1

4.7.16.12 LOG10

LOG10 ( <number-expression> )

Returns the base 10 logarithm of the input argument. If the argument is negative or 0, an
exception is raised. Returns null if the input argument is null.
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Examples

Function Result

LOG10(1) 0.0

LOG10(100) 2.0

log10(cast('23' as decimal)) 1.3617278360175928

Notes

LOG10 is not a SQL standard function; it is a SQLstream extension to the standard.

4.7.16.13 LOWER

LOWER ( <character-expression> )

Converts a string to all lower-case characters. Returns null if input argument is null, and the
empty string if the input argument is an empty string.

Examples

Function Result

LOWER('abcDEFghi123') abcdefghi123

4.7.16.14 MOD

MOD ( <dividend>, <divisor> )

 <dividend> := <integer-expression>

 <divisor>  := <integer-expression>

Returns the remainder when the the first argument (the dividend is divided by the second
numeric argument (the divisor). If the divisor is zero, a divide by zero error is raised.
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Examples

Function Result

MOD(4,2) 0

MOD(5,3) 2

MOD(-4,3) -1

MOD(5,12) 5

Limitations

The SQLstream MOD function only supports arguments of scale 0 (integers). This is a
departure from the SQL standard, which supports any numeric argument. Other numeric
arguments can be CAST to an integer, of course.

4.7.16.15 NULLIF

NULLIF ( <value-expression>, <value-expression> )

Returns null if the two input arguments are equal, otherwise returns the first value. Both
arguments must be of comparable type, or an exception is raised.

Examples

Function Result

NULLIF(4,2) 4

NULLIF(4,4) <null>

NULLIF('amy','fred') amy

NULLIF('amy', cast(null as
varchar(3)))

amy

NULLIF(cast(null as varchar(3)),'fred') <null>

4.7.16.16 OVERLAY

 OVERLAY ( <original-string>

           PLACING <replacement-string>

           FROM <start-position>

           [ FOR <string-length> ]

         )

 <original-string> := <character-expression>

 <replacement-string> := <character-expression>

 <start-position> := <integer-expression>
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 <string-length> := <integer-expression>

The OVERLAY function is used to replace a portion of the first string argument (the original
string) with the second string argument (the replacement string).

The start position indicates the character position in the original string where the replacement
string should be overlaid. The optional string length parameter determines how many
characters of the original string to replace (if not specified, it defaults to the length of the
replacement string). If there are more characters in the replacement string than are left in the
original string, the remaining characters are simply appended.

If the start position is greater than the length of the original string, the replacement string is
simply appended. If the start position is less than 1, then ( 1 - start position) characters of the
replacement string is prepended to the result, and the rest overlaid on the original (see
examples below).

If the string length is less than zero, an exception is raised.

If any of the input arguments are null, the result is null.

Examples

Function Result

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 1) foo45

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 0) foo345

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM -2) foo12345

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 4) 123foo

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 17) 12345foo

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 2 FOR
0)

1foo2345

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 2 FOR
2)

1foo45

OVERLAY ('12345' PLACING 'foo' FROM 2 FOR
9)

1foo

Limitations

SQLstream does not support the optional USING CHARACTERS | OCTETS clause defined in
the SQL standard; USING CHARACTERS is simply assumed. Strict SQL standard also
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requires that a start position less than 1 return a null result, rather than the behavior described
above. These are departures from the standard.

4.7.16.17 POSITION

 POSITION ( <search-string> IN <source-string> )

 search-string := <character-expression>

 source-string := <character-expression>

The POSITION function searches for the first input argument (the search string) within the
second input argument (the source string).

If the search string is found within the source string, POSITION returns the character position
of the first instance of the search string (subsequent instances are ignored). If the search
string is the empty string, POSITION returns 1.

If the search string is not found, POSITION returns 0.

If either the search string or the source string is null, POSITION returns null.

Examples

Function Result

POSITION ('findme' IN
'1234findmeXXX')

5

POSITION ('findme' IN '1234not-
hereXXX')

0

POSITION ('1' IN '1234567') 1

POSITION ('7' IN '1234567') 7

POSITION ('' IN '1234567') 1

Limitations

SQLstream streaming SQL does not support the optional USING CHARACTERS | OCTETS
clause defined in the SQL standard; USING CHARACTERS is simply assumed. This is a
departure from the standard.

4.7.16.18 POWER

 POWER ( <base>, <exponent> )

 <base> := <number-expression>

 <exponent> := <number-expression>

Returns the value of the first argument (the base) raised to the power of the second argument
(the exponent). Returns null if either the base or the exponent is null, and raises an exception
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if the base is zero and the exponent is negative, or if the base is negative and the exponent is
not a whole number.

Examples

Function Result

POWER(3,2) 9

POWER(-2,3) -8

POWER(4,-2) 1/16 ..or.. 0.0625

POWER(10.1,2.5
)

324.19285157140644

4.7.16.19 STEP

The STEP function works on datetime data types or integer types. The STEP function
performs arithmetic similar to the FLOOR() function, but lets you work through repeated
"floors" as data flows--in "steps." You use the STEP function in a tumbling window with a
GROUP BY clause. The second parameter acts as a "flooring unit". If this parameter is a 5
minute interval literal, for example, data will be emitted every five minutes.

Syntax

STEP(<datetimeExpression> BY <intervalLiteral>)

OR

STEP(<IntegerExpression> BY <integerLiteral>)

See the topic Expressions and Literals for more information on datetimeExpressions,
intervalLiterals, and IntegerExpressions.

Notes

The monotonicity of the STEP function result is same as that of the first parameter. 

The result of the STEP function has the same data type as that of the first parameter (either a
datetime expression or an integer expression).

STEP function for Datetime Data Types

STEP(<datetimeExpression> BY <intervalLiteral>)

is equivalent to

(datetimeExpression - timestamp '1970-01-01 00:00:00')  /  <intervalLiteral> )  *

<intervalLiteral>

+ timestamp '1970-01-01 00:00:00'
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STEP function for Integer Data Types

STEP(<IntegerExpression> BY <integerLiteral>)

is equivalent to

(<IntegerExpression> / <IntegerLiteral>) * <IntegerLiteral>

Using the STEP Function in a Tumbling Window

You use the STEP function in a tumbling window with a GROUP BY clause, such as the
following. For more information on GROUP BY, see the topic GROUP BY clause.

SELECT STREAM partition_id, SUM(measure)

FROM s

GROUP BY STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '5' MINUTE), partition_id;

In the example above, all streaming data for stream s is grouped by partition_id every 5
minutes. In the example above, STEP function is monotonically increasing since its first
parameter, s.ROWTIME, is monotonic. The aggregator correctly generates punctuations
when STEP function is used in a GROUP BY clause.

For all rows with ROWTIME between '2016-01-01 07:30:00' and '2016-01-01 07:34.59.999',
the aggregated result has a ROWTIME of 

STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '5' MINUTE) + INTERVAL '5' MINUTE 

=  '2016-01-01 07:35:00'

In this case, when aggregated results are emitted, the aggregator also emits a punctuation of
5 minutes later since the next aggregation result will have a ROWTIME of at least '2016-01-01
07:40:00'

4.7.16.20 SUBSTRING

SQLstream supports three subtypes of the SUBSTRING function:

SUBSTRING for string length. This returns a string from a starting position for a number of
characters defined as an integer.

SUBSTRING Regex. This returns a string based on a Java regular expression.

SUBSTRING with Escape. This returns a string based on a SQL regular expression.

SUBSTRING String Length

Extracts a portion of the source-string specified in the first argument, starting at start-position.

SUBSTRING ( <sourceString> FROM <startPosition> [ FOR <stringLength> ] )

SUBSTRING ( <sourceString>, <startPosition> [ , <stringLength> ] )

 

<sourceString> := <character-expression>

<startPosition> := <integer-expression>

<stringLength> := <integer-expression>
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Notes

If an integer expression appears after FROM, s-Server treats it as a start position for a string
length. If a character expression appears after FROM, s-Server treats it as a regular
expression. See SUBSTRING Regex and SUBSTRING with Escape below.

If stringLength is specified, only stringLength characters are returned (if there aren't that many
characters left in the string, only the characters that are left are returned). If stringLength is
not specified, defaults to the remaining length of the input string.

If startPosition is less than 1, then it is interpreted as if startPosition is 1 and stringLength is
reduced by (1 - startPosition). See examples below. If startPosition is greater than the
number of characters in the string, or the length parameter is 0, the result is an empty string.

Examples

Function Result

SUBSTRING('123456789' FROM 3 FOR 4) 3456

SUBSTRING('123456789', 3, 4) 3456

SUBSTRING('123456789' FROM -1 FOR 4) 12

SUBSTRING('123456789' FROM 8 FOR 4) 89

SUBSTRING('123456789' FROM 17 FOR 4) <empty string>

SUBSTRING('123456789' FROM 6 FOR 0) <empty string>

Limitations

· SQLstream streaming SQL does not support the optional 'USING CHARACTERS |
OCTETS' clause; USING CHARACTERS is simply assumed.

· The second form of the SUBSTRING function listed above (using commas rather
than FROM...FOR) is a SQLstream streaming SQL extension.

SUBSTRING Regex

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Extract a substring matching a regular expression.

Syntax

SUBSTRING(<sourceString> FROM <javaRegexPattern>)
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<sourceString> := <character-expression>

<javaRegexPattern> := <character-expression> that is a Java Regex pattern. 

Returns a string with the same character encoding as sourceString.

Notes

Extracts the substring matching the javaRegexPattern.

Raises an error if javaRegexPattern does not have the same character encoding as
sourceString.

Returns NULL if sourceString or javaRegexPattern is null.

javaRegexPattern

Specifies the regular expression string to be used as search pattern, as defined in
java.util.regex.pattern. The length of the pattern cannot exceed 65535 characters. Must have
the same character encoding as sourceString.

Example

substring('SQLstream' from '...$')

Result

eam

SUBSTRING with Escape 

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

This function extracts a substring matching a SQL regular expression between escape
characters such as "#".

Syntax

SUBSTRING(<sourceString> FROM <sqlRegularExpr> FOR <escapeCharacter>)

<sourceString> := <character-expression>

<sqlRegularExpr> := SQL regular expression

<escapeCharacter> := Escape Character (should appear exactly twice in <sourceString>)

Returns a string with the same character encoding as sourceString.

Notes

Raises an error if sqlRegularExpr or escapeCharacter do not have the same character
encoding as sourceString.

Returns NULL if sourceString, sqlRegularExpr, or escapeCharacter is null.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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Raises an exception if the length of escapeCharacter is not 1

Raises an exception if sqlRegularExpr does NOT contain EXACTLY two occurrences of the
substring consisting of escapeCharacter followed by ". For example, if the escape character
is #, then the sqlRegularExpr must be a concatenation of 3 sub-regex-expressions, where the
middle expression is flanked by the substring #". For example, this would be a valid
sqlRegularExpr: '%#"o_b#"%'

Raises an exception if the sqlRegularExpr does not decompose into 3 parts as described
above.

Returns the portion of sourceString which matches the middle.

Example

values substring('SQLstream' from '%#"r_a#"_' for '#');

Result:  

rea 

4.7.16.21 TRIM

TRIM ( [ [ <trim-specification> ] [ <trim-character> ] FROM ] <trim-source> )

 <trim-specification> := LEADING | TRAILING | BOTH

 <trim-character> := <character-expression>

 <trim-source> := <character-expression>

TRIM removes instances of the specified trim-character from the beginning and/or end of the
trim-source string as dictated by the trim-specification (i.e. LEADING, TRAILING, or BOTH). If
LEADING is specified, only repetitions of the trim character at the beginning of the source
string are removed. If TRAILING is specified, only repetitions of the trim character at the end
of the source string are removed. If BOTH is specified, or the trim specifier is left out entirely,
then repetitions are removed from both the beginning and end of the source string.

If the trim-character is not explicitly specified, it defaults to the space character (' '). Only one
trim character is allowed; specifying an empty string or a string longer than one character
results in an exception.

If either input is null, null is returned.

Examples

Function Result

TRIM(' Trim front and back ') 'Trim front and back'

TRIM (BOTH FROM ' Trim front and back ') 'Trim front and back'

TRIM (BOTH ' ' FROM ' Trim front and back ') 'Trim front and back'

TRIM (LEADING 'x' FROM 'xxxTrim frontxxx') 'Trim frontxxx'

TRIM (TRAILING 'x' FROM 'xxxTrimxBackxxx') 'xxxTrimxBack'

TRIM (BOTH 'y' FROM 'xxxNo y to trimxxx') 'xxxNo y to trimxxx'
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4.7.16.22 UPPER

< UPPER ( <character-expression> )

Converts a string to all upper-case characters. Returns null if the input argument is null, and
the empty string if the input argument is an empty string.

Examples

Function Result

UPPER('abcDEFghi123') ABCDEFGHI123

4.7.17 Time Functions

The following built-in functions relate to time. 
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Function Defnition

CURRENT_ROW_T
IMESTAMP

Returns the current timestamp as defined by the computer on which
the s-Server is running. CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is always
returned as UTC (GMT, or Coordinated Universal Time), not the local
timezone.

CURRENT_TIME Returns the current time when the query executes as defined by the
computer on which the Guavus s-Server is running. This time is also in
UTC, not the local time zone.

CURRENT_DATE Returns the current time when the query executes as defined by the
computer on which the Guavus s-Server is running. Time is in UTC,
not the local time zone.

CURRENT_TIMEST
AMP

Returns the current database system timestamp (as defined on the
computer on which Guavus s-Server is running) as a datetime value. 

LOCALTIMESTAMP Returns the current timestamp as defined by the computer on s-Server
is running. Time is always returned as UTC (GMT), not the local
timezone.

LOCALTIME Returns the current time when the query executes as defined by the
computer on which the Guavus s-Server is running. LOCALTIME is
always returned as UTC, not the local timezone.

UNIX_TIMESTAMP Converts a timestamp to a Unix timestamp (milliseconds since '1970-
01-01 00:00:00' UTC) as a BIGINT.

TO_TIMESTAMP Returns a representation of the UNIX_TIMESTAMP argument as a
value in 'YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS' format. The value is expressed in
the current time zone. unix_timestamp is an internal timestamp value
such as is produced by the UNIX_TIMESTAMP function.

Of these, the SQL extension CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP and the SQL expression
ROWTIME are the most useful for a streaming context, because they give you information
about the times of streaming data as it emerges, not just when the query is run. This is a key
difference between a streaming query and a traditional RDMS query: streaming queries
remain "open," producing more data, so the timestamp for when the query was run does not
offer good information.

LOCALTIMESTAMP, LOCALTIME, CURRENT_DATE, and CURRENT_TIMESTAMP all produce

results which are set to values at the time the query first executes. Only
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CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP generates a row with a unique timestamp (date and time) for

each row. 

A query run with LOCALTIMESTAMP (or CURRENT_TIMESTAMP or CURRENT_TIME) as
one of the columns puts into all output rows the time the query is first run. If that column
instead contains CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, each output row gets a newly-calculated
value of TIME representing when that row was output.

Time zones

For a variety of reasons related to syncing streams, it is best practice to run s-Server in UTC.
The server is set to run in UTC by default. Unless all agents will be in the same time zone as
s-Server, it is preferable to keep s-Server set to UTC.

By default, all time functions return time in UTC (GMT), including
CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP. If the server has been set to run in a local time zone, then
both LOCALTIMESTAMP and LOCALTIME will return values in the local time zone.
Otherwise, LOCAL and CURRENT values will be the same.

Time and JDBC

Time data accessed via JDBC are accessed as Java timestamp values and follow Java data
semantics. A Java java.sql.Timestamp object contains a long (64 bit signed integer) field that
represents the number of milliseconds since January 1st, 1970 UTC. (For example, on any
particular day, 6:00AM PST and 9:00AM EST are the same moment, and both correspond to
the same java.sql.Timestamp.)

The tension between Java and UTC is resolved by default when s-Server runs with UTC as
the timezone (again, this is the default mode for s-Server). This allows JDBC clients to
remain in their local timezone. If you read/write data using the JDBC
setTimestamp(Timestamp) and getTimestamp() methods, timestamp values will
automatically be converted (by the java runtime library) to UTC timestamp values. An
alternative design is for the JDBC client to locate itself in the UTC zone. In this case the java
library does no conversion. For more information, see the topic Time Zone on the Oracle web
site.

4.7.17.1 Date and Time Patterns

Date and time formats are specified by date and time pattern strings. In these pattern strings,
unquoted letters from A to Z and from a to z represent components of a data or time value. If
a letter or text string is enclosed within a pair of single quotes, that letter or text is not
interpreted but rather used as is, as are all other characters in the pattern string. During
printing, that letter or text is copied as is to the output string; during parsing, they are matched
against the input string. "''" represents a single quote.

The following pattern letters are defined for the indicated Date or Time Component. All other
characters from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z' are reserved. For an alphabetic ordering of the
pattern letters, see Pattern Letters in Alphabetic Order at the end of this page.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/TimeZone.html
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Date or Time
Component

Pattern Letter
Presentation as text
or number

Examples

Era designator G Text AD

Year y Year 1996; 96|

Month in year M Month July; Jul; 07

Week in year w Number 27

Week in month W Number 2

Day in year D Number 189

Day in month d Number 10

Day of week in month F Number 2

Day in week E Text
EE=Tu; EEE=Tue;
EEEE=Tuesday

Am/pm marker a Text PM

Hour in day (0-23) H Number 0

Hour in day (1-24) k Number 24

Hour in am/pm (0-11) K Number 0

Hour in am/pm (1-12) h Number 12

Minute in hour m Number 30

Second in minute s Number 55

Millisecond S Number 978

Time zone z General
Pacific Standard
Time; PST; GMT-
08:00

Time zone Z RFC -0800

Pattern letters are usually repeated, as their number determines the exact presentation:

Text

For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 4 or more, the full form is used; otherwise a
short or abbreviated form is used if available. For parsing, both forms are accepted,
independent of the number of pattern letters.

Number

For formatting, the number of pattern letters is the minimum number of digits, and shorter
numbers are zero-padded to this amount. For parsing, the number of pattern letters is ignored
unless it's needed to separate two adjacent fields.

Year

For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 2, the year is truncated to 2 digits; otherwise
it is interpreted as a number
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For parsing, if the number of pattern letters is more than 2, the year is interpreted literally,
regardless of the number of digits. So using the pattern "MM/dd/yyyy", "01/11/12" parses to
Jan 11, 12 A.D.

For parsing with the abbreviated year pattern ("y" or "yy"), the formatting codes and rules are
the same as for the SimpleDateFormat java class: the abbreviated year is interpreted relative
to some century by adjusting dates to be within 80 years before and 20 years after the time
the SimpleDateFormat instance is created. For example, using a pattern of "MM/dd/yy" and a
<code>SimpleDateFormat</code> instance created on Jan 1, 2018, the string "01/11/12"
would be interpreted as Jan 11, 2012 while the string "05/04/64" would be interpreted as May
4, 1964. During parsing, only strings consisting of exactly two digits, as defined by
Character.isDigit(char ch), will be parsed into the default century. Any other numeric string,
such as a one digit string, a three or more digit string, or a two digit string that isn't all digits
(for example, "-1"), is interpreted literally. So "01/02/3" or "01/02/003" are parsed, using the
same pattern, as Jan 2, 3 AD. Likewise, "01/02/-3" is parsed as Jan 2, 4 BC.

Month

If the number of pattern letters is 3 or more, the month is interpreted as text. Otherwise, it is
interpreted as a number.

General time zone

Time zones are interpreted as text if they have names. For time zones representing a GMT
offset value, the following syntax is used:

GMTOffsetTimeZone:

GMT Sign Hours : Minutes

Sign: one of

+ -

Hours:

Digit

Digit Digit

Minutes:

Digit Digit

Digit: one of

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Hours must be between 0 and 23, and Minutes must be between 00 and 59. The format is
locale independent and digits must be taken from the Basic Latin block of the Unicode
standard.

For parsing, RFC 822 time zones are also accepted.

RFC 822 time zone

For formatting, the RFC 822 4-digit time zone format is used:

RFC822TimeZone:

Sign TwoDigitHours Minutes

TwoDigitHours:

Digit Digit

TwoDigitHours must be between 00 and 23. Other definitions are as for general time zones.
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For parsing, general time zones are also accepted.

SimpleDateFormat also supports ''localized date and time pattern'' strings. In these strings,
the pattern letters described above may be replaced with other, locale dependent, pattern
letters. SimpleDateFormat does not deal with the localization of text other than the pattern
letters; that's up to the client of the class.

Examples

The following examples show how date and time patterns are interpreted in the U.S. locale.
The given date and time are 2001-07-04 12:08:56 local time in the U.S. Pacific Time time
zone.

Date and Time Pattern Result

"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' HH:mm:ss z" 2001.07.04 AD at 12:08:56 PDT

"EEE, MMM d, ''yy" Wed, Jul 4, '01

"h:mm a" 12:08 PM

"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz"
12 o'clock PM, Pacific Daylight
Time

"K:mm a, z" 0:08 PM, PDT

"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm
aaa"

02001.July.04 AD 12:08 PM

"EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z" Wed, 4 Jul 2001 12:08:56 -0700

"yyMMddHHmmssZ" 010704120856-0700

"yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ" 2001-07-04T12:08:56.235-0700

Date and time pattern letters in alphabetic order

The same pattern letters shown at first, above, in Date or Time Component order are shown
below in alphabetic order for easy reference.
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Pattern Letter Date or Time
Component

Presentation as text
or number

Examples

a Am/pm marker Text PM

D Day in year Number 189

d Day in month Number 10

E Day in week Text EE=Tu; EEE=Tue;
EEEE=Tuesday

F Day of week in month Number 2

G Era designator Text AD

H Hour in day (0-23) Number 0

h Hour in am/pm (1-12) Number 12

k Hour in day (1-24) Number 24

K Hour in am/pm (0-11) Number 0

M Month in year Month July; Jul; 07

m Minute in hour Number 30

s Second in minute Number 55

S Millisecond Number 978

w Week in year Number 27

W Week in month Number 2

y Year Year 1996; 96

z Time zone General Pacific Standard
Time; PST; GMT-
08:00 |

Z Time zone RFC -0800

4.7.17.2 CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP

CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is a SQLstream extension to the the SQL standard. This
function returns the current timestamp as defined by the computer on which the s-Server is
running. CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is always returned as UTC, not the local timezone.
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CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is similar to LOCALTIMESTAMP, but returns a new
timestamp for each row in a stream.

A query run with LOCALTIMESTAMP (or CURRENT_TIMESTAMP or CURRENT_TIME) as
one of the columns puts into all output rows the time the query is first run.

If that column instead contains CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, each output row gets a
newly-calculated value of TIME representing when that row was output.

Note

CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP is not defined in the SQL standard; it is a SQLstream
extension.

4.7.17.3 CURRENT_TIME

Returns the current time when the query executes as defined by the computer on which the
Guavus s-Server is running. Time is in UTC, not the local time zone.

See also CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, LOCALTIMESTAMP, LOCALTIME,
CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP, CURRENT_DATE.

Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values current_time;

+---------------+

| CURRENT_TIME  |

+---------------+

| 20:52:05      |

4.7.17.4 CURRENT_DATE

Returns the current date as YYYY-MM-DD when the query executes as defined by the
computer on which the Guavus s-Server is running.

Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values current_date;

+---------------+

| CURRENT_DATE  |

+---------------+

| 2008-08-27    |

+---------------+

4.7.17.5 CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

Returns the current database system timestamp (as defined on the computer on which
Guavus s-Server is running) as a datetime value. 
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Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values current_timestamp;

+--------------------+

| CURRENT_TIMESTAMP  |

+--------------------+

| 20:52:05           |

+--------------------+

4.7.17.6 DATEDIFF

The DATEDIFF function calculates the difference between two timestamps as measured in
datePart units. That is, the number of milliseconds, days, years, and so on in a given interval
between two timestamps. See Expressions and Literals.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Syntax

  DATEDIFF
  (

     datePart LITERAL

     startTimestamp TIMESTAMP,

     endTimestamp TIMESTAMP

  )

datePart is an "extended time-unit literal," and can be any of the following: YEAR, QUARTER,
MONTH, DAY, WEEK, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND, or MILLISECOND. 

These are literal constants, not strings, so no quotes. 

Returns As a BIGINT, the number of time-unit boundaries of the specified kind that fall
between the start point and the end point. If the start point is later that the end point, the result
can be negative. Returns NULL if either T1 or T2 is null.

For example:

DATEDIFF(YEAR, T1, T2) = 0 means that T1 and T2 occur in the same year.

DATEDIFF(MONTH, T1, T2) = 0 means that T1 and T2 occur in the same month.

DATEDIFF(WEEK, T1, T2) = 0 means that T1 and T2 occur in the same week.

DATEDIFF(WEEK, T1, T2) = 1 means that T1 is in the week after T2.

Example

values(datediff(year,        timestamp '2021-12-31 23:59:59.999', timestamp '2022-01-

01 00:00:00.001'));
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values(datediff(quarter,     timestamp '2021-12-31 23:59:59.999', timestamp '2002-01-

01 00:00:00.001'));

4.7.17.7 LOCALTIME

Returns the current time when the query executes as defined by the computer on which the
Guavus s-Server is running. LOCALTIME is always returned as UTC (GMT), not the local
timezone.

Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> VALUES localtime;

+------------+

| LOCALTIME  |

+------------+

| 01:11:15   |

+------------+

1 row selected (1.558 seconds)

Limitations

SQLstream does not support the optional <time precision> parameter specified in the SQL
standard. This is a departure from the SQL standard.

4.7.17.8 LOCALTIMESTAMP

Returns the current timestamp as defined by the computer on s-Server is running. Time is
always returned as UTC (GMT), not the local timezone.

Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values localtimestamp;

+--------------------------+

|      LOCALTIMESTAMP      |

+--------------------------+

| 2008-08-27 01:13:42.206  |

+--------------------------+

1 row selected (1.133 seconds)

Limitations

SQLstream does not support the optional <timestamp precision> parameter specified in the
SQL standard. This is a departure from the SQL standard.

4.7.17.9 UNIX_TIMESTAMP

Converts a timestamp to a Unix timestamp (expressed in milliseconds since '1970-01-01
00:00:00' UTC) as a BIGINT.

Syntax
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UNIX_TIMESTAMP(timeStampExpr)

timeStampExpr must be a TIMESTAMP expression, written as <TIMESTAMP> { <character-

literal> }.

Returns NULL if timeStampExpr is null. Otherwise, returns the result of

java.sql.Timestamp.getTime() when run on the timestamp.

Example

values UNIX_TIMESTAMP(timestamp '2022-04-03 19:52:26.614');

'EXPR$0'

'1649015546614'

4.7.17.10 TO_TIMESTAMP

Returns a representation of the unixEpoch argument (milliseconds since Unix Epoch started
on 1970-01-01 at 00:00:00) as a timestamp in UTC.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Syntax

TO_TIMESTAMP(unixEpoch)

Returns NULL if unixEpoch is NULL.

Example

values TO_TIMESTAMP(1649015546614);

'EXPR$0'

'2022-04-03 19:52:26.614'

4.7.17.11 TSDIFF

The TSDIFF function calculates the difference in milliseconds between two TIMESTAMP
expressions. See Expressions and Literals.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Syntax

BIGINT TSDIFF(startTime, endTime)

Returns NULL if any of the arguments is null.

Otherwise returns the difference between the two timestamps in milliseconds.
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Example

values TSDIFF (timestamp'2022-04-03 12:52:26.614', timestamp'2022-04-02

12:52:26.614');

'EXPR$0'

'86400000'

4.7.18 Pattern Matching Functions

s-Server features two functions for pattern matching: 

The regex parser uses the default Java regular expression parser. See
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html for more details on this
parser.

The fast regex parser works similarly to the regex parser, but takes several "shortcuts" to
ensure faster results. For example, the fast regex parser stops at the first match it finds
(known as "lazy" semantics. 

4.7.18.1 REGEX_LOG_PARSE

Parses a character string based on Java Regular Expression patterns as defined in
java.util.regex.pattern.

Columns are based on match groups defined in the regex-pattern. Each group defines a
column, and the groups are processed from left to right. Failure to match produces a NULL
value result: If the regular expression does not match the the string passed as the first
parameter, NULL is returned.

Syntax

REGEX_LOG_PARSE (sourceString, regexPattern)

where regexPattern is a constant string which is a regular expression.

The returned columns will be COLUMN1 through COLUMNn, where n is the number of
groups in the regular expression. The columns will be of type char(m) where m is the length
of sourceString.

Example 1

The following code returns two columns with zero or more of [0-9] of the string
'abcde111fghij22klm'

SELECT trim(t.r.COLUMN1) col1, trim(t.r.COLUMN2) col2, trim(t.r.COLUMN3) col3 from

  (values (REGEX_LOG_PARSE('abcde111fghij22klm', '([^0-9]*)1*([^0-9]*)2*([^0-9]*)')))

t(r);

which returns the following result:

  'COL1','COL2','COL3'

  'abcde','fghij','klm'

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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Example 2

The following code returns three columns: 

· one, labeled "Amount," with one or more digits

· one, labeled "Item," with one or more non-whitespace characters, followed by
whitespace, followed by one or more non-whitespace characters

· one, labeled "Ship Date," with one or more non-whitespace characters

SELECT cast(trim(t.r.COLUMN1) as int) "Amount",

       trim(t.r.COLUMN2) "Item",

       cast(trim(t.r.COLUMN3) as date) "Ship Date"

from

(

  values

  (

    REGEX_LOG_PARSE

    (

      '445 light bulbs should be in the basket. The order will ship on 2014-05-04.',

      '^(\d+) (\S+\s\S+) should be in the basket. The order will ship on (\S+).'

    )

  )

) t(r);

which returns the following result:

  'Amount','Item','Ship Date'

  '445','light bulbs','2014-05-04'

See also the topic FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER in this guide, as well as the topic
LogFileAdapter.

Quick Regex Reference

For full details on Regex, see java.util.regex.pattern

[xyz] Find single character of:
x, y or z

[ âbc] Find any single character
except: x, y, or z

[r-z] Find any single character
between r-z

[r-zR-Z] Find any single
character between r-z or R-Z

^ Start of line

$ End of line

\A Start of string

\w Find any word character (letter, number,
underscore)

\W Find any non-word character

\b Find any word boundary

(...) Capture everything enclosed

(x|y) Find x or y (also works with symbols such as \d
or \s)

x? Find zero or one of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x* Find zero or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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\z End of string

. Any single character

\s Find any whitespace
character

\S Find any non-whitespace
character

\d Find any digit

\D Find any non-digit

x+ Find one or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x{3} Find exactly 3 of x (also works with symbols such
as \d or \s)

x{3,} Find 3 or more of x (also works with symbols
such as \d or \s)

x{3,6} Find between 3 and 6 of x (also works with
symbols such as \d or \s)

4.7.18.2 FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER

General Syntax:  FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE('input_string', 'fast_regex_pattern')

The FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE works by first decomposing the regular expression into a
series of regular expressions, one for each expression inside a group and one for each
expression outside a group. Any fixed length portions at the start of any expressions are
moved to the end of the previous expression. If any expression is entirely fixed length, it is
merged with the previous expression. The series of expressions is then evaluated using lazy
semantics with no backtracking. (In regular expression parsing parlance, "lazy" means don't
parse more than you need to at each step. "Greedy" means parse as much as you can at
each step.)

The columns returned will be COLUMN1 through COLUMNn, where n is the number of
groups in the regular expression. The columns will be of type varchar(1024).  See sample
usage below at First FRLP Example and at Further FRLP Examples.

Description for FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER (FRLP)

FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER uses a lazy search - it stops at the first match. By contrast,
the default java regex_parser is greedy unless possessive quantifiers are used.

FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE scans the supplied input string for all the characters specified
by the Fast Regex pattern.  

· All characters in that input string must be accounted for by the characters and scan
groups defined in the Fast Regex pattern. Scan groups define the fields-or-columns
resulting when a scan is successful.

· If all characters in the input_string are accounted for when the Fast Regex pattern is
applied, then FRLP creates an output field (column) from each parenthetical
expression in that Fast Regex pattern, in left-to-right order. The first (leftmost)
parenthetical expression creates the first output field, the next (second) parenthetical
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expression creates the second output field, up through the last parenthetical
expression creating the last output field.  

· If the input_string contains any characters not accounted for (matched) by applying
Fast Regex pattern, then FRLP returns no fields at all.

Character Class Symbols for Fast Regex

Fast Regex uses a different set of character class symbols from the regular regex parser:

Symbol or Construct Meaning

- Character range, including endpoints

[ charclasses ] Character class

[  ̂charclasses ] Negated character class

| Union

& Intersection

? Zero or one occurrence

* Zero or more occurrences

+ One or more occurrences

{n} n occurrences

{n,} n or more occurrences

{n,m} n to m occurrences, including both

. Any single character

# The empty language

@ Any string

"<Unicode string without
double-quotes>"

A string)

( ) The empty string)

( unionexp ) Precedence override

< <identifier> > Named pattern

<n-m> Numerical interval

charexp:=<Unicode character> A single non-reserved character

\ <Unicode character> A single character)

We support the following POSIX standard identifiers as named patterns:

        <Digit>    -    "[0-9]"
        <Upper>    -    "[A-Z]"
        <Lower>    -    "[a-z]"
        <ASCII>    -    "[\u0000-\u007F]"
        <Alpha>    -    "<Lower>|<Upper>"
        <Alnum>    -    "<Alpha>|<Digit>"
        <Punct>    -    "[!\"#$%&'()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\\\]^_`{|}~]"
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        <Blank>    -    "[ \t]"
        <Space>    -    "[ \t\n\f\r\u000B]"
        <Cntrl>    -    "[\u0000-\u001F\u007F]"
        <XDigit>    -    "0-9a-fA-F"
        <Print>    -    "<Alnum>|<Punct>"
        <Graph>    -    "<Print>"

First FRLP Example

This first example uses the Fast Regex pattern '(.*)_(._.*)_.*'

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> select t.r."COLUMN1", t.r."COLUMN2" from

. . . . . . . . . . . . .> (values (FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE('Mary_had_a_little_lamb',

'(.*)_(._.*)_.*'))) t(r);

+------------------------+-----------------------+

|         COLUMN1        |         COLUMN2       |

+------------------------+-----------------------+

| Mary_had               |     a_little_lamb     |

+------------------------+-----------------------+

1 row selected

1. The scan of input_string ('Mary_had_a_little_lamb') begins with the 1st group defined
in Fast Regex pattern:  (.*), which means "find any character 0 or more times."  

 '(.*)_(._.*)_.*'

2. This group specification, defining the first column to be parsed, asks the Fast Regex
Log Parser to accept input string characters starting from the input string's first
character until it finds the next group in the Fast Regex Pattern or the next literal
character or string that is not inside a group (not in parentheses). In this example,
the next literal character after the first group is an underscore:  

 '(.*)_(._.*)_.*'

Note: Character-strings or literals specified in the pattern but not inside a group
must be found in the input string but will not be included in any output field.

3. The parser scans each character in the input string until it finds the the next
specification in the Fast Regex pattern: an underscore:

 '(.*)_(._.*)_.*'

because (._.*) means any 3-character string with an underscore in the middle followed
by at least one more character. The first occurrence of such a string within the input
string is at "a_l". Once the parser finds a group-2 match, it can determine contents of
the first column:  "Mary_had".

4. Group-2 thus begins with "a_l". Next, the parser needs to determine the end of this
group, using the remaining specification in the pattern:

 '(.*)_(._.*)_.*'

 This means an underscore followed by any number of other characters. That
specification is matched by "_little_lamb." after which the input_string ends. At this
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point, all the characters in the input string have been accounted for by the parser. The
second column contains  "a_little_lamb".

Note: If the Fast Regex pattern had omitted the final asterisk, no results would be obtained.

Further FRLP Examples

The next example uses a "+", which means repeat the last expression 1 or more times ("*"
means 0 or more times).

A.  In this case, the longest prefix is the first underscore. The first field/column group will
match on "Mary" and the second will not match.  

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> select t.r."COLUMN1", t.r."COLUMN2" from

. . . . . . . . . . . . .> (values (FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE('Mary_had_a_little_lamb',

'(.*)_+(._.*)'))) t(r); 

+----------+----------+

| COLUMN1  | COLUMN2  |

+----------+----------+

+----------+----------+

No rows selected 

The above example returns no fields because the "+" required there be at least one more
underscore-in-a-row; and the input_string does not have that.

B.  In the following case, the '+' is superfluous because of the lazy semantics:

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> select t.r."COLUMN1", t.r."COLUMN2" from

. . . . . . . . . . . . .> (values

(FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE('Mary____had_a_little_lamb', '(.*)_+(.*)'))) t(r);

+-------------------------+-------------------------+

|         COLUMN1         |         COLUMN2         |

+-------------------------+-------------------------+

| Mary                    |    had_a_little_lamb    |

+-------------------------+-------------------------+

1 row selected 

The above example succeeds in returning two fields because after finding the multiple
underscores required by the "_+" specification, the group-2 specification (.*) accepts all
remaining characters in the .input_string. Underscores do not appear trailing "Mary" nor
leading "had" because the "_+" specification is not enclosed in parentheses.

As mentioned in the introduction, "lazy" in regular expression parsing parlance means don't
parse more than you need to at each step;  "Greedy" means parse as much as you can at
each step.

The first case in this topic, A, fails because when it gets to the first underscore, the regex
processor has no way of knowing without backtracking that it can't use the underscore to
match "_+", and FRLP doesn't backtrack, whereas REGEX_LOG_PARSE does.  

The search directly above, B, gets turned into three searches: 
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(.*)_

_*(._

.*)

Notice that the second field group gets split between the second and third searches, also that
"_+" is considered the same as "__*",  i.e., it considers 
"underscore repeat-underscore-1-or-more-times" the same as "underscore underscore
repeat-underscore-0-or-more-times".)

Case A demonstrates the main difference between REGEX_LOG_PARSE and
FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE, because the search in A would work under
REGEX_LOG_PARSE because that function would use backtracking.

C.  In the following example, the plus is not superfluous, because the "<Alpha> (any
alphabetic char) is fixed length thus will be used as a delimiter for the " +" search.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:engine:> select t.r."COLUMN1", t.r."COLUMN2" from

. . . . . . . . . . . . .> (values (FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSE('Mary____had_a_little_lamb',

'(.*)_+(<Alpha>.*)'))) t(r);

+----------------------------+----------------------------+

|          COLUMN1           |          COLUMN2           |

+----------------------------+----------------------------+

| Mary                       | had_a_little_lamb          |

+----------------------------+----------------------------+

1 row selected 

'(.*) +(<Alpha>.*)' gets converted into three regular expressions:
'.* '

' *<Alpha>'

'.*$'

Each is matched in turn using lazy semantics.
The columns returned will be COLUMN1 through COLUMNn, where n is the number of
groups in the regular expression. The columns will be of type varchar(1024).

4.7.19 Built-in Functions

The pages that follow discuss the built-in functions for SQLstream streaming SQL.

General Functions

ABS ANY AVG CAST

CEIL / CEILING CHAR_LENGTH/CHARACT
ER_LENGTH

COALESCE CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP
(SYS_BOOT.MGMT)

COALESCE COUNT CURRENT_PATH EVERY

EXP EXP_AVG EXTRACT FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER

FIRST_VALUE FIXED_COLUMN_LOG_PA
RSE

FLOOR GROUP_RANK_UDX

INITCAP LAG LAST_VALUE LN

LOG10 LOWER MAX MIN
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MOD Monotonic Function NTH_VALUE NULLIF

OVERLAY POSITION POWER REGEX_LOG_PARSE

REGEX_REPLACE SESSION_USER STDDEV_POP STDDEV_SAMP

STEP SUBSTRING SUM

SYS_LOG_PARSE SYSTEM_USER TRIM UPPER

VAR_POP VAR_SAMP VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_P
ARSE

W3C_LOG_PARSE

Time Functions

CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP ROWTIME CURRENT_TIME

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP CURRENT_DATE LOCALTIME

LOCALTIMESTAMP

Datetime Conversion Functions

CHAR_TO_DATE CHAR_TO_TIME Char To Timestamp(Sys)

DATE_TO_CHAR TIME_TO_CHAR TIMESTAMP_TO_CHAR

General Management Functions

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_CATAL
OG

GENERATE_DDL_F
OR_JAR

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SCHEMA

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVE
R

GENERATE_DDL_F
OR_USER

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_WRAPPER

GET_OBJECT_DDL GET_KEYWORDS OBJECTS_IN_USE

PERFORMANCE_COUNTERS STATEMENTS REPOSITORY_PROPERTIES

REPOSITORY_INTEGRITY_VIO
LATIONS

SESSION_PARAMET
ERS

SESSIONS

THREADS SYSTEM_INFO THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES

4.7.19.1 Conversion Functions

s-Server features a number of conversion functions. Many of these involve dates and
timestamps. Date and time patterns are summarized here.

Date and Time Conversion Functions

Char To Timestamp(Sys)

CHAR_TO_DATE

CHAR_TO_TIME

DATE_TO_CHAR

TIME_TO_CHAR

TIMESTAMP_TO_CHAR
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Other Conversion Functions

VARCHAR_TO_VARBINARY

VARBINARY_TO_VARCHAR

4.7.19.1.1  Date and Time Patterns

Date and Time Patterns

See http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html for more
detail.

You specify date and time formats using patterned letters. Date and time pattern strings use
unquoted letters from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z', with each letter representing a formatting
element.

Note: if you include other characters, they will be incorporated into the output string during
formatting or compared to the input string during parsing.

The following pattern letters are defined (all other characters from 'A' to 'Z' and from 'a' to 'z'
are reserved):

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Letter Date or Time Component Presentation Examples

y Year Year yyyy; yy 2018;18

Y Week year Year YYYY; YY 2009; 09

M Month in year Month MMM;MM;MM July; Jul; 07

w Week in year Number ww; 27

W Week in month Number W 2

D Day in year Number DDD 321

d Day in month Number dd 10

F Day of week in month Number F 2

E Day name in week Text Tuesday; Tue

u Day number of week (1 =
Monday, ..., 7 = Sunday)

Number 1

a Am/pm marker Text PM

H Hour in day (0-23) Number 0

k Hour in day (1-24) Number 24

K Hour in am/pm (0-11) Number 0

h Hour in am/pm (1-12) Number 12

m Minute in hour Number 30

s Second in minute Number 55

S Millisecond Number 978

z Time zone General time
zone

Pacific Standard Time; PST; GMT-
08:00

Z Time zone RFC 822 time
zone

-0800

X Time zone ISO 8601 time
zone

-08; -0800; -08:00
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You determine the exact presentation by repeating pattern letters, along the lines of YYYY.

Text: If the number of repeated pattern letters is 4 or more, the full form is used; otherwise a
short or abbreviated form is used if available. For parsing, both forms are accepted,
independent of the number of pattern letters.

Number: For formatting, the number of pattern letters is the minimum number of digits, and
shorter numbers are zero-padded to this amount. For parsing, the number of pattern letters is
ignored unless it's needed to separate two adjacent fields.

Year: If the formatter's Calendar is the Gregorian calendar, the following rules are applied.

· For formatting, if the number of pattern letters is 2, the year is truncated to 2 digits;
otherwise it is interpreted as a number.

· For parsing, if the number of pattern letters is more than 2, the year is interpreted literally,
regardless of the number of digits. So using the pattern "MM/dd/yyyy", "01/11/12" parses to
Jan 11, 12 A.D.

For parsing with the abbreviated year pattern ("y" or "yy"), SimpleDateFormat must interpret
the abbreviated year relative to some century. It does this by adjusting dates to be within 80
years before and 20 years after the time the SimpleDateFormat instance is created. For
example, using a pattern of "MM/dd/yy" and a SimpleDateFormat instance created on Jan 1,
2018, the string "01/11/12" would be interpreted as Jan 11, 2012 while the string "05/04/64"
would be interpreted as May 4, 1964. During parsing, only strings consisting of exactly two
digits, as defined by Character.isDigit(char), will be parsed into the default century. Any other
numeric string, such as a one digit string, a three or more digit string, or a two digit string that
isn't all digits (for example, "-1"), is interpreted literally. So "01/02/3" or "01/02/003" are parsed,
using the same pattern, as Jan 2, 3 AD. Likewise, "01/02/-3" is parsed as Jan 2, 4 BC.

Otherwise, calendar system specific forms are applied. For both formatting and parsing, if the
number of pattern letters is 4 or more, a calendar specific long form is used. Otherwise, a
calendar specific short or abbreviated form is used.

4.7.19.1.2  Char To Timestamp(Sys)

The Char to Timestamp function is one of the most frequently-used system functions,
because it lets you create a timestamp out of any correctly formatted input string. Using this
function, you can specify which parts of the timestamp string you wish to use in subsequent
processing, and create a TIMESTAMP value containing only those. To do so, you specify a
template that identifies the parts of the timestamp you want. For example, to use only year
and month, you would specify 'yyyy-MM' . 

The input date-time string can contain any parts of a full timestamp ('yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss').
If all these elements are present in your input string, and 'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss' is the
template you supply, then the input-string elements are interpreted in that order as year,
month, day, hour, minute, and seconds, such as in '2009-09-16 03:15:24'. The yyyy cannot be
uppercase; the hh can be uppercase to mean using a 24-hour clock. For the full range of valid
specifiers, see Java SimpleDateFormat class.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP uses the template you specify as a parameter in the
function call. The template causes the TIMESTAMP result to use only the parts of the input-

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
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date-time value that you specified in the template. Those fields in the resulting TIMESTAMP will
then contain the corresponding data taken from your input-date-time string; fields not
specified in your template will use default values (see below). The format of the template used
by SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP is defined by the Java SimpleDateFormat class.
See also the Date and Time patterns discussion in this SQLstream SQL Reference Guide.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

The function-call syntax is as follows:

 SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('<format_string>','<input_date_time_string>')

where

· <format_ string> is the template you specify for the parts of <date_time_string> you want,

and

· <input_date_time_string> is the original string that is being converted to a TIMESTAMP
result.

Note that each string must be enclosed in single quotes and each element of the
<input_date_time_string> must be in the range for its corresponding element in the template,
otherwise no result is returned.

For example, the input-string-element whose position corresponds with MM must be an
integer from 1 to 12, because anything else does not represent a valid month. Similarly, the
input-string-element whose position corresponds with dd must be an integer from 1 to 31,
because anything else does not represent a valid day. (However, if MM is 2, dd cannot be 30
or 31, because February never has such days.)

For hours, minutes, or seconds, the default starting value is zero, so when those specifiers
are omitted from the template, zeroes are substituted. For months or days, the default
starting value substituted for the omitted parts is 01.

For example, using '2009-09-16 03:15:24' as your input string, you can obtain a TIMESTAMP
containing only the date, with zeros for the other fields such as hours, minutes, or seconds:

 SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM-dd','2009-09-16 03:15:24').

The result would is TIMESTAMP 2009-09-16 00:00:00.

Another example:

If the call had kept hours and minutes in the template while omitting months, days, and
seconds, as illustrated in the following call

--- --- SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24')

then the resulting TIMESTAMP would be 2009-01-01 03:15:00.

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
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Template strings to create specific output TIMESTAMPS shows further illustrative examples
of templates and input strings used to create the indicated output TIMESTAMPs.

Note: Input string MUST use the form 'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss' or a subset or reordering
thereof. As a result, using an input string like 'Wednesday, 16 September 2009 03:15:24' will
NOT work, meaning that no output will result.

About Delimiters and Values

Delimiters in the template must match those in the input string and values in the input string
must be acceptable for the template specifiers to which they correspond.

As a general convention, a colon is used to separate hours from minutes, and minutes from
seconds. Similarly, the general convention is to use a dash or slash to separate years from
months and months from days. 

For example, the following template has values that line up correctly with the input string.

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('MM/dd/yy hh:mm:ss','09/16/11 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2011-09-16 03:15:24'

1 row selected

If values in the input string are not acceptable for the template specifiers to which they
correspond, the result fails, as in the following example.

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('MM/dd/yy hh:mm:ss','2009/09/16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

This example returns no rows because 2009 is not an acceptable value for months, which is
the first specifier (MM) in the template.

Omissions in the supplied string can cause the template value 'yyyy' to produce logical but
unintended or unexpected results. The following examples each return an erroneous year, but
one that derives directly from the first element in the supplied string.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> VALUES(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy','09-16 03:15'));

'EXPR$0'

'0009-01-01 00:00:00'

1 row selected

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> VALUES(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy','16 03:15'));

'EXPR$0'

'0016-01-01 00:00:00'

1 row selected

Examples using templates to create TIMESTAMPS
The order of the template must match the input string. That means that you cannot specify
"hh" after "yyyy" and expect the method to find the hour automatically. For example, the
following template specifies years first, then hours, then minutes, and returns an erroneous
result.

 values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24'));

'EXPR$0'
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'2009-01-01 09:16:00'

1 row selected

Since the specifiers for months and days are not present in the template, their values in the
input string were ignored, with 01 substituted for both values in the output TIMESTAMP. The
template specified hours and minutes as the second and third input values, so 09 became the
hours and 16 became the minutes. No specifier was present for seconds, so 00 was used.

The years specifier can be alone or after a delimiter matching the input string shows the end
of the years specifier, with one of the hours:minutes:seconds specifiers:

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 00:00:00'

1 row selected

In contrast, the template below fails because it has a space-as-delimiter before the "hh"
rather than the dash delimiter used in the input string's date specification.

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

The four templates below work because they use the same delimiter to separate the years
specifier from the next specifier as is used in the input string's date specification (dash in the
first case, space in the second, slash in the third, and dash in the fourth).

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy hh','2009 09 16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy/hh','2009/09/16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 00:09:00'

1 row selected

Using SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP to convert a string to a timestamp

When the input string is not in the appropriate format to be CAST, you can use the
SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP method. It has the additional advantage that you
can specify which parts of the timestamp string you wish to use in subsequent processing,
and create a TIMESTAMP value containing only those. To do so, you specify a template that
identifies which parts you want, such as 'yyyy-MM' to use only the year and month parts.

The input-date-time string-to-be-converted can contain all or any parts of a full timestamp,
that is, values for any or all of the standard elements ('yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss'). If all these
elements are present in your input string, and 'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss' is the template you
supply, then the input-string elements are interpreted in that order as year, month, day, hour,
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minute, and seconds, such as in '2009-09-16 03:15:24'. The yyyy cannot be uppercase; the
hh can be uppercase to mean using a 24-hour clock. For many examples of valid specifiers,
see the table entitled Template strings to create specific output TIMESTAMPS and the
examples topic. For the full range of valid specifiers, see Java SimpleDateFormat class.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP uses the template you specify as a parameter in
the function call. The template causes the TIMESTAMP result to use only the parts of the
input-date-time value that you specified in the template. Those fields in the resulting
TIMESTAMP will then contain the corresponding data taken from your input-date-time string;
fields not specified in your template will use default values (see below). The format of the
template used by SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP is defined by Java
SimpleDateFormat class, at which link all the specifiers are listed, some with examples. See
also the Date and Time patterns discussion in this SQLstream SQL Reference Guide.

The function-call syntax is as follows:

  SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('<format_string>','<input_date_time_string>')

where

<format_ string> is the template you specify for the parts of <date_time_string> you want,

and

<input_date_time_string> is the original string that is being converted to a TIMESTAMP result.

Note that each string must be enclosed in single quotes; AND that each element of the
<input_date_time_string> must be in the range for its corresponding element in the template;
otherwise no result is returned.

Examples:

· The input-string-element whose position corresponds with MM must be an integer
from 1 to 12, because anything else does not represent a valid month.

· The input-string-element whose position corresponds with dd must be an integer from
1 to 31, because anything else does not represent a valid day.

o However, if MM is 2, dd cannot be 30 or 31, because February never has
such days.

Note that for hours, minutes, or seconds, the default starting value is zero, so when those
specifiers are omitted from the template, zeroes are substituted.

However, for months or days, the default starting value substituted for the omitted parts is 01.

For example, using '2009-09-16 03:15:24' as your input string, you can obtain a TIMESTAMP
containing only the date, with zeros for the other fields such as hours, minutes, or seconds,
by specifying

  SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM-dd','2009-09-16 03:15:24').

The result would be the TIMESTAMP 2009-09-16 00:00:00.

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html?
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Another example:

· If the call had kept hours and minutes in the template while omitting months, days,
and seconds, as illustrated in the following call --- ---
SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') ---
--- then the resulting TIMESTAMP would be 2009-01-01 03:15:00.

The table below, Template Strings to Create Specific Output TIMESTAMPS, shows further
examples of templates and input strings used to create the indicated output TIMESTAMPs.
Template Strings to Create Specific Output Timestamps
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Template (and
comments)

Input String Output TIMESTAMP

'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss' '2009-09-16

03:15:24'

'2009-09-16 03:15:24'

 Comment: Input string MUST use the form 'yyyy-MM-dd
hh:mm:ss' or a subset or reordering thereof; using an input string
like 'Wednesday, 16 September 2009 03:15:24' will NOT work,
meaning that no output will result.

'yyyy-mm' '2012-02-08

07:23:19'

'2012-01-01 00:02:00'

 Comment: The template above specifies only year first and
minutes second, so the second element in the input string ("02")
is used as minutes.

Default values are used for Month and Day ("01") and for hours
and seconds ("00").

'yyyy-ss-mm' '2012-02-08

07:23:19'

'2012-01-01 00:08:02'

 Comment: The template above specifies only year, seconds, and
minutes, in that order, so the second element in the input string
("02") is used as seconds and the third as minutes ("08"). Default
values are used for Month and Day ("01") and for hours ("00").

'MMM dd, yyyy' 'March 7,

2010'

'2010-03-07 00:00:00'

 Comment: MMM in the template above matches "March"; the template's
'comma space' matches the input string.
--- --- If the template lacks the comma, so must the input string, or there
is no output;
--- --- If the input string lacks the comma, so must the template.

'MMM dd,' 'March 7,

2010'

'1970-03-07 00:00:00'

 Comment: Note that the template above doesn't use a year specifier,
causing the output TIMESTAMP to use the earliest year in this epoch,
1970.

'MMM dd,y' 'March 7,

2010'

'2010-03-07 00:00:00'

 Comment: Using the template above, if the input string were
'March 7, 10', the output TIMESTAMP would be '0010-03-07
00:00:00'.

'M-d' '2-8' '1970-02-08 00:00:00'

 Comment: Absent a yyyy specifier in the template, as above, the earliest
year in this epoch (1970) is used.
An input string of '2-8-2012' would give the same result; using '2012-2-8'
would give no result because 2012 is not a valid month.

'MM-dd-yyyy' '06-23-2012

10:11:12'

'2012-06-23 00:00:00'

 Comment: Dashes as delimiters (as above) are fine, if template and input
both use them in the same positions. Since the template omits hours,
minutes, and seconds, zeroes are used in the output TIMESTAMP.

'dd-MM-yy hh:mm:ss' '23-06-11

10:11:12'

'2011-06-23 10:11:12'

 Comment: You can have the specifiers in any order as long as that order
matches the meaning of the input string you supply, as above. The
template and input string of the next example below have the same
meaning (and the same output TIMESTAMP) as this example, but they
specify months before days and seconds before hours.

'MM-dd-yy ss:hh:mm' '06-23-11

12:10:11'

'2011-06-23 10:11:12'

 Comment: In the template used above, the order of the month and day
specifiers is reversed from the example just above, and the specifier for
seconds is before hours instead of after minutes; but because the input
string also puts months before days and seconds before hours, the
meaning (and the output TIMESTAMP) is the same as the example
ABOVE.

'yy-dd-MM ss:hh:mm' '06-23-11

12:10:11'

'2006-11-23 10:11:12'

 Comment: The template used above reverses (compared to the prior
example above) the years and months specifiers, while the input string
remains the same. In this case, the output TIMESTAMP uses the first
element of the input string as the years, the second as the days, and the
third as the months.

'dd-MM-yy hh:mm' '23-06-11

10:11:12'

'2011-06-23 10:11:00'

 Comment: With seconds omitted in the template, as above, the
output TIMESTAMP uses 00 seconds. Any number of y specifiers
produces the same result; but if the input string inadvertently
uses a 1 instead of 11 for the year, as in '23-06-1 10:11:12', then
the output TIMESTAMP becomes '0001-06-23 10:11:00'.

'MM/dd/yy hh:mm:ss' '12/19/11
10:11:12'

'12/19/11
12:11:10'

'2011-12-19 10:11:12'

'2011-12-19 00:11:10'

 Comment: Slashes as delimiters are fine, if template and input
both use them in the same positions, as above; otherwise, no
output.

Using specifier hh, input times of 12:11:10 and 00:11:10 have the
same meaning as a time in the morning.

'MM/dd/yy HH:mm:ss' '12/19/11

12:59:59'

'12/19/11

21:08:07'

'2011-12-19 12:59:59'

'2011-12-19 21:08:07'

(The input-string values '2011-12-19 00:11:12' or '2011-
12-19 12:11:12' would fail with this template because
'2011' is not a month, as required/expected by the
template-string 'MM/dd/yy HH:mm:ss'.)

However, changing the template gives useful output:

values(cast(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('y

/MM/dd HH:mm:ss', '2011/12/19 00:11:12') as

varchar(19)));

'EXPR$0'

'2011-12-19 00:11:12'

1 row selected

'12/19/11 00:11:12' would fail with the above

template ('y/MM/dd'), since 19 is not a valid

month; supplying '12/11/19 00:11:12' works.

'2011-12-19 12:11:12' would fail as input

because dashes don't match the slashes in the

template ; '2011/12/19 12:11:12' works.

 Comment:
Note that for times after 12 noon, that is, for afternoon and evening times, the
hours specifier must be HH instead of hh, and the input string must specify
the afternoon or evening hour in 24-hour clock time, hours running from 00 to
23.
--- --- Using specifier HH, input times of 12:11:10 and 00:11:10 have different
meanings, the first as a time in the afternoon and the second as a time in the
morning.
--- --- Using the specifier hh, the times from 12:00 through 11:59:59 are
morning times:
--- --- Given the specifiers hh:mm:ss, the output TIMESTAMP will include
'00:09:08' in the morning for both input string '12:09:08' and input string
'00:09:08';
--- --- whereas
--- --- Given the specifiers HH:mm:ss, the output TIMESTAMP for input string
'00:09:08' in the morning will include '00:09:08'
--- --- and the output TIMESTAMP for input string '12:09:08' in the afternoon will
include '12:09:08'.
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Additional examples using templates to create TIMESTAMPS

The examples below illustrate using various templates with SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP,
including some common misunderstandings.
 values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24'));

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:16:00'

1 row selected

Note that the fields in the input string above were used in the order given by the specifiers in
the template, as defined by the dashes-as-delimiters in both template and input string: years
first, then hours, then minutes. Since the specifiers for months and days are not present in
the template, their values in the input string were ignored, with 01 substituted for both values
in the output TIMESTAMP. The template specified hours and minutes as the second and third
input values, so 09 became the hours and 16 became the minutes. No specifier was present
for seconds, so 00 was used.

The years specifier can be alone or, after a delimiter matching the input string shows the end
of the years specifier, with one of the hours:minutes:seconds specifiers:

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 00:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

The template above fails because it has a space-as-delimiter before the "hh" rather than the
dash delimiter used in the input string's date specification;

whereas the four templates below work because they use the same delimiter to separate the
years specifier from the next specifier as is used in the input string's date specification (dash
in the first case, space in the second, slash in the third, and dash in the fourth).

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy hh','2009 09 16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy/hh','2009/09/16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 09:00:00'

1 row selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-01-01 00:09:00'

1 row selected

However, if the template specifies months (MM), it cannot then specify hours, minutes, or
seconds unless days are also specified:
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Template specifying years and months only, thus omitting days/hours/minutes/seconds from
the resulting TIMESTAMP:

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-09-01 00:00:00'

1 row selected

The next two templates fail, lacking a 'days' specifier:

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM hh:','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

The next three succeed, using a 'days' specifier:

 values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM-dd hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-09-16 03:00:00'

1 row selected

The template above, 'yyyy-MM-dd hh', specifies only hours (hh) without minutes or seconds.
Since hh is the 4th token/element of the template, its value is to be taken from the 4th
token/element of the input string '2009-09-16 03:15:24' ; and that 4th element is 03, then used
as the value output for hours. Since neither mm or ss is specified, the default or initial values
defined as the starting point for mm and ss are used, which are zeroes.

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM-dd ss','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-09-16 00:00:03'

1 row selected

The template above, 'yyyy-MM-dd ss', specifies that the 4th token/element of the input string is
to be used as seconds (ss). The 4th element of the input string '2009-09-16 03:15:24' is 03,
which becomes the value output for seconds as specified in the template; and since neither
hh nor mm is specified in the template, their default or initial values are used, which are
zeroes.

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM-dd mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

'2009-09-16 00:03:00'

1 row selected

The template above, 'yyyy-MM-dd mm', specifies that the 4th token/element of the input string
is to be used as minutes (mm). The 4th element of the input string '2009-09-16 03:15:24' is
03, which becomes the value output for minutes as specified in the template; and since
neither hh nor ss is specified in the template, their default or initial values are used, which are
zeroes.

Further failures, lacking a 'days' specifier:

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM- mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected
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values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM   mm','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

values (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIMESTAMP('yyyy-MM   hh','2009-09-16 03:15:24') );

'EXPR$0'

No rows selected

4.7.19.1.3  CHAR_TO_DATE

Converts a string to a date, according to the specified format string.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_DATE(format,dateString);

4.7.19.1.4  CHAR_TO_TIME

Converts a string to a time, according to the specified format string,

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.CHAR_TO_TIME(format,dateString);

4.7.19.1.5  DATE_TO_CHAR

The DATE_TO_CHAR converts a date to a string.

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.DATE_TO_CHAR(format,d);

where d is a date that will be converted to a string.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

4.7.19.1.6  TIME_TO_CHAR

Uses a format string to format a time. Returns the formatted time or portion of a time as a
string.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.TIME_TO_CHAR(format,time);

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.
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4.7.19.1.7  TIMESTAMP_TO_CHAR

Uses a format string to format a timestamp as char. Returns the timestamp as a string.

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.TIMESTAMP_TO_CHAR(format,ts);

where ts is timestamp.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

4.7.19.1.8  VARCHAR_TO_VARBINARY

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.VARCHAR_TO_VARBINARY(sourceString VARCHAR(65535))

  Returns VARBINARY(65535)

This function converts a hex-encoded binary string (suitable for use as a VARBINARY literal)
into the corresponding VARCHAR value. For instance, it converts the string '01020304' into
the byte array [1,2,3,4]. 

The inverse operation is SYS_BOOT.MGMT.VARBINARY_TO_VARCHAR().

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

4.7.19.1.9  VARBINARY_TO_VARCHAR

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.VARBINARY_TO_VARCHAR(sourceBytes VARBINARY(65535))

  RETURNS VARCHAR(65535)

This function converts a VARBINARY value into the corresponding hex-encoded binary string.
For example, this converts the byte array [1,2,3,4] into the string '01020304'. The inverse
operation is

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.VARCHAR_TO_VARBINARY().

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

4.7.19.2 FIXED_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE

Parses fixed-width fields and automatically converts them to the given SQL types. 

Syntax

FIXED_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE ( <string value expression>, <column description string

expression> )

 <column description string expression> := '<column description> [,...]'

 <column description> :=
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   <identifier> TYPE <data type> [ NOT NULL ]

   START <numeric value expression> [FOR <numeric constant expression>]

Notes

Parsing of binary files is not supported.

Starting position of column is 0. Column specifications for types DATE,TIME and TIMESTAMP
support a format parameter allowing the user to specify exact time component layout. The
parser uses the Java class java.lang.SimpleDateFormat to parse the strings for types DATE,
TIME and TIMESTAMP. The Date and Time Patterns topic gives a full description and
examples of timestamp format strings. The following is an example of a column definition with
a format string:

"name" TYPE TIMESTAMP 'dd/MMM/yyyy:HH:mm:ss'

Example

Several examples of FIXED_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE function use appears in the Log File
Adapter topic of the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

The example shows this function being specified as one of the OPTIONS in a CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM command or within a SELECT STREAM statement in a CREATE VIEW
command.

See also the REGEX_LOG_PARSE and similar topics in this guide.

4.7.19.3 Group Rank UDX

This user-defined transfrom (UDX) applies a RANK() function to logical groups of rows and
optionally delivers the group in sorted order

Applications of Group_Rank include the following:

· To sort results of a streaming GROUP BY

· To determine a relationship within the results of a group

Group Rank UDX can do the following actions:

· Apply Rank to a specified input column.

· Supply either sorted or non-sorted output.

· Enable the user to specify a period of inactivity for data flush.

SQL Declarations

The functional attributes and DDL are described in the topics that follow.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Functional attributes for Group_Rank

This Group_Rank transform acts as follows:

· Gathers rows until either a rowtime change is detected or a specified idle-time limit is
exceeded.

· Accepts any streaming rowset.

· Uses any column with a basic SQL data type of INTEGER, CHAR, VARCHAR as the
column by which to do the ranking

· Orders the output rows either in the order received or in ascending or descending
order of values in the selected column.

DDL for Group_Rank

  CREATE FUNCTION group_rank(c cursor, rankByColumnName VARCHAR(128),
    rankOutColumnName VARCHAR(128), sortOrder VARCHAR(10), outputOrder VARCHAR(10),

    maxIdle INTEGER, outputMax INTEGER)

  returns table(c.*, "groupRank" INTEGER)

  language java

  parameter style system defined java

  no sql

  external name 'class com.sqlstream.plugin.grouprank.GroupRank.group_rank;

The parameters to the UDX are:
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c CURSOR to streaming result set

rankByColumnName String naming the column to use for ranking the group

rankOutColumnName String naming the column to use for returning the rank.

This string must match the name of the groupRank column in
RETURNS clause of the CREATE FUNCTION statement.

sortOrder Controls ordering of rows for rank assignment.

Valid values are:

· 'asc' - Ascending based on rank.

· 'desc' - Descending based on the rank.

outputOrder Controls ordering of output. Valid values are:

· 'asc' - Ascending based on rank.

· 'desc' - Descending based on the rank.

maxIdle Time limit in milliseconds for holding a group for ranking.

When maxIdle expires the current group is released to the
stream. A value of zero indicates no idle time out.

outputMax Maximum number of rows the UDX will output in a given group.

A value of 0 indicates no limit.

Example of Group_Rank Use:

  CREATE VIEW pageCounts1Min AS
    SELECT STREAM

       pageId, COUNT(*) AS hitCount

    FROM AccessStream AS S

    GROUP BY

       FLOOR(S.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), pageId;

    SELECT STREAM "pageId", "hitCount", "groupRank"

    FROM (TABLE(group_rank(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM "pageId", "hitCount"

       FROM pageCounts1Min),

         'hitCount', 'groupRank', 'desc', 'asc', 10, 5)));

Sample Input:

pageId hitCount

condo  51

auto  25

books  200

CDs  202

DVDs  1000

Games  500
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Sample output:

pageId hitCount groupRank

DVDs  1000  1

Games  500  2

CDs  202  3

books  200  4

Condo  51  5

Operational Overview

Rows are buffered from the input cursor for each group, i.e., rows with the same rowtimes.
Ranking of the rows is done either after the arrival of a row with a different rowtime (or when
the idle timeout occurs). Rows continue to be read while ranking is performed on the group of
rows with the same rowtime.

The outputMax parameter specifies the maximum number of rows to be returned for each
group after ranks are assigned.

By default, group_rank supports column pass through, as the example illustrates by using c.*
as the standard shortcut directing pass through of all input columns in the order presented.
You can, instead, name a subset using the notation "c.columName", allowing you to reorder
the columns. However, using specific column names ties the UDX to a very specific input set
while using the c.* notation allows the UDX to handle any input set

The rankOutColumnName parameter specifies the output column used to return ranks. This
column name must match the column name specified in the RETURNS clause of the
CREATE FUNCTION statement.

4.7.19.4 Monotonic Function

Streaming GROUP BY requires that at least one of the grouped expressions be monotonically
increasing and non-constant. The only column known in advance to be monotonically
increasing is ROWTIME. (See also Monotonic Expressions and Operators.)

The MONOTONIC function allows you to declare that a given expression is monotonically
increasing, enabling a streaming GROUP BY to use that expression as a key. The
MONOTONIC function evaluates its argument and returns the result (as the same type as its
argument).

Note: In an s-Server context, monotonicity always means that a stream is increasing (even
though "monotonic" can also refer to steadily decreasing values). Thus, to declare that an
expression is "monotonic" is to declare that it is monotonically increasing.

Syntax

MONOTONIC(<expression>)
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Notes

By enclosing an expression in MONOTONIC, you are asserting that values of that expression
are increasing and never change direction. For example, if you have a stream LINEITEMS
consisting of the line items of orders, and you wrote MONOTONIC(orderId), you are
asserting that line items are consecutive in the stream. It would be OK if there were line items
for order 1000, followed by line items for order 1001, followed by line items for order 1005. It
would be illegal if there were then a line item for order 1001, i.e., the line item sequence
became 1000, 1001, 1005, 1001. Similarly, the following line item sequences would be illegal:

· 987, 974, 823, 973

· 987, 974, 823, 1056

For example the strings in following sequence are not ascending, since "F" alphabetically
precedes the other first letters.

'Monday 26th April, 2010'

'Monday 26th April, 2010'

'Tuesday 27th April, 2010'

'Wednesday 28th April, 2010'

'Wednesday 28th April, 2010'

'Wednesday 28th April, 2010'

'Friday 30th April, 2010'

Note that the definition of MONOTONIC is precisely what is needed for GROUP BY to make
progress.

If an expression declared monotonic is not monotonically increasing -- i.e., if the assertion is
not valid for the actual data -- then s-Server's behavior is unspecified.

In other words, if you are certain that an expression is monotonic, you can use this
MONOTONIC function to enable SQLstream to treat the expression as monotonically
increasing.

However, if you are mistaken and the values resulting from evaluating the expression change
from ascending to descending or from descending to ascending, unexpected results may
arise. SQLstream streaming SQL will take you at your word and operate on your assurance
that the expression is monotonic. But if in fact it is not monotonic, the resulting SQLstream
behavior cannot be determined in advance, and so results may not be as expected or
desired.

4.7.19.5 REGEX_REPLACE

Replaces all substrings matching a regular expression in a defined source called
sourceString. Returns a string having the same character encoding as sourceString. If there
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is a match, the source string is returned with the replacement string substituted for the
matching substring.

Syntax

          REGEX_REPLACE
          (

            sourceString VARCHAR(65535),

            javaRegexPattern VARCHAR(65535),

            replacementString VARCHAR(65535),

            startPosition int,

            occurrence int

          );

Details

Raises an error if javaRegexPattern or replacementString does not have the same character
encoding as sourceString.

Raises an error if startPosition < 1 or if occurrence < 0

Returns NULL if any of the arguments is NULL.

Returns sourceString if startPosition is greater than the length of sourceString.

If occurrence = 0, returns sourceString with ALL substrings matching javaRegexPattern
(from startPosition onward) replaced by replacementString.

Parameters

sourceString

Specifies the string in which the search is to take place. Expression can evaluate to
VARCHAR or CHAR, with max length of 65535. No other restrictions.

javaRegexPattern

Specifies the regular expression string to be used as search pattern, as defined in
java.util.regex.pattern. The length of the pattern cannot exceed 65535 characters. Must have
the same character encoding as sourceString.

replacementString

Specifies the replacement string for matching substrings. Expression can evaluate to
VARCHAR or CHAR, with max length of 65535. No other restrictions.

startPosition

A positive integer which specifies the position within source-string at which the search is to
start. The value of the integer must be greater than or equal to 1. If the value of the integer is
greater than the actual length of the source-string, the original string is returned. 

occurrence

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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A positive integer and specifies which occurrence of javaRegexPattern (from startPosition
onward) should be replaced by replacementString. In other words, occurrence specifies the
nth occurrence of javaRegexPattern within sourceString to search for and replace. The value
of occurrence must be greater than or equal to 0. If occurrence is 0, REGEX_REPLACE
replaces all occurrences of javaRegexPattern in sourceString.

Example

values regex_replace('The pen is mightier than the sword', 'i[a-zA-Z]', 'HAHA', 1, 0);

select regex_replace('The pen is mightier than the sword', utf16Col, 'HAHA', 1, 0)

from t5053;

4.7.19.6 SYS_LOG_PARSE

SYS_LOG_PARSE parses the standard syslog format:

 Mon DD HH:MM:SS server message

SYS_LOG_PARSE processes entries commonly found in UNIX/Linux system logs. System
log entries start with a timestamp and are followed with a free form text field.
SYS_LOG_PARSE output consists of two columns. The first column is named "COLUMN1"
and is SQL data type TIMESTAMP. The second column is named "COLUMN2" and is SQL
type VARCHAR().

Example

An example of SYS_LOG_PARSE function use can be found in the topic Log File Adapter in
the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

The example shows this function being specified as one of the OPTIONS in a CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM command or within a SELECT STREAM statement in a CREATE VIEW
command.

Notes

Detailed information on SYSLOG can be found in IETF RFC3164.

Other information about date-time patterns and matching can be found in Date and Time
Patterns.

4.7.19.7 VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE

Example

 VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE(
  <character-expression>, <columns>, <delimiter-string>

  [ , <escape-string>, <quote-string> ] )

  <columns> := <number of columns> | <list of columns>

  <number of columns> := <numeric value expression>

  <list of columns> := '<column description>[, ...]'

  <column description> := <identifier> TYPE <data type> [ NOT NULL ]

  <delimiter string> := <character-expression>

  <escape-string> := <character-expression>

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3164
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  <quote-string> := '<begin quote character> [ <end quote character> ]'

VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE splits an input string (its first argument, <character-
expression>) into fields separated by a delimiter character or delimiter string. Thus it handles
comma-separated values or tab-separated values. It can be combined with
FIXED_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE to handle something like maillog, where some fields are
fixed-length and others are variable-length.

Note: Parsing of binary files is not supported.

The arguments <escape-string> and <quote-string> are optional. Specifying an <escape-
string> allows the value of a field to contain an embedded delimiter. As a simple example, if
the <delimiter-string> specified a comma, and the <escape-string> specified a backslash,
then an input of "a,b' would be split into two fields "a" and "b", but an input of "a\,b" would
result in a single field "a,b".

Since SQLstream supports unicode character literals, a tab can also be a delimiter, specified
using a unicode escape, e.g., u&'\0009', which is a string consisting only of a tab character.

Specifying a <quote-string> is another way to hide an embedded delimiter. The <quote-
string> should be a one or two character expression: the first is used as the <begin quote
character> character; the second, if present, is used as the <end quote character>
character. If only one character is supplied, it is used as both to begin and to end quoted
strings. When the input includes a quoted string, that is, a string enclosed in the characters
specified as <quote-string>, then that string appears in one field, even if it contains a
delimiter.

Note that the <begin quote character> and <end quote character> are single characters and
can be different. The <begin quote character> can be used to start and end the quoted string,
or the <begin quote character> can start the quoted string and the <end quote character>
used to end that quoted string.

When a list of columns <list of columns> is supplied as the second parameter <columns>,
the column specifications (<column description>) for types DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP
support a format parameter allowing the user to specify exact time component layout. The
parser uses the Java class java.lang.SimpleDateFormat to parse the strings for those types.
The Date and Time Patterns topic gives a full description of timestamp format strings, with
examples. The following is an example of a column definition with a format string:

    "name" TYPE TIMESTAMP 'dd/MMM/yyyy:HH:mm:ss'

By default, the output columns are named COLUMN1, COLUMN2, COLUMN3, etc., each of
SQL data type VARCHAR(1024)

Example

An example of VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE function use can be found in the GeoIP
Functions topic of the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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The example shows this function being specified as one of the OPTIONS within a SELECT
STREAM statement in a CREATE VIEW command. Specifically, the example parses a dotted
notation IP address into component parts.

See also the REGEX_LOG_PARSE and other such write-ups in this SQL Reference Guide.

4.7.19.8 W3C_LOG_PARSE

 W3C_LOG_PARSE( <character-expression>, <format-string> )

 <format-string> := '<predefined-format> | <custom-format>'

 <predefined format> :=

         COMMON

       | COMMON WITH VHOST

       | NCSA EXTENDED

       | REFERER

       | AGENT

       | IIS

 <custom-format> := [an Apache log format specifier]

W3C-predefined formats

Specifying the following W3C-predefined-format names summarizes using the format
specifiers indicated, as in the following statement:

 SELECT STREAM W3C_LOG_PARSE(message, 'COMMON') r  from w3ccommon t;

Format Name W3C Name Format Specifiers

COMMON Common Log
Format (CLF)

%h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b

COMMON WITH
VHOST

Common Log
Format with
Virtual Host

%v %h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b

NCSA EXTENDED NCSA
extended/combin
ed log format

%h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b "%[Referer]i" "%[User-
agent]i"

REFERER Referer log
format

%[Referer]i ---> %U

AGENT Agent (Browser)
log format

%[User-agent]i

W3C format specifiers

The format specifiers are listed below. W3C_LOG_PARSE will automatically detect these
specifiers and output records with one column for each specifier. The column's type is
automatically chosen based on the possible outputs of the specifier. For example, %b
represents the number of bytes sent in processing an HTTP request, so the column type will
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be numeric. For %B, however, zero bytes is represented by a dash - forcing the column type
to be text. Note A explains what the "..." and "<" or ">" markings shown in the specifier table
mean.

W3C format specifiers alphabetically by command
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Format Specifier Explanation

% The percent sign (Apache 2.0.44 and later)

%...a Remote IP-address

%...A Local IP-address

%...B Size of response in bytes, excluding HTTP headers.

%...b Size of response in bytes, excluding HTTP headers, in CLF format,
which means that when no bytes are sent, uses a '-' rather than a 0.

%...[Foobar]C The contents of cookie Foobar in the request sent to the server.

%...D The time taken to serve the request, in microseconds.

%...[FOOBAR]e The contents of the environment variable FOOBAR

%...f Filename

%...h Remote host

%...H The request protocol

%...[Foobar]i The contents of Foobar: header line(s) in the request sent to the
server.

%...l Remote logname (from identd, if supplied)

%...m The request method

%...[Foobar]n The contents of note Foobar from another module.

%...[Foobar]o The contents of Foobar: header line(s) in the reply.

%...p The canonical port of the server serving the request

%...P The process ID of the child that serviced the request.

%...[format]P The process ID or thread id of the child that serviced the request.
Valid formats are pid and tid. (Apache 2.0.46 and later)

%...q The query string (prepended with a ? if a query string exists,
otherwise an empty string)

%...r First line of request

%...s Status. For requests that got internally redirected, this is the status of
the *original* request --- %...>s for the last.

%...t Time, in common log format time format (standard english format)

%...[format]t The time, in the form given by format, which should be in strftime(3)
format. (potentially localized)

%...T The time taken to serve the request, in seconds.

%...u Remote user (from auth; may be bogus if return status (%s) is 401)

%...U The URL path requested, not including any query string.

%...v The canonical ServerName of the server serving the request.

%...V The server name according to the UseCanonicalName setting.

%...X Connection status when response is completed

X = connection aborted before the response completed.

+ = connection may be kept alive after the response is sent.

- = connection will be closed after the response is sent.

(The %..X directive was %...c in late versions of Apache 1.3,

but this conflicted with the historical ssl %...[var]c syntax.)

:%...I: Bytes received, including request and headers, cannot be zero. You
need to enable mod_logio to use this.

:%...O: Bytes sent, including headers, cannot be zero. You need to enable
mod_logio to use this.

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_logio.html
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_logio.html
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Note A: Some W3C format specifiers are shown as containing a "..." indication or a "<" or ">",
which are optional controls on suppressing or redirecting the output of that specifier. The "..."
can either be empty (as in the COMMON specification "\%h %u %r \%s %b") or it can indicate
conditions for including the item. The conditions are a list of HTTP status codes, possibly
preceded by "!", and if the specified condition is not met, then the column or field returned
shows "-".

For example, as described in the Apache documentation, specifying "%400,501[User-agent]i"
will log the User-agent only on 400 errors and 501 errors (Bad Request, Not Implemented).
Similarly, "%!200,304,302[Referer]i" will log the Referer: on all requests that fail to return
some sort of normal status.

The modifiers "<" and ">" can be used to choose whether the original or final (respectively)
request should be consulted when a request has been internally redirected. By default, the %
directives %s, %U, %T, %D, and %r look at the original request while all others look at the
final request. So for example, %>s can be used to record the final status of the request and %
<u can be used to record the original authenticated user on a request that is internally
redirected to an unauthenticated resource.

For security reasons, starting with Apache 2.0.46, non-printable and other special characters
are escaped mostly by using \xhh sequences, where hh stands for the hexadecimal
representation of the raw byte. Exceptions from this rule are " and \ which are escaped by
prepending a backslash, and all whitespace characters which are written in their C-style
notation (\n, \t etc). In httpd 2.0 versions prior to 2.0.46, no escaping was performed on the
strings from %...r, %...i and %...o, so great care was needed when dealing with raw log files,
since clients could have inserted control characters into the log.

Also, in httpd 2.0, the B format strings represent simply the size in bytes of the HTTP
response (which will differ, for instance, if the connection is aborted, or if SSL is used). For
the actual number of bytes sent over the network to the client, use the %O format provided by
mod_logio.

W3C format specifiers alphabetically by function or category

The categories are bytes sent, connection status, content of environmental variable, filename,
host, IP, notes, protocol, query string, replies, requests, and time.
For the markings "..." or "<" or "<", see Note A.

Bytes sent, excluding HTTP headers:

--
with a "0" when no bytes are
sent:

%...B

--
with a "-" (CLF format) when
no bytes are sent:

%...b

--

Bytes received, including
request and headers, cannot
be zero: (Must enable
mod_logio to use this.)

:% ... I:

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_log_config.html
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_logio.html
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_logio.html
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--
Bytes sent, including headers,
cannot be zero: (Must enable
mod_logio to use this.)

:%... O:

Connection status when response is completed

--
Connection aborted before the
response completed:

X

--
Connection may be kept alive
after the response is sent

+

--
Connection will be closed after
the response is sent:

-

--
(The %..X directive was %...c in late versions of Apache 1.3,

but this conflicted with the historical ssl %...[var]c syntax.)

Environment variable FOOBAR:

-- contents: %...[FOOBAR]e

Filename: %...f

Host (remote): %...h

-- Protocol: %...H

IP addresses:

-- Remote: %...a

-- Local: %...A

Notes:

--
Contents of note Foobar from
another module

%...[Foobar]n

Protocol (request): %...H

Query string: %...q

-- if query exists, prepended with a ?

-- if not, the empty string

Replies:

--
Contents of Foobar: header
line(s) in the reply

%...[Foobar]o

The W3C format specifiers for the response and time categories are as follows:

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_logio.html
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Requests:

--
Canonical port of the server
serving the request

%...p

--
Contents of cookie Foobar in
the request sent to server:

%... [Foobar]C

--
Contents of BAR:header
line(s):

%... [BAR]i

-- First line sent: %...r

--
Microseconds taken to serve a
request:

%...D

-- Protocol: %...H

--
Process ID of the child that
serviced the request:

%...P

--

Process ID or thread id of the
child that serviced the request.

Valid formats are pid and tid.
(Apache 2.0.46 and later)

%...[format]P

--
Remote logname (from identd,
if supplied):

%...l

--
Remote user: (from auth; may
be bogus if return status (%s)
is 401)

%...u

--
Server (canonical
ServerName) serving the
request:

%...v

--
Server name by the
UseCanonicalName setting:

%...V

-- Request method: %...m

-- Return status: %s

--
Seconds taken to serve the
request:

%...T

--
Status of the *original* request
that was internally redirected:

%...s

-- Status of the last request: %...>s
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--
URL path requested, not
including any query string:

%...U

Time:

--
Common log format time
format (standard english
format):

%...t

--
Time in strftime(3) format,
potentially localized:

%...[format]t

--
Seconds taken to serve the
request:

%...T

W3C examples

The example below shows the W3C function being specified as one of the OPTIONS in a
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM command or within a SELECT STREAM statement in a
CREATE VIEW command. The example is taken from the See the topic Log File Adapter in
the s-Server Integration Guide. topic of the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

See also the examples in the page entitled Parsing Log File Records, which use the %h
specifier and the COMMON predefined format.

W3C_LOG_PARSE supports access to logs generated by W3C-compliant applications like
the Apache web server, producing output rows with one column for each specifier. The data
types are derived from the log entry description specifiers listed in the Apache
mod_log_config specification.

Example #1:

The input in this example is taken from an Apache log file and is representative of the
COMMON log format.

Input:

(192.168.254.30 - John [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                     "GET /icons/apache_pb.gif HTTP/1.1" 304 0),

(192.168.254.30 - Jane [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                     "GET /icons/small/dir.gif HTTP/1.1" 304 0);

DDL:

    CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM schema1.weblog

        SERVER logfile_server

        OPTIONS (LOG_PATH '/path/to/logfile',

                 ENCODING 'UTF-8',

                 SLEEP_INTERVAL '10000',

                 MAX_UNCHANGED_STATS '10',

                 PARSER 'W3C',

                 PARSER_FORMAT 'COMMON');

    or

http://httpd.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/mod_log_config.html?#formats
http://httpd.apache.org/docs-2.0/mod/mod_log_config.html?#formats
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     CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "Schema1".weblog_read

     SERVER "logfile_server"

     OPTIONS (log_path '/path/to/logfile',

     encoding 'UTF-8',

     sleep_interval '10000',

     max_unchanged_stats '10');

     CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Schema1".weblog AS

        SELECT STREAM

            l.r.COLUMN1,

            l.r.COLUMN2,

            l.r.COLUMN3,

            l.r.COLUMN4,

            l.r.COLUMN5,

            l.r.COLUMN6,

            l.r.COLUMN7

        FROM (SELECT STREAM W3C_LOG_PARSE(message, 'COMMON')

              FROM "Schema1".weblog_read) AS l(r);

Output:

SELECT STREAM CAST(COLUMN1 AS VARCHAR(15)) as COL1,

              CAST(COLUMN2 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL2,

              CAST(COLUMN3 AS VARCHAR(5)) as COL3,

              CAST(COLUMN4 AS VARCHAR(30)) AS COL4,

              CAST(COLUMN5 AS VARCHAR(34)) AS COL5,

              CAST(COLUMN6 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL6,

              CAST(COLUMN7 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL7 from "Schema1".weblog;

 COL1         COL2 COL3  COL4

                                                          COL5          COL6  COL7

 192.168.254.30 -  John  [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                                      GET /icons/apache_pb.gif HTTP/1.1  304  0

 192.168.254.30 -  Jane  [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                                      GET /icons/small/dir.gif HTTP/1.1  304  0

The specification of COMMON in the FROM clause means the Common Log Format (CLF),
which uses the specifiers %h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b.

The W3C-predefined formats topic above shows the COMMON and other predefined
specifier sets.

The output shown below uses the following view definitions:

SELECT STREAM CAST(COLUMN1 AS VARCHAR(15)) as COL1,

              CAST(COLUMN2 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL2,

              CAST(COLUMN3 AS VARCHAR(5)) as COL3,

              CAST(COLUMN4 AS VARCHAR(30)) AS COL4,

              CAST(COLUMN5 AS VARCHAR(34)) AS COL5,

              CAST(COLUMN6 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL6,

              CAST(COLUMN7 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS COL7 from "Schema1".weblog;

 COL1         COL2 COL3  COL4

                                                          COL5          COL6  COL7

 192.168.254.30 -  John  [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                                      GET /icons/apache_pb.gif HTTP/1.1  304  0

 192.168.254.30 -  Jane  [24/May/2004:22:01:02 -0700]

                                      GET /icons/small/dir.gif HTTP/1.1  304  0

The specification of COMMON in the FROM clause means the Common Log Format (CLF),
which uses the specifiers %h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b. 
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The table below, Specifiers used by the Common Log Format, describes the specifiers used
by COMMON in the FROM clause.

Specifiers used by the Common Log Format

The output
column
named:

Comes from this corresponding
COMMON Log Format specifier:

Which returns this data item from
the log.

COLUMN1 %h The IP address of the remote host

COLUMN2 %l The remote logname

COLUMN3 %u The remote user

COLUMN4 %t The time

COLUMN5 "%r" The first line of the request

COLUMN6 %>s The status: For internally redirected
requests,

the status of the *original* request

--- %...>s for the last.

COLUMN7 %b The number of bytes sent, excluding
HTTP headers

Example #2:

The DDL in this example shows how to rename output columns and filter out unneeded
columns.

DDL:

    CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Schema1".weblogreduced AS

        SELECT STREAM CAST(s.COLUMN3 AS VARCHAR(5)) AS LOG_USER,

        CAST(s.COLUMN1 AS VARCHAR(15)) AS ADDRESS,

        CAST(s.COLUMN4 AS VARCHAR(30)) as TIME_DATES

        FROM "Schema1".weblog s;

Output:

    +----------+-----------------+--------------------------------+

    | LOG_USER |     ADDRESS     |           TIME_DATES           |

    |          |                 |                                |

    +----------+-----------------+--------------------------------+

    | Jane     | 192.168.254.30  | [24/May/2024:22:01:02 -0700]   |

    |          |                 |                                |

    | John     | 192.168.254.30  | [24/May/2024:22:01:02 -0700]   |

    +----------+-----------------+--------------------------------+
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W3C customized formats

The same results would be created by naming the specifiers directly rather than using the
"COMMON" name:

    CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM schema1.weblog

        SERVER logfile_server

        OPTIONS (LOG_PATH '/path/to/logfile',

                 ENCODING 'UTF-8',

                 SLEEP_INTERVAL '10000',

                 MAX_UNCHANGED_STATS '10',

                 PARSER 'W3C',

                 PARSER_FORMAT '%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b');

    or

     CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "Schema1".weblog_read

     SERVER "logfile_server"

     OPTIONS (log_path '/path/to/logfile',

     encoding 'UTF-8',

     sleep_interval '10000',

     max_unchanged_stats '10');

     CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Schema1".weblog AS

        SELECT STREAM

            l.r.COLUMN1,

            l.r.COLUMN2,

            l.r.COLUMN3,

            l.r.COLUMN4,

            l.r.COLUMN5,

            l.r.COLUMN6

        FROM (SELECT STREAM W3C_LOG_PARSE(message, '%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b')

              FROM "Schema1".weblog_read) AS l(r);

Note that by changing %t to [%t], the date column will contain the following:

        24/May/2024:22:01:02 -0700

instead of this:

        [24/May/2024:22:01:02 -0700]

4.7.19.9 General Management Functions

s-Server has a series of management functions which are primarily useful for getting
information about s-Server itself.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to preface general management functions with
SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

These include the following:

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_CATALOG

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_JAR

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SCHEMA
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GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_WRAPPER

GET_OBJECT_DDL

GET_KEYWORDS

OBJECTS_IN_USE

OBJECTS_IN_USE

PERFORMANCE_COUNTERS

SESSION_PARAMETERS

STATEMENTS

SYSTEM_INFO

THREADS

4.7.19.9.1  SESSION_USER

Returns the character string that was the id of the user for which this session was created,
that is, the name used to log on to SQLstream.

Syntax

VALUES SESSION_USER;

Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values session_user;

+--------------+

| SESSION_USER |

+--------------+

| SA           |

+--------------+

4.7.19.9.2  SYSTEM_USER

Returns a character string representing the id of the operating system user under which the
JDBC client is running.

Syntax

VALUES SYSTEM_USER;
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Example

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> values system_user;

+--------------+

| SYSTEM_USER  |

+--------------+

| demo         |

+--------------+

4.7.19.9.3  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_CATALOG

Generates the DDL used to create everything in the current catalog.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_CATALOG());

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_CATALOG());

'STATEMENT'

'CREATE OR REPLACE ROLE PUBLIC;'

''

'CREATE OR REPLACE USER _SYSTEM'

'AUTHORIZATION 'Unused';'

''

'CREATE OR REPLACE USER "sa"'

'AUTHORIZATION 'Unused';'

4.7.19.9.4  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_JAR

Returns a create statement for a named jar.

Syntax

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_JAR(catalog_name

[optional],<schema_name>,<jar_name>);

where <schema_name> is the name of the schema in which the jar was created and
<jar_name> is the name of the jar.

'CREATE OR REPLACE JAR "buses"."GeoIp"'

'LIBRARY 'file:plugin/geoip/geoip.jar''

'OPTIONS(0);'
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Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

You can implement this function using the following code:

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_JAR('buses', 'GeoIp'));

'STATEMENT'

'CREATE OR REPLACE JAR "buses"."GeoIp"'

'LIBRARY 'file:plugin/geoip/geoip.jar''

'OPTIONS(0);'

4.7.19.9.5  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SCHEMA

Returns the create statement for every item in a named schema.

Syntax 

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SCHEMA(<catalogname>,<schema_name>);

where catalogname (optional) is the name of the catalog and schema_name (mandatory) is the
name of the schema.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SCHEMA('LOCALDB','SALES'));

'STATEMENT'

'CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA SALES;'

''

'CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION SALES.MAYBE_FEMALE('

'  GENDER CHAR(1))'

'RETURNS BOOLEAN'

'SPECIFIC SALES.MAYBE_FEMALE'

'LANGUAGE SQL'

'CONTAINS SQL'

'NOT DETERMINISTIC'

'RETURN NOT (("GENDER" = 'F') IS FALSE);'

''

'CREATE TABLE SALES.AGGT0 ('

'   N INTEGER NOT NULL,'

'   PRIMARY KEY (N)'

');'
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4.7.19.9.6  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER

Returns a create statement for a named server.

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER(server_name);

where server_name is the name of the server.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT STATEMENT FROM

TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER('FileReaderServer'));

'STATEMENT'

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer"'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA'

'OPTIONS ('

'  CHARACTER_ENCODING 'UTF-8','

'  CLASSNAME 'com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.FileSetColumnSet','

'  DIRECTORY '/tmp','

'  FILENAME_PATTERN 'buses\.log','

'  PARSER 'CSV','

'  SEPARATOR ',','

'  SKIP_HEADER 'false''

');'

In a case when a server was created with the following code:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

OPTIONS (classname 'com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.FileSetColumnSet',

  parser 'CSV',

        character_encoding 'UTF-8',

        separator ',',

        skip_header 'false',

        directory '/tmp',

        filename_pattern 'buses\.log'

4.7.19.9.7  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE

Generates DDL for everything in current table or view

Syntax

You can implement this function using the following code:

SELECT STATEMENT FROM
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  TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE(sche

ma_name,table_name));

where schema_name is the name of the current schema and table_name is the name of the
table or view for which you want to generate DDL.

or

SELECT STATEMENT FROM

  TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE(<schema_name>,<view_name>));

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT STATEMENT FROM

TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE('SALES','BIDS_VIEW'));

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE('SALES', 'BIDS'));

'STATEMENT'

'CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM SALES.BIDS ('

'   "time" BIGINT,'

'   "ticker" VARCHAR(5),'

'   "shares" INTEGER,'

'   "price" REAL,'

'   "expiryMs" BIGINT,'

'   "comment" VARCHAR(1024)'

');'

 

You can also invoke this function for a view:

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_TABLE('SALES',

'TEMPSVIEW'));

'STATEMENT'

'SET SCHEMA 'SALES';'

'CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW SALES.TEMPSVIEW AS'

'select empno, name from temps;'

4.7.19.9.8  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_USER

Generates DDL for named user.

Syntax:

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_USER(user_name);

where <user_name> is the name of the user for which you want to generate DDL.

You can implement this function using the following code:

SELECT STATEMENT FROM

  TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_USER('MY_USER'));
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Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

4.7.19.9.9  GENERATE_DDL_FOR_WRAPPER

Generates DDL for named data wrapper. See CREATE LOCAL DATA WRAPPER  or
CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER  for details.

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_WRAPPER(wrapper_name);

where wrapper_name is name of wrapper, such as "ECDA" in the example below.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA LIBRARY 'class

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.CommonDataWrapper''

'LANGUAGE JAVA;

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT STATEMENT FROM TABLE (SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GENERATE_DDL_FOR_WRAPPER('ECDA'));

'STATEMENT'

'CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA LIBRARY 'class

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.CommonDataWrapper''

'LANGUAGE JAVA;'

4.7.19.9.10  GET_OBJECT_DDL

Returns DDL for named object

Syntax

GET_OBJECT_DDL(catalog_name,schema_name,object_name);

Returns DDL for named object where catalog_name is the name of the current catalog,
schema_name is the name of the current schema and table_name is the name of the table or
view for which you want to generate DDL.
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Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GET_OBJECT_DDL('LOCALDB', 'SALES', 'BIDS'));

'CHUNK_INDEX','DDL'

'0','CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM BIDS (

   "time" BIGINT,

   "ticker" VARCHAR(5),

   "shares" INTEGER,

   "price" REAL,

   "expiryMs" BIGINT,

   "comment" VARCHAR(1024)

)'

4.7.19.9.11  GET_KEYWORDS

Returns a list of keywords in s-Server:

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GET_KEYWORDS();

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GET_KEYWORDS());

'KEYWORD'

'MONTH'

'CREATE'

4.7.19.9.12  OBJECTS_IN_USE

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.OBJECTS_IN_USE());

Returns table
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Field Type

session_id bigint

stmt_id bigint

mof_id varchar(128)

object_name varchar(128)

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.OBJECTS_IN_USE());

'SESSION_ID','STMT_ID','MOF_ID','OBJECT_NAME'

'3','4','j:00000000000036FA','ALL_TRACE'

'3','4','j:0000000000003740','NAMEDERRORSTREAM'

'5','48082','j:00000000000036FA','ALL_TRACE'

'5','48085','j:00000000000078B9','guide_1_out_step_1'

'5','48085','j:000000000000787A','guide_1_out_step_0'

'5','48085','j:0000000000007937','guide_1_out'

'5','48085','j:00000000000078F8','guide_1_out_step_2'

'5','48085','j:000000000000783E','data_1'

'5','48085','j:00000000000077F8','data_1_raw'

'28367','48086','j:00000000000026DA','OBJECTS_IN_USE'

4.7.19.9.13  PERFORMANCE_COUNTERS

Returns a table of performance information. Not populated with streams at this point.

returns table(

Field Type

counter_category varchar(128)

counter_subcategory varchar(128)

source_name varchar(128)

counter_name varchar(1024)

counter_units varchar(128)

counter_value varchar(1024)

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.PERFORMANCE_COUNTERS());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.
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Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.PERFORMANCE_COUNTERS());

'COUNTER_CATEGORY','COUNTER_SUBCATEGORY','SOURCE_NAME','COUNTER_NAME','COUNTER_UNITS',

'COUNTER_VALUE'

'JVM Memory','','JVM','JvmMemoryUnused','bytes','134338560'

'JVM Memory','','JVM','JvmMemoryAllocationLimit','bytes','2077753344'

'JVM Memory','','JVM','JvmMemoryAllocated','bytes','192139264'

4.7.19.9.14  REPOSITORY_PROPERTIES

Returns properties for repository, but not for streams.

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.REPOSITORY_PROPERTIES());

Returns table

property_name

property_value

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.REPOSITORY_PROPERTIES());

'PROPERTY_NAME' 'PROPERTY_VALUE'

'org.netbeans.mdr.storagemodel.StorageFactoryClassName'

'org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.JdbcStorageFactory'

'MDRStorageProperty.org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.driverClassName'

'org.hsqldb.jdbcDriver'

'MDRStorageProperty.org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.url'

'jdbc:hsqldb:/opt/sqlstream/5.2.0.15589/s-Server/catalog/FarragoCatalog;shutdown=true'

'MDRStorageProperty.org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.userName' 'SA'

'MDRStorageProperty.org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.password' ''

'MDRStorageProperty.org.netbeans.mdr.persistence.jdbcimpl.schemaName' 'MD R'

4.7.19.9.15  REPOSITORY_INTEGRITY_VIOLATIONS

Returns table with description and mof_id for repository integrity violations.
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Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.REPOSITORY_INTEGRITY_VIOLATIONS());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.REPOSITORY_INTEGRITY_VIOLATIONS());

4.7.19.9.16  SESSION_PARAMETERS

Returns the number maximum number of sessions that can be created in the system.

Syntax:

SYS_BOOT.MGMT. SESSION_PARAMETERS ();

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.SESSION_PARAMETERS());

'PARAM_NAME','PARAM_VALUE'

'currentUserName','sa'

'squeezeJdbcNumeric','true'

'sessionName','sqllineClient@/dev/pts/3:drew@Home-Comp'

'label',''

'schemaName',''

'useEnkiMassDeletion','true'

4.7.19.9.17  SESSIONS

Returns information on the current session

Returns table
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Field Type

id int url varchar(128)

current_user_name  varchar(128)

current_role_name varchar(128)

session_user_name varchar(128)

system_user_name varchar(128)

system_user_fullname varchar(128)

session_name varchar(128)

program_name varchar(128)

process_id int

catalog_name varchar(128)

schema_name varchar(128)

is_closed boolean

is_auto_commit boolean

is_txn_in_progress boolean

label_name varchar(128)

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.SESSIONS());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.SESSIONS());

'ID','URL','CURRENT_USER_NAME','CURRENT_ROLE_NAME','SESSION_USER_NAME','SYSTEM_USER_NA

ME','SYSTEM_USER_FULLNAME','SESSION_NAME','PROGRAM_NAME','PROCESS_ID','CATALOG_NAME','

SCHEMA_NAME','IS_CLOSED','IS_AUTO_COMMIT','IS_TXN_IN_PROGRESS','LABEL_NAME','CLIENT_UU

ID','SESSION_ID'

'2','jdbc:sqlstream:engine:','MDR','','MDR','sqlstream','','NodeManager','','0','LOCAL

DB','','false','false','false','','',''

'3','system:','sa','','sa','sqlstream','','SYS_BOOT.MGMT.GLOBAL_TRACE_PUMP_Pump','[pum

p]','0','LOCALDB','','false','true','true','','',''

'5','jdbc:sqlstream:engine:','sa','','sa','sqlstream','','WebAgent:sqlstream@Home-

Comp','','0','LOCALDB','','false','true','true','','',''

'28367','jdbc:sqlstream:engine:','sa','','sa','sqlstream','','sqllineClient@/dev/pts/1

9:drew@Home-Comp','','0','LOCALDB','','false','true','true','','',''

'48040','jdbc:sqlstream:engine:','sa','','sa','sqlstream','','sqllineClient@/dev/pts/2

0:drew@Home-Comp','','0','LOCALDB','','false','true','false','','',''
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4.7.19.9.18  STATEMENTS

Populates a table of information on currently executing statements.

Returns table

Field Type

id bigint

session_id bigint

sql_stmt varchar(1024)

create_time timestamp

parameters varchar(1024)

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.STATEMENTS());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(STATEMENTS());      

        

'ID','SESSION_ID','SQL_STMT','CREATE_TIME','PARAMETERS'

'4','3','INSERT INTO "SYS_BOOT"."MGMT"."ALL_TRACE"

(SELECT STREAM "EXPR$0"."ERROR_TIME", "EXPR$0"."ERROR_LEVEL", "EXPR$0"."IS_ERROR",

"EXPR$0"."ERROR_CLASS", "EXPR$0"."ERROR_NAME", "EXPR$0"."SQL_STATE",

"EXPR$0"."MESSAGE", "EXPR$0"."THREAD_ID", "EXPR$0"."SESSION_ID",

"EXPR$0"."STATEMENT_ID", "EXPR$0"."GRAPH_ID", "EXPR$0"."NODE_ID", "EXPR$0"."XO_NAME",

"EXPR$0"."ERROR_REPORTER", "EXPR$0"."ERROR_SQL", "EXPR$0"."ERROR_BACKTRACE",

"EXPR$0"."DATA_ROWTIME", "EXPR$0"."DATA_ROW", "EXPR$0"."SOURCE_POSITION_KEY",

"EXPR$0"."PUMP_DB", "EXPR$0"."PUMP_SCHEMA", "EXPR$0"."PUMP_NAME"

FROM STREAM(SPECIFIC "SYS_BOOT"."MGMT"."NAMEDERRORSTREAM"('GLOBAL_ERROR_STREAM')) AS

"EXPR$0")','2019-04-08 01:00:26.472','[[]]'

'227','6','SELECT * FROM TABLE(STATEMENTS())','2019-05-02 14:39:39.78','[[]]'

2 rows selected (0.391 seconds)

4.7.19.9.19  SYSTEM_INFO

Populates a table of global information about the running system.

Returns table
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Field Type

category varchar(128)

subcategory varchar(128)

source_name varchar(128)

item_name varchar(1024)

item_units varchar(128)

item_value varchar(65535)

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.SYSTEM_INFO());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.SYSTEM_INFO());

'CATEGORY','SUBCATEGORY','SOURCE_NAME','ITEM_NAME','ITEM_UNITS','ITEM_VALUE'

'','','java.lang.System','currentTimeMillis','ns','1557157073261'

'','','java.lang.System','availableProcessors','cpus','2'

'','','System.getenv','PATH','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/bin:/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/games:/usr

/local/games'

'','','System.getenv','INVOCATION_ID','','332ea5d967f04fe0a390766acfb5c257'

'','','System.getenv','TRACE_DIR','','/var/log/sqlstream'

'','','System.getenv','JAVA_HOME','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64'

'','','System.getenv','DBUS_SESSION_BUS_ADDRESS','','unix:path=/run/user/1001/bus'

'','','System.getenv','LANG','','en_US.UTF-8'

'','','System.getenv','XDG_SESSION_ID','','c1'

'','','System.getenv','JOURNAL_STREAM','','9:21394'

'','','System.getenv','MAIL','','/var/mail/sqlstream'

'','','System.getenv','LD_LIBRARY_PATH','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/fennel:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen'

'','','System.getenv','LOGNAME','','sqlstream'

'','','System.getenv','PWD','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server'

'','','System.getenv','_','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/bin/java'

'','','System.getenv','SHELL','','/bin/sh'

'','','System.getenv','SQLSTREAM_JVM_PIDFILE','','/var/run/sqlstream/jvm.pid'

'','','System.getenv','ASPEN_BIN','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/bin'

'','','System.getenv','SQLSTREAM_PIDFILE','','/var/run/sqlstream/s-serverd.pid'

'','','System.getenv','OLDPWD','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/bin'

'','','System.getenv','USER','','sqlstream'

'','','System.getenv','ASPEN_HOME','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server'

'','','System.getenv','CATALOG_TYPE','','hsqldb'

'','','System.getenv','CATALOG_DIR','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/catalog'

'','','System.getenv','XDG_RUNTIME_DIR','','/run/user/1001'

'','','System.getenv','SHLVL','','2'

'','','System.getenv','HOME','','/home/sqlstream'
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'','','System.getProperties','java.vendor','','Oracle Corporation'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.java.launcher','','SUN_STANDARD'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.management.compiler','','HotSpot 64-Bit Tiered

Compilers'

'','','System.getProperties','javax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory','','com.ctc.wstx.stax.

WstxInputFactory'

'','','System.getProperties','os.name','','Linux'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.boot.class.path','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/resources.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/rt.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/sunrsasign.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/jsse.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/jce.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/charsets.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/jfr.jar:/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/jre/classes'

'','','System.getProperties','java.util.logging.config.file','','/var/log/sqlstream/Tr

ace.properties'

'','','System.getProperties','kafka.logs.dir','','/var/log/sqlstream'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.specification.vendor','','Oracle Corporation'

'','','System.getProperties','java.runtime.version','','1.8.0_191-8u191-b12-

2ubuntu0.18.10.1-b12'

'','','System.getProperties','user.name','','sqlstream'

'','','System.getProperties','user.language','','en'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.boot.library.path','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/amd64'

'','','System.getProperties','java.version','','1.8.0_191'

'','','System.getProperties','user.timezone','','UTC'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.arch.data.model','','64'

'','','System.getProperties','java.endorsed.dirs','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/endorsed'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.cpu.isalist','',''

'','','System.getProperties','sun.jnu.encoding','','UTF-8'

'','','System.getProperties','file.encoding.pkg','','sun.io'

'','','System.getProperties','file.separator','','/'

'','','System.getProperties','java.specification.name','','Java Platform API

Specification'

'','','System.getProperties','java.class.version','','52.0'

'','','System.getProperties','user.country','','US'

'','','System.getProperties','javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory:http://java.sun.com/jaxp/xp

ath/dom','','com.sun.org.apache.xpath.internal.jaxp.XPathFactoryImpl'

'','','System.getProperties','java.home','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64/jre'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.info','','mixed mode'

'','','System.getProperties','os.version','','4.18.0-17-generic'

'','','System.getProperties','path.separator','',':'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.version','','25.191-b12'

'','','System.getProperties','jdbc.drivers','','com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver:oracle.jdbc.

driver.OracleDriver:com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver:com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

:org.postgresql.Driver:org.luciddb.jdbc.LucidDbClientDriver'

'','','System.getProperties','java.system.class.loader','','net.sf.farrago.util.AppCla

ssLoader'

'','','System.getProperties','java.awt.printerjob','','sun.print.PSPrinterJob'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.io.unicode.encoding','','UnicodeLittle'

'','','System.getProperties','awt.toolkit','','sun.awt.X11.XToolkit'

'','','System.getProperties','aspen.db.type','','hsqldb'

'','','System.getProperties','user.home','','/home/sqlstream'

'','','System.getProperties','java.specification.vendor','','Oracle Corporation'

'','','System.getProperties','java.library.path','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/fennel:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/aspen:/usr/java/packages/lib/amd64:/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-

gnu/jni:/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu:/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu:/usr/lib/jni:/lib:/usr/lib'
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'','','System.getProperties','java.vendor.url','','http://java.oracle.com/'

'','','System.getProperties','aspen.startCP','','true'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.vendor','','Oracle Corporation'

'','','System.getProperties','net.sf.farrago.udx.jdbc.dynamic','','false'

'','','System.getProperties','java.runtime.name','','OpenJDK Runtime Environment'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.java.command','','com.sqlstream.aspen.server.AspenVJ

dbcServer'

'','','System.getProperties','java.class.path','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/corelib/eigenbase-exceptions.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/corelib/eigenbase-coreutils.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/corelib/farrago-resources.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/corelib/eigenbase-resgen.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/aspen-

resources.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

resources.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

xom.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/farrago-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/aspen-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-client-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/woodstox-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/tdgssconfig.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/ojdbc6.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/GoogleGeoCode.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/javacl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/stax2-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/Aem.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/AesEncryptDecrypt.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/xz.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

dbcp.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-yarn-api-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/org.osgi.compendium.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jdbcappender.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

db.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/avro.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/metrics-annotation.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/slf4j-

nop.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/json-

path.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/vjdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/mail.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/slf4j-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

net.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/openjava.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

continuation.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-yarn-common-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/GroupRank.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/javax.mail.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jul-to-

slf4j.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/enki.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-yarn-client-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/protobuf-java-

2.5.0.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/juniversalchardet.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hive-common-

0.12.0-cdh5.0.0-beta-2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

luciddb.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/TableLookup.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/testng.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackson-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-

tools.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/slf4j-

simple.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/org.osgi.core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/javolution-core-

java.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

util.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jaxb-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackson-

annotations.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/xstream.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-
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model.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/hsqldb.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jgrapht-

jdk1.5.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/XmlParse.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/sqlstream-

jdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/paraccel-

jdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/rabbitmq-

client.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/httpcore.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/janino.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

compiler.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

server.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/qpid-amqp-1-0-

common.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

io.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/sqlstream-jdbc-

complete.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

lang3.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

collections.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/sqlline.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackson-core-

asl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

beanutils.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

codec.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jcommander.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hive-service-0.12.0-

cdh5.0.0-beta-2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/mdrjdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jsr173_1.0_api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jtds.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

transaction.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

pool.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/nbmdr.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

math3.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/libthrift-

0.9.0.cloudera.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/hbase.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jaxb-

xjc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jyaml.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

catalog.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/proton-

jms.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/csvjdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-annotations-

2.3.0-cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

http.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hive-jdbc-0.12.0-cdh5.0.0-beta-

2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

lang.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

security.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

httpclient.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/scala-

library.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

util.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/stax-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackson-

databind.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jopt-

simple.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/xpp3_min.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/proton-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-mapreduce-client-core-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jline.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

server.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-beanutils-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/gson.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-core-2.3.0-mr1-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/kafka_2.9.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/enki-

utils.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

model.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/asm.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/qpid-amqp-1-0-client-

jms.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

jdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-
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Server/lib/mstor.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jmi.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

digester.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-hdfs-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jsr107cache.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/javaee.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

compress.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/qpid-amqp-1-0-

client.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-auth-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/mina-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/zkclient.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jmiutils.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/backport-util-

concurrent.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-

plugin.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/postgresql.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/paranamer.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/UriParse.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/hadoop-common-2.3.0-

cdh5.0.2.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

configuration.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jcl-over-

slf4j.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-

util.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/metrics-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/terajdbc4.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/farrago-

medjdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jcrom.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/automaton.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jsr305.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/discovery.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/httpclient.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/cglib.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-cli-

1.1.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jgraphaddons.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/woodstox-core-

asl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/ehcache.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jdom.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jcr.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-

catalog.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/mof.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/eigenbase-

bulk.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/servlet-

api.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/oro.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/snappy-java.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackrabbit-jcr-

rmi.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/mdrapi.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jaxb-

impl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/subethasmtp.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jackson-mapper-

asl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/TimeSync.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/simple-

jndi.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

logging.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jaxb1-

impl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/aspen-

server.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/jetty-

servlet.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-

io.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/proton-j-

impl.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/commons-compiler-

jdk.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/activation.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/jgrapht.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/openide-

util.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/mssql-

jdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/mdrlibs/*:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/enki/*:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-
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Server/plugin/autocp:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/AesEncryptDecrypt.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/aspen-model.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/FarragoMedJdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/file.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/geoip.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/GoogleGeoCode.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/GroupRank.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/TableLookup.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/TimeSync.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/UriParse.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/plugin/autocp/XmlParse.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/ojdbc6.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/mssql-

jdbc.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/mysql-connector-java-3.1.14-

bin.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/postgresql.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/LucidDbClient.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/lib/tdgssconfig.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/lib/terajdbc4.jar'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.specification.name','','Java Virtual Machine

Specification'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.specification.version','','1.8'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.cpu.endian','','little'

'','','System.getProperties','sun.os.patch.level','','unknown'

'','','System.getProperties','java.io.tmpdir','','/tmp'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vendor.url.bug','','http://bugreport.sun.com/bugrep

ort/'

'','','System.getProperties','os.arch','','amd64'

'','','System.getProperties','java.awt.graphicsenv','','sun.awt.X11GraphicsEnvironment

'

'','','System.getProperties','java.ext.dirs','','/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-

amd64/jre/lib/ext:/usr/java/packages/lib/ext'

'','','System.getProperties','application.corePath','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server/sharedlib/*.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/aspen-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/aspen-

resources.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

coreutils.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

exceptions.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

resgen.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

resources.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/eigenbase-

xom.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/farrago-

core.jar:/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server/corelib/farrago-resources.jar'

'','','System.getProperties','user.dir','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server'

'','','System.getProperties','line.separator','','

'

'','','System.getProperties','java.vm.name','','OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM'

'','','System.getProperties','org.eigenbase.util.AWT_WORKAROUND','','off'

'','','System.getProperties','file.encoding','','UTF-8'

'','','System.getProperties','net.sf.farrago.udx.output.queue.size','','10000'

'','','System.getProperties','aspen.home.dir','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-Server'

'','','System.getProperties','net.sf.farrago.home','','/opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.18413/s-

Server'

'','','System.getProperties','java.specification.version','','1.8'

'','','/proc/meminfo','MemTotal','kB','11326128'

'','','/proc/meminfo','MemFree','kB','8326036'

'','','/proc/meminfo','MemAvailable','kB','9638096'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Buffers','kB','90304'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Cached','kB','1435604'

'','','/proc/meminfo','SwapCached','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Active','kB','1599572'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Inactive','kB','1130444'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Active(anon)','kB','1208396'
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'','','/proc/meminfo','Inactive(anon)','kB','17512'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Active(file)','kB','391176'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Inactive(file)','kB','1112932'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Unevictable','kB','16'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Mlocked','kB','16'

'','','/proc/meminfo','SwapTotal','kB','1459804'

'','','/proc/meminfo','SwapFree','kB','1459804'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Dirty','kB','344'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Writeback','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','AnonPages','kB','1204136'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Mapped','kB','304048'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Shmem','kB','21804'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Slab','kB','160380'

'','','/proc/meminfo','SReclaimable','kB','78532'

'','','/proc/meminfo','SUnreclaim','kB','81848'

'','','/proc/meminfo','KernelStack','kB','9536'

'','','/proc/meminfo','PageTables','kB','22620'

'','','/proc/meminfo','NFS_Unstable','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Bounce','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','WritebackTmp','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','CommitLimit','kB','7122868'

'','','/proc/meminfo','Committed_AS','kB','5645536'

'','','/proc/meminfo','VmallocTotal','kB','34359738367'

'','','/proc/meminfo','VmallocUsed','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','VmallocChunk','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','HardwareCorrupted','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','AnonHugePages','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','ShmemHugePages','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','ShmemPmdMapped','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','CmaTotal','kB','0'

'','','/proc/meminfo','CmaFree','kB','0'

'','','UnixOperatingSystemMXBean','openFileDescriptorCount','files','264'

4.7.19.9.20  THREADS

Returns table of currently executing threads.

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREADS();

Field Type

thread_id bigint

thread_group_name varchar(128)

thread_name varchar(128)

thread_priority int

thread_state varchar(128)

is_alive boolean

is_daemon boolean

is_interrupted boolean
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Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREADS());

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREADS());

'THREAD_ID','THREAD_GROUP_NAME','THREAD_NAME','THREAD_PRIORITY','THREAD_STATE','IS_ALI

VE','IS_DAEMON','IS_INTERRUPTED'

'5','system','Signal Dispatcher','9','RUNNABLE','true','true','false'

'22','main','Thread-9','5','RUNNABLE','true','false','false'

'20','main','Thread-7','5','RUNNABLE','true','false','false'

'13','main','Active Reference Queue Daemon','1','WAITING','true','true','false'

'18','main','PumpManagerThread','5','TIMED_WAITING','true','true','false'

'53','main','Thread-37','5','RUNNABLE','true','false','false'

'32','main','Thread-17','5','RUNNABLE','true','false','false'

'3','system','Finalizer','8','WAITING','true','true','false'

'2','system','Reference Handler','10','WAITING','true','true','false'

'30','main','Thread-15','5','RUNNABLE','true','false','false'

'21648','main','AnonymousJavaUdxRel.#21159:482867','5','WAITING','true','false','false

'

4.7.19.9.21  THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES

Returns table of currently executing threads stack entries.

Syntax

SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES();

Field Type

thread_id bigint

stack_level int

entry_string varchar(1024)

class_name varchar(128)

method_name varchar(128)

file_name varchar(1024)

line_num int

is_native boolean)

Syntax

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES());
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Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Example

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES());

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://Home-Comp> SELECT * FROM

TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES());

'THREAD_ID','STACK_LEVEL','ENTRY_STRING','CLASS_NAME','METHOD_NAME','FILE_NAME','LINE_

NUM','IS_NATIVE'

'13','0','java.lang.Object.wait(Native

Method)','java.lang.Object','wait','Object.java','-2','true'

'13','1','java.lang.ref.ReferenceQueue.remove(ReferenceQueue.java:143)','java.lang.ref

.ReferenceQueue','remove','ReferenceQueue.java','143','false'

4.8 Expressions and Literals

Value expressions are defined by the following syntax:

value-expression := <character-expression > | <number-expression> | <datetime-

expression> | <interval-expression> | <boolean-expression> | <case_expression>

Character (String) Expressions

Character expressions are defined by the following syntax:

character-expression := <character-literal>

                  | <character-expression> || <character-expression>

                  | <character-function> ( <parameters> )

 character-literal  := <quote> { <character> }* <quote>

 string-literal     := <quote> { <character> }* <quote>

 character-function   :=   CAST | COALESCE | CURRENT_PATH

                  | FIRST_VALUE  | INITCAP | LAST_VALUE

                  | LOWER | MAX | MIN | NULLIF

                  | OVERLAY | SUBSTRING| SYSTEM_USER

                  | TRIM | UPPER 

                  | <user-defined-function>

Note that SQLstream streaming SQL supports unicode character literals, such as u&'foo'. As
in the use of regular literals, you can escape single quotes in these, such as u&'can''t'. Unlike
regular literals, you can have unicode escapes: e.g., u&'\0009' is a string consisting only of a
tab character. You can escape a \ with another \, such as u&'back\\slash'. SQLstream also
supports alternate escape characters, such as u&'!0009!!' uescape '!' is a tab character.
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Numeric Expressions

Numeric expressions are defined by the following syntax:

number-expression := <number-literal>

                  | <number-unary-oper> <number-expression>

                  | <number-expression> <number-operator> <number-expression>

                  | <number-function> [ ( <parameters> ) ]

 number-literal :=   <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> | <DECIMAL_NUMERIC_LITERAL>

                           | <APPROX_NUMERIC_LITERAL>

--Note: An <APPROX_NUMERIC_LITERAL> is a number in scientific notation, such as with

an 

--exponent, such as 1e2 or -1.5E-6.

number-unary-oper := + | -

 number-operator      :=   + | - | / | *

 number-function      :=   ABS | AVG | CAST | CEIL

                          | CEILING | CHAR_LENGTH

                          | CHARACTER_LENGTH | COALESCE

                          | COUNT | EXP | EXTRACT

                          | FIRST_VALUE

                          | FLOOR | LAST_VALUE

                          | LN | LOG10

                          | MAX | MIN  | MOD

                          | NULLIF

                          | POSITION | POWER

                          | SUM| <user-defined-function>

Date / Time Expressions

Date / Time expressions are defined by the following syntax:

datetime-expression := <datetime-literal> | ROWTIME

                          | <datetime-expression> [ + | - ] <number-expression>

                          | <datetime-function> [ ( <parameters> ) ]

 datetime-literal    :=  <left_brace> { <character-literal> } *  <right_brace>

                          |  <DATE> { <character-literal> } *

                          |  <TIME> { <character-literal> } *

                          |  <TIMESTAMP> { <character-literal> } *

 datetime-function   :=    CAST | CEIL | CEILING

                          | CURRENT_DATE | CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP

                          | CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP

                          | FIRST_VALUE| FLOOR

                          | LAST_VALUE | LOCALTIME

                          | LOCALTIMESTAMP | MAX | MIN

                          | NULLIF | ROWTIME

                          | <user-defined-function>

 <time unit>         :=  YEAR | MONTH | DAY | HOUR | MINUTE | SECOND

Note: Unadorned ROWTIME (not qualified with a stream name) refers to the rowtime
pseudo-column of the result relation and can only be specified in the SELECT list or the
ORDER BY clause.
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Interval Expressions

Interval expressions are defined by the following syntax:

interval-expression := <interval-literal>

                          | <interval-function>

 interval-literal    :=    <INTERVAL> ( <MINUS> | <PLUS> ) <QUOTED_STRING>

<IntervalQualifier>

 IntervalQualifier  :=  <YEAR> ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )

                          | <YEAR> ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) <TO> <MONTH>

                          |  <MONTH> [ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) ]

                          |  <DAY> [ (  <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )  ]

                          |  <DAY> [ (  <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )  ] <TO>

                                    { <HOUR> | <MINUTE> | <SECOND>

[ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) ] }

                          |  <HOUR> [ (  <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) ]

                          |  <HOUR> [ (  <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) ] <TO>

                                    { <MINUTE> | <SECOND> [ <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL>

] }

                          |  <MINUTE> [ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )  ]

                          |  <MINUTE> [ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )  ] <TO>

                                     <SECOND> [ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> ) ]

                          |  <SECOND> [ ( <UNSIGNED_INTEGER_LITERAL> )  ]

 interval-function   :=    ABS  | CAST | FIRST_VALUE

                          | LAST_VALUE | MAX | MIN

                          | NULLIF| <user-defined-function>

boolean-expression

Boolean expressions are defined by the following syntax:

boolean-expression := <boolean-literal>

                  | <boolean-expression> <boolean-operator> <boolean-expression>

                  | <boolean-unary-oper> <boolean-expression>

                         | <boolean-function> ( <parameters> )

                         | ( <boolean-expression> )

 boolean-literal    :=  TRUE | FALSE

 boolean-operator   :=  AND | OR

 boolean-unary-oper :=  NOT

 boolean-function   :=    CAST | FIRST_VALUE | LAST_VALUE

                         | NULLIF | <user-defined-function>

CASE expression

The CASE expression enables you to specify a set of discrete test expressions and a specific
return-value (expression) for each such test. Each test expression is specified in a WHEN
clause; each return-value expression is specified in the corresponding THEN clause. Multiple
such WHEN-THEN pairs can be specified.

CASE Syntax Chart

If you specify a comparison-test-expression before the first WHEN clause, then each
expression in a WHEN clause is compared to that comparison-test-expression. The first one
to match the comparison-test-expression causes the return-value from its corresponding
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THEN clause to be returned. If no WHEN clause expression matches the comparison-test-
expression, the return-value is null unless an ELSE clause is specified, in which case the
return-value in that ELSE clause is returned.

If you do not specify a comparison-test-expression before the first WHEN clause, then each
expression in a WHEN clause is evaluated (left to right) and the first one to be true causes the
return-value from its corresponding THEN clause to be returned. If no WHEN clause
expression is true, the return-value is null unless an ELSE clause is specified, in which case
the return-value in that ELSE clause is returned.

VALUES

VALUES uses expressions to calculate one or more row values, and is often used within a
larger command. When creating more than one row, the VALUES clause must specify the
same number of elements for every row. The resulting table-columns data-types are derived
from the explicit or inferred types of the expressions appearing in that column. VALUES is
allowed syntactically wherever SELECT is permitted. See also the discussion of VALUES as
an operator, in the topic Query in this guide.

SYNTAX

VALUES ( expression [, ...] ) [, ...]

    [ ORDER BY sort_expression [ ASC | DESC | USING operator ] [, ...] ]

VALUES is a SQL operator, on a par with SELECT and UNION, enabling the following types
of actions:

· You can write VALUES (1), (2) to return two rows each with a single anonymous
column.

· You can write VALUES (1, 'a'), (2, 'b') to return two rows of two columns.

· You can name the columns using AS, as in the following example:

SELECT * FROM (VALUES (1, 'a'), (2, 'b')) AS t(x, y)

The most important use of VALUES is in an INSERT statement, to insert a single row:

  INSERT INTO emps (empno, name, deptno, gender)

    VALUES (107, 'Jane Costa', 22, 'F');

However, you can also insert multiple rows:

   INSERT INTO Trades (ticker, price, amount)

     VALUES ('MSFT', 30.5, 1000),

            ('ORCL', 20.25, 2000);
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When you use VALUES in the FROM clause of a SELECT statement, the entire VALUES
clause must be enclosed in parentheses, consistent with the fact that it operates as a query,
not a table expression. See additional examples in the topic Relations in this guide.

Note: Using INSERT with streams engages some additional considerations as to rowtimes,
pumps, and INSERT EXPEDITED. See the topic Insert in this guide.

4.9 Monotonic Expressions and Operators

Since SQLstream queries operate on infinite streams of rows, some operations are only
possible if something is known about those streams.

For example, given a stream of orders, it makes sense to ask for a stream summarizing
orders by day and product (because day is increasing) but not to ask for a stream
summarizing orders by product and shipping state. We can never complete the summary of,
say Widget X to Oregon, because we never see the 'last' order of a Widget to Oregon.

This property, of a stream being sorted by a particular column or expression, is called
monotonicity.

Some time-related definitions:

· Monotonic. An expression is monotonic if it is ascending or descending. An
equivalent phrasing is "non-decreasing or non-increasing."

Note: In an s-Server context, monotonicity always means that a stream is
increasing (even though "monotonic" can also refer to steadily decreasing values).

· Ascending. An expression e is ascending within a stream if the value of e for a given
row is always greater than or equal to the value in the previous row.

· Strictly Ascending. An expression e is strictly ascending within a stream if for the
value of e for a given row is always greater than the value in the previous row.

· Constant. An expression e is constant within a stream if the value of e for a given row
is always equal to the value in the previous row.

Note that by this definition, a constant expression is considered monotonic.

Monotonically Increasing Columns

The ROWTIME system column is ascending. The ROWTIME column is not strictly
ascending: it is acceptable for consecutive rows to have the same timestamp.

SQLstream prevents a client from inserting a row into a stream whose timestamp is less
than the previous row it wrote into the stream. SQLstream also ensures that if multiple clients
are inserting rows into the same stream, the rows are merged so that the ROWTIME column
is ascending.
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Clearly it would be useful to assert, for instance, that the orderId column is ascending; or that
no orderId is ever more than 100 rows from sorted order. However, declared sort keys are not
supported in the current release.

Monotonically Increasing Expressions

SQLstream can deduce that an expression is monotonically increasing if it knows that its
arguments are monotonically  increasing. (See also the MONOTONIC function.)

Functions or Operators that are Monotonically Increasing

A function or operator is monotonically increasing if, when applied to a strictly increasing
sequence of values, it yields a monotonically increasing sequence of results.

For example, the FLOOR function, when applied to the ascending inputs {1.5, 3, 5, 5.8, 6.3},
yields {1, 3, 5, 5, 6}. Note that the input is strictly ascending, but the output is merely
ascending (includes duplicate values).

Rules for Deducing Monotonicity

SQLstream requires that one or more grouping expressions are valid in order for a streaming
GROUP BY statement to be valid. In other cases, SQLstream may be able to operate more
efficiently if it knows about monotonicity; for example it may be able to remove entries from a
table of windowed aggregate totals if it knows that a particular key will never be seen on the
stream again.

Note: In an s-Server context, monotonicity always means that a stream is increasing (even
though "monotonic" can also refer to steadily decreasing values).

In order to exploit monotonicity in this way, SQLstream uses a set of rules for deducing the
monotonicity of an expression. Here are the rules for deducing monotonicity:
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Expression Monotonicity

c Constant

FLOOR(m) Same as m, but not strict

CEIL(m) Same as m, but not strict

CEIL(m TO timeUnit) Same as m, but not strict

FLOOR(m TO timeUnit) Same as m, but not strict

SUBSTRING(m FROM 0 FOR
c)

Same as m, but not strict

+ m Same as m

- m Reverse of m

m + c

c + m

Same as m

m1 + m2 Same as m1, if m1 and m2 have same direction;

otherwise not monotonic

c - m Reverse of m

m * c

c * m

Same as m if c is positive;

reverse of m is c is negative; constant (0) c is 0

c / m Same as m if m is always positive or always negative, and
c and m have same sign;

reverse of m if m is always positive or always negative,
and c and m have different sign;

otherwise not monotonically increasing.

SESSION_USER

SYSTEM_USER

CURRENT_PATH

Constant

LOCALTIME

LOCALTIMESTAMP

CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP

CURRENT_DATE

Ascending
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Throughout the table, c is a constant, and m (also m1 and m2) is a monotonically increasing
expression.

4.10 Condition Clause

Referenced by:

· SELECT clauses: HAVING, WHERE, and JOIN conditions. (See also the SELECT chart
and its subcharts.)

· DELETE

· CREATE VIEW

A condition is any value expression of type BOOLEAN, such as the following examples:

· 2<4

· TRUE

· FALSE

· expr_17 IS NULL

· NOT expr_19 IS NULL AND expr_23 < expr>29

· expr_17 IS NULL OR ( NOT expr_19 IS NULL AND expr_23 < expr>29 )

4.11 Common Clauses

Windowed Aggregation Clause

Chart for windowed aggregation.
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See also Analytic Functions, where windowed aggregation is more fully explained.

Interval and Endpoint Clauses

Chart for interval and end point.
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Example:

Some business problems seem to need totals over the whole history of a stream, but this is
usually not practical to compute. However, such business problems are often solvable by
looking at the last day, the last hour, or the last N records. Sets of such records are called
windowed aggregates.

They are easy to compute in a stream database, and can be expressed in standard SQL as
follows:

   SELECT STREAM ticker,

      avg(price  OVER  lastHour AS avgPrice,

      max(price) OVER  lastHour AS maxPrice

   FROM Bids

   WINDOW lastHour AS  (

      PARTITION BY ticker

      RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

Note: The Interval_clause must be of an appropriate type:

· An integer literal with ROWS

· A numeric value for RANGE over a numberic column
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· An INTERVAL for a RANGE over a date/time/timestamp

5 ALTER statements

s-Server features the following ALTER commands:

ALTER
PUMP

Lets you start/restart or stop/pause the operation of one or more pumps.

ALTER
SESSION

Lets you modify a session parameter in order to change the behavior of the
current user session.

ALTER
STREAM

Lets you modify the value of a system parameter. The new value is retained
until it is replaced by a subsequent ALTER SYSTEM, or the SQLstream
system is shut down

ALTER
SYSTEM

Lets you control data flowing through native streams, allowing you to pause
streams temporarily or reset their stream clock. 

ALTER
USER

Lets you add a password to a user, including the system administrator.

5.1 ALTER PUMP

ALTER PUMP is used to start/restart or stop/pause the operation of one or more pumps. If
you start multiple pumps, these will be started in topological order. That is, pumps that
depend on other pumps for their data will be started after the pumps they require. 

You can use a wildcard character to indicate pumps by schema (such as myschema.*), or
list them individually, (pump1, pump2, pump3).  Wildcarding for referencing catalog objects
uses a standard SQL syntax. Statements that use incorrect syntax (such as schema_*.*) will
fail.

Topological order is automatically calculated by s-Server. As a result, you can list pumps in
the ALTER statement in any order. 

Starting Pumps in Topological Order

In order for an application or application module to function correctly, you should start all the
pumps in a single ALTER PUMP statement. This ensures no data loss. 

It is also best practice to stop all pumps with a single ALTER PUMP statement to undeploy an
application or application module.

Pump Behavior on s-Server Shutdown or Restart

When s-Server is shutdown gracefully, all active pumps are suspended.
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When s-Server is restarted, any pumps that were suspended at shutdown time are restarted.
Pumps that have been stopped by a user SQL script will not be restarted automatically, and
must therefore be restarted by a SQL script.

Syntax

<alterpump> ::= ALTER PUMP <qualified-pump-name> | <pumps-list> <pumpaction>

<pumps-list> ::= [pump-expr[, pump-expr ] * ]

<pumpaction> ::= START | STOP

Chart

Examples

--start pump "mypump" in current schema

ALTER PUMP "mypump" START;

--start pump "mypump" in schema "myschema"

ALTER PUMP "myschema"."mypump" START;

-- start all pumps in myschema in topological order

ALTER PUMP myschema.* START;

-- stop all pumps in “myschema” in reverse topological order

ALTER PUMP myschema.* STOP;

-- start a given list of pumps in topological order

ALTER PUMP pump1, pump2, pump21, pump11 START;

-- or

ALTER PUMP newschema.pump2, oldschema.* START;

-- start all pumps in the catalog

-- Pumps without start/stop privileges for the user

-- will be skipped

ALTER PUMP *.* START;
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5.2 ALTER SESSION

ALTER SESSION modifies a session parameter in order to change the behavior of the
current user session.

Syntax

 ALTER SESSION SET <session_parameter> = [ <literal> | MAX | MIN ]

Example

 ALTER SESSION SET "cacheStatements" = FALSE;

See Repository Parameters for a list of configurable session parameters.

See also: ALTER SYSTEM, Configuring SQLstream, and Managing and Monitoring.

5.3 ALTER SYSTEM

Syntax

 ALTER SYSTEM  SET <system_parameter> = [ <literal> | MAX | MIN ]

Example

ALTER SYSTEM modifies the value of a system parameter. The new value is retained until it
is replaced by a subsequent ALTER SYSTEM, or the SQLstream system is shut down. For
example:

ALTER SYSTEM SET auto_commit = TRUE;

Using ALTER SYSTEM to set system parameters (and the documentation of those
parameters) is explained in the Developer's Guide topic on Configuring SQLstream.

See also: the topic ALTER SESSION in this guide, as well as the topics Configuring
SQLstream and Managing and Monitoring s-Server in the Guavus s-Server Administrator
Guide.

5.4 ALTER STREAM

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.
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The ALTER STREAM lets you control data flowing through native streams, allowing you to
pause streams temporarily or reset their stream clock. You can pause streams individually, or
pause all streams in a schema, using any expression that refers to one or more streams. 

You cannot use ALTER STREAM to control foreign streams. As of  version 6.0, ALTER
STREAM commands result in "no action" if the stream is a "foreign" stream. 

s-Server supports two actions on streams through the ALTER STREAM statement:

RESET

PAUSE/RESUME

Syntax

<alterstream> ::= ALTER STREAM <qualified-stream-name> | <streams-list> <alterAction>

<streams-list> ::= [stream-expr[, stream-expr ] * ]

<alterAction> ::= RESET | PAUSE | RESUME

 

Pausing or Resuming a Stream

You can pause native streams even if there are running SQL statements accessing the
stream. Queries running on "paused" streams stop receiving any rows or punctuations. A
paused stream stops "inserting" rows from running INSERT statements and exerts back-
pressure on all upstream as well as downstream pipelines/applications. A paused stream
remains paused until its resumed using ALTER STREAM … RESUME.

ALTER STREAM … RESUME resumes pushing data through the nexus corresponding to
the stream being resumed.

ALTER STREAM … PAUSE has no effect if the stream is already paused. 

Why Pause or Resume Streams ?

Often, you will want to recreate or redefine views and pumps that use native streams as
sources or sinks. By pausing source and sink streams, you can make these changes and
then resume pipeline streams. 

Examples

The following are examples of pausing or resetting streams:

--pause stream "mystream" in schema "myschema"

ALTER STREAM "myschema"."mystream" PAUSE;

-- resume all streams in “myschema”

ALTER STREAM myschema.* RESUME;

-- reset a given list of streams

Resetting a Stream

You can reset streams by using a statement along the following lines:

ALTER STREAM "myschema"."mystream" RESET;
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You can think of native streams as analogous to a topic in message queue middleware
systems such as ActiveMQ. In this sense, clients "subscribe" to a native streams by running
a SQL query (a SELECT statement) on that stream. In the same way, clients publish to a
native stream (which can be the same stream) using INSERT statements. 

Once you create a native stream using the CREATE STREAM statement, the stream
definition is saved to the catalog. The first time you run a SELECT or INSERT on the stream,
this action instantiates the stream in s-Server (runtime). The runtime instance (also called a
nexus) corresponding to that stream, persists in memory even if all clients cancel their
INSERT or SELECT statements. s-Server maintains these streams in order to maintain key
state information, in particular its "clock", or the last ROWTIME or rowtime bound emitted by
the stream. s-Server does so in order to guarantee that this clock is monotonically increasing.

By using ALTER STREAM … RESET, you can "reset" the stream's clock. (Resetting
removes the nexus corresponding to the native stream from s-Server's runtime.) Once you
reset the stream, INSERT statements can start inserting records with rowtimes >=
ROWTIME_MIN (rowtime epoch).

Why Reset Streams?

Resetting streams can help you accomplish a number of goals. Because native streams are
fed by external data sources, resetting them lets you replay data from the past in order to
troubleshoot or validate analytics pipelines. You might also want to do so in order to identify
data quality issues. 

This would mean resetting the stream and then replaying data from an external source, such
as a log file or Kafka topic. (If you did not reset the stream, rows from replayed data would be
rejected because they would arrive after the stream's high water mark, or clock time.)

Restrictions on Resetting Streams

A stream cannot be reset if there are SQL statements running on it. If there are INSERT or
SELECT statements running on a stream, ALTER STREAM … RESET fails with the
following error:

ALTER STREAM RESET failed as at least one stream, <stream-name>  is in use.

Examples

ALTER STREAM stream1, stream2, stream21, stream11 RESET;

-- or

ALTER STREAM newschema.stream2, oldschema.* RESET;

-- reset all streams in myschema

ALTER STREAM myschema.* RESET;

--reset stream "mystream" in current schema

ALTER STREAM "mystream" RESET;

5.5 ALTER USER

ALTER USER lets you add a password to a user, including the system administrator.
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Syntax

ALTER USER <user> IDENTIFIED BY <password>.

where <user> is the name of an existing user.

This sets the user <user>'s password to be <password>.

To change the sysadmin's password, fore example, you would use the following code:

ALTER USER "sa" IDENTIFIED BY 'newPassword';

Using Passwords When Connecting to s-Server

When connecting to s-Server through sqlline, you can specify a username with -n
<username> and a password by passing -p <password> 

sqllineClient will ask for a password if you pass it --PASSWORD

For s-Studio, you can enter a user name and password in the Connection Properties dialog
box.  See Entering a JDBC URL for s-Studio.

To use StreamLab or s-Dashboard after adding user passwords, you will need to set a
default user name and password through WebAgent.

WebAgent has command line arguments for setting the default user/password. See
Command Line Arguments for WebAgent in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

6 CALL

Call a system procedure or user-defined procedure (UDP). See also CREATE
PROCEDURE, DROP PROCEDURE, Built In Functions.

If the qualified-procedure-name is not fully specified, the SQL standard mandates that the
procedure will be searched for in the catalog(s) and schema(s) specified by SET PATH.

Syntax

 CALL <qualified-procedure-name> ( [ <value-expression> {, <value-expression>} ] )

 <qualified-procedure-name> :=   [ catalog-name.[schema-name.[procedure-name]]]

Example

 CALL SYS_ROOT.KILL_SESSION(101);

You can invoke a CALL statement from JDBC by calling the
java.sql.Statement.execute(String sql) method; or you call the
java.sql.Connection.prepareCall(String sql) method and invoke the resulting
java.sql.CallableStatement several times. (KILL SESSION is described in the s-Server Admin
Guide.
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In contrast to a procedure, a function or user-defined function (UDF) returns a result and
cannot be called via CALL. To invoke a function, use a simple query:

 VALUES (celsius_to_fahrenheit(100));

 EXPR$0

 ======

    212

7 CREATE statements

The pages that follow discuss the CREATE statements that SQLstream contains:

· CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER

· CREATE FOREIGN STREAM

· CREATE FOREIGN TABLE

· CREATE FUNCTION

· CREATE JAR

· CREATE LOCAL DATA WRAPPER

· CREATE PROCEDURE

· CREATE PUMP

· CREATE SCHEMA

· CREATE SERVER

· CREATE STREAM

· CREATE VIEW

7.1 CREATE SERVER

In order to access a foreign data source, you first need to create a server object. A server
object contains connection information that a foreign-data wrapper uses to access the
external data source. 

CREATE SERVER creates an instance of a plugin with these options. Server options
required depend on the data wrapper used. Most foreign data sources use one of three data
wrappers:

· ECDA. The Extensible Common Data Adapter, which lets you read and write data from s-
Server to and from a variety of sources, including the file system, network sockets, AMQP,
Kafka, and IBM MQ. Options.

· SYS_JDBC. A plugin implementing SQL/MED access to any foreign DBMS for which a
JDBC driver is available. Options.
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· WebFeed. A plugin that lets you read a web-based data feed, such as an RSS or Atom
feed. It tails this feed and parses results into a columned stream, using the xpath syntax.
Options.

To read from or write to a foreign data source, you use the Extensible Common Data Adapter.
For more information on the code structure for writing to sources using this adapter, see the
topic Reading from Other Sources in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.

For example, the following code defines an Extensible Common Data Adapter server of type
"file", for reading over the file system:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

Syntax

Note: All foreign servers can take JndiParams as a parameter, naming a JndiParams
property file located in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi. Any property in that JndiParams
property file will override any option specified in the server options. Servers whose streams
use options from the server options as defaults can also have their properties come from the
JndiParams property file. Properties of the form <stream name>.property will override the
corresponding stream option. If the stream has specified the option JndiPrefix, then that prefix
is used instead of <stream name>.

Using Prebuilt Server Objects

S-Server ships with a number of prebuilt server objects for the Extensible Common Data
Adapter. In many cases, these objects will work fine for creating foreign streams for ECDA
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sources and sinks. You generally only need to create your own server object for ECDA
sources and sinks if you know you will have multiple foreign streams that share options. In
this case, it may be more efficient to define a custom server object with these shared options.
Doing so allows foreign streams that invoke the custom server object to inherit options. See
Using SQL/MED Inheritance with Server objects.

TYPE Name of Prebuilt Server

Kafka Legacy KAFKA_SERVER

Kafka 0.1 KAFKA10_SERVER

AMQP 1.0 AMQP10_SERVER

AMQP Legacy AMQP_LEGACY_SERVER

MAIL MAIL_SERVER

Amazon Kinesis KINESIS_SERVER

HTTP HTTP_SERVER

WebSocket WEBSOCKET_SERVER

MongoDB MONGODB_SERVER

Snowflake SNOWFLAKE_SERVER

Hadoop HDFS_SERVER

File System FILE_SERVER

Network Socket NET_SERVER

Server Definition Options for Extensible Common Data Adapter

All server declarations for the Extensible Common Data Adapter must declare a type. Type
parameter accepts the following options.

http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/create-statements/createserver/#using-sqlmed-inheritance-with-server-objects
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Option I/O Type

file Reading and writing over the file system. See the topics Reading from the File
System and Writing to the File System for more details.

net Configured for a socket. Reads or writes data streamed from a client program
using TCP or UDP. See the topics Reading from Network Sockets and Writing
to Network Sockets for more details.

amqp Reads to and writes to AMQP message bus. See the topics Reading from
AMQP and Writing to AMQP for more details

kafka Allows s-Server to exchange data with Kafka clusters. See the topics Reading
from Kafka and Writing to Kafka for more details.

kinesis Allows s-Server to exchange data with Kinesis streams. See the topics
Reading from Kinesis and Writing to Kinesis for more details.

websocket Allows s-Server to read and write data over web sockets. See the topics
Reading from Websockets and Writing to Websockets for more details.

http Allows s-Server to read and write data over http. See the topics Reading over
HTTP and Writing over HTTP for more details.

mongodb Allows s-Server to write to MongoDB. See the topic Writing to MongoDB for
more details.

snowflake Allows s-Server to write to Snowflake warehouses. See the topic Writing to
Snowflake for more details.

hdfs Writes to the Hadoop file system and Hive tables. See Using the ECDAgent
with Hadoop and Writing to Hive Tables for more details.

Server Definition Options for RDBMS Databases

The table below lists options for reading from and writing to RDBMS databases. See the
topics Reading Data from RDBMS Sources and Writing Data to RBDMS Destinations in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.
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Name Description

DRIVER Class name of the JDBC Driver for the remote database. Fully-qualified name
of the JDBC driver class to load. This must be available on the classpath.

URI JDBC URI

USER_NAME Remote database user.

PASSWORD Remote database password

DIALECT Type of database, generally auto detected. Valid values are: Oracle,
POSTGRES, MYSQL, TERADATA, SQL SERVER

TERADATA_QUERY_BAND Optional, and for Teradata connections only. Teradata query bands "tag" the
query. For more information, see 
http://www.info.teradata.com/HTMLPubs/DB_TTU_14_00/index.html#page/SQL
_Reference/B035_1144_111A/End_Logging-Syntax.027.143.html 
This is run before the actual query. The submitted SQL looks like the following:
SET QUERY BAND = 'ApplicationName=SQLstream_s-
Server;Version=<ourversion>;<value from TERADATA_QUERY_BAND option>'
FOR SESSION

queryCol Name of the column to use for a highwater mark, such as ROWTIME. No
default

pollingInterval In milliseconds, how often to sleep when now new rows are available. Default
is 1000.

txInterval How many rows to wait before reading a row, in order to ensure that no rows
are missed as a result of rollbacks or dirty reads. If queryCol is ROWTIME, you
should consider setting txInterval to 1000. Larger values add latency to the
query, but make the stream more consistent (safer) in the face of crashes and
multiple inserters to the remote database's table. Smaller values add less
latency, may result in a missed row, in the remote chance of a dirty read.

JNDI_WRITEBACK True/False. Defaults to "false". When you specify the JNDI_WRITEBACK option
as "true" in the DDL or in the .properties file, s-Server writes back consolidated
options (including options inherited from the parent as well as from the
properties file) to the same properties file under
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi. This lets you configure the JNDI file using
DDL.

Options for Web Feed Server

The table below lists server options for Web Feed sources. See the topic Reading Data from
Web Feeds in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

http://www.info.teradata.com/HTMLPubs/DB_TTU_14_00/index.html#page/SQL_Reference/B035_1144_111A/End_Logging-Syntax.027.143.html
http://www.info.teradata.com/HTMLPubs/DB_TTU_14_00/index.html#page/SQL_Reference/B035_1144_111A/End_Logging-Syntax.027.143.html
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Option Description Require
d

Default

URL Base URL for web feed. Y

MIN_SLEEP_INTERVAL Minimum sleep interval
between fetches, in
milliseconds.

N 60000 (one minute)

MAX_SLEEP_INTERVAL Maximum sleep interval
between fetches, in
milliseconds.

N 3600000 (one hour)

SLEEP_MULTIPLICAND Sleep interval is multiplied by
this value each time the result
is unchanged. If this is set to
<1, this allows for exponential
backoff, in order to space out
repeat transmissions of same
data.

Y 2

FEED_FORMAT Specifies type of web feed to
be tailed. For this release,
options are "RSS" and "Atom".

Y

UNIQUE_ID XPath to data which makes an
entry unique.

DATE_FORMAT Format for converting datetime
fields into SQL timestamps.

For RSS, "EEE, dd MMM yyyy
HH:mm:ss z"
For Atom, "yyyy-MM-
dd'T'HH:mm:ssz"

DEFAULT_NS_PREFIX Prefix for elements in default
namespace.

Example

Here is a Extensible Common Data Adapter example that uses no options:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

OPTIONS 

(directory 'myDirectory', 

//directory for the file

format_type 'CSV', 

filename_pattern 'myRecord.csv',

//regex for filename pattern to look for 

character_encoding 'UTF-8', 

skip_header 'true');

Note: ECD Adapter server definitions need to reference the ECD foreign data wrapper. You
can do so with the syntax FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA.

The following code block defines a JDBC connection for a MySQL database. 

   CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER mysql_reader

   FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

   OPTIONS (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.mysql.jdbc.Driver',
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       URL 'jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/sample',

       USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

       PASSWORD 'sqlstream'

       );

Using SQL/MED Inheritance with Server objects

SQLstream's implementation of the SQL/MED framework supports OPTIONS inheritance.
That is, each SQL/MED object inherits OPTIONS of its parent/ancestor unless specified in
the OPTIONS clause of the object itself.

Specifically, this means that you can specify options in a SERVER object that will be passed
through to foreign streams invoking the SERVER object.

The following example defines a SERVER object with a SEED_BROKERS option for a Kafka
source/sink:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER TYPE 'KAFKA10'

OPTIONS (

SEED_BROKERS 'dcserver1.mycompany.co.uk:9092,dcserver2.mycompany.co.uk:9092'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM emea.inventory_updates (

  kafka_offset BIGINT NOT NULL,

  "ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

  "KAFKA_PARTITION" INT NOT NULL,

  --special column for Kafka partition

  "item" CHAR(200) NOT NULL,

  "item_number" DOUBLE

)

SERVER EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER

OPTIONS (

TOPIC 'emea_inventory_updates'

STARTING_TIME 'LATEST'

max_poll_records '2MB'

parser 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

);

In this case, the foreign stream emea.inventory_updates inherits the SEED_BROKERS
option from EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER. Every foreign stream that invokes
EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER will similarly inherit this option, unless the foreign stream itself
specifies SEED_BROKERS as an option. In that case, the foreign stream option
SEED_BROKERS will override the SEED_BROKERS option in the SERVER object.

This approach has several advantages. If you know that a number of foreign streams share
configuration options, you can specify these once in a SERVER object, and then change
them as needed in the same SERVER object.

Here, an application developer writing a foreign stream may not even know hostnames in the
Kafka cluster. The developer simply uses EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER to create multiple foreign
streams, all of which will inherit the SEED_BROKERS option from the foreign server. A single
change to EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER definition can allow update of SEED_BROKERS
property for all foreign streams quickly.
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Using Properties Files

With this options inheritance in place, the SQL/MED framework also supports loading some
of these options through .properties files. SQLstream s-Server looks for these .properties files
in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/.properties.

You, or your system administrator, can create a file called
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/<server_name>.properties. Properties from this file will be
automatically imported as OPTIONS in a foreign server with the name <server_name>.

For the EMEA.INVENTORY_UPDATES stream defined above, the file path would be
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/LOCALDB.EMEA.INVENTORY_UPDATES.properties.
Please note that the file name will be uppercased if the object name is NOT quoted. We
recommend quoting this option.

For EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER, the path would be
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/EMEA_KAFKA_SERVER.properties

For the configuration above, app developers can simply create these .properties files with
appropriate names and those properties will be automatically imported when SQL/MED
objects are created. Any options explicitly defined in the OPTIONS clause of the DDL will
override those options defined in the .properties file.

OPTIONS inheritance works in the following order for each SQL/MED object:

1. Inherit options from the parent.

2. Override options from the <fully_qualified_objectname.properties> file.

3. Override options explicitly specified in the OPTIONS clause of the DDL.

You can use properties files to abstract away certain options or hide connection credentials
from app developers.

Using the JNDI_WRITEBACK Option

This option enables system administrators to persist options supplied in the OPTIONS clause
of the DDL to .properties file. This allows administrators to supply connection credentials
through the DDL once and then disable the JNDI_WRITEBACK option. Resubmitting the DDL
will eliminate options that need to be hidden away from the DDL statements.

7.2 CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER

As in other SQL-based systems, foreign data wrappers handle access to external objects
from s-Server. Two commonly referenced data wrappers are ECDA, a wrapper that handles
connections to a variety of data sources, including the file system, Kafka topics, network
sockets, Kinesis streams, and AMQP; and SYS/JDBC, which handles connections to
RDBMS systems.
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Syntax

Syntax Chart for CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER

Example of specifying a library and a language:

CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER probeWrapper

LIBRARY '/usr/lib/sqlstream/adapters/probeReader.jar'

LANGUAGE JAVA;

Example of option specification:

OPTIONS ( protocol'TCP/IP')

Notes:

1. If a data wrapper specifies a JAR file rather than a class file, then the JAR is
automatically added to CLASSPATH. (It is not necessary to register it with the
SQLstream engine by adding it into the file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin/classpath.gen.) This is the effect, for example, of using
statement A below instead of statement B:

a. LIBRARY '${FARRAGO_HOME}/plugin/FarragoMedJdbc.jar'

b. LIBRARY 'class
net.sf.farrago.namespace.jdbc.MedJdbcForeignDataWrapper'

2. CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER is unnecessary when defining a server for a
JDBC peer using a JDBC client driver that matches the RDBMS, such as those that
come with SQLstream for SQLServer, Oracle, MySQL, and SQLstream.

For these RDBMS, you can define the server for a JDBC peer using the CREATE SERVER
command, specifying FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC.
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· See SYS_JDBC in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide

· See also the examples in the SQL/MED discussions in the Getting Started Guide.

For more detail on foreign data sources, see:

· The topic DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER in this guide.

7.3 CREATE LOCAL DATA WRAPPER

Syntax

Example of specifying a library and a language:

CREATE LOCAL DATA WRAPPER probeWrapper

LIBRARY '/usr/lib/sqlstream/adapters/probeReader.jar'

LANGUAGE JAVA;

Example of option specification:

(protocol 'TCP/IP')

as in

OPTIONS ( protocol 'TCP/IP')

7.4 CREATE SCHEMA

As with RDBMS tables, you create streams, tables, views, pumps, procedures, and user
defined functions within a schema. In streaming SQL, as elsewhere, schemas function as
namespaces. Because of the complex nature of streaming systems, it may be advantageous
to create a number of small-scale schemas in s-Server instead of defining all objects under a
few large-scale schemas. This lets you reuse and drop schemas as you need them. 
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Syntax Chart

For create_command, drop_command, set_command, and alter_command, see the
corresponding topics in this guide.

o ALTER is also discussed in the topics Configuring SQLstream and Managing and
Monitoring in the s-Server Administrator Guide.

o SET is also discussed at in the topic SessionManagement in the Admin Guide.

For checkpoint, savepoint, rollback, and commit commands, see Session Management in
the Admin Guide.

o CHECKPOINT is also discussed  in the topic Backups and Code Control in the
Admin Guide.

Example

Simple schema creation:

 CREATE SCHEMA Trading;

Creating a schema and all its contents:

CREATE SCHEMA Trading
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   DESCRIPTION 'Contains the equity trades application objects';

SET SCHEMA '"Trading"';

CREATE STREAM "TRADES" (

     "Ticker" VARCHAR(5) NOT NULL,

     "Shares" INTEGER ,

     "Price" DECIMAL(6,2)  );

Limitations

· The AUTHORIZATION clause is currently parsed but ignored.

· To set the path, e.g., for lookup of user-defined functions and procedures, see
subtopic SET PATH in the topic SET statements in this guide.

7.5 CREATE STREAM

The CREATE STREAM statement creates a (local) stream, either in the specified schema (if
the qualified-stream-name includes a schema name) or in the current schema. 

The name of the stream must be distinct from the name of any other stream or view in the
same schema. It is good practice to include a description of the stream.

Like tables, streams have columns, and you specify the data types for these in the CREATE
STREAM statement. These should map to the data source for which you are creating the
stream. For column_name, any valid non-reserved SQL name is usable. Column values
cannot be null.

· Specifying OR REPLACE re-creates the stream if it already exists, enabling a definition
change for an existing object, implicitly dropping it without first needing to use a DRP

command. Using CREATE OR REPLACE on a stream that already has data in flight kills
the stream and loses all history.

· RENAME can be specified only if OR REPLACE has been specified.

· For the complete list of types and values in type_specification, such as TIMESTAMP,

INTEGER, or varchar(2), see the topic SQLstream Data Types in the SQLstream SQL
Reference Guide.

· For option_value, any string can be used.

· All streams must be queried using the STREAM keyword.
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Syntax

The following are basic examples of streams defined for simple data sources. Note: All
streams need to be defined within a schema. See the topic SET statements in this guide for
more details.

Simple stream for unparsed log data

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FileWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA '"FileWriterSchema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM logStream (

    source  VARCHAR(20),

    message VARCHAR(3072))

DESCRIPTION 'Head of webwatcher stream processing';

Stream capturing sensor data from Intelligent Travel System pipeline

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FileWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA '"FileWriterSchema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "LaneData" (

    -- ROWTIME is time at which sensor data collected
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    LDS_ID  INTEGER,        -- loop-detector ID

    LNAME   VARCHAR(12),

    LNUM    VARCHAR(4),

    OCC     SMALLINT,

    VOL     SMALLINT,

    SPEED   DECIMAL(4,2)

) DESCRIPTION 'Conditioned LaneData for analysis queries';

Stream capturing order data from e-commerce pipeline

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FileWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA '"FileWriterSchema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderData" (

    "key_order"    BIGINT NOT NULL,

    "key_user"     BIGINT,

    "country"      SMALLINT,

    "key_product"  INTEGER,

    "quantity"     SMALLINT,

    "eur"          DECIMAL(19,5),

    "usd"          DECIMAL(19,5)

) DESCRIPTION 'conditioned order data, ready for analysis';

To SELECT from a stream, you need to use the STREAM keyword. The code below shows a
SELECT from a qualified stream name (schema and stream).

SELECT STREAM * FROM "FileWriterSchema"."OrderData";

7.6 CREATE FOREIGN STREAM

A foreign stream is an instance of a foreign data wrapper that provides access in s-Server to
a flow of data either from or to an external system. Foreign streams are often the site where
data enters s-Server.

For example, the Extensible Common Data Adapter supports the creation of a foreign stream
that will take rows (from a local stream) and send them by email toa recipient.

Syntax

CREATE [OR REPLACE] FOREIGN STREAM foreign-stream-name (<column_list>) SERVER

<server_name> [OPTIONS <options_specification>] [DESCRIPTION string_literal]
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Note: The OPTIONS required to create a foreign stream depend upon the server that the
foreign stream depends upon. Servers are often defined for an adapter, such as the
SQL/MED Adapter or Extensible Common Data Adapter. See the s-Server Integrations page
in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

For detailed examples of using CREATE FOREIGN STREAM and stream options, see the
topics Reading from Other Sources and Writing to Other Sources in the Guavus s-Server
Integration Guide.

Example

The following example uses the ECDA file reader to write CSV data to the file system. The
foreign stream requires a server, which is why we create this first. It also requires a schema,
which is what we create next. This foreign stream declares columns explicitly, but in some
cases, you can derive column names from the external source.

See the topic Writing to the File System in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more
information about this example.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer" TYPE 'FILE'
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FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

Note: ECD Adapter server definitions need to reference the ECD foreign data wrapper. You
do so with the syntax FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FileWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'FileWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "FileWriterStream" 

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER "FileWriterServer" 

OPTIONS 

(directory 'myDirectory', 

--directory for the file

formatter 'CSV', 

filename_pattern 'myRecord.csv',

--regex for filename pattern to look for 

character_encoding 'UTF-8', 

skip_header 'true');

To start writing, you need to create a pump to insert data into the foreign stream. You do so
using code along the following lines. See the topic CREATE PUMP in this guide for more
information on pumps.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "FileWriterSchema"."FileWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

Options

You can specify an OPTIONS clause to provide parameters for a foreign stream or for any
column.

Each OPTIONS specification is an option-value pair that names the option and gives its
intended value.

No two options in the same clause may have the same name.
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Options vary greatly depending on the kind of source for which you are setting up the foreign
stream. The uses of foreign streams are not limited to the below, but these do represent
common uses for foreign streams in s-Server.

Options for Reading
Data

Options for Writing
Data

Options for Parsing
Data

Options for
Formatting Data

File System, Sockets,
AMQP, Kafka topics,
MQTT, HTTP, Web
Sockets

File System, Sockets,
AMQP, HTTP, Web
Socket, Kinesis
streams, Kafka topics,
MQTT, Snowflake,
MongoDB

Discovery parser,
None parser, CSV,
XML, Key Pair, Avro

CSV, XML, JSON,
BSON, Avro

Foreign Stream Options for Reading from the File System

See the topic Reading from the File System in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for
more details.

Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory from which you are reading.

FILENAME_PATTERN Input only. Java regular expression defining which files to read.

See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.

html for more information on Java regular expressions.

STATIC_FILES Defaults to false. When you set this to true, you indicate that no

files will be added or changed after the file reader is started. File

reader will exit after the last file is read. This lets you use the file

reader as a foreign table, which is finite (as opposed to a foreign

stream, which is infinite, and handles files that are continually

written to). 

REPEAT Defaults to 0, meaning do not repeat. Can be a positive whole

number, a negative number, or 'FOREVER'.

For positive numbers, after processing all files that match

FILENAME_PATTERN, start over again. Repeat for the specified

number.

If negative or 'FOREVER', keep reprocessing all files that match

FILENAME_PATTERN forever.

You must set STATIC_FILES to true in order to use this option.

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to the File System

See the topic Writing to the File System in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more
details.
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Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission to write to this

directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of the file that s-Server

is currently writing.

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Java time format to use in the final output file name, for example yyyy-MM-

dd_HH:mm:ss

Uses java SimpleDateFormat

This specifies how to format a timestamp that appears between the prefix and

the suffix. This timestamp is the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

FILE_ROTATION_WATERM

ARK_COLUMN

This declares the name of a source column whose contents will be used to

further distinguish files in the series.

FILENAME_SUFFIX Suffix of the final output file name. If you want this suffix to include a period, you

must specify it, e.g. ".csv"

FILE_ROTATION_TIME Determines when files rotate based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

must specify either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE as an

option. You can choose to specify both.

You set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either

milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These

express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be 15 minutes, 1

hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the

specified interval. Rows with the same rowtime are written to the same file.

Examples:

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of

the hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

More technically, FILE_ROTATION_TIME works as follows:

Let $timePeriod be the number of milliseconds in the time unit bound to

FILE_ROTATION_TIME.

Let $lastWrittenRowtime be the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

Let $currentRowTime be the ROWTIME of the row about to be written.

s-Server rotates to the next file when

integerPart($lastWrittenRowtime / $timePeriod) < integerPart($currentRowTime /

$timePeriod)

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE Determines when files rotate based on file size. You must specify either

FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE. You can choose to specify

both. Lets you specify a file size in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g).

Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte measurement.

Examples: 

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 kilobytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 megabytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size

of 1 gigabyte"

s-Server rotates to the next file once a row arrives that brings the file size over the

byte threshhold specified by FILE_ROTATION_SIZE.

FILE_ROTATION_RESPEC

T_ROWTIME

'true' or 'false', case-insensitive.  When you use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, this

option lets you specify whether files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. Defaults to 'true', which means "always respect

rowtime."

Setting FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true ensures that rows with

the same rowtime will not be split between two files. For example, if you have set

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and a new row arrives that causes

the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all

rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new

row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same

ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. 

If you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true, you cannot write files

from tables, whose rows lack rowtimes. s-Server will raise an error if you try to

insert into a file writer foreign stream that has

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME set to true. That means that if you are

planning to write rows from a table into a file, you must set

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to false.

ESCAPE_<column name> True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped before being

written.  

POSTPROCESS_CMD The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the file is written. To

use this option, enter the path to the script, along with parameters, substituting

<input> for the name of the file.

When the file is written, the script will execute with parameters, and <input> will

be replaced by the name of the file.

Example: 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-

predict.dml -nvargs X=<input> Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-

svm-model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Foreign Stream Options for Reading from Sockets

The ECD framework can act as a server or client. When it acts a client, set REMOTE_HOST and

REMOTE_PORT.  When it acts a server, set SERVER_PORT and if desired SERVER_HOST. See the

topic Reading from Network Sockets in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

Name Description

IS_IPV6 Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

IS_TCP Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is

false (UDP).

REMOTE_HOST Hostname to send tuples to or receive tuples from, when ECDA

is acting as a client. You can override this to 'LOCALHOST' to

listen to only local connections, or a specific ip address, such as

<168.212.226.204>. When you specify REMOTE_HOST and

REMOTE_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the

network connection as a client.

REMOTE_PORT Port to send tuples to or receive tuples from when ECDA is

acting as a client. REMOTE_* and SERVER_* tells ECDA's

socket code how to start the network connection (as a server or

a client).

SERVER_HOST The hostname or IP address to listen upon to send/receive

tuples, when ECDA is acting as a server (defaults to 0.0.0.0).

When you specify SERVER_HOST and SERVER_PORT, this

tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a

client.

SERVER_PORT the port to listen upon to send/receive tuples when ECDA is

acting as a server.

Using Provenance Columns 

In reading from network sockets, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata for the

network socket from which you are reading.

These are as follows:
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Data Type
Name in s-

Server 6.0.0
Name in s-Server 6.0.1 Value

VARCHAR(1024) SOURCE_HOST SQLSTREAM_PROV_SOCKET_SOURCE_HOST
Returns host name

for socket.

INTEGER SOURCE_PORT SQLSTREAM_PROV_SOCKET_SOURCE_PORT
Returns port for

socket.

Foreign Stream Options for Writing to Sockets

The ECD framework can act as a server or client. When it acts a client, set REMOTE_HOST
and REMOTE_PORT.  When it acts a server, set SERVER_PORT and if desired
SERVER_HOST. See the topic Writing to Network Sockets in the Guavus s-Server
Integration Guide for more details.

Name Description

IS_IPV6 Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

IS_TCP Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is
false (UDP).

REMOTE_HOST Hostname to send tuples to or receive tuples from, when ECDA
is acting as a client. You can override this to 'LOCALHOST' to
listen to only local connections, or a specific ip address, such as
<168.212.226.204>. When you specify REMOTE_HOST and
REMOTE_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the
network connection as a client.

REMOTE_PORT Port to send tuples to or receive tuples from when ECDA is
acting as a client. REMOTE_* and SERVER_* tells ECDA's
socket code how to start the network connection (as a server or
a client).

SERVER_HOST The hostname or IP address to listen upon to send/receive
tuples, when ECDA is acting as a server (defaults to 0.0.0.0).
When you specify SERVER_HOST and SERVER_PORT, this
tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a
client.

SERVER_PORT the port to listen upon to send/receive tuples when ECDA is
acting as a server.

Foreign Stream Options for Reading from AMQP

See the topic Reading from AMQP in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP
1.0 works. Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of
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messages, while up to 0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings
to exchange messages. As a result of this change, you configure the connection URL for
AMQP differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1

Name Description

CONNECTION_URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP legacy server. This
includes the servers hostname, user, password, port and so on.
This will differ depending on whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or
a legacy version.

AMQP_LEGACY (AMQP protocol Version 0.9, e.g.,
RabbitMQ)

Format: amqp://<username>:<password>@<clientid>/<profile>?
brokerlist='tcp://<hostname>:<portNumber>'&[ <optionsList> ]
Example: amqp://guest:guest@clientid/default?
brokerlist='tcp://localhost:5672'

AMQP10 (AMQP protocol Version 1.0) -
connectionfactory.localhost:

Format:
amqp://<username>:<password>@<hostname>:<portNumber>?
<optionsList>'
Example: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-
client&remote-host=default

Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may
need to do additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP
implementation.Single quotes must be doubled for SQL
formatting. You may need to do additional URL escaping
depending on your AMQP implementation. The site
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-
amqp/ offers an example of formatting a connection URL.

DESTINATION Required. AMQP 0.9 queue or topic identifier. 
This can be in the form <destination prefix>{PARITITION}

<destination suffix>.

PARTITION_EXPRESSION You should only use this if DESTINATION includes
"{PARTITION}". This should be a dk.brics regular expression,
such as <0-3>.

PARSER_QUEUE_SIZE Queue size for parser. Reading only. Defaults to 2. In most
cases, you will not want to change this number.

ACKNOWLEDGE_MODE Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to
the AMQP 1.0 server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE;
defaults to AUTO. Details on these modes are available at
http://docs.spring.io/spring-
integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to
acknowledge once message is completely delivered. MANUAL
means that delivery tags and channels are provided in message
headers, and NONE means no acknowledgments.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to AMQP

See the topic Writing to AMQP in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP
1.0 works. Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of
messages, while up to 0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings
to exchange messages.  As a result of this change, you configure the connection URL for
AMQP differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1
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Name Description

CONNECTION_URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP 1.0 server. This includes
the servers hostname, user, password, port and so on. This will
differ depending on whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or a legacy
version.
Required. Connection URL for AMQP legacy server. This
includes the servers hostname, user, password, port and so on.
This will differ depending on whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or
a legacy version.

AMQP_LEGACY (AMQP protocol Version 0.9, e.g.,
RabbitMQ)

Format: amqp://<username>:<password>@<clientid>/<profile>?
brokerlist='tcp://<hostname>:<portNumber>'&[ <optionsList> ]
Example: amqp://guest:guest@clientid/default?
brokerlist='tcp://localhost:5672'

AMQP10 (AMQP protocol Version 1.0) -
connectionfactory.localhost:

Format:
amqp://<username>:<password>@<hostname>:<portNumber>?
<optionsList>'
Example: amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-
client&remote-host=default
Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may
need to do additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP
implementation.
The site https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-
amqp/ offers an example of formatting a connection URL.

DESTINATION Required. AMQP 1.0 queue or topic identifier. In general, the
destination qualification syntax may be specific to the AMQP
message broker implementation. The examples here are
specific to ActiveMQ.
You can fully qualify the AMQP destination by identifying the
destination as a topic or a queue. ActiveMQ supports such
qualification.
· For a topic: "DESTINATION" 'topic://testTopic',
· For a queue: "DESTINATION" 'queue://testTopic',
ActiveMQ treats an unqualified destination as a queue. In other
words, for ActiveMQ, DESTINATION 'foo' is equivalent to
DESTINATION 'queue://foo'
See http://camel.apache.org/activemq.html for more details.

 In s-Server 6.0, DESTINATION can be either an
absolute destination or be in the form:

<destination prefix>{PARITITION}<destination suffix>

Example:

/new/ConsumerGroups/$Default/Partitions/

{PARTITION}

ACKNOWLEDGE_MODE Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to
the AMQP 1.0 server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE;
defaults to AUTO. Details on these modes are available at
http://docs.spring.io/spring-
integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to
acknowledge once message is completely delivered. MANUAL
means that delivery tags and channels are provided in message
headers, and NONE means no acknowledgments.

DELIVERY_MODE Optional. Delivery mode for messages that ECDA
communicates to the AMQP 1.0 server. Options are NON-
PERSISTENT or PERSISTENT; defaults to NON-PERSISTENT.
Details on these modes are available at
http://docs.spring.io/spring-
integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-
adapter-xml-7a

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://camel.apache.org/activemq.html
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a
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 Version 6.0 Feature

PARTITION_EXPRESSION Use only if DESTINATION includes "{PARTITION}". 
This should be a dk.brics regular expression, such as "<0-3>".

Foreign Stream Options for Reading from Kafka

See the topic Reading from Kafka in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.
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Format Name Name

TOPIC
Required. Kafka Topic. You can use a regular expression as a "topic wild card." (This

is not supported by legacy versions of the adapter.)

STARTING_TIME

Either EARLIER, LATEST, or a timestamp in the format 'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS',

e.g., '2018-02-01 22:23:45:892'

When STARTING_TIME is a timestamp, the Kafka adapter "seeks" to offsets within all

topic partitions where the message timestamp for all subsequent messages is

greater than or equal to the specified STARTING_TIME. Requires Kafka v0.10.2 or

later.

For the legacy Kafka adapter, options are EARLIEST or LATEST.

INDEX_TOPIC_NAME

This option specifies the name of the index topic to be used for mapping message

offsets to timestamps. For more details, refer to Building and Using an Index in the

Reading from Kafka topic of the s-Server Integration Guide. Index topic may be created

on a separate Kafka cluster.

STARTING_OFFSET
When to start reading from (default is -1) as a long int representing a timestamp

(milliseconds since epoch)

SEED_BROKERS

A comma separated list of broker identifiers in the format

"<broker_host_name>:<port>". For legacy adapter, this is a comma separated list of

broker hosts. Defaults to "localhost".

PARTITION

Partition number to read from. If reading from a kafka topic with multiple partitions and

PARTITION is omitted or blank all partitions will be read from.

You can specify a single partition with:

PARTITION 

or a range with:

PARTITION -

(Range needs two partitions - eg 1-3 - and is inclusive.)

Note: Partition numbers are 0 based.

PORT Deprecated for Kafka10 adapter. For legacy adapter, port for Kafka seed broker

MAX_POLL_RECORD

S

Maximum number of records to be polled (fetched) through the new

KafkaConsumer.poll() API call. For best throughput during replay, this needs to be set

such that you get a "page" full (1MB is the deafult) of kafka messages from each

partition of the topic(s). It can be roughly calculated as: (numPartitions * 1 MB) /

typicalMessageSize

PARTITION_OFFSET_

QUERY

This is a SQL query text that fetches starting offsets for all partitions of the topic. For

example, SELECT "TOPIC", "PARTITION", "OFFSET" FROM stored_offsets;'

PARTITION should be of type INTEGER.

OFFSET should be of type BIGINT. Any partition for which the query does not return

anything will either use STARTING_OFFSET or STARTING_TIME to determine where

to start.

FETCH_SIZE Fetch size. Defaults to 1000000.

CLIENT_ID

For the Kafka10 adapter, it is vital to understand that this is the consumer group id (so

is used to set consumer group property group.id)

Client key for Yammer metrics. CLIENT_ID defaults to client{TOPIC} or

CLIENT{TOPIC}{PARTITION} if PARTITION is specified. CLIENT_ID and

METRICS_PER_PARTITION affect Kafka Yammer metrics reporting. CLIENT_ID does

not apply unless METRICS_PER_PARTITION is set to true. See

http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html for more information on Kafka

Yammer metrics.

METRICS_PER_PART

ITION

True or False. If METRICS_PER_PARTITION is false, then CLIENT_ID will be used as

the client key for all yammer metrics reporting for that adapter. If

METRICS_PER_PARTITION is true, then the actual partition number will be appended

to each to each client_id (and finer grained metrics will be reported).

OPTIONS_QUERY

Lets you query a table to update adapter options at runtime. You can use this, for

example, to set the STARTING_OFFSET option from a table that contains the last

offset, as in 

select lastOffset as STARTING_OFFSET from TEST.committedOffset');

kafka.consumer.config

Lets you specify the name of a properties file that contains a set of Kafka consumer

configurations.  For example, you could use such a file to set all the properties needed

for a SSL/SASL connection that the consumer will invoke. 

Kafka offers a wide range of config properties. For details, see Kafka documentation at

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#newconsumerconfigs

Note: In some cases, you can use these property files to override Foreign Stream 

options. For example, the setting for bootstrap.servers will override the Foreign Stream

option "SEED_BROKERS". This can be helpful in dynamic environments (AWS,

Docker, Kubernetes and so on) where you do not know the specific locations of the

Kafka brokers  until runtime.

isolation.level

Lets you specify whether s-Server should read all Kafka messages or only committed

messages. 

Options are read_uncommitted, or read_committed

This option lets you account for transactions, a Kafka 0.11.0 feature whereby

applications can write to multiple topics and partitions atomically. To use atomic

commitments, you need to configure the Kafka adapter to only read committed data--

this is, read_committed.

http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html
https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#newconsumerconfigs
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing Over HTTP

Format Name Name

URL URL for HTTP post.

HEADER_<name_of_header> Tells HTTP writer to write a header called <name_of_header>.

PARAMETER_<parameter> Writes parameter <parameter>

Foreign Stream Options for Reading Over HTTP

See the topic Reading Over HTTP in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

Format Name Name

URL URL for HTTP feed.

POLL_IN_MILLIS How often to request new data, in milliseconds.

HEADER_<name_of_header> Tells HTTP reader to look for a header called
<name_of_header>.

PARAMETER_<parameter> Sends parameter <parameter>

Foreign Stream Options for Writing to WebSockets

Format Name Name

URL URL for web socket

HEADER_<name_of_header> Tells Web Socket reader to look for a header called
<name_of_header>.

PARAMETER_<parameter> Writes parameter <parameter>

Foreign Stream Options for Reading Over Web Sockets

See the topic Reading Over Web Sockets in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more
details.

Format Name Name

URL URL for web socket.

POLL_IN_MILLIS How often to request new data, in milliseconds.

HEADER_<name_of_header> Tells Web Socket reader to look for a header called
<name_of_header>.

Foreign Stream Options for Writing to Kafka

The following options, which are passed to the Kafka broker, are described in more detail at
http://kafka.apache.org/documentation.html. Aside from defaults, the information in this table
is drawn from this page. See the topic Writing to Kafka in the Guavus s-Server Integration
Guide for more details.

Some of the following options, which are passed to the Kafka broker, are described in more detail at

https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/. Aside from defaults, most of the information in this table is

http://kafka.apache.org/documentation.html
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drawn from this page.
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Option name Description

topic Kafka topic

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT

Kafka10 adapter only.

Range in milliseconds.Allows all rows received from

the input query that have ROWTIME values within the

specified range to be committed in a single

transaction to the Kafka broker. Transactions are used

only if the Kafka broker supports transaction

semantics. If this option is set to 1000 (1 second),

then all rows with ROWTIME between 10:00:00.000

and 10:00:00.999 get committed in the same

transaction atomically.

seed_brokers

Legacy adapter only.

A comma separated list of broker identifiers in the

format "<broker_host_name>:<port>".

For legacy adapter, this is a comma separated list of

broker hosts. Defaults to "localhost".

transactional.id

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

This is the transaction ID used by the KafkaWriter

instance for the given foreign stream.Each foreign

stream should use a unique "transactional.id" to

publish messages to the topic using transactions.

Transactions are used only if Kafka brokers are

v0.11.2 . These support transaction semantics.

Note: You need to create a separate foreign stream

definition for each pump that inserts(publishes)

messages to a given topic. Each of these foreign

streams needs to use a unique "transactional.id" for

itself. The foreign stream option "pump.name",

defined below, needs to match the name of the pump

that inserts into the foreign stream.

pump.name

Case-sensitive; must be quoted. Kafka10 adapter

only.

Fully qualified name of the pump that will process

rows for this foreign stream. You must set

transactional.id in order to use this option.s-Server

uses this setting to determine the mode in which the

pump instance itself) is running (Leader or Follower)

when configured to run in High Availability (HA) mode.

The pump.name needs to be fully qualified pump

name of the

format:<catalog_name>.<schema_name>.<pump_na

me>

For

example:'LOCALDB.mySchema.ProcessedOrdersPu

mp'

HA_ROLLOVER_TIMEOUT

Kafka10 adapter only.

Time in milliseconds. Defaults to 5000. You must set

transactional.id and pump.name in order to use this

option.When the pump is configured to run in High

Availability mode, and the pump is running as a

"Follower", it waits for this amount of time for a lack of

commits from the "Leader".

After the timeout, the "Follower" attempts to takeover

as the "Leader".There may be multiple follower

instances running in a cluster. Only one of these

followers succeeds to be designated as the new

"Leader". All other pump instances using the same

"transactional.id" continue "following". If the earlier

"Leader" was still alive when one of the followers took

over as the new "Leader", the earlier leader demotes

itself as the "Follower" if possible.

POLL_TIMEOUT

This option specifies the timeout value in milliseconds

to be passed as a parameter to the

KafkaConsumer.poll() API call. The default is 100ms.

COMMIT_METADATA_COLUMN_NAME

Using this option, you can commit a stringified value of

the specified column along with its ROWTIME in a

CSV format, along with the offset of the last published

message for each partition in a transaction.

The format of the metadata string is as follows:

CommitRowtimeInMillisFromEpoch>,<metadata_colu

mn_value>

PORT
Deprecated option. As of s-Server 6.0.0, port numbers

are specified in the SEED_BROKERS option.

Kafka: metadata.broker.list

Kafka10 adapter: bootstrap.server(case sensitive;

must be lowercase and quoted)

hostname:port of the Kafka broker. Defaults to

localhost:9092. Used for getting metadata (topics,

partitions and replicas). Actual socket connections are

established using the information from this metadata.

Use commas to separate multiple brokers.

kafka.producer.config

Lets you specify the name of a properties file that

contains a set of Kafka producer configurations. For

example, you could use such a file to set all the

properties needed for a SSL/SASL connection that the

producer will invoke. Kafka offers a wide range of

config properties.

For details, see Kafka documentation at

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#pr

oducerconfigs. Note: In some cases, you can use

these property files to override Foreign Stream

options. For example, the setting for bootstrap.servers

will override the Foreign Stream option

"SEED_BROKERS". This can be helpful in dynamic

environments (AWS, Docker, Kubernetes and so on)

where you do not know the specific locations of the

Kafka brokers until runtime.

partitioner.class

Deprecated for Kafka10

Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka

partitionerDefaults

tocom.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka.KafkaOutp

utSink$RoundRobinPartitioner

compression.type

If desired, specifies the final compression type for a

given topic. Defaults to 'none'. Possible values:

'snappy', 'gzip'

batch.size
Number of messages sent as a batch. Defaults to

'1000'

linger.ms

In cases where batch.size has not been reached,

number of milliseconds that the Kafka producer will

wait before batching sends . Defaults to '100', in

milliseconds)

key.serializer

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Names a serializer class for keys. If no class is given,

Kafka uses value.serializer.

retry.backoff.ms

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Producers refreshes metadata to see if a new leader

has been elected. This option specifies the amount of

time to wait before refreshing.

request.timeout.ms

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted. When

request.required.acks is enabled, this lets you specify

how long the broker should try to bundle the specified

number of messages before sending back an error to

the client.

send.buffer.bytes
Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Socket write buffer size.

client.id

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted. Using

this option, you can specify a string to help you identify

the application making calls to the Kafka server.

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#producerconfigs
https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#producerconfigs
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You can also enable security for the Kakfa plugin by configuring a truststore, keystore, and

password for the Kafka broker used by s-Server.

Because these options involve storing passwords, you should implement these using JNDI properties.

The SQL/MED framework used by s-Server supports loading options through .properties files.

SQLstream s-Server looks for these .properties files in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/.properties.

See Using Property Files for more details.

We recommend that you supply any options related to access credentials, such as those for SSL or

Kerberos credentials, using the following properties files:

· $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/.properties (Applies to all foreign streams that use this foreign server

definition.)

· $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/LOCALDB...properties (Applies only to the foreign stream.)

Option Name Description

ssl.truststore.location Location of the trust store file.

ssl.truststore.password Password for the trust store file.

ssl.keystore.location

The location of the key store file. Use this to

implement two-way authentication for the Kafka client

used by s-Server.

ssl.keystore.password
The store password for the key store file. Only needed

if you have configured ssl.keystore.location.

ssl.key.password The password of the private key in the key store file.

Foreign Stream Options for Writing to a Kinesis Stream

See the topic Writing to Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.
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Option Name Description

KINESIS_STREAM_NAME Required. Name of Kinesis stream to write to. No default.

AWS_REGION Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re

gion for more detalis.

AWS_PROFILE_PATH See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic Reading from

Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide . Must

point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the

following format:

[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to '' - which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a

configuration file stored on your system, in order to read from or

write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic

Reading from Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server

Integration Guide .

AWS_PROFILE_NAME Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Amazon

supports multiple named profiles within a configuration file. If

you have a named profile, you can reference it here. Defaults to

default. See http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-

multiple-profiles.html 

INITIAL_BACKOFF Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds

to back off initially. Default to 20.

MAX_BACKOFF Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds

to back off as a maximum. Defaults to 20480.

MAX_RETRIES Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many retries should

be made. Backoff is doubled for each retry up to max. Default is

10.

BUFFER_SIZE Optional. Maximum number of bytes per update request.

Defaults to 4194304.

MAX_RECORDS_PER_REQUEST Optional. maximum number of records per update request.

Defaults to 500.

REPORT_FREQUENCY Optional. How often to log (in milliseconds) statistics. Defaults to

0, which means "never."

KINESIS_DEFAULT_PARTITION_ID Optional. Partition id of shard to write to. Defaults to ''.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
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Foreign Stream Options for Reading from MQTT

Option Description

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883',

TOPIC
MQTT topic. UTF-8 string that the MQTT broker uses to

filter messages for each connected client.

QOS

Defines the guarantee of delivery for a specific

message. Either at most once (0), at least once (1),

exactly once (2). Defaults to 1. For more information on

QOS, see https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-

essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/

CLIENT_ID

s-Server implements an MQTT client to connect to the

MQTT server. This setting provides a MQTT ClientID

for this client. The MQTT broker uses the ClientID to

identify the client and its current state. As a result, if

used, you should use a distinct CLIENT_ID for each

foreign stream defined for MQTT. Defaults to randomly

generated.

USERNAME

Optional. User name for MQTT connection. Note: s-

Server sends user names and passwords as plain

text.

PASSWORD

Optional. Password for MQTT connection. Note: s-

Server sends user names and passwords as plain

text.

KEEP_ALIVE_INTERVAL

Optional. Interval in seconds sent to MQTT broker

when s-Server establishes a connection. Specifies the

longest time period of time that broker and client

persist without sending a message. Defaults to 60.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT Optional. Defaults to 30.

https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to MQTT
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Option Description

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883',

TOPIC
MQTT topic. UTF-8 string that the MQTT broker uses to

filter messages for each connected client.

CLIENT_ID

s-Server implements an MQTT client to connect to the

MQTT server. This setting provides a MQTT ClientID

for this client. The MQTT broker uses the ClientID to

identify the client and its current state. As a result, if

used, you should use a distinct CLIENT_ID for each

foreign stream defined for MQTT. Defaults to randomly

generated.

QOS

Defines the guarantee of delivery for a specific

message. Either at most once (0), at least once (1),

exactly once (2). Defaults to 1. For more information on

QOS, see https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-

essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/

USERNAME

Optional. User name for MQTT connection. Note: s-

Server sends user names and passwords as plain

text.

PASSWORD

Optional. Password for MQTT connection. Note: s-

Server sends user names and passwords as plain

text.

KEEP_ALIVE_INTERVAL

Optional. Interval in seconds sent to MQTT broker

when s-Server establishes a connection. Specifies the

longest time period of time that broker and client

persist without sending a message. Defaults to 60.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT

Optional. Connection timeout in seconds. Defines the

maximum time interval the client will wait for the

network connection to the MQTT server to be

established. If you set this value to 0, s-Server

disables timeout processing, and the client will wait

until the network connection is made successfully or

fails. Defaults to 30.

RETAINED

Output only. True or False. If set to true, tells broker to

store the last retained message and the QOS for this

topic. Defaults to false. | | MAX_IN_FLIGHT | Output

only. When QOS is set to 1 or 2, this is the Maximum

number of outgoing messages that can be in the

process of being transmitted at the same time. This

number includes messages currently going in

handshakes and messages being retried. Defaults to

10.

https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to a Snowflake Warehouse

See the topic Writing to Snowflake in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

Option Name Description

ACCOUNT The name assigned to your account by Snowflake. 

USER The user name for your Snowflake account.

PASSWORD The password for your Snowflake account.

DB The database to write to in Snowflake. This should be an
existing database for which user/password has privileges.

SCHEMA The schema to write to in the Snowflake database. This should
be an existing schema  for which user/password has privileges.

WAREHOUSE The Snowflake warehouse to write to. This should be an existing
warehouse for which user/password has privileges.

DTABLE The table to write to in Snowflake. This should be an existing
table for which user/password has privileges.

Foreign Stream Options for Writing to a MongoDB Collection

See the topic Writing to MongoDB in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

Option Definition

 URL Fully qualified URL starting with mongodb://  and including, at
minimum, a host name (or IP address or UNIX domain socket).
URL can also include a username and password (these are
passed to the MongoDB instance) and a port number. See
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/
for more information.

COLLECTION MongoDB collection to which data will be written.

Options for Writing to Hadoop

Property Name Description

AUTH_METHOD Optional. If desired, specify 'kerberos'

AUTH_USERNAME User name for HDFS. Required if AUTH_METHOD is specified.

AUTH_KEYTAB
Path to file containing pairs of Kerberos principals and encrypted keys, such

as /tmp/nn.service.keytab Required if AUTH_METHOD is specified.

HDFS_OUTPUT_D

IR

Address for name node of HDFS, such as hdfs://storm-

s3.disruptivetech.com:8020/user/sqlstream/. This is where data will be written to on the

HDFS server.

CONFIG_PATH

Optional. Specifies path to an HDFS client configuration file. This will be loaded and used

by s-Server's HDFS client in it’s entire life cycle. Example: /home/me/work/kerberos/core-

default.xml

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/
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Foreign Stream Options for Sending Mail

Option Definition

USERNAME User name for the SMTP server defined in HOST.

HOST Host name for the SMTP server.

PASSWORD Password to use for the SMTP server defined in HOST. s-Server uses this

option with USERNAME when authenticating to the SMTP server. If this option

is empty, s-Server will not attempt authentication. Defaults to none.

PORT Port for SMTP server defined by HOST. Defaults to none.

CONNECTION_SECURITY Security used to connect to SMTP server. SSL, STARTTLS or NONE. Defaults

to NONE.

SENDER Used in the “Sender” header when sending the email. Can also be specified

as a special column in the foreign stream.

RECEIVER Address used in the “To” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream. You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

SUBJECT Subject for email. Can also be specified as a special column in the foreign

stream.

REPLY_TO Address used in the "Reply-To" header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.

CC Address used in the “CC” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

BCC Address used in the “BCC” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

TIMEOUT Socket read timeout value in milliseconds. Defaults to 30000.

CONN_TIMEOUT Socket connection timeout value in milliseconds. Defaults to 30000.

FORMAT_CHARSET_KEY Charset for formatting mail. Defaults to UTF-8. See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets

.html

LOCALHOST Used to set the mail.smtp.localhost option in the JavaMail API. See

https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-

summary.html for more information. It is generally best to leave this blank.

https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-summary.html
https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-summary.html
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Foreign Stream Options for Parsing Data

Foreign Stream Options for Discovery Parser

Option Definition

MAX_EXAMPLE_BYTES Limits scanning of sample data in case data files are too big.
For example, if MAX_EXAMPLE_BYTES is set to 65536 then only
64 KB data is read from data files to run the discovery process.

DISCOVERY_TIMEOUT In milliseconds, the amount of time that the discovery parser will
collect data from the source. For example, if
DISCOVERY_TIMEOUT = 5000, the discovery parser will collect
data from the source for up to 5 seconds. The discovery parser
will stop collecting sample data if either MAX_EXAMPLE_BYTES
of
or DISCOVERY_TIMEOUT period has been met.

AVRO_SCHEMA_FILE If needed, specifies the path for the schema file to be used for
parsing the Avro payload.

Foreign Stream Options for Parsing CSV Data

Option Definition

SKIP_HEADER True or false; defaults to false. Specifies if the parser should skip
the first row of input files or messages. Usually, you would do
this if the first row of data contains column headers. If you are
reading from a message source such as Kafka, AMQP, or IBM
MQ, you will generally want to leave this as false if each message
is a row.

QUOTE_CHARACTER Lets you specify an expected quotation character. There is no
default for quote character.

ROW_SEPARATOR Lets you specify a character that splits lines in the source.
Defaults to /n.
You can specify ROW_SEPARATOR='', which means each
message will be treated as a row. You cannot specify
ROW_SEPARATOR='' and set SKIP_HEADER to true.
For example, in the case of reading from a DOS format file where
line separators are CR/LF rather than just LF, you will need to
specify 
row_separator U&'\000D\000A'
(This is the hexidecimal Unicode value for CR/LF. See
http://unicode.org/standard/reports/tr13/tr13-5.html.)

You can specify ROW_SEPARATOR='', which means each
message will be treated as a row. You cannot specify
ROW_SEPARATOR='' and set SKIP_HEADER to true.

COLUMN_MAPPING You can use this option to parse only some of the columns,in a
CSV file, or to reorder the columns from CSV data.  Example:
',COMMON_NAME,GENUS', would skip parsing the first column,
map the second column to a stream/table column called
COMMON_NAME, and the third to GENUS.

SEPARATOR  Lets you specify a character that separates key-value pairs.
Default is comma (,). 

http://unicode.org/standard/reports/tr13/tr13-5.html
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Provenance Columns for Parsers 

When parsing CSV data, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata for
the parsed data.

These are as follows:

Data Type
Name in s-Server
6.0.0

Name in s-Server 6.0.1 Value

BIGINT PARSE_POSITION SQLSTREAM_PROV_PARSE_POSITION

Parser
position
within
message of
last parse
error.

VARCHAR
(65535)

PARSE_ERROR SQLSTREAM_PROV_PARSE_ERROR
Description
of parser
error.

BIGINT PARSE_LINE_NUMBER SQLSTREAM_PROV_TEXT_PARSE_LINE_NUMBER

How many
lines have
been parsed
so far. This
value is not
reset per
message or
file.
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Foreign Stream Options for Parsing XML

Option Definition

PARSER This needs to be XML.

PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS An absolute XPATH query that finds the XML
element that becomes one row. No default.

<column_name>_XPATH An XPATH that finds the text that becomes the
value of the column of the same name. Examples
include   "RetailStoreID_XPATH"
'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/RetailStor

eID',

 "WorkstationID_XPATH"

'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/Workstatio

nID',

PARSER_XML_USE_ATTRIBUTES True/false (default is false). Specifies the default XPATH
query to find each column's data in a tuple. If false, the
column name is assigned from a child element's tag

name. If true, the default is @<column_name>,
meaning an attribute of the xml row element.

CUSTOM_TYPE_PARSER_<column_name> Allows overriding of individual column's parsing. Specifies
a fully qualified Java classname that
implements

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.TypeParser

Provenance Columns for Parsers 

When parsing XML data, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata for
the parsed data.

These are as follows:

Data Type
Name in s-Server
6.0.0

Name in s-Server 6.0.1 Value

BIGINT PARSE_POSITION SQLSTREAM_PROV_PARSE_POSITION

Parser
position
within
message of
last parse
error.

BIGINT PARSE_LINE_NUMBER SQLSTREAM_PROV_TEXT_PARSE_LINE_NUMBER

How many
lines have
been parsed
so far. This
value is not
reset per
message or
file.
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Foreign Stream Options for Parsing JSON Data

Option Definition

PARSER  This needs to be JSON.

ROW_PATH This is the JSON path for the row to be found. The JsonPath
parser uses a row path to find JSON objects containing a row,
then the path for each column is used to find the value to be
extracted.

<COLUMN_NAME>_PATH Optional for each column in the ECDA column set. This defaults
to $..<COLUMN_NAME>. Here, a column named 'FOO' would
have an option named FOO_PATH that defaulted to $..FOO which
would return the first property named FOO under the JSON object
found by the ROW_PATH.

COLUMN_MAPPING You can use this option to parse only some of the columns the
JSON data, or to reorder the columns from JSON data.  Example:
',COMMON_NAME,GENUS', would skip parsing the first column,
map the second column to a stream/table column called
COMMON_NAME, and the third to GENUS.

Foreign Stream Options for Parsing Key Values

Option Definition

PARSER This needs to be KV.

QUOTE_CHARACTER Lets you specify a different quote character, such as a
single quote ('). Default is double quote ("). 

KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER Lets you specify the character that connects keys and
values. Default is equals symbol (=)

SEPARATOR Lets you specify a character that separates key-value
pairs. Default is comma (,).

ROW_SEPARATOR Lets you specify a character that splits lines in the key-
value source. Default is \n.

Provenance Columns for Parsers 

When parsing key value data, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata
for the parsed data.

These are as follows:
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Data Type
Name in s-Server
6.0.0

Name in s-Server
6.0.1

Value

BIGINT PARSE_POSITION
SQLSTREAM_PROV_PAR
SE_POSITION

Parser position within
message of last parse
error.

VARCHAR(65535) PARSE_ERROR
SQLSTREAM_PROV_PAR
SE_ERROR

Description of parser
error.

BIGINT PARSE_LINE_NUMBER
SQLSTREAM_PROV_TEX
T_PARSE_LINE_NUMBE
R

How many lines have
been parsed so far. This
value is not reset per
message or file.

Foreign Stream Options for Parsing Avro

Option Definition

PARSER  This needs to be AVRO.

AVRO_SCHEMA_FILE Required option to specify the path for the schema file to
be used for parsing the Avro payload.

SCHEMA_HEADER Required Boolean option to indicate if the Avro schema is
embedded in the Avro data. This option needs to be set to
FALSE for data sources like Kafka or AMQP, where each
message can be one or more serialized Avro records
without a schema.

ROW_PATH This is the Avro path for the row to be found. The Avro
parser uses a row path to find Avro objects containing a
row, then the path for each column is used to find the
value to be extracted.

<COLUMN_NAME>_PATH Path for each column in the ECDA column set. This
defaults to $..<COLUMN_NAME>. Here, a column named
'FOO' would have an option named FOO_PATH that
defaulted to $..FOO which would return the first property
named FOO under the Avro object found by the
ROW_PATH.
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Foreign Stream Options for Parsing ProtoBuf 

Option Definition

PARSER 'PROTOBUF' 
Required. Indicates that ECD parser will parse files as protobuf.

SCHEMA_JAR Required. Jar containing compiled java classes created with the
Google protocol buffer compiler (protoc command), such as

unitsql/concurrent/plugins/common/protobufData/protobufpackag
e.jar. Locations are relative to $SQLSTREAM_HOME. See
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/javatutorial for
more details. 

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation
directory for s-Server, such as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX/s-
Server. 

SCHEMA_CLASS Required. Class name of outer protobuf record created with the
Google protocol buffer compiler (protoc command), such as

protobuf.PackageProto.protobuf.PackageProto$protobufPackage
. Locations are relative to $SQLSTREAM_HOME. See
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/javatutorial for
more details.

<column name>_PATH Not required. Lets you specify a path within the schema that maps to a
column in the foreign stream. If these are not specified, s-Server
populates a column using a field with the same name in the outer
level record .

MESSAGE_STREAM  True or false (defaults to false). This option tells the ProtoBuf parser

to expect multiple messages within a single payload, each preceded

by a bytes field containing their encoded length. When you set

MESSAGE_STREAM to true, s-Server will expect that messages will

be prefixed by this bytes field.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/javatutorial
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/javatutorial
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Foreign Stream Options for Parsing W3C Files

Option Definition

FORMAT Format specification, such as "%h %l %u %t "%r" %>s %b". See
http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod_log_config.html

Foreign Stream Options for Using the None Parser

Option Name Description

PARSER Must be set to NONE to use the None parser.

CHARACTER_ENCODING

Only applies with VARCHAR. Defaults to UTF_8. Defaults to UTF-8. See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.ht

ml

ROW_SEPARATOR

If ROW_SEPARATOR is specified, it should either be a string of HEX digit pairs

when going to VARBINARY or a string that encodes properly in the character

encoding being used.

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod_log_config.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.html
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Foreign Stream Options for Formatting Data

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting CSV Data

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be CSV.

WRITE_HEADER Whether to write the column names into a header row. True or

False. 

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to

'true'.

WRITE_HEADER Whether or not to write header information into the CSV data.

Defaults to 'false."

ROW_SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY Character separating rows in CSV data.

SEPARATOR Character separating values. Defaults to ","

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting XML Data
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Option name Description

FORMATTER This needs to be XML.

DOC_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to make as the root of the

XML document to write. Defaults to "batch".

ROW_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for each row of the XML

document's DOM. Defaults to "row".

DATA_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for each datum in a

row/tuple. You must define DATA_ELEMENTS or DATA_ATTRIBUTES  but not both.

Using both will produce inconsistent XML.

DATA_ATTRIBUTES Specifies a name of an attribute to add for each datum in a row/tuple. You must

define DATA_ELEMENTS or DATA_ATTRIBUTES but not both. Using both will

produce inconsistent XML.

<col_name>_ELEMENT

S

Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for a specific datum in

each row/tuple.

<col_name>_ATTRIBUT

ES

Specifies a name of an attribute to add for a specific column's datum in each

row/tuple.

CHARACTER_ENCODI

NG

Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE

_ROWTIME

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

Foreign Stream Option for Formatting JSON Data

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be JSON.

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIM

E

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.
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Foreign Stream Option for Formatting BSON Data

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be BSON.

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIM

E

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting Avro

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be AVRO.

AVRO_SCHEMA_LOCATION Required option to specify the path for the schema file to be used for formatting

the Avro payload.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_RO

WTIME

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

7.7 CREATE FOREIGN TABLE

A foreign table is a schema object that records the metadata necessary for Guavus s-Server
to be able to access a table (or similar data structure) in a remote database. A foreign table
can be used in SQL (both queries and updates) just like a local table.

The only option always required when defining a JDBC foreign table is TABLE_NAME (or
OBJECT). For servers which support multiple schemas, the SCHEMA_NAME option can be
specified at the table level to choose a schema other than the default. To use a foreign table,
you first need to define server information for the external database.
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Syntax

See also IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA.

Defining a Foreign Table

When you define a foreign table, you

1. Indicate a table and schema in the foreign database.

2. Declare columns that match those in the target database table.

You can set these options when you declare a server, and override these options in a table definition.
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Name Description

TABLE_NAME Name of the remote table.

SCHEMA_NAME Name of the remote schema.

BULK_LOAD Only valid when writing from a table. True or false. Defaults to false. 

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME

_LIMIT 

The number of milliseconds which may elapse between commits. Defaults to

1000 ms (1 second).

TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMI

T

The number of rows to batch up before committing. Defaults to 0.

Sample SQL

Like all tables, foreign tables need to be created within schemas. The following code first creates and

sets a schema called "MOCHI," then creates a foreign table called "regional_activity" which uses the

server defined above and indicates a schema in the foreign database called "public" and a table in the

foreign database called "regional_activity."

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "MOCHI"

SET SCHEMA 'MOCHI';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE "regional_activity"

    SERVER "Postgres_DB"

    OPTIONS (

        SCHEMA_NAME 'public'

--schema name in the foreign database

        TABLE_NAME 'regional_activity'

--table name in the foreign database

    ) DESCRIPTION 'per-city summary of suspicious activity';

7.8 CREATE FUNCTION

SQLstream provides a number of built-in functions, and also allows users to extend s-
Server's capabilities by means of user-defined functions (UDFs) and user-defined
transformations (UDXs). You define both using CREATE FUNCTION. Functions must be
declared within schemas, but can be added to a SQL path.

Values passed to (or returned from) a user-defined function or transformation must be exactly
the same data types as the corresponding parameter definitions. In other words, implicit
casting is not allowed in passing parameters to (or returning values from) a user-defined
function or a user-defined transform.

User-defined functions and transformations may be invoked using either the fully-qualified
name (<schema>.<function_name>) or by the function name alone if it exists in the current SQL
path (see SET PATH and CURRENT_PATH).
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s-Server follows standard SQL rules for how SQL scalar parameters in the CREATE
FUNCTION statement are mapped to Java method arguments. These are summarized in a
table below. See https://db.apache.org/derby/docs/10.12/ref/rrefsqljargmatching.html for more
details. 

User-Defined Function (UDF)

A user-defined function can implement complex calculations or interact with an external
system, taking zero or more scalar parameters and returning a scalar result. UDFs operate
like built-in functions such as FLOOR() or LOWER(). For each occurrence of a user-defined
function within a SQL statement, that UDF is called once per row with scalar parameters
(constants or column values in that row).

User-defined functions may be defined either directly in SQL, or externally with Java classes.

Note: any Java class referenced by a UDF must be explicitly defined as part of a package
(using a package clause in the source file for the Java class).

SQL Functions

Syntax

 CREATE FUNCTION ''<function_name>'' ( ''<parameter_list>'' )
  RETURNS ''<data type>''

  LANGUAGE SQL

  [ SPECIFIC ''<specific_function_name>'' ]

  [ [NOT] DETERMINISTIC ]

  CONTAINS SQL | READS SQL DATA | MODIFIES SQL DATA

  [ RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT | CALLED ON NULL INPUT ]

  RETURN ''<SQL-defined function body>''

SPECIFIC assigns a specific function name that is unique within the database. Note that the
regular function name does not need to be unique (two or more functions may share the
same name, as long as they are distinguishable by their parameter list). The specific name
may not be used to invoke the function, but is useful when dropping a function (see DROP
FUNCTION) when the regular function name is not unique.

DETERMINISTIC / NOT DETERMINISTIC indicates whether a function will always return the
same result for a given set of parameter values. This may be used internally in query
optimization.

READS SQL DATA and MODIFIES SQL DATA indicate whether the function potentially reads
or modifies SQL data, respectively. If a function attempts to read data from tables, streams,
or views without READS SQL DATA being specified, or insert to a stream or modify a table
without MODIFIES SQL DATA being specified, an exception will be raised.

RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT and CALLED ON NULL INPUT indicate whether the
function is defined as returning null if any of its parameters are null. If left unspecified, the
default is CALLED ON NULL INPUT.

A SQL-defined function body consists only of a single RETURN statement.

https://db.apache.org/derby/docs/10.12/ref/rrefsqljargmatching.html
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Examples

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN degrees - FLOOR(degrees)

;

Java Functions

Syntax

 CREATE FUNCTION <function_name> ( <parameter_list> )

  RETURNS <built-in scalar type>

  LANGUAGE  JAVA

  PARAMETER STYLE [SYSTEM DEFINED] JAVA

  [ SPECIFIC ''<specific_function_name>'' ]

  [ [NOT] DETERMINISTIC ]

  NO SQL

  [ RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT | CALLED ON NULL INPUT ]

  EXTERNAL NAME ['class <fully qualified static method name> '

  | '<qualified jar name>:<fully qualified static method name>']

Any parameters to a Java-defined external function must be specified using built-in data
types. While the Java function can return a value, changes to any values passed to the
function as parameters only exist internal to the Java function. They are not passed back to
the calling SQL.

SPECIFIC assigns a specific function name that is unique within the database. Note that the
regular function name does not need to be unique (two or more functions may share the
same name, as long as they are distinguishable by their parameter list). The specific name
may not be used to invoke the function, but is useful when dropping a function (see DROP
FUNCTION) when the regular function name is not unique.

DETERMINISTIC / NOT DETERMINISTIC indicates whether a function will always return the
same result for a given set of parameter values. This may be used internally in query
optimization.

RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT and CALLED ON NULL INPUT indicate whether the
function is defined as returning null if any of its parameters are null. If left unspecified, the
default is CALLED ON NULL INPUT.

EXTERNAL NAME is used to define where Guavus s-Server should look for the Java class
implementing the function. Java-defined external functions must be located either in a class
file on Guavus s-Server's Java classpath, or in an external Java archive (JAR) file loaded into
the system using CREATE JAR. In the latter case, the qualified jar name is the name given to
the jar as part of CREATE FUNCTION. If the jar name was not defined in the current schema,
then the fully qualified <schema>.<jar name> format must be used.

The Java class containing the method must live inside a package. 

The following EXTERNAL NAME clauses will work:

EXTERNAL NAME '"FOO_SCHEMA":foo.VarbinaryFunctions.toUTF8String'
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EXTERNAL NAME '"FOO_SCHEMA":foo.bar.VarbinaryFunctions.toUTF8String'

but the following declaration will raise an error when you try to invoke the function:

EXTERNAL NAME '"FOO_SCHEMA":VarbinaryFunctions.toUTF8String'

Examples

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getFraction'

;

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getFraction'

;

Note that the above examples only cover the CREATE FUNCTION call. To fully define a Java
UDF, you need to create and define a Java class (such as
com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree) using CREATE JAR. See the topic GeoLocation: An
Example of User-Defined Functions  in the s-Server Integration Guide for full examples
covering the entire process.

User-Defined Transformation (UDX)

A user-defined transform is a user-defined function that returns a set of rows or a stream of
rows. Its input arguments can be scalars or cursors. A cursor is an object representing a
subquery, which the user-defined transform can use to read the subquery results. The
subquery can be relational or streaming.

A user-defined transform is always implemented by a Java class, which must be located in a
java package.

A UDX is declared by a CREATE FUNCTION statement, much like a user-defined function.

The salient differences are:

· A scalar input is declared as a parameter with a scalar type, just as for a UDF.

· A subquery input, whether relational or streaming, is declared with type CURSOR.

· The rowtype of a cursor is not stated. Indeed, the rowtype of a cursor is dynamic, and
is bound when the user-defined transform is applied to a subquery.

· In practical use, a user-defined transform is written in Java to expect specific
rowtypes. There is no way to state this constraint in the DDL.

· The output of a user-defined transform is a virtual table or stream. The output
columns and types are specified in a RETURNS TABLE clause.
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· When a user-defined transform has an input CURSOR c, the output rowtype can say
c.*   to mean, all the columns from that input, in the same order as in the catalog.

· A user-defined transform can take any number of relational inputs, and can process
their rows in any order (fetching all of one first, and then moving on to the next, or
interleaving fetches).

· UDX output is not tied to input processing. A user-defined transform can emit rows as
needed.

UDXes, Streams, and Rowtimes

A stream always has a rowtime column. Therefore, a cursor based on a streaming query will
have a rowtime, but a cursor based on a relational query will not. As a result, the SQL that
calls the UDX differs:

CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ....)  has a rowtime

CURSOR(SELECT ....)  has no rowtime.

The declaration of a UDX states its output rowtype, although with the "c.*" construct the
output can depend dynamically on the input type. The rowtype of an input cursor is always
dynamic.

A UDX is required to set the value of every output column, matching its declared data type.
ROWTIME is special:

· It occurs only in streaming context;

· It is never null and never decreases;

· The UDX may set it (often by copying the ROWTIME from an input cursor); OR

· The UDX may skip it, which means the system will set it to the current time.

Good practice for coding a Java UDX is:

· Check the rowtype of inputs (java.sql.ResultSet) and of the output
(java.sql.PreparedStatement).

· Refer to columns by name, not position.

· An output ROWTIME indicates the UDX has been called in a streaming context.

Syntax

CREATE FUNCTION ''function_name'' ( ''parameter_list'' )

   RETURNS TABLE ( ''TableFunctionColumnList'' )

   LANGUAGE  JAVA

   PARAMETER STYLE JAVA

   [ SPECIFIC ''specific_function_name''  | [NOT] DETERMINISTIC ]

   NO SQL

   [ RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT | CALLED ON NULL INPUT ]

   EXTERNAL NAME ['class <fully qualified class name> '

                | ' <qualified jar name>:<fully qualified class name> ']
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SPECIFIC assigns a specific function name that is unique within the database. Note that the
regular function name does not need to be unique (two or more functions may share the
same name, as long as they are distinguishable by their parameter list). The specific name
may not be used to invoke the function, but is useful when dropping a function (see DROP
FUNCTION) when the regular function name is not unique.

DETERMINISTIC / NOT DETERMINISTIC indicates whether a function will always return the
same result for a given set of parameter values. This may be used internally in query
optimization.

RETURNS NULL ON NULL INPUT and CALLED ON NULL INPUT indicate whether the
function is defined as returning null if any of its parameters are null. If left unspecified, the
default is CALLED ON NULL INPUT.

EXTERNAL NAME is used to define where Guavus s-Server should look for the public Java
class implementing the UDX. Java-defined external functions must be located either in a
class file on Guavus s-Server's Java classpath, or in an external Java archive (JAR) file
loaded into the system using CREATE JAR. In the latter case, the qualified jar name is the
name given to the jar as part of CREATE FUNCTION. If the jar name was not defined in the
current schema, then the fully qualified <schema>.<jar name> format must be used.

Examples

The following examples only cover the CREATE FUNCTION call. To fully define a Java UDX,
the Java class specified in the EXTERNAL NAME clause must also be created and loaded
into Guavus s-Server. See the SDK topic of the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for full
examples covering the entire process.

The examples presented in this topic refer to the following stream definitions:

CREATE STREAM transmitStream (

    bytesSent INTEGER,

    data_sent VARBINARY(1024));

CREATE STREAM receiveStream (

    bytesRecieved INTEGER,

    data_received VARBINARY(1024));

Installing the UDX 

Before you can call a UDX as a function, you first need to install it.

We recommend building the UDX with mvn package or mvn install

In your pom add the following property override:

<properties>

<plugin.factory>your.PluginFactorySubclassname</plugin.factory>

</properties>

Build the plugin by invoking the following code. The makeTarball.sh script is available in /s-
Server/examples/sdk/makeTarball.sh.

makeTarball.sh <plugin dir name>
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Unpack this tarball into the directory /$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins.

Next, add code along the following lines to your SQL script to install the JAR:

CREATE JAR "SimpleUDX"

    LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/simpleUDX.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file

Alternately, you can use a prepackaged script called makeTarball.sh. This script runs mvn
package and adds a CREATE OR REPLACE JAR statement to install.sql, which you can
then run to install the UDF. makeTarball.sh is located here:

/s-Server/examples/sdk/makeTarball.sh

Unpack the tarball into the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins.

In the created directory, you should find install.sql. To install your plugin, invoke sqllineClient
(available in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin) with this script.

Declaring UDXs in s-Server 

In order for UDXs to be available in s-Server, you need to declare them in SQL. See the topic
CREATE FUNCTION in the Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. The following
code declares a UDX for the JAR defined above.

This example shows the declaration and use of a UDX that has three inputs: one scalar
integer value and two query expressions. Also note that in this example the output is fixed at 3
columns.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION crossRef(bias INTEGER, c1 CURSOR, c2 CURSOR)

 RETURNS TABLE(leftVal INTEGER, rightVal INTEGER, position DECIMAL(9,2))

 LANGUAGE JAVA

 PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

 NO SQL

 EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.udxsample.UdxSample.crossRef';

Usage:

SELECT STREAM res.position

FROM TABLE(crossRef( 33, CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM transmitStream),

CURSOR(SELECT TREAM * FROM recieveStream))) AS res;

Output Row:

leftVal INTEGER

rightVal INTEGER

position DECIMAL(9,2)

The following example has two relational inputs. The output row consists of all

columns defined by both CURSORs as well as an additional DECIMAL column.

Note: In functions with multiple relational inputs, column names must be distinct for

each relational input.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION confirmResults(c1 CURSOR, c2 CURSOR)

 RETURNS TABLE(c1.*, c2.*, confidence DECIMAL(5,2))

 LANGUAGE JAVA

 PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

 NO SQL

 EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.udxsample.UdxSample.confirmResults';
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Usage:

SELECT STREAM res.position

FROM TABLE(confirmResults(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM transmitStream),

CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM receiveStream))) AS res;

Output Row:

bytesSent INTEGER

data_sent VARBINARY(1024)

bytesRecieved INTEGER

data_received VARBINARY(1024)

confidence DECIMAL(5,2)

Mapping SQL Scalar Parameters to Java Method Arguments

s-Server follows the SQL standard in regards to mapping SQL scalar parameters to Java
method arguments. These are described in detail here 

https://db.apache.org/derby/docs/10.12/ref/rrefsqljargmatching.html and summarized in the
table below.

Note: s-Server does not support the creation of columns with interval data types. This is
consistent with the JDBC specification, which also does not have support for the INTERVAL
data type.

SQL Type Primitive Match Wrapper Match

BOOLEAN boolean java.lang.Boolean

SMALLINT short java.lang.Integer

INTEGER int java.lang.Integer

BIGINT long java.lang.Long

DECIMAL None java.math.BigDecimal

NUMERIC None java.math.BigDecimal

REAL float java.lang.Float

DOUBLE double java.lang.Double

FLOAT double java.lang.Double

CHAR None java.lang.String

VARCHAR None java.lang.String

CHAR byte[] None

DATE None java.sql.Date

TIME None java.sql.Time

TIMESTAMP None java.sql.Timestamp

https://db.apache.org/derby/docs/10.12/ref/rrefsqljargmatching.html
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7.9 CREATE JAR

SQLstream supports the creation of user-defined functions defined externally in Java JAR
files. These external JAR files are loaded into Guavus s-Server using CREATE JAR, and
unloaded using DROP JAR.

See also the topic CREATE FUNCTION in this guide.

Syntax

CREATE [OR REPLACE] JAR <qualified-jar-name>

[SYSTEM] LIBRARY <jar-url>

OPTIONS (<integer>)

"SYSTEM" should only be added for libraries that reference SQLstream internal APIs.

The OPTIONS clause will be supported in a future version; at this time the only valid
OPTIONS value is zero.

If the <qualified-jar-name> does not include a schema prefix, it will be created in the current
schema.

Examples

Load a jar file located in /home/aspen/gps.jar with the jar name GPSFuncsJavaLib in the current
schema:

CREATE JAR GPSFuncsJavaLib LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar' OPTIONS(0);

7.10 CREATE PUMP

The CREATE PUMP statement creates a pump, either in the specified schema (if the
qualified-pump-name includes a schema name) or in the current schema. 

A pump is a SQLstream schema object (an extension of the SQL standard) that provides a
continuously running INSERT INTO stream SELECT ... FROM query functionality, thereby
enabling the results of a query to be continuously entered into a named stream. You can also
use a MERGE statement for the INSERT INTO clause, but only if you are inserting into a
table. The topic MERGE in this guide provides an example of using a MERGE statement with
a pump. See the topics SELECT statement and INSERT statement in this guide for more
details.

You need to specify a column list for both the query and the named stream (these imply a set
of source-target pairs). These column lists need to match in terms of datatype, or the SQL
validator will reject them. (These need not list all columns in the target stream; you can set up
a pump for one column.)

All pumps are created as STOPPED by default. You can also specify that they be created as
STARTED. We recommend creating pumps as STOPPED and then using the ALTER
statement to start them.
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Note: You cannot create pumps with cyclic references--that is, pumps that feed streams
from which their own data has originated. s-Server will return an error if you try to create such
a pump. See Pumps and Cyclic References below.

Syntax

 CREATE [ OR REPLACE ] PUMP [<schema-name>].<pump-name> [ STARTED ]
                       [ DESCRIPTION '<string-literal>' ] AS <streaming-insert>

where <streaming-insert> is an insert statement such as:

INSERT INTO ''stream-name'' SELECT stream "columns" FROM <source stream>

Note: Schema name is optional if you have already set a schema.

Syntax Chart

Example

The following code first creates and sets a schema, then creates two streams in this
schema: 

· "OrderDataWithCreateTime" which will serve as the origin stream for the pump.

· "OrderData" which will serve as the destination stream for the pump.

CREATE SCHEMA "Test";

SET SCHEMA '"Test"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderDataWithCreateTime" (

"key_order" VARCHAR(20),

"key_user" VARCHAR(20),

"key_billing_country" VARCHAR(20),

"key_product" VARCHAR(20),

"quantity" INTEGER,

"eur" DOUBLE,
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"usd" DOUBLE)

DESCRIPTION 'Creates origin stream for pump';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "OrderData" (

"key_order" VARCHAR(20),

"key_user" VARCHAR(20),

"country" VARCHAR(20),

"key_product" VARCHAR(20),

"quantity" INTEGER,

"eur" DOUBLE,

"usd" DOUBLE)

DESCRIPTION 'Creates destination stream for pump';

The following code uses these two streams to create a pump. Data is selected from
"OrderDataWithCreateTime" and inserted into "OrderData".

CREATE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "200-ConditionedOrdersPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP [..] START to start it

INSERT INTO "Test"."OrderData" (

"key_order", "key_user", "country",

"key_product", "quantity", "eur", "usd")

--note that this list matches that of the query

SELECT STREAM

"key_order", "key_user", "key_billing_country",

"key_product", "quantity", "eur", "usd"

--note that this list matches that of the insert statement

FROM "Test"."OrderDataWithCreateTime";

To start writing data, use the following code. The code below ALTERS the pump using a
qualified pump name (schema and pump).

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."200-ConditionedOrdersPump" START;

For more detail, see the topic Pumps, Streams, and Processing Pipelines in the s-Server
Concepts Guide. 

Pumps and Cyclic References

The nature of streaming data means that streaming applications work in pipelines, with
multiple streams connected by pumps. For example, you might have stream 1 that ingests
data from a log file; stream 2 that enriches this data by joining it with data from an RDBMS
system; stream 3 that performs analysis on this data; and stream 4 that provides data for
StreamLab or another visualization application.

s-Server disallows cyclic references, that is, pumps that feed earlier streams from later
streams. In the example above, you could not add an additional pump that feeds stream 1
from stream 4. When you execute a CREATE PUMP statement, s-Server checks for cyclic
references and returns an error if it finds any.

Topological Sort

To determine cyclic reference, we do a topological sort of all existing pumps to determine if
they are cyclic. The nature of streaming data means that streaming applications work in
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pipelines, with multiple streams connected by pumps. For example, you might have stream 1
that ingests data from a log file; stream 2 that enriches this data by joining it with data from an
RDBMS system; stream 3 that performs analysis on this data; and stream 4 that provides
data for StreamLab or another visualization application. Here, the following pumps operate:

· Pump #1 between streams 1 and 2

· Pump #2 between streams 2 and 3 

· Pump #3 between streams 3 and 4.

These streams represent a topological order, and in order for the application to function
correctly, pumps need to start in order. s-Server automatically when you use ALTER PUMP.

7.11 CREATE VIEW

Views are reusable definitions of queries. They are similar to database views, but are
compiled once and continue to process incoming data rows in real time. (Database views are
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compiled each time the query is executed. The diagram at the right is an example of the
CREATE VIEW statement that shows its general structure by example. 

As with a database view, you can SELECT from a view.
Because the view continues to process data, the results of
SELECT from a view are the same as if the original query were
run. For example, if you created a view to get all products, you
might use the following code:

CREATE VIEW all_prod AS SELECT * FROM products

Later, whenever "all_prod" is invoked, as in 

SELECT * FROM "all_prod" WHERE CategoryName='Shoes'

the data from "all_prod" will read as if the original query--
SELECT * FROM products--were run.

In many respects, streaming views are coded like database
views, but 1) they continually update and 2) SQLstream views
can only be selected, not written to.

Usefulness of views

Streaming views are like "macros" and are extremely useful
for expanding a complex query in streaming SQL, more useful
than they are in an RDBMS context.

While views are used in RDBMS systems, to implement joins
or simplify access to a large table, they are used in more
specific ways in streaming SQL.

Because Guavus s-Server is effective at listening to data at
different points in a series of processing steps, chained views
allow you to "listen" (SELECT) to data from one or more
streams, foreign streams or views. Each view can perform filters, transformations, or
analysis, and can produce results for "downstream" listeners. Each named view is then
available for other listeners--internal pipelines or external clients--to SELECT. This allows you
to break down a complex business pipeline into easily understood chunks, which can be
selected at any time.

Limitations

All views are currently read-only - insert or update through views (even simple views) is not
supported.
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Syntax

7.12 CREATE PROCEDURE

Procedures are a type of routine invoked explicitly via the SQL CALL statement. Procedures
are not associated with a particular data type (they do not return a value), and they cannot be
used in SQL row expressions. An SQL-invoked procedure is similar to a C++ free function
with void return type.

Syntax

 CREATE PROCEDURE <qualified-procedure-name> ( [ <procedure-param-def>, ... ] )
   LANGUAGE JAVA

   [ PARAMETER STYLE JAVA ]

   [ [ SPECIFIC <specific-name>

   [ NO SQL | CONTAINS SQL | READS SQL DATA | MODIFIES SQL DATA ]

   EXTERNAL NAME '<external-name>'

   [ EXTERNAL SECURITY { DEFINER | INVOKER | IMPLEMENTATION DEFINED } ]

   <procedure-param-def> := [IN] <param-name> <data-type>

Notes:

· In specifying procedures, LANGUAGE must be specified as JAVA.

· The optional PARAMETER STYLE, if specified, must be JAVA.

· The optional specification regarding SQL usage must, if specified, say NO SQL.

· SPECIFIC, however, can specify a name, which is used as an additional name by
which an overloaded routine is known in the catalog.
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Using SPECIFIC to specify a name allows a routine to be referenced by that specific name
without having to include its full signature.

Limitations

SQLstream only supports IN parameters - INOUT and OUT parameters are not supported.

Example

CREATE PROCEDURE set_java_property(IN name varchar(128),IN val varchar(128))

LANGUAGE JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.yourcompany.TestUDR.setSystemProperty';

Assuming a jar in the s-Server classpath with

public static void setSystemProperty(String name, String value)

    {

        System.setProperty(name, value);

    }

Then:

CALL set_java_property("VAR", "VALUE");

would set the "VAR" system property in the JVM of the s-Server.

See also the topic Software Development Kit in this guide.

7.13 CREATE USER

Syntax

CREATE USER <user> [IDENTIFIED BY ‘aPassword’] DEFAULT CATALOG localdb;

This will create a new non-administrator user that by default will not have access to any system tables or

functions (even in non-sandboxed environments).

Only the creator of an object or schema (or the administrator) is allowed to drop or alter it.

Granting Users Permissions

Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to foreign streams and tables, as well as

system tables and streams or views based on system tables and streams:

GRANT <permission> { , <permission> }

ON <table, stream or view>

TO <user>;
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Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to system functions:

GRANT EXECUTE ON SPECIFIC FUNCTION <function> TO <user>;

List of Permissions

Permission Repository objects to which permission applies

Select Tables, streams, views 

Insert Tables, streams

Update Tables

Delete Streams

Execute User-defined routines ( user defined functions, user defined procedures, or user

defined transforms)

8 DELETE

Syntax

 DELETE FROM <table>

 [AS <identifier>]

  [WHERE <condition>]

For more detail, see the topic condition in this guide.

Syntax Chart
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Examples

The following two examples illustrate use of the DELETE command, one with the simple
condition of matching a name and the other whose condition includes a separate select
command within the WHERE clause.

 DELETE FROM sales.emps

 WHERE  ename = 'Bert'

 DELETE FROM emps

 WHERE age = (select max(age)

              from emps)

Limitations

SQLstream does not allow delete from a foreign table, and DELETE does not apply to
streams.

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> select table_name,

                      tablespace_name from test1 where table_name='NEW_PARAMS';

+-------------+------------------+

| TABLE_NAME  | TABLESPACE_NAME  |

+-------------+------------------+

| NEW_PARAMS  | SYSTEM           |

+-------------+------------------+

1 row selected (0.234 seconds)

0: jdbc:farrago:rmi://localhost> delete from test1 where table_name='NEW_PARAMS';

Details: reason is [Node's traits (NONE) do not match required traits (ITERATOR)];

while preparing statement [delete from test1 where table_name='NEW_PARAMS'].

(state=,code=0)

9 DROP statements

The pages that follow discuss the DROP statements that SQLstream contains:

· DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER

· DROP FOREIGN STREAM

· DROP FOREIGN TABLE

· DROP FUNCTION

· DROP JAR

· DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER

· DROP PROCEDURE

· DROP PUMP

· DROP SCHEMA

· DROP SERVER
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· DROP STREAM

· DROP VIEW

9.1 DROP SCHEMA

DROP SCHEMA drops a schema previously set up using CREATE SCHEMA.

Syntax

Notes

If the schema contains any objects, the command will fail unless the CASCADE option is
specified. The default is RESTRICT.

Examples

 0: jdbc:sqlstream:> create schema fred;

 No rows affected (0.227 seconds)

 0: jdbc:sqlstream:> create table fred.test(c1 varchar(4), primary key (c1));

 No rows affected (1.169 seconds)

 0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop schema fred;

 Error: Dropping schema "LOCALDB"."FRED" requires CASCADE because

                  other objects still reference it (state=,code=0)

 0: jdbc:sqlstream:>

 0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop schema fred cascade;

 No rows affected (0.992 seconds)

9.2 DROP SERVER

DROP SERVER removes the definition of a server recorded by CREATE SERVER.
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Syntax

Notes

If there are any objects defined that reference the server (for example, any foreign streams or
tables), then they must be removed prior to dropping the server, or the CASCADE option
must be specified. RESTRICT is the default.

Examples

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop server "Southwind Oracle";

No rows affected (0.502 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop server "Northwind DB";

Error: Dropping data server "SYS_BOOT"."Northwind DB" requires CASCADE because

                other objects still reference it (state=,code=0)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:>

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop server "Northwind DB" cascade;

No rows affected (3.84 seconds)

9.3 DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER

DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER removes the definition of a data wrapper that was
recorded by CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER.

Syntax

 DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER <wrappername> [ CASCADE | RESTRICT ]
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Notes

The local or foreign data wrapper cannot be dropped if any servers are defined that depend
upon it - unless the CASCADE option is specified, in which case all dependent servers (and
any objects depending on those servers, directly or indirectly) are dropped at the same time
as the data wrapper. The default option is RESTRICT.

Examples

 -- drop a wrapper that has no dependencies

 DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER gmail;

 -- error if there are dependencies

 DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER jms_bridge RESTRICT

 -- force drop all dependent servers, streams, tables

 DROP FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER esb_gateway CASCADE

9.4 DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER

DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER removes the definition of a data wrapper that was recorded
by Create Local Data Wrapper.

Syntax

 DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER <wrappername> [ CASCADE | RESTRICT ]
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Notes

The local data wrapper cannot be dropped if any servers are defined that depend upon it -
unless the CASCADE option is specified, in which case all dependent servers (and any
objects depending on those servers, directly or indirectly) are dropped at the same time as
the data wrapper. The default option is RESTRICT.

System-defined local wrappers should not be dropped. One example is SYS_JDBC.

Examples

 -- Drop a wrapper that has no dependencies
 DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER gmail;

 -- Error if there are dependencies

 DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER jms_bridge RESTRICT

 -- Force drop all dependent servers, streams, tables

 DROP LOCAL DATA WRAPPER esb_gateway CASCADE

9.5 DROP STREAM

DROP STREAM removes the definition of a (local) stream previously defined by CREATE
STREAM. Note that foreign streams must be dropped using DROP FOREIGN STREAM.
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Syntax

Notes

If any objects (such as a view or pump) depend upon the stream, the drop will fail unless the
CASCADE option is specified. The default option is RESTRICT.

Example

In the following example, pump "emailSuspectTransactions" is defined as:

CREATE PUMP "emailSuspectTransactions" AS

INSERT INTO "LOCALDB"."EDAMAME"."Alerts" ("recipient", "subject", "body")

(SELECT STREAM "EmailAlertContent"."recipient"

             , "EmailAlertContent"."subject"

             , "EmailAlertContent"."body"

FROM "LOCALDB"."EDAMAME"."EmailAlertContent" AS "EmailAlertContent")

Neither the stream edamame."Alerts" nor the (stream) view edamame."EmailAlertContent"
can be dropped unless the CASCADE option is specified, because they are both referenced
by the definition of this pump.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> set schema 'edamame';

No rows affected (0.27 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop stream "Alerts";

Error: Dropping foreign stream "EDAMAME"."Alerts" requires CASCADE because

                          other objects still reference it (state=,code=0)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> drop view "EmailAlertContent";

Error: Dropping view "EDAMAME"."EmailAlertContent" requires CASCADE because

                           other objects still reference it (state=,code=0)

9.6 DROP FOREIGN STREAM

DROP FOREIGN STREAM removes the definition of a foreign stream previously defined by
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM.
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Syntax

Notes

The foreign stream will not be dropped if any other objects (views or pumps) depend upon it -
unless the CASCADE option specified. The default is RESTRICT.

9.7 DROP PUMP

DROP PUMP removes the definition of a data pump previously defined using CREATE
PUMP.

Syntax

Notes

There is no CASCADE or RESTRICT option for dropping pumps, as there is no way that any
other object can depend on a pump.
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9.8 DROP VIEW

DROP VIEW removes the definition of a view recorded by CREATE VIEW.

Syntax

Notes

The DROP will fail if there are any objects (for example, another view or a pump) that depend
on the view - unless the CASCADE option is specified. The default is RESTRICT.

Example

The first attempt to drop X fails (because view Y depends on view X). The second attempt,
with the CASCADE option, succeeds - and also drops view Y as a consequence.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> CREATE VIEW X AS SELECT * FROM TEST_TABLE;

No rows affected (1.552 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> SELECT * FROM X;

+-----+------------+

| ID  | TEXTVALUE  |

+-----+------------+

+-----+------------+

No rows selected (4.046 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> CREATE VIEW Y AS SELECT * FROM X;

No rows affected (2.103 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> DROP VIEW X;

Error: Dropping view "TEST"."X" requires CASCADE because

        other objects still reference it (state=,code=0)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> DROP VIEW X CASCADE;

No rows affected (0.752 seconds)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> SELECT * FROM Y;

Error: At line 1, column 15: Table 'Y' not found (state=,code=0)

0: jdbc:sqlstream:>
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9.9 DROP FUNCTION

DROP FUNCTION removes the definition of a user -efined function from the database.

For more detail, see the topic CREATE FUNCTION in this guide.

Syntax

Notes

If SPECIFIC is specified, the system will look for the function by its specific name. This is
necessary when several isomorphs with the same function name but different signatures
exist. For more information on SPECIFIC names, see the topic CREATE FUNCTION in this
guide.

If the CASCADE option is chosen, all dependent objects (which could be functions or
procudures which directly or indirectly call the function, or views or pumps which reference
the function directly or indirectly) are also removed.

If the RESTRICT option is chosen, an exception will be raised and the function will not be
dropped if any other objects (functions, procedures, views or pumps) depend on it.

If neither CASCADE nor RESTRICT is explicitly chosen, the default is RESTRICT.

Examples

 -- drop a function by name

 DROP FUNCTION math.factorial

 -- drop a function by its specific name

 DROP SPECIFIC FUNCTION binomial

9.10 DROP JAR

SQLstream supports the creation of user-defined functions defined externally in Java archive
(JAR) files. These external JAR files are loaded into Guavus s-Server using CREATE JAR,
and unloaded using DROP JAR.

For more detail, see the topic DROP FUNCTION in this guide.
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Syntax

 DROP JAR <qualified-jar-name> OPTIONS( <integer> ) [CASCADE | RESTRICT ]

Notes

The OPTIONS clause exists for future use; at this time the only valid OPTIONS value is zero.

If RESTRICT is specified, and classes in the JAR file are still being referenced by other
objects in the system (such as a user defined function created using CREATE FUNCTION),
an exception will occur and the JAR file will not be unloaded.

If CASCADE is specified, and classes in the JAR file are still being referenced by other
objects in the system (such as a user defined function created using CREATE FUNCTION),
the JAR file will be unloaded and any objects that depend on it will be deleted.

If neither RESTRICT nor CASCADE is explicitly specified, the default behavior is RESTRICT.

Examples

Assume a jar file as loaded into the system using:

CREATE JAR gpsJar LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar' OPTIONS(0);

Unload the jar file /home/aspen/gps.jar if it is not currently being referenced:

DROP JAR gpsJar OPTIONS(0);

Unload the jar file /home/aspen/gps.jar and any functions that reference it:

DROP JAR gpsJar OPTIONS(0) CASCADE;

9.11 DROP PROCEDURE

DROP PROCEDURE removes the definition of a procedure recorded by CREATE
PROCEDURE.

Syntax
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Notes

A procedure cannot be dropped if any other objects (procedures, functions, views or pumps)
depend on it directly or indirectly - unless the CASCADE option is specified. The default is
RESTRICT.

If a procedure has several isomorphs, it is necessary to distinguish between them using a
SPECIFIC name - as the DROP PROCEDURE statement does not allow the specification of
a signature. For more information on SPECIFIC names see the topic CREATE
PROCEDURE in this guide.

9.12 DROP FOREIGN TABLE

DROP FOREIGN TABLE removes the definition of a foreign table that was previously
registered by CREATE FOREIGN TABLE or IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA.

Syntax

Notes

Dropping the foreign table definition within SQLstream does not cause the foreign table at the
remote database to be dropped; it merely removes the table's metadata from the SQLstream
data dictionary.

If any objects (such as views or pumps) depend on the foreign stream, it cannot be dropped
unless the CASCADE option is selected. The default option is RESTRICT.

Examples

SET SCHEMA 'northwind';

DROP FOREIGN TABLE orders;

DROP FOREIGN TABLE southwind.products;

DROP FOREIGN TABLE localdb.sap.expenses;
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10 EXPLAIN PLAN

EXPLAIN PLAN shows how a query will be evaluated.

Syntax

 <explain> :=

     EXPLAIN PLAN

         [ <explain-detail-level> ]

         [ <explain-depth> ]

         [ AS XML ]

         FOR <query-or-DML>

 <explain-detail-level> :=

     INCLUDING [ ALL ] ATTRIBUTES

   | EXCLUDING ATTRIBUTES

 <explain-depth> :=

   WITH IMPLEMENTATION

   | WITH TYPE

   | WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION

 <query-or-DML> :=

     <query>

   | <insert>

   | <delete>
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EXPLAIN PLAN FOR <query-or-DML> shows the optimizer plan.

Defaults

· INCLUDING ATTRIBUTES

· WITH IMPLEMENTATION.

Options

· INCLUDING ALL ATTRIBUTES provides any additional attributes, for example, cost.

o EXCLUDING ATTRIBUTES shows relational operator names only.

· WITH IMPLEMENTATION, the default, yields an optimized plan with all physical
operators.

o WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION yields the unoptimized abstract relational plan.

· AS XML yields detailed output in element-oriented XML.

Results

The default mode is WITH IMPLEMENTATION, for which the optimizer produces a final
physical plan.

Specifying WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION causes EXPLAIN PLAN to stop after translating the
SQL statement into logical relational algebra and to return a pure algebraic expression. The
explanation is returned as a normal result set with a single VARCHAR column, each row
representing a plan node of some kind.

Specifying WITH TYPE causes EXPLAIN PLAN to print the names and datatypes of the result
columns (including nullability).

If AS XML is specified, then the plan structure is deeper: nodes may represent individual
attributes of plan operators. If AS XML is not specified, then each line represents either

· a physical execution stream node (for WITH IMPLEMENTATION)

or

· a relational algebra operator (for WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION).

Specifying EXCLUDING ATTRIBUTES instead causes EXPLAIN PLAN to display only
operator names. The default detail level is INCLUDING ATTRIBUTES, whereas pecifying
INCLUDING ALL ATTRIBUTES adds additional attributes to the output, such as cost.

Examples

Let's start by seeing how SQL gets converted into relational algebra. If you're using sqlline,
you may want to maximize your shell window because lines of the plan can be very long, and
setting the output format to csv lets you see full lines of output (or folds lines-too-long into the
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next line). The output appears immediately below the conclusion of the EXPLAIN PLAN
command, set off by single quotes.

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan without implementation for

select depts.name as dname,emps.name as ename

from sales.emps inner join sales.depts

on emps.deptno=depts.deptno

order by 1,2;

'column0'

'SortRel(sort0=[$0], sort1=[$1], dir0=[Ascending], dir1=[Ascending])'

'  ProjectRel(DNAME=[$11], ENAME=[$1])'

'    JoinRel(condition=[=($2, $10)], joinType=[inner])'

'      TableAccessRel(table=@@[[LOCALDB, SALES, EMPS]]@@)'

'      TableAccessRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, DEPTS]])'

5 rows selected

So far, this is fairly easy to read. The query tree structure is rendered via indentation level, so
the two instances of TableAccessRel are the leaves feeding into the JoinRel. The attributes of
the join are the join condition ("[=($2, $10)], that is, parameters 2 and 10 equal) and join type
(inner, left outer, etc).

The join condition can be a bit confusing. The dollar-sign expressions refer to 0-based column
ordinals within the input to the join, in this case corresponding to the DEPTNO column on
either side. The join input is the result of concatenating the row from the left side of the join
with the corresponding row from right side. Since the first table in the join is EMPS, $2 refers to
the third column in the concatenated input, which is the third column in EMPS: emps.deptno.
Since there are 10 columns in EMPS, $10 refers to the 11th column of the concatenated input,
which is the first column in DEPTS: depts.deptno. The following code shows the table
definitions:

 CREATE TABLE depts(
     deptno INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

     name VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL CONSTRAINT depts_unique_name UNIQUE);

 CREATE TABLE emps(

     empno INTEGER NOT NULL,

     name VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,

     deptno INTEGER NOT NULL,

     gender CHAR(1) DEFAULT 'M',

     city VARCHAR(128),

     empid INTEGER NOT NULL UNIQUE,

     age INTEGER,

     public_key VARBINARY(50),

     slacker BOOLEAN,

     manager BOOLEAN NOT NULL,

     PRIMARY KEY (deptno,empno))

 CREATE INDEX emps_ux ON emps(name);

The same dollar-sign convention is used throughout the plan.

Producing a physical plan

Now, let's tell the optimizer to go all the way and produce a physical plan:

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan for
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select depts.name as dname,emps.name as ename

from sales.emps inner join sales.depts

on emps.deptno=depts.deptno

order by 1,2;

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

'  FennelSortRel(key=[[0, 1]], discardDuplicates=[false])'

'    AspenCalcRel(expr#0..11=[{inputs}], DNAME=[$t11], ENAME=[$t1])'

'      FtrsIndexSearchRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, DEPTS]], projection=[*],

            index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$DEPTS], uniqueKey=[true],

               preserveOrder=[false], outer=[false], inputKeyProj=[[2]],

                  inputJoinProj=[[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]],

inputDirectiveProj=[[]])'

'        FtrsIndexScanRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, EMPS]], projection=[*],

               index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$EMPS],

preserveOrder=[false])'

5 rows selected

Now the plan is no longer a tree; instead, it's a linear chain of operators. That's because the
optimizer found a plan involving an index join. Reading up from the bottom, the lowest level
(FtrsIndexScanRel) scans EMPS, and feeds each row into an index search (FtrsIndexSearchRel)
on DEPTS. Matches will append the joined attributes and mismatches will be filtered out. After
that, a calculator (AspenCalcRel) projects out only the desired attributes, which are fed into the
sorter (FennelSortRel). (Those variables denoted by $t in the calculator line will be explained
later on.)

You can see that there are a lot of additional physical attributes, such as which indexes are
used, whether unique-key search optimizations are warranted, etc. If you don't want to be
bothered with all that, you can get just the bare bones:

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan excluding attributes for

select depts.name as dname,emps.name as ename

from sales.emps inner join sales.depts

on emps.deptno=depts.deptno

order by 1,2;

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

'  FennelSortRel'

'    AspenCalcRel'

'      FtrsIndexSearchRel'

'        FtrsIndexScanRel'

5 rows selected

Getting more information

If you want even more information, such as cost, you can get that too:

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan including all attributes for

select depts.name as dname,emps.name as ename

from sales.emps inner join sales.depts

on emps.deptno=depts.deptno

order by 1,2;

'column0'

'NetworkRel: rowcount = 100.0, cumulative cost = {1400.0 rows, 13460.51701859881 cpu,

10556.0 io}'

'  FennelSortRel(key=[[0, 1]], discardDuplicates=[false]): rowcount = 100.0,
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                 cumulative cost = {1300.0 rows, 13460.51701859881 cpu, 10300.0 io}'

'    AspenCalcRel(expr#0..11=[{inputs}], DNAME=[$t11], ENAME=[$t1]): rowcount = 100.0,

                           cumulative cost = {1200.0 rows, 13000.0 cpu, 10200.0 io}'

'      FtrsIndexSearchRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, DEPTS]], projection=[*],

          index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$DEPTS], uniqueKey=[true],

              preserveOrder=[false], outer=[false], inputKeyProj=[[2]],

                  inputJoinProj=[[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]],

inputDirectiveProj=[[]]):

                      rowcount = 100.0, cumulative cost = {1100.0 rows, 10200.0 cpu,

10200.0 io}'

'        FtrsIndexScanRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, EMPS]], projection=[*],

              index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$EMPS],

                  preserveOrder=[false]): rowcount = 100.0,

                       cumulative cost = {1000.0 rows, 10000.0 cpu, 10000.0 io}'

5 rows selected

Revisiting CalcRel in a new query

Now, let's revisit CalcRel by issuing a new query:

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan for

select 2*(deptno+1), upper(name)

from sales.depts

where deptno+1 > 5;

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

'  IteratorToFennelConverter'

'    IterCalcRel(expr#0..1=[{inputs}], expr#2=[1], expr#3=[+($t0, $t2)], expr#4=[5],

       expr#5=[>($t3, $t4)], expr#6=[2], expr#7=[*($t6, $t3)], expr#8=[UPPER($t1)],

          EXPR$0=[$t7], EXPR$1=[$t8], $condition=[$t5])'

'       AspenOldToIteratorConverter'

'        FtrsIndexScanRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, DEPTS]], projection=[*],

             index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$DEPTS],

preserveOrder=[false])'

5 rows selected

This time, for its own mysterious reasons, the optimizer chose to convert from Fennel to Java
early and use a Java iterator implementation of the calculator. The same program structure
plan rendering is used for both calculators (almost); let's take a closer look. Every calculator
program has four parts:

· input row (expr#0 and expr#1 in the plan)

· common sub-expressions (expr#2 through expr#8 in the plan)

· output row (EXPR$0 and EXPR$1 in the plan). For the Fennel calculator, these show
up as $f variables instead.

· optional condition ($condition in the plan)

The processing semantics are:

1. Evaluate common sub-expressions in terms of the current input.

2. Evaluate the condition.
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3. If the condition passes, evaluate the output expressions and produce an output row.

(Calculator implementations may reorder operations to optimize processing as long as these
semantics are preserved.)

Within a program, a $t expression refers to the earlier expression with the corresponding
number. So in expr#6=[UPPER($t1)], the $t1 refers to expr#1, which is the second input column
(NAME). You can see common-subexpression elimination in action for the expression
DEPTNO+1. This is computed only once by expr#4, and reused in both expr#5 (referenced
from output EXPR$0) and expr#8 (referenced from $condition).

Other plan node interpretations

Finally, let's cover a couple of other plan nodes that require special interpretation.

Index scans

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan for

select name from sales.depts where deptno > 20;

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

' IteratorToFennelConverter'

'  IterCalcRel(expr#0..1=[{inputs}], expr#2=[20], expr#3=[>($t0, $t2)], NAME=[$t1],

$condition=[$t3])'

'   AspenOldToIteratorConverter'

'    FtrsIndexScanRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, DEPTS]], projection=[*],

         index=[SYS$CONSTRAINT_INDEX$SYS$PRIMARY_KEY$DEPTS], preserveOrder=[false])'

5 rows selected

The way this plan works is that the two lowest nodes work together to produce a search key
and associated directives. This is fed into the index search, which produces matching rows to
be projected by the topmost node. Since there's only one interval to search over, there's a
single OneRowRel at the bottom. The calculator above it produces the search key and
directives. Here's how to interpret expr#1 through expr#4:

· expr#1=['('] is a directive defining the lower bound of the search. Directives use
mathematical interval notation, so round parentheses represent open bounds (in this
case, strictly greater than) and square brackets represent closed bounds.

· expr#2=[20] is the search key coordinate associated with the lower bound

· expr#3=['+'] represents positive infinity for the upper bound; if the WHERE clause also
had AND DEPTNO < 30, this would be ')' instead

· expr#4=[null] represents the fact that infinity has no associated coordinate at all

Aggregates

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan without implementation for

select deptno, sum(age), count(*)

from sales.emps

group by deptno;
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'column0'

'AggregateRel(groupCount=[1], EXPR$1=[SUM(1)], EXPR$2=[COUNT()])'

'  ProjectRel(DEPTNO=[$2], AGE=[$6])'

'    TableAccessRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, EMPS]])'

3 rows selected

This query can be expressed in English as for each department, calculate the sum of the
ages of the employees as well as the number of employees in that department. The lower
ProjectRel picks out DEPTNO and AGE from the EMPS table. These are fed into the
AggregateRel, which has the following semantics:

· The groupCount attribute specifies how many attributes from the input row are to be
grouped on. These GROUP BY attributes must come first in the input row, so the
groupCount just specifies the prefix size. Besides controlling aggregation, these
attributes are also passed through into the output in the same positions.

· Zero or more agg# expressions define the rest of the AggregateRel output row
(appended after the grouping attributes). In this example, there are two of these, so
since groupCount=1, the output row has three attributes. (The topmost project is
redundant except for giving DEPTNO its name back.)

· Aggregate expressions refer to inputs by 0-based ordinal. Confusingly, they don't use
the usual $x notation. So SUM(1) means sum over the second input column (AGE).

COUNT(*) does not actually depend on any value from the input, so the aggregate
expression is just COUNT().

EXPLAIN PLAN WITH TYPE

The WITH TYPE option just prints the names and types (including nullability) of the columns
returned by a query. For example,

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> !set outputformat csv

0: jdbc:sqlstream://myhostname:9922> explain plan with type for

select * from sales.emps;

'column0'

'EMPNO INTEGER NOT NULL,'

'NAME VARCHAR(128) CHARACTER SET "ISO-8859-1" COLLATE "ISO-8859-1$en_US$primary" NOT

NULL,'

'DEPTNO INTEGER NOT NULL,'

'GENDER CHAR(1) CHARACTER SET "ISO-8859-1" COLLATE "ISO-8859-1$en_US$primary",'

'CITY VARCHAR(128) CHARACTER SET "ISO-8859-1" COLLATE "ISO-8859-1$en_US$primary",'

'EMPID INTEGER NOT NULL,'

'AGE INTEGER,'

'PUBLIC_KEY VARBINARY(50),'

'SLACKER BOOLEAN,'

'MANAGER BOOLEAN NOT NULL'

10 rows selected

Explaining a streaming query --- examples

Here are a few examples using streams:
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Example one: a simple stream select

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> EXPLAIN PLAN

     FOR

        SELECT STREAM

               BIDS."ticker",

               BIDS."price",

               BIDS."shares"

        FROM BIDS;

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

'  AspenCalcRel(expr#0..6=[{inputs}], ticker=[$t2], price=[$t4], shares=[$t3])'

'    StreamSourcePortRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, BIDS]])'

3 rows selected

This query uses the SALES schema in the standard Guavus s-Server software distribution.
SALES contains the streams BIDS and ASKS. LOCALDB is the built-in database.

Example two: a stream join to find orders of a certain size

0: jdbc:sqlstream:> EXPLAIN PLAN

     FOR

        SELECT STREAM

               BIDS."ticker",

               BIDS."price",

               BIDS."shares"

        FROM BIDS

        JOIN ASKS

               OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS TX

               ON BIDS."ticker" = TX."ticker"

        WHERE ( BIDS."price"  > 1000);

'column0'

'NetworkRel'

'  AspenCalcRel(expr#0..14=[{inputs}], ticker=[$t3], price=[$t5], shares=[$t4])'

'    AspenWindowedJoinRel(leftKeys=[[2]], rightKeys=[[2]], joinType=[INNER],

         leftWindow=[(ORDER BY `ROWTIME` ROWS BETWEEN CURRENT ROW AND CURRENT ROW)],

         rightWindow=[(ORDER BY `TX`.`ROWTIME` RANGE BETWEEN

                                               INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING AND

CURRENT ROW)])'

'      AspenCalcRel(expr#0..6=[{inputs}], expr#7=[1000], expr#8=[>($t4, $t7)],

         proj#0..6=[{exprs}], $condition=[$t8])'

'        StreamSourcePortRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, BIDS]])'

'      StreamSourcePortRel(table=[[LOCALDB, SALES, ASKS]])'

6 rows selected

This query matches orders for each ticker in ASKS over the past minute to offers for that
ticker in BIDS at a price above 1000.

Example three: a stream join to detect possible fraudulent logins

This code uses the schema and streams defined in the demo directory of the standard
SQLstream software distribution under the name "edamame."

 > EXPLAIN PLAN
 >    FOR

 >       SELECT STREAM

 >              TX."accountNumber",  >              "loginFailureCount",

 >              "transactionType",
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 >               "amount"

 >       FROM "SuspectLoginFailures" AS LF

 >       JOIN "Transactions"

 >              OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS TX

 >              ON LF."accountNumber" = TX."accountNumber"

 >       WHERE ("isDebit");

  IterCalcRel(expr#0..8=[{inputs}], accountNumber=[$t2], loginFailureCount=[$t8],

              transactionType=[$t5], amount=[$t3])

    AspenOldToIteratorConverter

      AspenWindowedJoinRel(leftKeys=[[1]], rightKeys=[[1]], joinType=[INNER],

              leftWindow=[(ORDER BY `TX`.`ROWTIME` RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL

                          '1' MINUTE PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW)],

              rightWindow=[(ORDER BY `ROWTIME` ROWS BETWEEN CURRENT ROW AND CURRENT

ROW)])

        FennelCalcRel(expr#0..4=[{inputs}], proj#0..4=[{exprs}], $condition=[$t3])

          StreamSourcePortRel(table=[[LOCALDB, TESTL, Transactions]])

        StreamSourcePortRel(table=[[LOCALDB, TESTL, SuspectLoginFailures]])

The two StreamSourcePortRels describe the two input streams. The FennelCalcRel is used to
filter out rows matching "isDebit". The AspenWindowedJoinRel describes the windowed join. The
AspenOldToIteratorConverter marks the boundary between Fennel and Java implementation.

11 IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA

You can import multiple foreign table or stream definitions into s-Server automatically with the
IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA statement. This is influenced by what the foreign data wrapper
supports; for example, the SYS_JDBC wrapper supports IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA. This
wrapper is described in the topic SYS_JDBC in this guide.

Syntax

 IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA <foreign-schema-name> <optional-limits>
   FROM SERVER <server-name>

   INTO <local_schema_name>

 <foreign-schema-name> := <schema_name>

 <optional-limits> :=

  [  [ LIMIT TO | EXCEPT ] ( <table-list> )  ]

  [  TABLE_NAME LIKE <string-literal>  ]

 <server-name> := <identifier>

 <table-list> := <table-name> { , <table-name> }...

 <table-name> := <object_name>

 <local-schema-name> := [ <catalog_name>  . ] <schema_name>

After executing IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA, the effect is the same as if you had executed
several CREATE FOREIGN TABLE or CREATE FOREIGN STREAM commands by hand.
The catalog contains the foreign table/stream definitions, and you can use them in queries.

As always for foreign tables/streams, only metadata is imported: the data remains in the
foreign server, and SQLstream accesses it when you execute a query.

Example:

 IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA Sales
      FROM SERVER OraSalesServer
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      INTO OraSales;

 SELECT * FROM OraSales.emp;

Syntax Chart

The LIMIT TO clause restricts the import either to an explicit list of table names or to those
matching a LIKE pattern. If a list is provided, all of the named tables or streams must exist on
the foreign server or the import will fail. Conversely, the EXCEPT clause imports everything
except those named in the list or matching the LIKE pattern. Note that the LIKE pattern is a
non-standard extension.

For example, using the foreign table definition below, the import-foreign-schema command
will import only table names starting with R:

 CREATE FOREIGN TABLE MovieSchema.reviewers

    SERVER MovieCatalog

    OPTIONS ( directory 'review_facts', file 'reviewers.xml' )

    IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA MovieFacts

    LIMIT TO TABLE_NAME LIKE 'R%'

    FROM SERVER MovieCatalog

    INTO localhost.MovieSchema

Note that as with CREATE FOREIGN TABLE, local schema MovieSchema must already exist
before the IMPORT statement is executed.

See also:

· The topic CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER in this guide.

· The topic CREATE SERVER in this guide.

· The topic CREATE FOREIGN TABLE in this guide.

· The topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in this guide.
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12 INSERT

INSERT is used to insert rows into a table or stream. You specify columns in the table or
stream by simple identifier (such as columns called name or "ticker"), and then specify a
query (a VALUES or SELECT statement) from which rows will be inserted. Specified
columns for the target stream or table must match columns in the VALUES or SELECT
statement.

You can use an INSERT statement inside a pump to insert the output of one stream into a
stream or table. Pumps can be started and stopped, and can be included in schemas so that
you can start or stop an entire pipeline at once.

Syntax

Syntax in red is implemented for s-Server 6.0 only.

<insert statement> :=

   INSERT [ EXPEDITED ]

   INTO  <table-name > [(<simple-identifier> [,<simple-identifier> ]* )]. 

   <options>

   <  query  >

<options> ::= WITH OPTIONS( <option> [, <option>]* )

<option> ::= <optionName> <optionValue>

<optionName> ::= BULK_LOAD | TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT | TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT |

PRESERVE_PARTIAL_WRITES | RETRY_COUNT | RETRY_MAX_TIME | RETRY_PAUSE_MIN |

RETRY_PAUSE_MAX

<optionValue> ::= string constant

 

Options are defined below.

Table Insert

The following statements will insert one or more rows into a table:

INSERT INTO emps (empno, name, deptno, gender)

 VALUES (107, 'Jane Costa', 22, 'F');

 INSERT INTO emps select * from new_emps;

Stream Insert

Either of the following statements will insert a row into a stream:

INSERT INTO SALES.bids ("ticker", "shares", "price")

    VALUES ( 'ORCL', 300, 22.75);

1 row affected

INSERT INTO SALES.bids ("ticker", "shares", "price")

    SELECT "ticker", "shares", "price" FROM SALES."NewBidsTable";

Inserting into a stream results in a row being generated with no transaction involved.
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Examples of Stream Insert Generating Rowtimes

Every row in a stream has a rowtime. For INSERTS from a foreign stream into a native
stream, you can set rowtimes explicitly by promoting a column from your source to rowtime.
For INSERTS from a foreign stream into a native stream, when the rowtime is not specified
explicitly, rows are assigned rowtimes implicitly: their rowtime is the timestamp when the row
entered s-Server.

For INSERTS from native stream to another native stream, rowtimes are passed through
unchanged unless you specifically promote a column to ROWTIME.

If you specify ROWTIME in the INSERT statement, then inserted with rowtimes out of
sequence are dropped. 

INSERT INTO SALES.bids (ROWTIME, "ticker", "shares", "price")

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .> VALUES (TIMESTAMP  '2008-06-21 12:01:01', 'ORCL', 300,

22.75);

1 row affected

Note: If a statement has just connected to a stream (by doing a JDBC prepare), then for the
first row, it has to abide by the current rowtime of the stream. For subsequent rows, as long
as it stays connected, the stream will wait for the slowest writer. (See Time and Streaming
Data.)

Invalid Example of a ROWTIME Insertion

The code below is not valid.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://bento> INSERT INTO SALES.bids

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .> VALUES (TIMESTAMP '2008-06-21 12:01:01', 'ORCL', 300,

22.75);

Error: From line 1, column 13 to line 1, column 16: Number of INSERT target columns

(6) does not equal number of source items (4) (state=,code=0)

First, the absence of explicit column targets, the number of values supplied must match the
number of target columns in SALES.bids, which is six (as defined in the
"LocalSQLstreamInstance" in SQLstream s-Studio). In this case, too few values are supplied.

Second, the rowtime value it attempts to insert has no explicit receiving parameter. In order to
insert that timestamp as a rowtime, the ROWTIME column must be explicitly specified in the
<insert-column-specification>, as it was in the example above

DML Options

 Version 6.0 Feature 

Version 6.0 lets you use options in an INSERT or MERGE statement. These override

table/stream and server options if these are set. Options are defined below.

Guavus SQLstream 6.0 introduces DML options for INSERT and MERGE. These options override
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stream/table and server options. Currently available options are as follows:
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Option Option Type Definition

BULK_LOAD DML option on

INSERT/MERGE

only

You can use this option for insert/merges with tables as sources only--a type

of statement known as "finite DML". This is a Boolean operator. When this

option is set to "true", s-Server will commit rows whenever a batch of buffered

rows is flushed to the external database. The statement will fail if the target

database raises an exception. In that case, the failing batch will be rolled

back but previous batches will remain committed. Note: infinite DML always

commits on batch boundaries.

PRESERVE_

PARTIAL_WR

ITES

DML option on

INSERT/MERGE

only

True or false. Defaults to false. If true, when a row fails to write to an RDBMS

table, the failed row is discarded, but the statement continues to run. 

This will allow other rows to be written to the RDBMS table, depending on

how the database's JDBC driver handles java.sql.Statement.executeBatch(). 

TRANSACTI

ON_ROWTI

ME_LIMIT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E, table, server

options

You can use this option for insert/merges with streams as sources only--

a type of statement known as "infinite DML". This is the number of

milliseconds to collect rows before committing. 

TRANSACTI

ON_ROW_LI

MIT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E, table, server

options

This is the number of rows to collect before committing. 

RETRY_CO

UNT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The number of times that s-Server tries rewriting a batch of rows that fails

because of a transient error. -1 means "no maximum number of retries".

Other negative values (and non-integer values) are illegal. For finite DML,

RETRY_COUNT defaults to 0. For infinite DML, it defaults to -1.

Each retry attempt will pause longer than the previous attempt. 

RETRY_MA

X_TIME

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The maximum number of milliseconds that s-Server will spend retrying a

failed batch. It defaults to -1, which means "no maximum time".

RETRY_MAX_TIME = 0 means the same thing as RETRY_COUNT = 0:

don't retry at all.

RETRY_PA

USE_MIN

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The minimum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It

defaults to 10,000 (10 seconds). The value must be a positive integer--

anything else raises an error.

RETRY_PA

USE_MAX

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The maximum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It

defaults to 300,000 (5 minutes). The value must be a positive integer--

anything else raises an error.
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Rowtime Considerations for Insertions From Multiple Clients

The SQLstream system always ensures that the rows in a stream are in order, that is, that
they have monotonically increasing rowtimes.

In some instances, there can be two or more clients independently writing rows to the same
stream S. Put another way, there can be two or more INSERT prepared statements running
at the same time, with the same target stream S. (Of course, for efficiency, these should be
INSERT EXPEDITED statements).

An INSERT statement can supply rows with an explicit ROWTIME by specifying <simple-
expression> AS ROWTIME in the list of expressions being inserted into S, or by including
ROWTIME in the list of columns following 'INSERT INTO stream'.

In the absence of such a specification, rowtimes are implicit, which means the system
assigns to each row the current system time at the moment it is received on the server.

When all INSERT statements have explicit rowtimes, SQLstream has to merge the inputs in
rowtime order, so that S maintains correct order. This means the system can only accept a
row from input #1 if it knows that the next row coming from input #2 will not have an earlier
rowtime. So each input source has to wait until the other provides either its next row or a
rowtime bound, which is a way of saying either "wait for me" or "go ahead."

When all INSERT statements have implicit rowtimes, there is no delay issue, because the
system timestamps the rows as they come in.

A third case, where one inserter provides explicit rowtimes and one does not, would require
delaying rows from the explicit side and allowing the other side's rows to go ahead
immediately. This is not really practical to use because one inserter knows the time of day
and the other inserter is oblivious.

For more detail on rowtime bounds, see the following:

· The topic Sending Rowtime Bounds in this guide.

· The topic SQLstream JDBC Driver in the Integration Guide.

· The subtopics Rowtime Bounds: Forcing Timely Output and Extensions to JDBC API
in the topic JDBC driver in the s-Server Integration Guide.

INSERT EXPEDITED

INSERT EXPEDITED is a SQLstream extension that uses SDP to communicate directly with
a Guavus s-Server. This allows the client to act like a native stream, and promotes higher
performance client/server communication. (It is valid only with the JDBC driver, so for
example, you can't have a PUMP based on INSERT EXPEDITED.)

Example:

INSERT EXPEDITED INTO SALES.bids (ROWTIME, "ticker", "shares", "price")

VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?);
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Pump Stream Insert

INSERT may also be specified as part of a CREATE PUMP statement.

 CREATE PUMP "HighBidsPump" AS INSERT INTO "highBids" ( "ticker", "shares", "price")

 SELECT  "ticker", "shares", "price"

 FROM SALES.bids

 WHERE "shares"*"price">100000.00;

Here the results to be inserted into the "highBids" stream should come from a <select> or
UNION ALL expression that evaluates to a stream. This will create a continuously running
stream insert. Rowtimes of the rows inserted will be inherited from the rowtimes of the rows
output from the select or UNION ALL. Again rows may be initially dropped if other inserters,
ahead of this inserter, have inserted rows with rowtimes later than those initially prepared by
this inserter, since the latter would then be out of time order. See the topic CREATE PUMP in
this guide.

Error Handling

If an runtime error (such as numeric overflow, null constraint violation and so on) occurs
during INSERT or during the operation of a PUMP, instead of aborting the operation and
returning an error, the offending row is dropped and an error is reported to the error log. See
the topic Error Handling in this guide.

Errors work slightly differently when you insert from a stream into a foreign table (in an
RDBMS system). Because you are inserting from a stream, this insert will run forever until
you terminate it. That is, errors do not terminate infinite DML, which is what we call DML with
a stream involved. When s-Server encounters an error in these circumstances, it logs it to
the error stream and continues to run the INSERT statement. 

But because you're working with an RDBMS system, that can sometimes mean that rows are
not being inserted even though the INSERT statement continues to run, because the table in
the RDBMS system may be configured to terminate INSERTs when the system encounters
an error. You may want to configure your RDMBS system so that it does not terminate DML
statements when errors are encountered.

First, here's how INSERT statements work for stream > foreign table INSERTS: As the
INSERT statement runs, s-Server buffers up rows and flushes them to the foreign table. The
boundaries of these batches are defined by the table's commit policy. If an error occurs while
flushing a row (for example, a row violates a constraint), then the offending row will not
commit.

It is up to the external database whether to commit or discard later rows in that batch. That
commit/discard behavior is specified by the behavior of java.sql.Statement.executeBatch(),
as described in the documentation for the database's JDBC driver.
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Syntax Diagram

13 MERGE

The MERGE statement modifies a foreign table using the results of a query. Query can be
relational or streaming: any SELECT or SELECT STREAM query will work. The table is called
the "target" of the merge and the query is called the "source".

The MERGE statement is like a combination of an INSERT and an UPDATE, along with a
JOIN condition. The JOIN condition defines how each source row matches one target row.
When there is a match, the matching target row is changed according to the UPDATE part of
the merge. When there is no match, the INSERT part of the merge is used to add a new row
to the target table.
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You can have several source rows match the same target row. (This differs from the SQL
standard.) If the source stream contains several rows with the same values in the ON
condition, they will match the same target row, and as each source row arrives it will update
the target row with new values.

Note: There is no way to delete a target row. s-Server implements the standard SQL MERGE
statement, except for the DELETE clause.

The merge runs til the end of data of its source, so if the source is a streaming query, the
merge will run forever. It is best practice to run a streaming merge as a pump.

MERGE and Rowtime

In a stream, ROWTIME is a special column: every row has a rowtime. In a table however,
there is no special rowtime column. A table may contain an ordinary column named
ROWTIME of type TIMESTAMP, or it may not, according to its definition (see CREATE
TABLE). A merge statement can save a value as the ROWTIME of a target row, but it must
do so explicitly in the UPDATE and INSERT clauses.

Syntax

Syntax in red is implemented for s-Server 6.0 only.

MERGE INTO <target table> <options> [ AS <targetAlias> ]

USING <source query> ON <conditions>

WHEN MATCHED THEN <merge update>

WHEN NOT MATCHED THEN <merge insert>;

where:

<conditions> = a boolean expression in columns from the target and the source row

<merge update> = UPDATE SET <column1> = <expr1>, ... <columnN> = <exprN>

<merge insert> = INSERT (<column1>,...<columnN>) VALUES (<expr1>,...<exprN>)

and <expr> is any scalar expression based on columns from the target and the source

row.

<options> ::= WITH OPTIONS( <option> [, <option>]* )

<option> ::= <optionName> <optionValue>

<optionName> ::= BULK_LOAD | TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT | TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT | PRESERVE_PARTIAL_WRITES | RETRY_COUNT | RETRY_MAX_TIME | RETRY_PAUSE_MIN | RETRY_PAUSE_MAX

<optionValue> ::= string constant

Options are defined below.
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Diagram
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Semantics

INTO

The INTO clause indicates the target table or foreign table to be updated.

USING

The USING clause indicates the source of the data to be updated or inserted. The source can
be a table, foreign table, or the result of a subquery.

ON

The ON clause indicates the condition for the MERGE statement updating or inserting rows.
When the search condition is met, s-Server updates the target table row with corresponding
data from the source. If the condition is not true for any rows, then s-Server inserts into target
table based on the corresponding source row.

WHEN MATCHED THEN

The WHEN MATCHED THEN clause indicates new column values for the target table. s-
Server updates columns if the ON clause is true.

WHEN NOT MATCHED THEN

The WHEN NOT MATCHED THEN clause indicates columns and values for rows to be
inserted if the ON clause is false.

OPTIONS

 Version 6.0 Feature 

Version 6.0 lets you use options in an INSERT or MERGE statement. These override
table/stream and server options if these are set. Options are defined below.

Guavus SQLstream 6.0 introduces DML options for INSERT and MERGE. These options
override stream/table and server options. Currently available options are as follows:

BULK_LOAD - You can use this option for insert/merges with tables as sources only--a type
of statement known as "finite DML". This is a Boolean operator. When this option is set to
"true", s-Server will commit rows whenever a batch of buffered rows is flushed to the external
database. The statement will fail if the target database raises an exception. In that case, the
failing batch will be rolled back but previous batches will remain committed. Note: infinite DML
always commits on batch boundaries.

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT - You can use this option for insert/merges with streams
as sources only--a type of statement known as "infinite DML". This is the number of
milliseconds to collect rows before committing. 
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TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT - This is the number of rows to collect before committing. 

DML Options

 Version 6.0 Feature 

Version 6.0 lets you use options in an INSERT or MERGE statement. These override

table/stream and server options if these are set. Options are defined below.

Guavus SQLstream 6.0 introduces DML options for INSERT and MERGE. These options override

stream/table and server options. Currently available options are as follows:
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Option Option Type Definition

BULK_LOAD DML option on

INSERT/MERGE

only

You can use this option for insert/merges with tables as sources only--a type

of statement known as "finite DML". This is a Boolean operator. When this

option is set to "true", s-Server will commit rows whenever a batch of buffered

rows is flushed to the external database. The statement will fail if the target

database raises an exception. In that case, the failing batch will be rolled

back but previous batches will remain committed. Note: infinite DML always

commits on batch boundaries.

PRESERVE_

PARTIAL_WR

ITES

DML option on

INSERT/MERGE

only

True or false. Defaults to false. If true, when a row fails to write to an RDBMS

table, the failed row is discarded, but the statement continues to run. 

This will allow other rows to be written to the RDBMS table, depending on

how the database's JDBC driver handles java.sql.Statement.executeBatch(). 

TRANSACTI

ON_ROWTI

ME_LIMIT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E, table, server

options

You can use this option for insert/merges with streams as sources only--

a type of statement known as "infinite DML". This is the number of

milliseconds to collect rows before committing. 

TRANSACTI

ON_ROW_LI

MIT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E, table, server

options

This is the number of rows to collect before committing. 

RETRY_CO

UNT

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The number of times that s-Server tries rewriting a batch of rows that fails

because of a transient error. -1 means "no maximum number of retries".

Other negative values (and non-integer values) are illegal. For finite DML,

RETRY_COUNT defaults to 0. For infinite DML, it defaults to -1.

Each retry attempt will pause longer than the previous attempt. 

RETRY_MA

X_TIME

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The maximum number of milliseconds that s-Server will spend retrying a

failed batch. It defaults to -1, which means "no maximum time".

RETRY_MAX_TIME = 0 means the same thing as RETRY_COUNT = 0:

don't retry at all.

RETRY_PA

USE_MIN

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The minimum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It

defaults to 10,000 (10 seconds). The value must be a positive integer--

anything else raises an error.

RETRY_PA

USE_MAX

DML option on

INSERT/MERG

E only

The maximum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It

defaults to 300,000 (5 minutes). The value must be a positive integer--

anything else raises an error.
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Example

The following example creates a pump implementing a MERGE on a loopback table called
"LOOPBACK"."MOCHI_VIZ"."CityAttackTotals" using a query. The merge condition asks if the
columns state and city match between the target table and the query. When the merge
condition is met, the columns state, city, value, and lastmod are updated. When the merge
condition is not met, new rows are inserted into the table. 

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "100-persistCityAttacks" STOPPED

  DESCRIPTION 'persist city attack totals to local/loopback table'

  AS

  MERGE INTO "LOOPBACK"."MOCHI_VIZ"."CityAttackTotals" AS "CAT"

    --query:

    USING

      (SELECT STREAM

       COALESCE("region", '**') AS "state",

       "city", "totalFails", CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP AS "lastmod"

      FROM "MOCHI"."SuspectLoginLocations") AS "SLL"

  --merge condition:

  ON ("CAT"."state" = "SLL"."state") AND ("CAT"."city" = "SLL"."city")

  --merge update specification:

  WHEN MATCHED THEN

    UPDATE SET

      "state" = "SLL"."state",

      "city" = "SLL"."city",

      "value" = "SLL"."totalFails",

      "lastmod" = "SLL"."lastmod"

  --merge insert specification:

  WHEN NOT MATCHED THEN

      INSERT ("state", "city", "value", "lastmod")

        VALUES ("SLL"."state", "SLL"."city", "SLL"."totalFails", "SLL"."lastmod");

14 Query

Syntax

 <query> :=

     <select>

   | <query> <set-operator> [ ALL ] <query>

   | VALUES <row-constructor> { , <row-constructor> }...

   | '(' <query> ')'

  <set-operator> :=

     EXCEPT

   | INTERSECT

   | UNION

  <row-constructor> :=

     [ ROW ] ( <expression> { , <expression> }... )
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select

The select box in the chart above represents any SELECT command; that command is
described in detail on its own page.

Set operators (EXCEPT, INTERSECT, UNION)

Set operators combine rows produced by queries using set operations:

· EXCEPT returns all rows that are in the first set but not in the second

· INTERSECT returns all rows that are in both first and second sets

· UNION returns all rows that are in either set

In all cases, the two sets must have the same number of columns, and the column types
must be assignment-compatible. The column names of the resulting relation are the names
of the columns of the first query.

With the ALL keyword, the operators use the semantics of a mathematical multiset, meaning
that duplicate rows are not eliminated. For example, if a particular row occurs 5 times in the
first set and 2 times in the second set, then UNION ALL will emit the row 3 + 2 = 5 times.

ALL is not currently supported for EXCEPT or INTERSECT.

All operators are left-associative, and INTERSECT has higher precedence than EXCEPT or
UNION, which have the same precedence. To override default precedence, you can use
parentheses. For example:

SELECT * FROM a

UNION

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiset
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SELECT * FROM b

INTERSECT

SELECT * FROM c

EXCEPT

SELECT * FROM d

EXCEPT

SELECT * FROM E

is equivalent to the fully-parenthesized query

( ( SELECT * FROM a

    UNION

    ( SELECT * FROM b

      INTERSECT

      SELECT * FROM c) )

  EXCEPT

  SELECT * FROM d )

EXCEPT

SELECT * FROM e

Streaming set operators

UNION ALL is the only set operator that can be applied to streams. Both sides of the operator
must be streams; it is an error if one side is a stream and the other is a relation.

For example, the following query produces a stream of orders taken over the phone or via the
web:

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM PhoneOrders

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM WebOrders

Rowtime generation. The rowtime of a row emitted from streaming UNION ALL is the same
as the timestamp of the input row.

Rowtime bounds. SQLstream ensures the property, required of all streams, that the
ROWTIME column is ascending by merging the incoming rows on the basis of timestamp. If
the first set has rows timestamped 10:00 and 10:30 and the second set has only reached
10:15, SQLstream will pause the first set, and wait for the second set to reach 10:30. It would
be advantageous, in this case, if the producer of the second set were to send a rowtime
bound. Rowtime bounds from all producers are propagated to the consumer, unless they are
eclipsed by a following row or rowtime bound.

For more detail, see the topic Rowtime Bound in this guide.

VALUES operator

The VALUES operator expresses a constant relation in a query. (See also the discussion of
VALUES in the topic SELECT in this guide.)

VALUES can be used as a top-level query, as follows:

VALUES 1 + 2 > 3;

EXPR$0

======
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FALSE

VALUES

    (42, 'Fred'),

    (34, 'Wilma');

EXPR$0 EXPR$1

====== ======

    42 Fred

    34 Wilma

Note that the system has generated arbitrary column names for anonymous expressions.
You can assign column names by putting VALUES into a subquery and using an AS clause:

SELECT *

FROM (

    VALUES

        (42, 'Fred'),

        (34, 'Wilma')) AS t (age, name);

AGE NAME

=== =====

 42 Fred

 34 Wilma

15 SELECT statement

SELECT retrieves rows from tables, streams and views. You can use SELECT as a top-level
statement, or as part of a query involving set operations, or as part of another statement,
including (for example) when passed as a query into a UDX. For examples, see the topics
INSERT, IN, EXISTS, CREATE VIEW, and CREATE PUMP in this guide.

In order to query a stream or streaming VIEW, you need to use the STREAM keyword. 

The subclauses of the SELECT statement are described in the topics SELECT clause,
GROUP BY, Streaming GROUP BY, ORDER BY clause, HAVING clause, WINDOW clause,
WHERE clause, and OFFSET/FETCH clause in this guide. You can use the ORDER BY
clause to sort incoming data that is out of order.

The end of this topic contains a chart which diagrams all options for the SELECT statement.

Syntax

<select> :=

    SELECT [STREAM] [ DISTINCT | ALL ]

    <select-clause>

    FROM <from-clause>

    [ <where-clause> ]

    [ <group-by-clause> ]

    [ <having-clause> ]

    [ <window-clause> ]

    [ <order-by-clause> ]

    [ <result-offset-clause> ]

    [ <fetch-first-clause> ]
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The STREAM keyword and the principle of streaming SQL

The SQL query language was designed for querying stored relations, and producing finite
relational results. SQLstream's extension to SQL uses the STREAM keyword to allow queries
against streams,or mixtures of streams and stored relations. In order to query a stream, you
need to use the STREAM keyword.

The foundation of streaming SQL is the STREAM keyword, which tells the system to compute
the time differential of a relation. The time differential of a relation is the change of the relation
with respect to time. A streaming query computes the change in a relation with respect to
time, or the change in an expression computed from several relations.

Let's illustrate with an example. The query

SELECT * FROM OrdersTable;

is a conventional relational query, which returns the contents of OrdersTable at the moment
that it is run.

We run the query at 10:00 and get the rows

orderId custName   product quantity

======= ========== ======= ========

    100 Fred Smith Butter         5

    101 Bill Jones Marmite        2

Extra orders are placed at 10:15 and 10:25, so at 10:30, we can run the query again, and it
returns the rows

orderId custName   product quantity

======= ========== ======= ========

    100 Fred Smith Butter         4

    101 Bill Jones Marmite        2

    102 Ivy Black  Rice           6

    103 John Wu    Apples         3

Now let's suppose that we have some way of monitoring the rows that are inserted into the
OrdersTable, such that we can see every time a new row is added to the table. We can now
describe this object as a stream that updates at the instant each order is placed. (We'll call
this stream Orders_Stream.) In the real world, this stream might be populated by an log file
that is continually written to, a sensor that continually emits data, a stock price that keeps
changing, and so on. While streaming queries are in many ways similar to "traditional"
queries, streaming queries continue to execute after retrieving their initial results.

To query a stream, we use the STREAM keyword:

SELECT STREAM * FROM OrdersStream;

If we start running that query at 10:00, it will produce rows at 10:15 and 10:25. At 10:30 the
query is still running, waiting for future orders:

ROWTIME  orderId custName   product quantity

======== ======= ========== ======= ========

10:15:00     102 Ivy Black  Rice           6

10:25:00     103 John Wu    Apples         3
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Here, the system is saying "At 10:15:00 I executed the query SELECT STREAM * FROM
OrdersStream; and found one row in the result that was not present at 10:14:59.999". It
generates the row with a value of 10:15:00 in the ROWTIME column, because that is when
the row appeared. This is the core idea of a stream: a relation that keeps updating over time.
(The ROWTIME column is crucial to streams, because all streams depend on the time rows
entered s-Server or were recorded.)

You can apply this definition to more complicated queries. The query

SELECT STREAM * FROM Orders_Stream WHERE quantity > 5

has a row at 10:15 but no row at 10:25, because the relation

SELECT STREAM * FROM Orders WHERE quantity > 5

goes from empty to one row when order 103 is placed at 10:15, but is not affected when order
104 is placed at 10:25.

We can apply the same logic to queries involving any combination of SQL operators. You can
write queries involving JOIN, GROUP BY, subqueries, set operations UNION, INTERSECT,
EXCEPT, and even qualifiers such as IN and EXISTS. You can also write queries that
combine streams and tables.

Syntax
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15.1 SELECT clause

SELECT clause

As shown in the chart below, the <select-clause> uses the following items after the STREAM
or TABLE keyword:

<select-list> :=

    <select-item> { , <select-item> }...

<select-item> :=

    <select-expression> [ [ AS ] <simple-identifier> ]

<simple-identifier> :=

    <identifier> | <quoted-identifier>

<select-expression> :=

    <identifier> . *  | *  | <expression>

The select list can include the system-generated ROWTIME. As a system-generated column,
ROWTIME behaves as a stream column, but is not stored in the stream. 

Note: Unadorned ROWTIME (not qualified with a stream name) only be specified in the
SELECT list or the ORDER BY clause.
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SELECT clause syntax chart

Syntax Chart for the SELECT-Clause: Sources and References

(To see where this clause fits, see the Select chart. For "window-specification", see window-
stmt specification; for "join-reference," see the chart at JOIN clause.)

The body of the SELECT clause, after the STREAM, DISTINCT, ALL keywords if present, is a
list of expressions.

Expressions

Each of these expressions may be:

· a scalar expression

· a call to an aggregate function, if this is an aggregating query (see GROUP BY)

· a call to an analytic function, if this is not an aggregating query

· the wildcard expression * expands to all columns of all relations in the FROM clause
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· the wildcard expression alias.* expands to all columns of the relation named alias

· the ROWTIME operator

· a CASE expression

Each expression may be assigned an alias, using the AS column_name syntax. This is the
name of the column in the result set of this query. If this query is in the FROM clause of an
enclosing query, this will be the name that will be used to reference the column. The number
of columns specified in the AS clause of a stream_or_table_reference must match the
number of columns defined in the original stream or table.

SQLstream has a few simple rules to derive the alias of an expression that does not have an
alias. The default alias of a column expression is the name of the column: for example,
EMPS.DEPTNO is aliased DEPTNO by default. Other expressions are given an alias like
EXPR$0. You should not assume that the system will generate the same alias each time.

In a streaming query, aliasing a column AS ROWTIME has a special meaning: See Setting a
row's timestamp.

Note: All streams have an implicit column called ROWTIME. This column may impact your
use of the syntax 'AS t(c1, c2, ...)' that is now supported by the SQL standard. Previously in a
FROM clause you could only write

SELECT ... FROM r1 AS t1 JOIN r2 as t2

but t1 and t2 would have the same columns as r1 and t2. The AS syntax enables you to
rename r1's columns by writing the following:

SELECT ... FROM r1 AS t1(a, b, c)

(r1 must have precisely 3 columns for this syntax to work).

If r1 is a stream, then ROWTIME is implicitly included, but it doesn't count as a column. As a
result, if a stream has 3 columns without including ROWTIME, you cannot rename
ROWTIME by specifying 4 columns. For example, if the stream Bids has three columns, the
following code is invalid.

SELECT STREAM * FROM Bids (a, b, c, d)

It is also invalid to rename another column ROWTIME, as in the following example.

SELECT STREAM * FROM Bids (ROWTIME, a, b)

because that would imply renaming another column to ROWTIME.

Note: Since SELECT can refer to a TABLE or a STREAM, a minor confusion can arise from
a standard error message that occurs when the object can't be found: Even when the
missing object is a stream, this standard message includes the phrase " ... Table '<name>'
not found".
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Syntax Chart for Expressions

Syntax Chart for Expressions

See also Expressions and Literals.

CASE expression

The CASE expression enables you to specify a set of discrete test expressions and a specific
return-value (expression) for each such test. Each test expression is specified in a WHEN
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clause; each return-value expression is specified in the corresponding THEN clause. Multiple
such WHEN-THEN pairs can be specified.

CASE Syntax Chart

If you specify a comparison-test-expression before the first WHEN clause, then each
expression in a WHEN clause is compared to that comparison-test-expression. The first one
to match the comparison-test-expression causes the return-value from its corresponding
THEN clause to be returned. If no WHEN clause expression matches the comparison-test-
expression, the return-value is null unless an ELSE clause is specified, in which case the
return-value in that ELSE clause is returned.

If you do not specify a comparison-test-expression before the first WHEN clause, then each
expression in a WHEN clause is evaluated (left to right) and the first one to be true causes the
return-value from its corresponding THEN clause to be returned. If no WHEN clause
expression is true, the return-value is null unless an ELSE clause is specified, in which case
the return-value in that ELSE clause is returned.

VALUES

VALUES uses expressions to calculate one or more row values, and is often used within a
larger command. When creating more than one row, the VALUES clause must specify the
same number of elements for every row. The resulting table-columns data-types are derived
from the explicit or inferred types of the expressions appearing in that column. VALUES is
allowed syntactically wherever SELECT is permitted. See also the discussion of VALUES as
an operator, in the topic Query in this guide.

SYNTAX

VALUES ( expression [, ...] ) [, ...]

    [ ORDER BY sort_expression [ ASC | DESC | USING operator ] [, ...] ]

VALUES is a SQL operator, on a par with SELECT and UNION, enabling the following types
of actions:

· You can write VALUES (1), (2) to return two rows each with a single anonymous
column.

· You can write VALUES (1, 'a'), (2, 'b') to return two rows of two columns.

· You can name the columns using AS, as in the following example:

SELECT * FROM (VALUES (1, 'a'), (2, 'b')) AS t(x, y)

The most important use of VALUES is in an INSERT statement, to insert a single row:
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  INSERT INTO emps (empno, name, deptno, gender)

    VALUES (107, 'Jane Costa', 22, 'F');

However, you can also insert multiple rows:

   INSERT INTO Trades (ticker, price, amount)

     VALUES ('MSFT', 30.5, 1000),

            ('ORCL', 20.25, 2000);

When you use VALUES in the FROM clause of a SELECT statement, the entire VALUES
clause must be enclosed in parentheses, consistent with the fact that it operates as a query,
not a table expression. See additional examples in the topic Relations in this guide.

Note: Using INSERT with streams engages some additional considerations as to rowtimes,
pumps, and INSERT EXPEDITED. See the topic Insert in this guide.

15.2 SELECT ALL and SELECT DISTINCT

If the ALL keyword is specified, the query does not eliminate duplicate rows. This is the default
behavior if neither ALL nor DISTINCT is specified.

If the DISTINCT keyword is specified, a query eliminates rows that are duplicates in columns
named in the SELECT clause.

Note that for these purposes, the value NULL is considered equal to itself and not equal to any
other value. These are the same semantics as for GROUP BY and the IS NOT DISTINCT
FROM operator.

Streaming SELECT DISTINCT

SELECT DISTINCT can be used with streaming queries as long as there is a non-constant
monotonically-increasing expression in the SELECT clause. For more information on what
counts as a monotonically-increasing expression, see the topic Monotonic Expressions and
Operators in this guide.

SQLstream emits rows for SELECT DISTINCT as soon as they are ready.

Using ROWTIME with SELECT DISTINCT

In order to use ROWTIME as a monotonically increasing expression in SELECT DISTINCT,
you must use a ROWTIME expression qualified with the stream name as the first item in the
SELECT list. Doing so specifies that ROWTIME refers to the input stream for the SELECT
instead of the results stream for the SELECT. (For more information on how ROWTIME is
processed in each case, see the topic ROWTIME in this guide.)

Examples of successful expressions include the following:

· s.ROWTIME

· STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '0.005' SECOND)

· FLOOR(s.ROWTIME to MINUTE)
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· STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '04:11.333' MINUTE TO SECOND)

For example:

SELECT STREAM DISTINCT FLOOR(Orders.ROWTIME TO DAY), prodId, 

FROM Orders;

displays the set of unique products that are ordered in any given day.

If you want the rowtimes of the output rows to be the time they are emitted, then in the
following example you would need to change from form 1 to use form 2 instead:

(Form 1)

   select distinct floor(s.rowtime to hour), a,b,c

   from s

(Form 2)

   select min(s.rowtime) as rowtime, floor(s.rowtime to hour), a, b, c

   from s

   group by floor(s.rowtime to hour), a, b, c

15.3 FROM clause

The FROM clause is the source of rows for a query.

 <from-clause> :=

    FROM <table-reference> { , <table-reference> }...

 <table-reference> :=

    <table-name> [ <table-name> ] [ <correlation> ]

| <joined-table>

 <table-name> :=  <identifier>

 <table-over> :=  OVER <window-specification>

 <window-specification> :=

 (   <window-name>

| <query_partition_clause>

| ORDER BY <order_by_clause>

| <windowing_clause>

    )

 <windowing-clause> :=

    { ROWS | RANGE }

    { BETWEEN

    { UNBOUNDED PRECEDING

      | CURRENT ROW

      | <value-expression> { PRECEDING }

    }

       AND

    { UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING

      | CURRENT ROW

      | <value-expression> { PRECEDING }

    }

    | { UNBOUNDED { PRECEDING | FOLLOWING }

      | CURRENT ROW

      | <value-expression> { PRECEDING | FOLLOWING }

    }

    }

For charts on window-specification and windowing-clause, see the syntax charts for
specifying windows under the Window statement.

 <correlation> :=
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    [ AS ] <correlation-name> [ '(' <column> { , <column> }... ')' ]

 <joined-table> :=

    <table-reference> CROSS JOIN <table-reference>

  | <table-reference> NATURAL <join-type> JOIN <table-reference>

  | <table-reference> <join-type> JOIN <table-reference>

       [ USING '(' <column> { , <column>}... ')'

       | ON <condition>

       ]

 <join-type> :=

    INNER

  | <outer-join-type> [ OUTER ]

 <outer-join-type> :=

    LEFT

  | RIGHT

  | FULL

Relations

Several types of relation can appear in a FROM clause:

· A named relation (table, view, stream)

· A subquery enclosed in parentheses.

· A join combining two relations (see the topic JOIN in this guide).

· A transform expression.

Subqueries are described in more detail in the topic Query in this guide.

Here are some examples of subqueries:

// set operation as subquery

// (finds how many departments have no employees)

SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM (

  SELECT deptno FROM Dept

  EXCEPT

  SELECT deptno FROM Emp);

// table-constructor as a subquery,

// combined with a regular table in a join

SELECT *

FROM Dept AS d

  JOIN (VALUES ('Fred', 10), ('Bill', 20)) AS e (name, deptno)

  ON d.deptno = e.deptno;

Unlike subqueries in other parts of the SELECT statement, such as in the WHERE clause
(WHERE condition), a subquery in the FROM clause cannot contain correlating variables. For
example:

// Invalid query. Dept.deptno is an illegal reference to

// a column of another table in the enclosing FROM clause.

SELECT *

FROM Dept,

  (SELECT *

   FROM Emp

   WHERE Emp.deptno = Dept.Deptno)
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FROM clause with multiple relations

If a FROM clause contains multiple, comma-separated relations, the query constructs the
cartesian product of those relations; that is, it combines each row from each relation with
each row from every other relation.

The comma in the FROM clause is therefore equivalent to the CROSS JOIN operator.

Correlation names

Each relation in the FROM clause can have a correlation name assigned using AS
correlation-name. This name is an alternative name by which the relation can be referenced
in expressions throughout the query. (Even though the relation may be a view, subquery or
stream, it is conventionally called a 'table alias' to distinguish it from column aliases defined in
the SELECT clause.)

Without an AS clause, a named relation's name becomes its default alias. (In streaming
queries, the OVER clause does not prevent this default assignment from happening.)

An alias is necessary if a query uses the same named relation more than once, or if any of
the relations are subqueries or table expressions.

For example, in the following query, the named relation LOCALDB.SALES.EMPS is used
twice; once with its default alias EMPS, and once with an assigned alias MANAGERS:

SELECT EMPS.NAME || ' is managed by ' || MANAGERS.NAME

FROM LOCALDB.Sales.EMPS,

  LOCALDB.Sales.EMPS AS MANAGERS

WHERE MANAGERS.EMPNO = EMPS.MGRNO

An alias can optionally be followed by a list of columns:

SELECT e.empname,

FROM LOCALDB.Sales.EMPS AS e(empname, empmgrno)

OVER clause

The OVER clause is only applicable for streaming joins. For more detail, see the topic JOIN
clause in this guide.

15.4 JOIN clause

You can use the JOIN clause of the SELECT statement to write a query that returns rows
from multiple streams or tables at once, allowing you to enrich one stream or table with
another stream or table's data. To associate streams or tables, you use a common column
or columns. 

s-Server joins work similarly to joins in an RDBMS context, in that you write a query that
contains names of two stream/tables and that selects columns from two streams/tables. In
an RDBMS context, when you join two tables, you know all the rows for both tables. An
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RDBMS, then, can identify all matches at once and return rows accordingly. With streaming
SQL, you run a query that continuously emits rows. As rows enter each stream, joined rows
are emitted. Since it would be impossible to join all rows in two infinite streams, you will often
want limit the two streams by time or row count so that s-Server can identify matches. You do
so by using a WINDOW on each stream. The default window for each stream is RANGE
CURRENT ROW.

This topic contains the following subtopics:

1. Syntax

2. Types of Joins Supported

3. Join Conditions

4. Working With Streaming Joins

5. Working With Stream-Table Joins

6. Example: Using JOINs to Enrich Stream Data

7. Working with Multi-Way Joins

8. Using Partitions with Streaming Joins

Syntax 

The syntax for the JOIN clause is as follows:

{ [INNER] | { LEFT | RIGHT | FULL } [OUTER] | CROSS } JOIN  <StreamOrTable> ON

boolean_expression |

{ [INNER] | { LEFT | RIGHT | FULL } [OUTER] } JOIN  <StreamOrTable> |

NATURAL { [INNER] | { LEFT | RIGHT | FULL } [OUTER] } JOIN  <StreamOrTable> 

<StreamOrTable> := { <stream> [ OVER <join_window> ] | <table> }

<join_window> :=  WINDOW <window name> | ‘(‘ ( <range_window_spec> | <row_window_spec> ) ‘)’

<range_window_spec> := RANGE [ BETWEEN INTERVAL ‘<timeliteral>’ <timeunit> AND ] ( INTERVAL ‘<timevalue>’ <timeunit> PRECEDING | CURRENT ROW )

<row_window_spec> := ROWS [ BETWEEN <number> PRECEDING AND ] [ <number> PRECEDING | CURRENT ROW ]

<timeunit> := <basetimeunit> [ TO <basetimeunit> ] [ ‘(‘ <precision> ‘)’ ]

<basetimeunit> : = ( SECOND | MINUTE | HOUR | DAY | MONTH | YEAR )

Note: <stream or table> can itself be a joined table. This allows for multi-way joins. See the
section Multi-way Joins below for more details.

Join Conditions

You can query both streams and tables with joins. To simplify, we'll refer to streams in the
following discussion. When you join two streams or tables, we refer to the first stream in the
query as the left stream and the second stream in the query as the right stream.
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In the query below, for example, stocks.order_amount is the left stream and
stocks.stock_price is the right stream.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM stocks.order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS oq

    JOIN stocks.stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

Join conditions specify a way to connect the left and right streams. All types of joins except
CROSS joins accept a join condition. (CROSS joins simply pair every row from the left
stream with every row from the right stream).

There are three ways to specify a join condition:

· You can use the ON condition to explicitly specify a column from each stream. These
columns do not have to have the same names, but need to have matching data.
When these two columns match, the join is successful. Using the ON condition is the
most general and powerful way to specify a join condition.

· You can use the USING condition to list columns with matching names in the left and right

stream. For example, if you know that both streams have columns called "ticker" and
"price," you can write  r1 JOIN r2 USING (ticker, price). That syntax is equivalent to r1
JOIN r2 ON r1.ticker= r1.price AND r1.ticker= r2.price.

· You can use the the NATURAL keyword to automatically match columns from the left
and right streams that have the same name.

The following inner examples are equivalent:

Example With ON

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM stocks.order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS oq

    JOIN stocks.stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

 

Example With USING

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM stocks.order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oq

    JOIN stocks.stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    USING (ticker);

Example With NATURAL

Here, ticker is the only column in common between stocks.order_quantity and
stocks.stock_price.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM stocks.order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oa
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    NATURAL JOIN stocks.stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp;

Join Types

There are five types of joins:

INNER JOIN (or JOIN) Returns joined rows from the left and right streams where data from the columns
specified in the join conditions match. If rows do not have matching columns, these
rows are not emitted by the query.

LEFT  JOIN 
(or LEFT OUTER JOIN)

Returns joined rows from the left and right streams where data from the columns
specified in the join conditions match. If rows do not have matching columns, any
rows from the left stream are kept, and null values are assigned to columns
selected from the right stream.

RIGHT  JOIN 
(or RIGHT OUTER JOIN)

Returns joined rows from the left and right streams where data from the columns
specified in the join conditions match. If rows do not have matching columns, any
rows from the right stream are kept, and null values are assigned to columns
selected from the left stream.

FULL  JOIN 
(or FULL OUTER JOIN)

Returns joined rows from the left and right streams where data from the columns
specified in the join conditions match. If rows do not have matching columns, all
rows from both streams are kept, and null values are assigned to any columns from
the other stream. 

CROSS JOIN In a CROSS JOIN every row from the left is paired with every row from the right. A
cross join never has an ON or USING condition.

Working With Streaming Joins

Stream-to-stream joins join two different relations that are changing over time. During each
millisecond some rows will get added to the left and some to the right. For each millisecond in
the joined stream's rowtime, s-Server outputs whatever is in the join of those two relations
that wasn't in the join the last millisecond. 

As noted above, when joining on streaming data, you will often want to define a window for
one or both of the streams that you are joining. Windows specify a subset of rows, either by
time or number of rows. Windows include endpoints; that is, if you specify a 1 minute window
starting at 1:00:00, rows with rowtimes of 1:00:00 and 1:01:00 are both included in the join.
For more information on windows in streaming SQL, see the WINDOW clause topic in this
guide.

If you do not specify an OVER clause for a stream, the join evaluates for the current row only.
It may be useful in some cases to omit an OVER clause for one of the streams, but you may
receive useful results if you omit the OVER clause for both streams unless you know the
streams will emit data at the same rowtimes. For example, both streams represent periodic
aggregates (such as hourly summaries) then they will both be emitting data in the same
millisecond. In this case, there is no need for a window because the prior aggregation will
sync the joined streams to the same rowtime.
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The window specification may also be the name of a window defined in the WINDOW clause.
 

Which rows are joined, then, depends on how the windows for the join are defined. In the
diagram below, rows from 05:02:15 to 05:03:15 are part of the initial window for the join. As
the stream clock moves to 05:03:30, rows from 05:02:15 to 05:02:29.999 move out of the
window.

Output Rowtimes 

The rowtime of a given output row is the rowtime at the point it was possible to calculate the
output row. The stream clock for the output stream remains at the lower of the rowtimes for
the two streams. For an inner join, the rowtime of an output row is the later of the rowtimes of
the two input rows. This is also true for an outer join in which matching input rows are found.

Example

The examples below use the following input:

stocks.order_quantity

ROWTIME QUANTITY TICKER

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.000' 750 IBM

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' 1000 IBM

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' 1000 GOOGL

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' 2000 GOOGL

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' 2000 IBM

'2019-03-30 05:03:28.000' 1000 MSFT

'2019-03-30 05:03:30.000' 2000 MSFT
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stocks.price

ROWTIME ENDING_PRICE TICKER

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.000' 75 IBM

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' 100 IBM

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' 100 MSFT

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' 100 GOOGL

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' 200 MSFT

The following query uses a window of 1 minute for both left and right streams and an INNER
join:

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.price

  FROM stocks.order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS oq

    JOIN stocks.stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

Result:

'ROWTIME','TICKER','QUANTITY','ENDING_PRICE'

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.0','IBM','750','75'

--The next two rows join with the rows from 5:02:10, because they are still part of

the window. 

--Note that endpoints are included in the window.

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0','IBM','1000','75'

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0','IBM','750','100'

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0','IBM','1000','100'

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0','GOOGL','1000','100'

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0','GOOGL','2000','100'

--note that in next row, rows with IBM are not joined with rows from 5:02:10, because

they have fallen out of the window.

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0','IBM','2000','100'

Note that:

· The joined stream clock stays at '2019-03-30 05:03:20.000', even though rows have
arrived in stocks.order_quantity after this time.

· No match appears for MSFT, so data from the rows at '2019-03-30 05:03:13.000'  and
'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' from stocks.price do not appear in the join.

Once a row arrives in stocks.price at 05:03:30 or later, the two rows that had arrived after
05:03:15 become available for the join:

INSERT INTO stocks.ticker_price (order_time, ticker, price) VALUES (CAST('2019-03-30

05:03:30.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 200);

This insert results in six new rows being emitted. These rows only emit once the stream
clock moves to 5:03:30 (when the row from stocks.stock_price arrives at 05:03:30)
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Nothing emits as long as the stream clock remains at 05:03:20. That would also be true for a
right or full join--stream clock still needs to catch up.

This is the also the first time that anything has matched MSFT, which had appeared in
stocks.stock_price, but not, up until now, in stocks.order_quantity.

In a left, right or full join, we would have seen MSFT earlier, but without any columns joined
from stocks.order_quantity.

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.0','MSFT','1000','100'

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.0','MSFT','1000','200'

'2019-03-30 05:03:30.0','MSFT','2000','100'

'2019-03-30 05:03:30.0','MSFT','2000','200'

'2019-03-30 05:03:30.0','IBM','1000','200'

'2019-03-30 05:03:30.0','IBM','2000','200'

The four rows with "MSFT" in column ticker result from the two rows arriving at 05:03:16 and
05:03:17 matching the two earlier unmatched rows from stocks.price. This is because the
output stream clock has moved to 05:03:17.

The new rows are all matches that have come in up until 5:03:30, including those rows that
had arrived in stocks.stock_price after 05:03:20 but before 05:03:30. Note that this means
that four matches came in for MSFT, even though the row inserted into stocks.stock_price at
05:03:30 had "IBM" in column ticker.

Example with ROWS

The following query uses a window of 5 rows preceding the current for both left and right
streams and an INNER join:

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (ROWS BETWEEN 5 PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW) AS oq

  JOIN stock_price OVER (ROWS BETWEEN 5 PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW) AS sp

  ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

Left Join

Left joins include all rows from the left stream, regardless of whether the join condition
matches rows from the right stream. The following is the same query in the above example,
but with a LEFT JOIN instead of a JOIN.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oq

    LEFT JOIN stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

ROWTIME TICKER QUANTITY ENDING_PRICE

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.0' IBM 750 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0' IBM 1000 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0' IBM 750 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.0' IBM 1000 100
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'2019-03-30 05:03:15.0' NULL 1000 NULL

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0' GOOGL 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.0' IBM 2000 100

Because there is no match for MSFT in stocks.order_quantity, the row at 2019-03-30
05:03:15.000 still emits, but returns null for the columns ticker and price. (The first part of the
query specifies that ticker is selected from price.)

Right Join

Right joins include all rows from the right stream, regardless of whether the join condition
matches rows from the left stream. The following is the same query in the above example,
but with a RIGHT JOIN instead of a JOIN.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, oq.ticker, sp.quantity, oq.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS oq

    RIGHT JOIN stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

Result:

ROWTIME TICKER QUANTITY ENDING_PRICE

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.000' IBM 750 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 750 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' MSFT NULL 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' IBM 2000 100

Because there is no match for MSFT in stocks.order_quantity, the row at 2019-03-30
05:03:15.000 still emits, but returns null for the column amount.

Full Join

Full joins include all rows from both streams, regardless of whether the join condition
matches rows. The following is the same query in the above example, but with a FULL JOIN
instead of a JOIN.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oq

    FULL JOIN stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp

    ON (oq.ticker = sp.ticker);

Result:

ROWTIME TICKER QUANTITY ENDING_PRICE

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.000' IBM 750 75
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'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 750 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' NULL 1000 NULL

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' MSFT NULL 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' IBM 2000 100

Because there is no match for MSFT in stocks.order_quantity, rows at 2019-03-30
05:03:15.000 still emit, but return null for the columns ticker and price for the first row and
returns null for the column amount in the second row. Note that a full join looks exactly as if
you combined the results of a right and left join.

Cross Join

A CROSS join returns the Cartesian Product of all rows in the two streams' windows that
have arrived up until the joined stream's stream clock. CROSS JOIN does not have any
matching condition in the join clause.

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oq

    CROSS JOIN stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS o;

Result:

ROWTIME TICKER QUANTITY ENDING_PRICE

'2019-03-30 05:02:10.000' IBM 750 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 75

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 750 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:10.000' IBM 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' IBM 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' MSFT 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:15.000' MSFT 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' IBM 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' IBM 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' GOOGL 2000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 1000 200

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 1000 200

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 2000 200

'2019-03-30 05:03:20.000' MSFT 2000 200

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' IBM 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' MSFT 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' GOOGL 1000 100

'2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' MSFT 1000 200
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As always for a CROSS JOIN, the size of the result is the product of the number of rows:
seven rows from stocks.stock_price and five rows from stocks.order_quantity. Note that
even though stocks.price has six input rows, CROSS JOIN still respects the stream clock, so
rows that have arrived after '2019-03-30 05:03:25.000' are not included in the cross join.

Using the WHERE Clause With Joins 

You can use the WHERE clause to achieve similar effects to join conditions. With a WHERE
clause, rows are filtered after they have been emitted from the join. For an inner join, WHERE
is equivalent to ON, but for an outer join, the partially NULL rows are only generated correctly
if the condition is evaluated for each pair of candidate rows, and a WHERE clause cannot do
that. For more details, see the topic WHERE clause in this guide.

This syntax works similarly to the join syntax for Oracle (a non-ASCII join).

Using CROSS JOIN and WHERE

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

  FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) as oa

    CROSS JOIN stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp WHERE

sp.ticker = oq.ticker;

   

Using a FROM clause with streams separated by commas, and a WHERE condition

SELECT STREAM rowtime, sp.ticker, oq.quantity, sp.ending_price

   FROM order_quantity OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS oa,

   stock_price OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING) AS sp WHERE sp.ticker =

oq.ticker;

Stream-Table Joins

You can use the JOIN clause to enrich the content of a stream by treating one of the streams
columns as a foreign key to a table, and finding table data that matches each row from the
stream. In effect, this means computing the relational join of the stream with the table. 

There are currently two ways to perform a stream-to-table join:

· Using a stream-table join in SQL, described here.

· Using the TableLookup UDX, as described in the topic Table Lookup UDX in the Guavus s-
Server Integration Guide. We recommend only using this option if the stream-table join
described here is insufficient. Most notably, the Table Lookup UDX lets you control how
table data is fetched and cached. You can also subclass the UDX for special semantics.
While performance is good, you need to call this as a UDX. Also, the s-Server query engine
is unable to push projections and filters into the UDX. 
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Stream-Table Join

With stream-table joins, s-Server allows the ON condition and the USING condition as
described above, and allows both INNER JOIN and OUTER JOIN. Either input can be a
foreign table, a native stream, a foreign stream, a view, or a subquery. 

The query engine detects when an input is like a stream (such as a stream or streaming
view) and when it is like a table (such as a native table or table view). The join of two table-like
inputs is a normal join. This works as a hash-join or an index-scan. The join of two stream-like
inputs is described above. 

When one input is stream-like and the other is table-like, the engine implements the query as
a static stream-table join.

With a stream-table join, s-Server computes the stream by capturing the table or table view at
the start of the query, and loading its data into a lookup-structure. Streaming input is read row
by row; for each row, s-Server identifies matches in the table data, using the condition you
have defined for the join, it emits matching rows based on this condition. For an outer join, if
there are no matches, s-Server emits nulls as the match.

Limitations to Stream-Table Join

The table or table view input must fit into memory. However, since the query planner can push
filters and projections through the join operator, this input can be much smaller than the whole
table.

You cannot refresh the loading table data, except by executing the query again.

An outer join must be one-sided. It cannot detect table rows that never matched a stream
row.

The join must be an equi-join (a join using an equality operator), not a general theta join.

Note: Joins using a tailing table stream have been defined but not implemented. Tailing
foreign tables as a stream is defined in the topic Tailing Foreign Tables with SQL/MED in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide. 

Examples of Static Stream/Table Join

The following example uses a stream and a table that match on a key value called animal_id.:

The stream is a simple input stream of observed beast events:

CREATE STREAM beast_events (

    row_id integer not null,

    sensor integer,

    zone integer,

    animal_id int,

    weight integer

);
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The table lists animal attributes:

CREATE TABLE animal_data (

    animal_id int not null primary key,

    boolean edible;

    boolean poisonous;

    name varchar(32) not null.

    species varchar(32) not null,

    genus varchar(32) not null

);      

 

Here are examples of SQL to join this stream to this table, both valid and invalid.

Simple join:

SELECT STREAM * from beast_events e join animal_data a using (animal_id);

  

Valid left outer join:

SELECT STREAM * from beast_events e left join animal_data a using (animal_id);

  

Invalid theta join:

SELECT STREAM * from beast_events e left join animal_data a on (e.animal_id >

a.animal_id);

  

Valid equi-join with extra filters:

SELECT STREAM * from beast_events e join animal_data a

    on (e.animal_id = a.animal_id and a.edible and not a.poisonous);

  

Example: Using JOINs to Enrich Stream Data

You can use JOINs to enrich stream data. For example, RIGHT OUTER JOIN can be a
powerful tool to generate results for all rows in a defined data set. Let's say we have a stream
and a table, each of which has information on stores in 200 different cities. 

· The stream, city_sales, contains sales data by city, with each city containing one
store.

· The table, city_info, contains information on the store in each city.

You can use a RIGHT OUTER JOIN to produce hourly sales reports, and return data even in
cases where city_sales has no rows. This way, if a batch of hourly data has data aggregated
for 125 cities, a RIGHT OUTER JOIN can ensure that exactly 200 rows are generated every
hour even if no sales were reported in some cities.

You would do so with code along the following lines:
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SELECT STREAM cs.*, ci.*

FROM city_sales OVER (ORDER BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO HOUR)

                      RANGE CURRENT ROW) AS cs

RIGHT OUTER JOIN city_info AS ci

USING(city);

The column city joins the two streams, with USING as the join condition.

Because it uses ORDER BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO HOUR, the window on the city_sales
stream is a hopping window of zero size. That means that rows accumulate in the window
until ROWTIME moves to a new hour. At that point, all rows from the previous window are
dropped from the window, because (ORDER BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO HOUR) will
evaluate to the new hour. The "zero size" part refers to RANGE CURRENT ROW.

When the window frame shrinks to remove all rows for the past hour, RIGHT OUTER JOIN
and emits all rows from city_info that did not match with any of the last batch of hourly rows
from the stream.

Multi-way JOINs

To do a three way join, you use a joined table-reference as the table-reference in a JOIN
statement. Here, stream/table 1 (b1) relates to stream/table 2 (asks) and stream/table 2
relates to stream/table 3 (b2), on the column "ticker." 

SELECT STREAM * from bids over (range interval '1' hour preceding) as b1

       join asks over (range interval '2' second preceding)

           on b1."ticker" = asks."ticker"

       join bids over (range interval '3' minute preceding) as b2

           on b2."ticker" = asks."ticker";

Using Partitions with Streaming Joins 

You can use the PARTITION BY clause with windows.

The PARTITION BY clause may can include the join key column(s).

Note: You cannot use PARTITION BY with windows that use time ranges.

CREATE VIEW join_view AS

SELECT STREAM s2.deviceId AS deviceId, duration, location

FROM s2 OVER (RANGE CURRENT ROW)

    JOIN

     s1 OVER (PARTITION BY deviceId ROWS 1 PRECEDING)

  --note that deviceId is one of the join columns

    USING(deviceId);

Using PARTITION BY is useful for cases when you want to join a “fact stream” with the most
up-to-date version of the “dimension stream” at the time of the transaction.
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For example, let’s say you have a stream orders_stream that contains rows of orders for an
online retailer, each of which has a column called productID. Each order may have a number
of dimensions (such as product, promotion, customer, seller, time, and so on) associated
with it.

Each order might reference a row in the dimension table, such as a database table that lists
information on customers thru a foreign key called customer_id.

If orders_stream is a streaming abstraction on a database table called Orders that returns
Orders placed in time, customers_stream might be a streaming abstraction on a table called
Customers. In this example, customers_stream serves as a dimension stream.

A dimension stream is much more sparse than a fact stream. A fact stream may generate
thousands of rows every minute as orders come in. In contrast, a dimension stream may
generate only hundreds of rows a day or week. For example, a new row might arrive in
customers_stream when a customer moves from San Jose to San Francisco.

Using a streaming join with PARTITION ON, you can join orders_stream and
customer_stream on the column customer_id in order to ensure that all customers in the
orders stream are associated with, for example, correct addresses.

In this way, if a customer moves while an order is in process, say on December 12, 2019, the
updated address will be available in orders_stream. Here, all orders with ROWTIME
(order_time) >= ‘2019-12-01’ need to join the “latest” row from the customers_stream for
customerID.

A code snippet for this example might look something like the following:

    orders_stream JOIN customers_stream
    OVER (PARTITION BY customerID ROWS CURRENT ROW)

    USING(customerID)

This code joins each row of orders_stream (a fact stream) with the most recent row of
customers_stream (a dimension stream) for the join column. Each partition of customerID
maintains the most recent row for that value of jcol.

When you create a stream that abstracts a database table, the ROWTIME of the dimension
stream will be the commit_time in a relational database. For more information on creating
foreign streams from database tables, see Tailing Foreign Tables with SQL/MED.

15.5 HAVING clause

The HAVING clause in a SELECT specifies a condition to apply within a group or aggregate.
In other words, HAVING filters rows after the aggregation of the GROUP BY clause has been
applied. Since HAVING is evaluated after GROUP BY, it can only reference expressions
constructed (or derivable) from grouping keys, aggregate expressions, and constants. (These
are the same rules that apply to expressions in the SELECT clause of a GROUP BY query.)
A HAVING clause must come after any GROUP BY clause and before any ORDER BY
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clause. HAVING is like WHERE, but applies to groups. Results from a HAVING clause
represent groupings or aggregations of original rows, whereas results from a WHERE clause
are individual original rows.

In non-streaming applications, if there is no GROUP BY clause, GROUP BY () is assumed
(though since there are no grouping expressions, expressions can consist only of constants
and aggregate expressions). In streaming queries, HAVING cannot be used without a GROUP
BY clause.

WHERE and HAVING can both appear in a single SELECT statement. The WHERE selects
from the stream or table those individual rows that satisfy its condition (the WHERE-
condition). The GROUP BY criteria apply only to the rows selected by the WHERE condition.

Such a grouping, for example "GROUP BY CustomerID", can be further qualified by a
HAVING-condition, which then selects aggregations of rows satisfying its condition within the
specified grouping. For example, "GROUP BY ClientID HAVING SUM(ShipmentValue) > 3600"
would select only those clients whose various shipments that fit the WHERE criteria also had
values that added up to exceed 3600.

See the WHERE clause syntax chart for the conditions, which applies to both HAVING and
WHERE clauses.

The condition must be a Boolean predicate expression. The query returns only rows for which
the predicate evaluates to TRUE.

Example 1. Relational query that displays departments with more than ten employees.

SELECT STREAM "deptno", COUNT(*)

FROM "Emp"

GROUP BY "deptno"

HAVING COUNT(*) > 10

Example 2. Streaming query that displays products for which there are more than $1000 of
orders in the past hour.

SELECT STREAM "prodId"

FROM "Orders"

GROUP BY FLOOR("Orders".ROWTIME TO HOUR), "prodId"

HAVING SUM("quantity" * "price") > 1000;

15.6 GROUP BY clause

The GROUP BY clause of the SELECT statement defines groups of rows which are aggregated
(collected together) so that aggregate functions (such as COUNT, AVG, and SUM) can be applied to the
groups. GROUP BY groups a result into subsets that have matching values for one or more columns. In

other words, the GROUP BY clause returns a single summary row of information for each
group of rows that have identical values in columns to which GROUP BY has been applied.

In a streaming context, one of the columns to which GROUP BY is applied must be
monotonically increasing. See Syntax for Streaming GROUP BY below. Often, though not
always, this column will be ROWTIME with a FLOOR, CEILING, or STEP function applied, so
that rows are first grouped by a time period (such as ten seconds, five minutes, or twelve
hours), then by another column with limited values, such as "departments" or "regions." 
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In s-Server, data is implicitly ordered by source ROWTIME, and physical order is maintained
within ROWTIME.

We recommend using the STEP function with GROUP BY, which lets you "step" through
timed intervals. See Using the STEP Function with GROUP BY below.

You can also use the FLOOR or CEILING functions with GROUP BY. See Using the FLOOR
or CEILING Functions with GROUP BY below. 

You can also use FIRST_VALUE and LAST_VALUE with GROUP BY. This is an extension to
the SQL standard, which relies on the implicit ordering of data by source ROWTIME (and
physical order within ROWTIME). You can use IGNORE NULLS with FIRST_VALUE and
LAST_VALUE. See Using FIRST_VALUE and LAST_VALUE with GROUP BY below.

You should apply GROUP BY to the smallest unit of time you want grouped, and to that unit
only. Grouping by both a larger and smaller unit is known as "nesting," and does not produce
useful results. See Avoiding Nested Groups below.

Syntax for Streaming GROUP BY

The syntax for streaming GROUP BY is as follows:

GROUP BY <monotonically increasing or time-based expression> ,<column name-or-

expression, ...>.

The following query, which computes the product counts per hour, uses the monotonically
increasing expression FLOOR(Orders.ROWTIME TO HOUR). This type of query is known
as a tumbling window. 

SELECT STREAM FLOOR(Orders.ROWTIME TO HOUR) AS theHour, prodId, COUNT(*)

FROM Orders

GROUP BY FLOOR(Orders.ROWTIME TO HOUR), prodId;

GROUP BY FLOOR(S.ROWTIME) TO HOUR will yield one output row per hour for the
previous hour's input rows. 

As shown here, GROUP BY can specify additional partitioning terms. For example, GROUP
BY FLOOR(S.ROWTIME) TO HOUR, USERID will yield one output row per hour per
USERID value. 

Without a monotonic column or expression in the GROUP BY clause, s-Server will not allow
the query. The following query, for example, will be rejected by s-Server's validator:

SELECT STREAM prodId, COUNT(*)

FROM Orders

GROUP BY prodId

The query is intended to compute the number of orders for each product as a stream.
However, since Orders is an infinite stream, Guavus s-Server can never know that it has
seen all orders for a given product, and therefore can never complete a particular row's total
and output a row. Rather than allow a query that can never emit a row, Guavus s-Server's
validator rejects the query.
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What Counts as Monotonically Increasing?

ROWTIME is defined as monotonically increasing, and can always be used in a streaming
GROUP BY. If you know that an expression is monotonic, you can declare it so by using the
MONOTONIC function. If the actual data are not monotonic, the resulting system behavior is
indeterminate: results may not be as expected or desired. See the topic MONOTONIC
function in this guide for more details.

Duplicate rowtimes can occur in a stream, and as long as the ROWTIME value is the same,
the GROUP BY operation will keep accumulating rows. In order to emit a row, the ROWTIME
value has to change at some point.

Using the FLOOR or CEILING Functions with GROUP BY

The examples above used the FLOOR function to establish the limit for the group. When
called with a date, time, or timestamp expression, FLOOR returns the largest value equal to
or smaller than the input subject to the precision specified by an indicated time unit, such as
to MINUTE or to SECOND. CEILING, or CEIL, works similarly, but returns the smallest value
equal to or larger than the input, subject to the precision specified by the time unit. 

The following example applies the AVERAGE function to one-minute interval groups
established by FLOOR, then groups rows within these one-minute intervals by the column
"bearing."

SELECT STREAM AVG("speed") AS "avg_speed","bearing"

    FROM "StreamLab_Output_buses_demo"."guide_1_out_step_1" AS s

    GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME to MINUTE), "bearing";

This example first groups rows into one minute intervals, then groups them by the column
"bearing." When you apply a group by, s-Server emits one row for each group that appears in
the windowed time period. This allows you to display aggregated data for each department, or
region, or building, and so on.

Using the STEP Function in a Tumbling Window

The STEP function performs arithmetic similar to the FLOOR function, but lets you work
through repeated "floors" as data flows--in "steps." We recommend using this function
because it it is more flexible than FLOOR or CEILING. You can use the STEP function in a
tumbling window with a GROUP BY clause, such as the following:

SELECT STREAM partition_id, SUM(measure)

FROM s

GROUP BY STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '5' MINUTE), partition_id;

In the example above, all streaming data for stream s is grouped by partition_id every 5
minutes. In the example above, STEP function is monotonically increasing since its first
parameter, s.ROWTIME, is monotonic. The aggregator correctly generates punctuations
when STEP function is used in a GROUP BY clause.

For all rows with ROWTIME between '2016-01-01 07:30:00' and '2016-01-01 07:34.59.999',
the aggregated result has a ROWTIME of 

STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '5' MINUTE) + INTERVAL '5' MINUTE 
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=  '2016-01-01 07:35:00'

In this case, when aggregated results are emitted, the aggregator also emits a punctuation of
5 minutes later since the next aggregation result will have a ROWTIME of at least '2016-01-01
07:40:00'

Example

The following code groups the column rowtime by ten-second intervals, then by the column
"bearing," performing a MAX aggregation on the column "speed".

SELECT STREAM MAX("speed") AS "max_speed","bearing"

    FROM "StreamLab_Output_buses_demo"."guide_1_out_step_1" AS s

    GROUP BY STEP(s.ROWTIME by interval '10' second), "bearing";

The result are rows emitted every 10 seconds for each value in the column "bearing." In this
case, those values are "north" and "northeast."

+-----------+-----------+

| max_speed |  bearing  |

+-----------+-----------+

| 99        | north     |

| 117       | northeast |

| 93        | north     |

| 81        | northeast |

| 78        | north     |

| 94        | northeast |

| 107       | northeast |

| 55        | north     |

+-----------------------+

Using FIRST_VALUE and LAST_VALUE with GROUP BY

When you aggregate rows using GROUP BY, you lose all columns other than the columns
included in the aggregation. You can use FIRST_VALUE, LAST_VALUE, MIN, or MAX with
GROUP BY to return meaningful values to these columns.

The example below uses LAST_VALUE to return the column “highway”. This example would
be most useful if you know “highway” does not change frequently.

SELECT STREAM AVG("speed") AS "avg_speed",

LAST_VALUE("highway")  AS "highway"

FROM "StreamLab_Output_buses-data"."dashboard_pipe1_step_3" AS "input"

GROUP BY STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '15' MINUTE);

You can use IGNORE NULLS to ensure that a value is returned for FIRST_VALUE or
LAST_VALUE. For example, let’s say a weather station sends weather data that may include
readings for temperature and pressure in a single row.

Each row (report) may not have non-null values for both temperature & pressure. Let’s say
you want get the most recent report for the temperature as well as the pressure from a
weather station at the top of every 15 minutes. You can use LAST_VALUE to get the
temperature and pressure at the 15 minute mark, using code similar to the following:

http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/built-in-functions/firstvalue/
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/built-in-functions/lastvalue/
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/built-in-functions/min/
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/built-in-functions/max/
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   SELECT STREAM

       station_id,

       LAST_VALUE(temp) IGNORE NULLS AS temp,

       LAST_VALUE(pressure) IGNORE NULLS AS pressure

   FROM weather_data AS s

   GROUP BY STEP(s.ROWTIME BY INTERVAL '15' MINUTE), station_id;

Nested Groups

Nested groups return the more fine-grained of the two groupings, and should be avoided.
When you group rowtime by both and hour, for example, the results are the same as if you
group rowtime by minute. When there is more than one grouping key, the effect is to group by
the intersection of the groups. 

15.7 WHERE clause

The WHERE clause extracts records that meet a specified condition. The condition can be a
numeric or string comparison, or use the BETWEEN, LIKE, OR IN operators: see SQL
Operators. Conditions can be combined using logical operators such as AND, OR, and NOT.

The WHERE clause is like the HAVING clause. It applies to groups, that is, results from a
WHERE clause are individual original rows, whereas results from a HAVING clause represent
groupings or aggregations of original rows.

WHERE and HAVING can both appear in a single SELECT statement. The WHERE selects
from the stream or table those individual rows that satisfy its condition (the WHERE-
condition). The GROUP BY criteria apply only to the rows selected by the WHERE condition.
Such a grouping, for example "GROUP BY CustomerID", can be further qualified by a
HAVING-condition, which then selects aggregations of rows satisfying its condition within the
specified grouping. For example, "GROUP BY ClientID HAVING SUM(ShipmentValue) > 3600"
would select only those clients whose various shipments that fit the WHERE criteria also had
values that added up to exceed 3600.

Syntax Chart for "condition" used in the WHERE and HAVING
Clauses
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To see where this clause fits into the SELECT statement, see the chart in the topic SELECT
statement.)

The condition must be a Boolean predicate expression. The query returns only rows for which
the predicate evaluates to TRUE; if the condition evaluates to NULL, the row is not emitted.

The condition in the WHERE clause cannot contain windowed aggregation expressions,
because if the where clause condition caused rows to be dropped, it would alter the contents
of the window.

WHERE is also discussed in the topics JOIN clause and HAVING clause in this guide.

15.8 WINDOW clause

The WINDOW clause in a SELECT query specifies rows in a stream partitioned by the time
range interval or a number of rows. This allows you to perform calculations for each output
row, such as AVG or MAX. In a conventional database, you would not need a window to
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perform such calculations, because the query would know what rows are available in
advance. But because of the nature of streaming data, you have to identify a subset of rows in
the stream on which to perform calculations. 

You can also use the PARTITION BY clause to partition along columns, and the ORDER BY
clause to specify ordering, including ordering that makes use of FLOOR() or STEP() to group
rows into smaller timeframes. 

An analytic function using WINDOW works similarly to an aggregate function using GROUP
BY. But unlike aggregate functions, the WINDOW clause does not output a single output row
with calculations. Instead, when you apply a calculation such as AVG or MAX to in a query that
uses a WINDOW clause, s-Server outputs one row for every input row, but incorporates
other rows in calculations for each row. These rows belong to the window frame. For more
information about analytic functions, see the topic Analytic Functions in this guide. Windows
can also be used to perform JOINS. For more information about JOINS, see the topic JOIN
clause in this guide.

You can define named windows (using WINDOW) or use inline window specifications (by
applying OVER to one or more columns in the query). 

Note: s-Server does not support using the WINDOW clause on foreign tables. 

This topic contains information on the following subtopics:

· Windows Overview

· Syntax for Window Statement
o Windows Endpoints

· Window Types
o Sliding Time-Based Windows
o Sliding Row-Based Windows
o Partitioned Windows
o Partitioned Windows with SESSION ON
o Offset Windows
o Hopping Windows
o Zero-Width Windows

· Allowed and Disallowed Window Specifications

Windows Overview

When you specify a window, s-Server applies calculations for each output row (such as AVG
or MAX) to a sliding set of rows, known as the window frame. You can define window frames
based on a logical interval or a physical number of rows. Logical intervals express windows in
terms of time--"the last five minutes"--or another monotonically increasing expression--"the
last five millimeters." Having said that, logical intervals are almost always based on
input.ROWTIME. For logical windows, you can define windows that start in the past and end
at the present, or that start in the past and end in the past. The latter are known as offset
windows.
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A physical number of rows means something like "the last 200 rows that arrived." These are
often called row-based windows. These windows use ROWTIME, but only implicitly: s-Server
determines the last 200 rows that arrived based on their ROWTIME. Physical windows
always include the current row, so actually, this window would contain 201 rows--the 200
rows that arrived prior to the current row, and the current row itself.

Using Windows in a Query

You reference named windows in the OVER clause of a query. The following example
references a window called 10min, which is defined in the WINDOW clause of the query:

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      driver_no,

      AVG(speed) OVER 10min AS avg_speed_10_min

      --references window defined below

    FROM buses_stream

  WINDOW 10min   AS (PARTITION BY driver_no RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING);

This example defines a window frame based on a logical interval, as indicated by RANGE. If
the window frame were defined as a number of rows, it would use ROWS in place of range,
as in ROWS 20 PRECEDING.

You can also use the OVER clause to define windows inline, without using the WINDOW
clause, as in:

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      driver_no,

      AVG(speed) OVER (PARTITION BY driver_no RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING)

       AS "avg_speed_10_min"

    FROM buses_stream;

Calculating Windows

s-Server calculates windows in the following order:

1. A PARTITION BY clause divides the input rows into partitions, similar to GROUP BY but
without actually combining rows with the same key.

2. An ORDER BY clause specifies the ordering within each partition.

3. A WINDOW clause defines the window frame within the current partition.

s-Server now features offset and hopping windows.

Syntax for Window Statement 

WINDOW <window_name> AS (

   [ PARTITION BY <partitionCols> ]

   [ ORDER BY <MonotonicExpression> ]

   <window-frame> )

   <window-frame> ::=  <range-definition> | <rows-definition> )

   <range-definition> ::=  RANGE [ BETWEEN ] INTERVAL 'x' <timeunit> PRECEDING --

lower bound
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                                  [ AND INTERVAL 'y' <timeunit> PRECEDING ] -- upper

bound

    <rows-definition>  ::=  ROWS  [ BETWEEN ] number PRECEDING | UNBOUNDED PRECEDING |

CURRENT ROW -- upper bound

                                 [ AND number PRECEDING | CURRENT ROW ] -- lower bound

Intervals for RANGE

For RANGE, you can use any valid interval including complex intervals such as

INTERVAL ‘2:30’ MINUTE TO SECOND

INTERVAL ‘2:45’ HOUR TO MINUTE

s-Server does not support MONTH or YEAR as an interval. To express longer intervals, you
can use intervals of days or hours:

INTERVAL ‘1000’ DAY(4)

DAY(4) because by default the precision is (2).

For more information on intervals, see the topic Interval Expressions.

Examples:

WINDOW w AS (ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO HOUR)

     RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '10' HOUR PRECEDING

           AND INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

WINDOW "aWindow" AS (PARTITION BY "device_key" RANGE INTERVAL '30' MINUTE PRECEDING)

Window Clause and Endpoints

CURRENT ROW is the default upper bound of a window frame in the WINDOW clause.
Unless otherwise specified, all windows include CURRENT ROW. As of version 6.0, s-Server
supports offset windows, where the upper bound of a window frame can precede CURRENT
ROW. 

Windows can have, then, two upper bounds:

CURRENT ROW - The upper bound of the window has an offset 0. This is the default upper
bound.

PRECEDING - The upper bound of the window has a negative offset relative to the current
row.

Note: s-Server does not support FOLLOWING. 

Streaming SQL follows the SQL Standard for windows over a range. This means, for
example that the syntax 

WINDOW HOUR AS (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING) 

will include the end points of the hour.
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To ensure that the the endpoint of the previous hour is not included, you need to use the
following syntax for the window: 

WINDOW HOUR AS (RANGE INTERVAL '59:59.999' MINUTE TO SECOND(3) PRECEDING);

See Allowed and Disallowed Window Specifications below for more details.

Window Types

The following examples show a sample input data set, the definitions for several windows,
and the contents of those windows.

Example Stream

These examples draw on the following example stream. The first block of SQL creates a
schema for the stream called stocks. The second block creates a simple stream called
ticker. The third block promotes the column order_time to ROWTIME. This is so that the
stream uses reported values instead of the stream clock for ROWTIME. To create these
streams yourself, open sqlline and copy the following code into the window.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA stocks;

SET SCHEMA 'stocks';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM ticker (

    order_time TIMESTAMP, --Time order was reported.

    amount INTEGER, --amount of order.

    ticker VARCHAR(4096) --ticker.

  )

DESCRIPTION 'native stream ticker';

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW ticker_rt

 DESCRIPTION 'ticker with rowtime' AS

 SELECT STREAM

     order_time as ROWTIME,

     amount,

     ticker

 FROM ticker;

Values for Stream 

The following code contains values that are used in the examples below. The INSERT
command inserts values into the ticker_rt stream created above. To insert this data yourself,
open sqlline in another terminal and paste the following code into the window.

INSERT INTO stocks.ticker (order_time, ticker, amount)

VALUES

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:02:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 20),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:02:10.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 20),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:03:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 30),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 15),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:30.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 40),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:45.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 10),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:05:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'MSFT', 15),
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(CAST('2019-03-30 03:05:30.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'MSFT', 55),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:59:45.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 20),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:02:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'GOOGL', 100),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:04:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'GOOGL', 100),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:06:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 5),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:08:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 15),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:18:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 40),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:18:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'GOOGL', 100),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:18:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'GOOGL', 100),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:18:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 15),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:43:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 60),

(CAST('2019-03-30 04:44:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 1000),

(CAST('2019-03-30 05:46:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 3000)

;

Time-Based Sliding Windows

Sliding windows are the simplest type of windows. Like all windows, sliding windows emit one
row for every row that enters the query (through a simple INSERT, a pump or an external
source accessed by a foreign stream). 

Time-based sliding windows identify groups of rows based on a specified time period in
relation to the current row. 

You define time-based windows in terms of 1) a time when the window begins. 2) a time
when the window ends. 3) whether or not the window should "hop." Hopping windows
accumulate data in a specified time period (1 minute, 5 minutes, 1 hour) and then reset once
the time period has elapsed.

The window frame of a sliding window moves along one row at a time. Rows exit the window
as they move out of the defined frame. If you define a window as beginning five minutes ago,
rows move out of the window once their timestamp is greater than 5 minutes past the current
row. If you define a window as 200 rows, rows move out of the window once the 201st row
enters the window.

The view below defines a window called 5min. The start frame bound is the current row's
rowtime minus 5 minutes. The end frame bound is the current row's rowtime. The calculation
AVG(amount) will apply to only those rows whose rowtimes are between (current rowtime
minus 5 minutes) and (current rowtime). The row is calculated once once the stream has
flowed forward past the current rowtime.

Every row emitted will have a slightly different value for AVG(amount) and MAX(amount),
since the window is continually moving forward.

The code below creates a view with a simple time-based window with a window frame of 5
minutes. Calculations for AVG and MAX include the all rows that fall within a 5 minute window
frame from the current row.

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and using the INSERT code defined above to see the
results of this query.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW sliding

 DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order over 5 minutes preceding' AS
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 SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

       s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

       amount as "order",

       AVG(amount) OVER "5min"       AS "avg_order",

       MAX(amount) OVER "5min"       AS "max_order",

 ticker as "ticker"

 FROM ticker_rt AS s

 WINDOW "5min"   AS (

         RANGE INTERVAL '5' MINUTE PRECEDING)

 ;

The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration below, all rows from '2019-03-30 03:02:00.0' to '2019-03-30 03:05:30.0' are part of
the same window. At '2019-03-30 03:59:45.0', the window has slid to a 5 minute window
frame that stretches back to '2019-03-30 03:54:45.0'. 

Row-Based Sliding Windows

Row-based sliding windows identify groups of rows based on N number of rows in relation to
the current row. 

You define row-based windows in terms of 1) when the window begins, either unbounded (all
rows received up until the current row) or a specified number of rows (such as 200 rows). 2)
when the window ends, either the current row or N rows preceding (such as "until 10 rows
ago).
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Row-based windows are defined as the current row plus X number of rows preceding. A
window such ROWS '3' PRECEDING will actually contain 4 rows: 3 preceding rows plus the
current row. 

Because of how they're defined, row-based windows can be slightly tricky to work with at the
start of a stream. That's because s-Server doesn't require that the exact number of rows are
present: if you specify ROWS '3' PRECEDING and the stream has only emitted one row, s-
Server runs calculations anyway. This means that at the start of a stream, a row-based
sliding window window such as ROWS '3' PRECEDING window begins with a single row and
then grows up to the eventual window size. It first includes row 1 of a stream, then rows 1 and
2, then 1-2-3, and finally 1-2-3-4 before sliding to 2-3-4-5, 3-4-5-6, and so on. In some cases,
you may want to disregard those initial smaller windows by filtering out rows by using a
statement along the lines of WHERE COUNT(*) OVER theWindow = 4 (in the case of a 4
row window).

The code below creates a simple row-based window of 5 rows. Calculations for AVG and
MAX include the current row and the previous 5 rows.

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and copying the INSERT code defined above into the
second terminal. You will see the results of this query in the first terminal.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW avg_5rows

DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order over 5 rows' AS

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

      amount as "order",

      AVG(amount) OVER "5rows"       AS "avg_order",

      MAX(amount) OVER "5rows"       AS "max_order",

ticker as "ticker"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "5rows"   AS (

      ROWS 5 PRECEDING)

;

The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration below, for the first row, only that row is included in the window. The 6th row
calculates values using data from rows 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The 10th row calculates values
using data from rows 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
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Partitioned Windows

Partitioned windows contains rows that meet the window criteria and have the same value of
the ticker column. 

The code below creates a window frame that partitions on the column ticker. Calculations for
AVG and MAX include the all rows that fall within a 5 hour window frame from the current row
and whose value for ticker matches that of the current row. Partitions are evaluated before
ORDER BY and before window frames.

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and copying the INSERT code defined above into the
second terminal. You will see the results of this query in the first terminal.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW ticker_prt

DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order partitioned by ticker' AS

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

      amount as "order",

      AVG(amount) OVER "partition"       AS "avg_order",

      MAX(amount) OVER "partition"       AS "max_order",

      ticker as "ticker"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "partition" AS

     (PARTITION BY ticker

     RANGE INTERVAL '5' HOUR PRECEDING)

;
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The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration, all rows with the value 'IBM' for the column ticker that have been received up until
this point and fall within the window frame are calculated together.

Partitioned Windows Using SESSION ON

For partitioned windows (sliding windows defined using PARTITION BY), you can define
sessions for a column or columns. This feature is available for s-Server version 6.0.1. With
sessions, you can determine the location and size of a partitioned window using the input
data itself. For example, you might have session attached to a customer’s id, which you could
use to develop aggregates for the customer’s orders.

Sessions can start and end in one of two ways:

· You can set Boolean conditions for when the session starts (START WHEN) and ends
(END WHEN). See Session Defined with START WHEN/END WHEN below.

· You can set a time out for the session’s expiration, using TIMEOUT AFTER . See Session
Defined with TIMEOUT AFTER below.

You can use these flags together.

Note: Sessions are not currently supported for windows defined with GROUP BY.

Within s-Server, sessions are defined by session keys. Whenever the START WHEN clause
evaluates to true, a new session key will be returned. Whenever the END WHEN clause
evaluates to true, the next call with that key will return a new session key. Likewise, if you
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specify the TIMEOUT AFTER clause, and the interval defined by TIMEOUT AFTER has
elapsed, a new session key will be returned.

You can use the window function SESSION() to retrieve the session id associated with a
window, as in SESSION() over awindow.

While you must use the PARTITION BY subclause, you do not need to define a value
expression for PARTITION BY. That is, you can define a session along the following lines:

PARTITION BY

SESSION ON trader

START WHEN (s.action='START')

END WHEN (s.action='END')

Session Defined with START WHEN/END WHEN

In the simple example below, a session for the column trader begins when the column action
equals ‘START’ and ends when action equals ‘END’.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW session

DESCRIPTION 'test session' AS

SELECT STREAM

     AVG(order) OVER "awindow"       AS "avg_order",

     SESSION() OVER "awindow" as "session_id",

     ticker as "ticker",

     action as "action",

     trader as "trader"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "awindow" AS

    (PARTITION BY ticker

    --code for SESSION begins here. SESSION ON must be used with PARTITION BY

    SESSION ON trader

    --uses simple flags for START WHEN and END WHEN

    START WHEN (s.action='START')

    END WHEN (s.action='END')

    RANGE INTERVAL '24' HOUR PRECEDING)

;

Session Defined with TIMEOUT AFTER

In the simple example below, a session for the column trader begins at the start of the
stream. If rows stop arriving for 2 hours, the session ends, and a new session begins.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW stocks.timeout_session

DESCRIPTION 'test session' AS

SELECT STREAM

     ROWTIME,

     s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

     MAX(amount) OVER "awindow"       AS "max_order",

     AVG(amount) OVER "awindow"       AS "avg_order",

     SESSION() OVER "awindow" as "session_id",

     ticker as "ticker",

     trader as "trader"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "awindow" AS

    (PARTITION BY ticker

    SESSION ON trader
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    --indicates that session times out after 2 hours.

    TIMEOUT AFTER interval '2' HOUR

    RANGE INTERVAL '24' HOUR PRECEDING)

;

In this example, if 3 rows arrive in the stream stocks.ticker_rowtime_promoted, at 2019-03-30
04:00:00.000, 2019-03-30 05:00:00.000, and 2019-03-30 08:00:00.000, the session on trader
times out once ROWTIME reaches 2019-03-30 07:00:00.001. As a result, the session for
trader starts anew, and the value for max_order is evaluated for rows arriving at 2019-03-30
07:00:00.001 or after.

0: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://drew-VirtualBox> select stream * from stocks.timeout_session

where "trader" = 'trader2';

'rowtime','max_order','ticker','trader'

'2019-03-30 04:00:00.000','1000','IBM','trader2'

'2019-03-30 05:00:00.000','1000','IBM','trader2'

'2019-03-30 08:00:03.000','200','IBM','trader2'

Offset Windows

By default, windows have an upper bound of the current row. For some calculations, you will
want to exclude the current row by using an offset window. Otherwise, a given calculation may
miss additional rows that come in with the same ROWTIME as the current row, since s-
Server begins emitting output rows as soon as the current row hits its system. Using offset
windows ensures that you have captured all rows with the same ROWTIIME in a calculation.

However, offset windows introduce some latency. In cases where it is not important to
calculate rows with the same rowtime, you can use the default upper bound.

Offset windows enable the exclusion of the “current” row (or the current time interval as
expressed in the order by clause) from computation of aggregates such as AVG, VAR, or
STDDEV. This makes statistical tools like Bollinger bands or the naive bayes classifier,
statistically valid.

In the code below, calculations for AVG and MAX include all rows that fall within a window
frame that begins 5 minutes ago from the current row and ends 1 minute ago from the current
row. 

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and copying the INSERT code defined above into the
second terminal. You will see the results of this query in the first terminal.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW offset

DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order over 5 rows' AS

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

      amount as "order",

      AVG(amount) OVER "1min_ago"       AS "avg_order",

      MAX(amount) OVER "1min_ago"       AS "max_order",

ticker as "ticker"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "1min_ago"   AS (--PARTITION BY id

        RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '5' MINUTE PRECEDING

        AND INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING)
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;

The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration, values for the row with a rowtime of '2019-03-30 03:05:30.0' include rows from 
'2019-03-30 03:00:30.0' to  '2019-03-30 03:04:30.0', but do not include the current row. If no
data is available for the offset window, as in the first row, values return null.

Hopping Windows

You can use ORDER BY in the window clause to create a hopping window. Hopping windows
slide forward by an set interval of time, such as a minute, 10 minutes, an hour, or 2 hours. To
achieve this effect, you use a function that rounds down ROWTIME, either FLOOR() or
STEP().

For example, using ORDER BY with ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO HOUR, you
specify that rows will be calculated in hourly chunks.

This window will slide forward at the top of every hour, that is, "hopping" the window forward
by 1 hour every hour. Rows ROWTIMEs in the 3:00 hour will accumulate in the window until a
row arrives with a ROWTIME of 4:00 or later. At that point, the window starts over, and the
first calculation will include only one row, the next two rows, and so on, until a row arrives with
a ROWTIME of 5:00 or later. When you use a hopping window with COUNT, for example,
counts will go up for the entire hour, then start at zero at the beginning of the new hour. Data
from the previous hour is "dropped" from the aggregation.

Hopping windows are particularly useful for aggregations like AVG, VARIANCE, STDDEV on
large time windows (such as hours, days, or weeks) on high datarate streams.

Hopping windows have significant benefits.

· They reduce the amount of system resources required to maintain the window, since
the window only needs to maintain aggregated history for each time interval (1 hour in
the example above).
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· When used with an offset, such as RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '60' MINUTE
PRECEDING AND INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING, the results for each input
row are computed on a window that excludes data from the current row. This is highly
desirable since any anomaly in streaming data does not adversely impact
computation of Bollinger bands or Naive Bayes classifiers. We recommend using
hopping windows with an offset. ?The offset makes both ends of a window frame hop
forward in a 1 minute interval. That is, as each row arrives for the current minute
interval, it does not contribute to the aggregation results for that row since its not in
the window frame for the current row.

· When used without an offset, results for hopping windows are computed for each
input row with zero latency.

The code below creates a hopping window that resets at the top of the hour. It does so by
grouping all rows by hour, using ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO HOUR). This means
"convert rowtimes to the lower bound of the hour." That is, a rowtime '2019-03-30 04:18:00.0'
is converted to '2019-03-30 04:00:00.0'. Window calculations include all rows that match the
converted rowtime: all rows that evaluate to  '2019-03-30 04:00:00.0'.

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and copying the INSERT code defined above into the
second terminal. You will see the results of this query in the first terminal.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW hopping

 DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order over hopping window' AS

 SELECT STREAM

     s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

     amount as "order",

     AVG(amount) OVER "hopping"       AS "avg_order",

     MAX(amount) OVER "hopping"       AS "max_order",

     ticker as "ticker"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW "hopping"   AS (

     ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO HOUR)

     RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING)

;

The illustration below shows the results of a query run on the view defined above. In the
illustration, calculations for the first 9 rows include rows from '2019-03-30 03:02:00.0' to
'2019-03-30 03:59:45.0'. Once a row arrives later than '2019-03-30 03:59:59.999', calculations
reset to newly arriving rows. In the last 5 rows, calculations include rows from '2019-03-30
04:02:00.0' to '2019-03-30 04:18:00.0'.
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Zero-Width Windows

At times, you may want to return calculations for the current row only, excluding other rows
with the same rowtime. You can do so by creating zero-width windows. The row-based
window lastZeroRows includes just the current row, and therefore always contains precisely
one row. Note that ROWS CURRENT ROW is equivalent to ROWS 0 PRECEDING.

The time-based window lastZeroSeconds contains all rows with the same timestamp, of which
there may be several. Note that RANGE CURRENT ROW is equivalent to RANGE INTERVAL '0'

SECOND PRECEDING.

If you created the example stream ticker_rt as defined above, you can test this view by 1)
running the code below in sqlline 2) running a query on this view in the same window and 3)
opening sqlline in another terminal, and copying the INSERT code defined above into the
second terminal. You will see the results of this query in the first terminal.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW zero_width

DESCRIPTION 'Avg and max order over zero width window' AS

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME,

      s.ROWTIME as "rowtime",

      amount as "order",

      AVG(amount) OVER lastZeroRows       AS "avg_order",

      MAX(amount) OVER lastZeroSeconds       AS "max_order",

ticker as "ticker"

FROM ticker_rt AS s

WINDOW

      lastZeroRows AS (ROWS CURRENT ROW),

      lastZeroSeconds AS (RANGE CURRENT ROW)

;

In the illustration below, all rows contain calculations for their data only.
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Allowed and Disallowed Window Specifications

Guavus s-Server supports nearly all windows that end with the current row or a specified
interval preceding the current row. 

You cannot define an infinite window, a negative-sized window, or use negative integers in the
window specification. 

· Infinite windows are windows with no bounds. Typically these point into the future,
which for streams is infinite. For example "ROWS BETWEEN CURRENT ROW AND

UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING" is not supported, because in a streaming context such a
query would not produce a result, since streams are continually expanding as new
data arrives. All uses of UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING are unsupported.

· Negative windows. For example, "ROWS BETWEEN 0 PRECEDING AND 4 PRECEDING"
is a window of negative size and is therefore illegal. Instead, you would use: "ROWS

BETWEEN 4 PRECEDING AND 0 PRECEDING" in this case.

· Offset windows that end with FOLLOWING are supported only for tables. For
example, "ROWS BETWEEN UNBOUNDED PRECEDING AND 4 FOLLOWING" is not
supported. (Window spans CURRENT ROW rather than starting or ending there.)
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· Windows defined with negative integers. For example,  "ROWS BETWEEN -4

PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW" is invalid because negative integers are disallowed.

Also, the special case of ... 0 PRECEDING (and ... 0 FOLLOWING) cannot be used for
windowed aggregation; instead, the synonym CURRENT ROW can be used. 

For windowed aggregation, partitioned windows are allowed, but ORDER BY must not be
present.

For windowed join, partitioned windows are NOT allowed, but ORDER BY can be present if it
sorts by the ROWTIME column of one of the inputs.

15.9 ORDER BY clause

The ORDER BY clause allows you to specify the columns, or expressions, by which a
relational (non-streaming) query is sorted. If you do not specify an ORDER BY clause, the
order of the rows is unspecified.

ORDER BY is also supported for streaming queries (see Streaming Order By) and, by using
a new SQLstream keyword, can be used to time-sort rows in a time-based window. See the
topic T-sorting Stream Input in this guide for more details.

Syntax Chart for the ORDER BY Clause

To see where this clause fits, see the SELECT chart in the topic SELECT statement in this
guide.
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Note: For the use and effect of the t_sort_clause, see the topic T-sorting Stream Input in this
guide.

The ORDER BY clause is evaluated after FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, and
SELECT clauses. As a result, expressions that are filtered away by a GROUP BY or
SELECT DISTINCT operation cannot be sorted on.

For example, it is illegal to write

SELECT DISTINCT deptno

FROM emp

ORDER BY gender

because for a given value of deptno there is no single well-defined value of gender.

If an expression has been given a column alias in the SELECT clause, you can refer to it by
that alias.

If the expression is an integer literal n, it means the nth entry in the SELECT clause.
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For example, the following three queries are equivalent:

   SELECT orderId, unitPrice * quantity AS total

   FROM Orders

   ORDER BY 2;

   SELECT orderId, unitPrice * quantity AS total

   FROM Orders

   ORDER BY total;

   SELECT orderId, unitPrice * quantity AS total

   FROM Orders

   ORDER BY unitPrice * quantity;

Streaming Order By

A streaming query can use ORDER BY if its leading expression is time-based and
monotonic. For example, a streaming query whose leading expression is based on the
ROWTIME column can use ORDER BY to do the following operations:

· Sort the results of a streaming GROUP BY.

· Sort a batch of rows arriving within a fixed time window of a stream.

· Perform streaming ORDER BY on windowed-joins.

The "time-based and monotonic" requirement on the leading expression means that the query

SELECT STREAM DISTINCT ticker FROM trades ORDER BY ticker

will fail, but the query

SELECT STREAM DISTINCT rowtime, ticker FROM trades ORDER BY ROWTIME, ticker

will succeed.

Streaming ORDER BY sorts rows using SQL-2008 compliant syntax for the ORDER BY
clause. It can be combined with a UNION ALL statement, and can sort on expressions, such
as:

SELECT STREAM x, y FROM t1

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM a, b FROM t2 ORDER BY ROWTIME, MOD(x, 5)

The ORDER BY clause can specify ascending or descending sort order, and can use
column ordinals, as well as ordinals specifying (referring to) the position of items in the select
list.

Streaming ORDER BY SQL Declarations

The streaming ORDER BY clause includes the following functional attributes:

· Gathers rows until the monotonically increasing expression in streaming ORDER BY
clause does not change.
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· Does not require streaming GROUP BY clause in the same statement.

· Can use any column with a basic SQL data type of TIMESTAMP, DATE, DECIMAL,
INTEGER, FLOAT, CHAR, VARCHAR.

· Does not require that columns/expressions in the ORDER BY clause be present in
the SELECT list of the statement.

· Applies all the standard SQL validation rules for ORDER BY clause.

Streaming ORDER BY can include the pseudo-column ROWTIME. As a pseudo-column,
ROWTIME behaves as a stream column, but is not stored in the stream. 

Note: Unadorned ROWTIME (not qualified with a stream name) only be specified in the
SELECT list or the ORDER BY clause.

The following query is an example of streaming ORDER BY:

SELECT STREAM state, city, SUM(amount)

FROM orders

GROUP BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO HOUR), state, city

ORDER BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO HOUR), state, SUM(amount);

15.9.1 T-sorting Stream Input

Guavus s-Server's real-time analytics use the fact that arriving data is ordered by ROWTIME.
However, sometimes data arriving from multiple sources may not be time-synchronized.

While Guavus s-Server can sort data from individual data sources that have been
independently inserted into s-Server's native stream, in some cases such data may have
already combined from multiple sources (such as for efficient consumption at an earlier stage
in processing). At other times, high volume data sources could make direct insertion
impossible.

In addition, an unreliable data source could block progress by forcing s-Server to wait
indefinitely, unable to proceed until all connected data sources deliver. In this case, data from
this source could be unsynchronized.

Guavus s-Server resolves these issues using a new execution object (XO), the t-Sort XO. It
uses a sliding time-based window of incoming rows to reorder those rows by ROWTIME.

Syntax

You specify the time-based parameter for sorting and the time-based window in which the
streaming rows are to be time-sorted, using the following syntax:

  ORDER BY <timestamp_expr> WITHIN <interval_literal>

Examples  

The SQL statements below pre-sort rows from different streams using windows of two
minutes and two seconds.
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CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "vehicle_positions" (

"PositionTime" TIMESTAMP,

"VID" INTEGER,

"vSpeed" SMALLINT,

"vBearing" REAL)

DESCRIPTION 'TSort Example';

SELECT STREAM "PositionTime" AS ROWTIME, VID, "vSpeed", "vBearing"

FROM "vehicle_positions"

ORDER BY "PositionTime" WITHIN INTERVAL '2' MINUTE, VID;

SET SCHEMA '"SALES"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "ASKS" (

"TransactionTime" TIMESTAMP,

"time" BIGINT,

"ticker" VARCHAR(5),

"shares" INTEGER,

"price" REAL,

"expiryMs" BIGINT,

"comment" VARCHAR(1024))

DESCRIPTION 'updating ASKS for this example';

SELECT STREAM "TransactionTime" AS ROWTIME, "ticker", "price"

FROM ASKS

ORDER BY "TransactionTime" WITHIN INTERVAL '2' SECOND;

Restrictions

The T-sort XO has the following restrictions:

· The datatype of the ORDER BY expression must be timestamp.

· The partially-ordered expression <timestamp_expr> must be present in the select list
of the query with the alias ROWTIME.

· The leading expression of the ORDER BY clause must not contain the ROWTIME
function and must not use the DESC keyword.

· The ROWTIME column needs to be fully qualified. For example:

o ORDER BY FLOOR(ROWTIME TO MINUTE), ... fails.

o ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), ... works.

If any of these requirements are not met, the statement will fail with errors.

Additional notes:

· You cannot use incoming rowtimebounds. These are ignored by the system.

· If <timestamp_expr> evaluates to NULL, the corresponding row is discarded.
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15.10 OFFSET/FETCH clause

The SQL Standard defines language for positioning a query at a fixed number of rows into the
computed result (OFFSET) and then reading a fixed number of rows from that point onward
(FETCH). For streaming queries, this means X number of rows as they are ordered by
ROWTIME. For queries against foreign tables, this means X number of unordered results or
results as X number of results ordered by an ORDER BY clause.

Note: When querying a Microsoft SQL Server foreign table, you must use an ORDER BY
clause. Queries against a SQL Server foreign table that lack an ORDER BY clause will fail
with an error.

Syntax

<result-offset-clause> ::= OFFSET <offset-row-count> { ROWS | ROW }

<fetch-first-clause> ::= FETCH { FIRST | NEXT } [ <fetch-first-quantity> ] { ROW |

ROWS } ONLY

<offset-row-count> ::= integer

<fetch-first-quantity> ::= integer

With an OFFSET or FETCH clause included, SELECT behaves as follows:

· OFFSET - The default <offset-row-count> is 0. <offset-row-count> cannot be less
than 0 or s-Server raises an exception.

· FETCH - If a FETCH clause is present, but <fetch-first-quantity> is omitted, then it
defaults to 1. Otherwise, <fetch-first-quantity> is infinity. <fetch-first-quantity> cannot
be less than 1, or s-Server raises an exception.

Note: The first <offset-row-count> rows of the query result are thrown away. The query
returns the next <fetch-first-quantity> rows. Without an accompanying ORDER BY clause,
the results are not well-defined.

Note: Errors can occur while processing rows. These errors do not kill the SELECT
statement, but can result in discarded rows, with messages logged to the trace log.
Discarded rows do not count toward satisfying either the <offset-row-count> positioning or
the <fetch-first-quantity> limit.

Streams are inherently ordered by ROWTIME, so s-Server will always deliver meaningful
results when you use OFFSET or FETCH on a streaming query.

For foreign tables, s-Server does not deliver query results in an order unless you use ORDER
BY. This means that if you use different OFFSET values for different subsets of a query
result, OFFSET may produce unpredictable results. Without ORDER BY, using FETCH
produces similarly unpredictable results. For example, "rows 40 through 100" is only
meaningful if rows 1-100 are in an order.

Examples

Data for examples:
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a b

1 100

2 99

3 98

4 97

5 96

6 95

7 94

OFFSET and FETCH

select * from "my_table" order by a offset 3 rows fetch next 2 rows only;

Result:

+----+-----+

| A  |  B  |

+----+-----+

| 4  | 97  |

| 5  | 96  |

+----+-----+

OFFSET Only

select * from "my_table" order by a offset 3 rows;

Result:

+----+-----+

| A  |  B  |

+----+-----+

| 4  | 97  |

| 5  | 96  |

| 6  | 95  |

| 7  | 94  |

+----+-----+

FETCH ONLY

select * from "my_table" order by a fetch next 2 rows only;

Result:

+----+------+

| A  |  B   |

+----+------+

| 1  | 100  |

| 2  | 99   |

+----+------+
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15.11 ROWTIME

ROWTIME is a system-generated column which returns the creation time of a stream row. Its
type is always TIMESTAMP NOT NULL.

s-Server uses this system column to keep track of a stream's time, as for windowed
aggregation. 

You can apply a column alias in order to override the system-generated ROWTIME with a
timestamp from the data itself. This is known as promoting ROWTIME. See Promoting
Rowtime below. Often, such a timestamp would be the time the row was generated by its
source. Whether or not you do so, or when in the pipeline you do so depends on the your
analytic model. See the Concepts guide for more details.

For more details, see the topics Timestamp, ROWTIME, and
CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP in this guide.

ROWTIME System Column

When used in the SELECT clause of a streaming query, without being qualified by a
preceding stream name, ROWTIME returns the timestamp of the row generated by the
SELECT query itself.

Existing streams used as input for a SELECT query have their own ROWTIME columns. To
reference these columns from within a query, qualify them with the stream name (or alias).
The values of "unqualified" ROWTIME in a SELECT clause and the rowtime of an input
stream can be different.

For example, the following query returns two separate rowtimes:

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, s2.ROWTIME from s1, s2;

The first ROWTIME returns the creation time of the rows of the result stream.

The second, qualified, ROWTIME, returns the creation time of the rows of the input stream
called s2.

ROWTIME             s2.ROWTIME        

=================== =================== 

2008-02-20 10:15:00 2008-02-20 10:30:00 

2008-02-20 10:25:00 2008-02-20 11:15:00 

2008-02-20 10:25:30 2008-02-20 11:05:00 

Rowtime and JDBC

Every streaming query has a ROWTIME column. 

However, the ROWTIME column is not returned from a top-level JDBC query unless you
explicitly include it in the SELECT clause. For example:

CREATE STREAM Orders(

  "orderId" INTEGER NOT NULL,

  "custId" INTEGER NOT NULL);

SELECT columnName

FROM ALL_STREAMS;
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columnName

==========

orderId

custId

SELECT STREAM *

FROM Orders;

orderId custId

======= ======

    100    501

    101     22

    102    699

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME, *

FROM Orders;

ROWTIME             orderId custId

=================== ======= ======

2008-02-20 10:15:00     100    501

2008-02-20 10:25:00     101     22

2008-02-20 10:25:30     102    699

This is mainly to ensure compatibility with JDBC: since the stream Orders declares two
columns, SELECT STREAM * should return two columns.

Promoting ROWTIME

SQLstream assigns each row of a stream a timestamp value based on the streaming
relational operators that created it. You can override that value by giving one column or
expression in the query a column alias of ROWTIME.

For example, the following query returns rows with a constant timestamp:

SELECT STREAM

  TIMESTAMP '1970-01-01 00:00:00' AS ROWTIME,

  *

FROM Orders

It is not strictly necessary to use AS ROWTIME. s-Server promotes a column to the row's
timestamp column if its name, derived by the usual rules for column aliases, turns out to be
ROWTIME. For example:

// s.ROWTIME implicitly becomes the timestamp of the generated row

SELECT STREAM

  o.orderId,

  s.ROWTIME

FROM Orders AS o

  JOIN Shipments OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR FOLLOWING) AS s

  ON o.orderId = s.orderId

// invalid, because no stream can have more than one ROWTIME column

SELECT STREAM

  o.orderId,

  o.ROWTIME,

  s.ROWTIME

FROM Orders AS o

  JOIN Shipments OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR FOLLOWING) AS s

  ON o.orderId = s.orderId
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SQLstream requires that rows have ascending timestamps. You may need to time sort data
in order for it to work monotonically. See the topic T-sorting Stream Input in this guide for
more details.

ROWTIME as a Column in a Table

It is illegal to create a stream with a column called ROWTIME, but it is acceptable for a
column of a table to be called ROWTIME. (This is compatible with the SQL standard.)

Such a column has no special meaning, and can have any data type. The examples below
illustrate the illegal use with a stream versus the valid use with a table.

However, this practice is likely to be confusing and is not recommended.

// fails: ROWTIME column clashes with system ROWTIME column

CREATE STREAM TooManyRowtime(

  foo INTEGER NOT NULL,

  rowtime TIMESTAMP NOT NULL);

// succeeds, but not recommended

CREATE TABLE TableWithRowtime(

  bar INTEGER NOT NULL,

  rowtime VARCHAR(20));

16 SET statements

SET CATALOG 'catalog';

Sets the name of the catalog from which schemas, tables, and other database objects will be
resolved for the current session. The default catalog is called "LOCALDB", and this is where
you should create application schemas. You can override the catalog by using fully-qualified
object names:

SELECT * FROM LOCALDB.SALES.Emps

Guavus s-Server has several catalogs predefined (SYS_BOOT, SYS_MOF, SYS_CWM,
SYS_FEM, and LOCALDB). Additional catalogs can be created implicitly via the CREATE
SERVER command. The SYS_BOOT catalog contains internal tables for metadata storage,
along with things like views for implementing JDBC metadata. The SYS_MOF catalog is a
virtual catalog exposing the highest-level metamodel. The SYS_CWM catalog is a virtual
catalog exposing the contents of the CWM-based repository. SYS_FEM is similar, but for
Farrago extensions to CWM.

Catalog Description

SYS_BOOT
Contains internal tables for metadata storage, along with things like
views for implementing JDBC metadata.

SYS_MOF Virtual catalog exposing the highest-level metamodel.

SYS_CWM Virtual catalog exposing the contents of the CWM-based repository.

SYS_FEM Similar to SYS_CWM, but for Farrago extensions to CWM.

LOCALDB Stores user metadata about both local and foreign tables.
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SET PATH

SET PATH 'path_element [, path_element...]';

Defines the lookup scope for references to user-defined routines. Note that according to the
SQL standard the PATH does not have to be the same as the SCHEMA. For example:

SET PATH 'CommonProcs';

Here is a more complex example, using the CURRENT_PATH operator to build a path of
three elements then print it:

SET PATH 'sys_boot.jdbc_metadata, sales';

SET PATH current_path || ', sys_cwm."Relational"';

VALUES current_path;

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                             CURRENT_PATH                             |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

| "SYS_BOOT"."JDBC_METADATA","LOCALDB"."SALES","SYS_CWM"."Relational"  |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

See the topic CREATE FUNCTION in this guide for examples of how paths are used to
resolve routine definitions.

SET SCHEMA

SET SCHEMA 'schema_name';

Sets or changes the default schema within the current catalog. This enables you to reference
objects in the schema without fully qualifying the name. For example:

SET SCHEMA 'SALES';

SELECT * FROM EMPS;

-- has the same effect as

SELECT * FROM SALES.EMPS;

User schemas are created in the LOCALDB catalog. SET SCHEMA changes the default
schema within the current catalog. The SYS_CWM catalog defines one schema per CWM
package (e.g. "Core", "Relational", or "KeysIndexes"); the tables in the CWM schemas
correspond to classes (e.g., schema SYS_CWM."Core" contains "ModelElement" and
"Feature"; schema SYS_CWM."Relational" contains "Table" and "View"). Likewise for
SYS_FEM.

The behavior of the SET SCHEMA command is dictated by the SQL standard, which
specifies that the string between the single-quotes is an expression that is to be evaluated
whenever a default schema is required. Therefore, identifiers that contain lower-case
characters, spaces or other punctuation must be enclosed in double-quotes, as follows:

SET SCHEMA '"Mixed-case schema"';

SELECT * FROM UpperCaseTable;

-- has the same effect as

SELECT * FROM "Mixed-case schema".UPPERCASETABLE;
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17 TRUNCATE TABLE

Use the TRUNCATE statement to remove all rows from a table. TRUNCATE cannot be rolled
back. This is faster than doing a DELETE as no logging is involved. For more details, see the
topic DELETE in this guide.

Syntax

Example

 TRUNCATE TABLE emps;

Limitations

You cannot truncate a view, stream or foreign table.

18 Other SQL statements

The transactional statements COMMIT, ROLLBACK and SAVEPOINT are not supported by
Guavus s-Server.

19 Appendix B - List of Error Messages

Messages by ID number

This table shows the ID number, brief name, and actual message (In actual error messages,
tokens like {n} are replaced by specific information.)

Id Brief Name Actual Message
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1 Internal Internal error: {0}

3 ErrorParsingSql Error while parsing SQL statement {0}; at line
{1,number}, column {2,number}

4 IndexOutOfRange Column index {0} is out of range.

5 WrongColumnType Wrong value type for column {0]. Expected {1}, but
received {2}.

6 NotNullable Column {0} is not nullable.

7 ErrorCallingNativeFunction Error occurred while calling native function {0}. Library
path is {1}.

8 InvalidSqlIdentifier {0} is not a valid SQL identifier.

9 RowSizeExceedSdpMtu Maximum row size {0} exceeds SDP maximum
transmission unit ({1}).

16 ServerNotAvailable Guavus s-Server not available.

21 ExecutionAborted Execution aborted.

22 ExecutionInterrupted Execution interrupted.

23 StatementClosed Statement closed.

24 RowCountNotAvailable Row count not available.

25 InvalidTimeout Invalid timeout.

26 NoStatementID Query type has no statementId.

27 InvalidDynamicParams Statement not prepared. Dynamic params not allowed.

28 ParamsErr Value is missing for parameter.

29 StreamErr Failed to write to SDP stream.

31 NotExpedited Not an expedited insert.

32 AlreadyPrepared Statement already prepared.

33 ResultSetClosed Result set closed.

34 ErrorExecutingStatement Error executing statement.

35 ConnectionClosed Connection closed.

36 InvalidRSType ResultSet is TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY.

2010 LogFileLogToolUnknownParam Error: Unknown command line parameter {0}.

2012 LogFileLogToolMissingCommand Error: You must specify a command ({0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, or
{4}).

2012 LogFileLogToolMissingConfigFile Error: You must specify the name of a configuration file.
Configuration files are normally generated by the
discover command.

2013 LogFileLogToolMissing
LogName

Error: You must specify the name of a log file or use {0}
to specify all log files.

2014 LogFileLogToolRemove
RegisterBadParams

Error: You must specify either the name of a log file or
use {0} to specify all log files, but not both.

2017 LogFileLogToolNoLogs Error: The configuration file {0} has no log data.

2018 LogFileLogToolUnknownUserLogName Error: The configuration file {0} does not contain a log
named {1}.

2019 LogFileLogToolUnknownLogName Error: The configuration file does not contain a log
named {0}.

2020 LogFileLogToolDuplicateLogName Error: The log named {0} is already configured.
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2022 LogFileLogToolNothingToDiscover Error: Use of {0} parameter and absence of {1}
parameter prevents log file discovery.

2023 LogFileLogToolMissingSchemaName Error: You must specify a schema name for discovered
log files.

2024 LogFileLogToolBadSchemaName Error: The schema name {0} is not a legal SQL
identifier.

2025 LogFileLogToolConnectionError Error: Could not connect to the control node.

2025 LogFileLogToolSqlError Error: SQL error while querying the control node.

2026 LogFileLogToolRegistrationError Error: The log file {1} is already defined for schema {0}.

2030 LogFileCannotWriteToFile Error: Log file discovery cannot write to the file {0}.

2031 LogFileWriteSecurityError Error: Write access to the file {0} has been blocked by
the Java security framework.

2032 LogFileReadError Error: Cannot read the log file {0}. Check file
permissions.

2033 LogFileReadIOError Error: I/O error while reading the log file {0}.

2034 LogFileReadWarning Warning: Cannot read the log file {0}. Check file
permissions.

2035 LogFileContentError Error: The content of the log file {0} is binary. Check
encoding.

2036 LogFileContentWarning Warning: The content of the log file {0} is binary. Check
encoding.

2037 LogFileIllegalCharsetName Error: The character set name {0} is not legal. Consult
your Java Virual Machine's documentation for a list of
legal character set names.

2038 LogFileUnsupportedCharset Error: The character set {0} is not supported by your
Java Virtual Machine. Consult your JVM's
documentation for a list of supported character sets.

2039 LogFileDefaultCharsetName
Illegal

Error: The default character set name {0} is not legal.

2040 LogFileDefaultCharsetUnsupported Error: The default character set name {0} is not
supported by your Java Virtual Machine.

2041 LogFileSizeWarning Warning: The log file {0} is empty. Log file format and
encoding cannot be detected or verified.

2042 LogFileDirReadWarning Warning: Cannot read the directory {0}. Check
permissions.

2043 LogFileConfigReadError Error: Cannot read the configuration file {0}. Check file
permissions.

2044 LogFileConfigSecurityError Error: Read access to the configuration file {0} has
been blocked by the Java security framework.

2046 LogFileLogToolHostnameError Error: Cannot determine this machine's host name for
use in generating a foreign server name. Use the {0}
parameter to specify a foreign server name.

2047 LogFileLogTypeSqlMismatchedDataError Error: The log file {0} contains content that does not
match its detected type. Cannot determine the SQL
necessary to parse the log file.

2048 LogFileLogTypeSqlMissingDataError Error: The log file {0} is empty. Cannot determine the
SQL necessary to parse the log file.
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2049 LogFileLogToolNoJdbcDriver Error: cannot load the JDBC driver {0}.

2050 LogFileLogToolNoLogFiles Error: None of the log files indicated on the command
line can be automatically detected.

2051 LogFileLogToolNoSecurityManager Error: The log tool requires a security manager to be
configured for the Java Virtual Machine.

2100 LogrotateConfigReadError Error reading logrotate configuration file {0}.

2101 LogrotateConfigRead
Security Error

Read access to the logrotate configuration file {0} has
been blocked by the Java security framework.

2102 LogrotateConfigRead
DirSecurity Error

Read access to the logrotate configuration directory {0}
has been blocked by the Java security framework.

2103 LogrotateConfigParseError Error parsing the logrotate configuration file {0}.

2104 LogrotateConfigNestError Logrotate configuration file {0} is invalid because it
nests log configurations.

2105 LogrotateMalformedGlob
Error

The logrotate configuration file {0} contains a
malformed file pattern {1}.

2106 LogrotateUnknownRotation
Criterion

Internal Error: The rotation criteria value {0} is unknown.

2107 LogrotateInvalidRotation
Threshold

Internal Error: The rotation threshold value {0} is invalid.
It must be positive.

2108 LogrotateInvalidRotation
Count

Internal Error: The rotation count value {0} is invalid. It
must be non-negative.

2109 LogrotateInvalidRotation
Start

Internal Error: The rotation start value {0} is invalid. It
must be non-negative.

2200 LogFileXMLInitError Unable to initialize JAXB context for the context path {0}.

2201 LogFileXMLElementError Unable to create element {0} for the Log File Plug-in
configuration file.

2202 LogFileXMLFileError Error writing to the Log File Plug-in configuration file {0}.

2203 LogFileXMLFileMarshal
Error

Error marshalling the Log File Plug-in configuration to
the file {0}.

2204 LogFileXMLMarshalError Error marshalling the Log File Plug-in configuration.

2205 LogFileXMLFileUnmarshal
Error

Error unmarshalling a Log File Plug-in configuration
from the file {0}.

2310 LogFilePluginIllegalCharset The character set encoding {0} is illegal. Legal
character set encodings are comprised of the letters A-
Z and a-z, the digits 0-9, dashes (-), periods (.), colons
(:) and underscores (_) and must start with a letter or
digit.

2311 LogFilePluginUnknownCharset The character set encoding {0} is unknown. Consult the
documentation for your Java Virtual Machine for a list of
available encodings.

2312 LogFilePluginTooManyColumns The stream definition for a streaming log file must
contain exactly one column.

2313 LogFilePluginNotStringColumn The stream definition for a streaming log file must
contain exactly one text column.

2314 LogFilePluginIllegalSleepInterval The sleep interval {0} is illegal. The minimum allowable
value is 1.
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2315 LogFilePluginIllegalMaxUnchStats The maximum unchanged stats value {0} is illegal.  The
minimum allowable value is 1.

2316 LogFilePluginMissingLogPath A log path must be specified.

2317 LogFilePluginIllegalRowtimeGrouping The rowtime grouping {0} is illegal.  The minimum
allowable value is 1.

2318 LogFilePluginInvalidPath The directory {0} cannot be converted into a canonical
path name.

2320 LogFilePluginRootDirectorySecurityExcept
ion

Access to the root directory {0} has been blocked by the
Java security framework.

2321 LogFilePluginRootIsNotDirectory The specified root {0} must be a directory.

2322 LogFilePluginLogFileNotUnderRoot The log file path {0} must be a child of the root directory
{1}.

2323 LogFilePluginRootNotAbsolute The specified root {0} must be an absolute path name.

2324 LogFilePluginInvalidRowType The given column set does not match the output of the
configured parser.

2330 LogFileFilePatternRequired FILE_PATTERN option required when log_path is a
directory.

2335 LogFilePluginFilenameColumnCount {0} can only have 1 column specification.

2340 LogFilePluginFilenameType {0} must be data type VARCHAR.

2900 LogSecurityException Access to the log file {0} has been blocked by the Java
security framework.

2901 LogDirSecurityException Access to the log directory ''{0}'' has been blocked by
the Java security framework.

2902 LogFileHomeDir Error: Unable to obtain Log File Plug-in home directory.

3000 PluginStreamStartFailed Failed to start plugin stream.

3010 PluginStreamStopFailed Failed to stop plugin stream.

3020 PluginStreamInitializeFailed Failed to initialize plugin stream.

4000 RmpStartFailed Failed to start relational message processor.

4001 RmpInitInMemoryFailed Failed to initialize RMP''s in-memory catalog.

4002 RmpCannotCreateLockFile Unable to create RMP lock file {0}.

4003 RmpLoadModelFailed Error loading XMI metamodel.

4004 RmpNetworkNotFound Could not find IP address for RMP host.

4005 RmpInvalidControlNodeUrl The control node URL ''{0}'' is not valid.

4006 RmpMissingControlNodeUrl Control node URL is not configured.

5010 CannotJoinStreamWindowToTable Cannot join stream (over window) to table.

5020 CannotAggregateInfiniteStream Cannot aggregate an infinite stream: GROUP BY
clause is not specified or does not contain any
monotonically increasing expressions.

5030 CannotSelectDistinctInfiniteStream Cannot SELECT DISTINCT from infinite stream: select
list does not contain any monotonically increasing
expressions.

5031 DistinctInAggrNotImplemented Distinct processing for aggregation function
parameters is not implemented for streaming queries.

5034 CannotApplySetOpToStream Cannot apply UNION, INTERSECT, or EXCEPT to
stream without ALL modifier.
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5036 CannotApplyUnionToStreamRelation Cannot combine relation and stream using UNION.

5038 CannotApplyOverToRelation Cannot apply OVER to relation. Operand must be a
stream.

5048 InvalidUuid Invalid UUID {0}. (UUID must be of the form ''xxxxxxxx-
xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx'', where each ''x'' is a
hexadecimal digit.)

5049 InvalidIpAddress Invalid IP address {0}.

5070 PumpMayNotBeExpedited Pumps may not use expedited inserts.

5071 PumpMustHaveStreamingSelect Pumps must contain at least one streaming select
statement.

5072 PumptMayNotHaveDynamicParams Pumps may not use dynamic parameters.

5100 RowtimeIsReservedColName {0} is a reserved column name. Encountered near {1}.

5102 RowtimeAliasNotAllowedForJoinNode Alias ''ROWTIME'' (implicit or explicit) is allowed only for
ROWTIME function in the Select list if the FROM clause
has a join.

6011 MailPluginStreamError Specifies whether the stream will be an error stream

6013 MailPluginStreamKey Column used to identify the row linked to an error.

6021 MailPluginErrorColumn
Field

Error field to bind this column to

6051 MailPluginInvalidError
Prop

The ERROR property {0} is invalid. It must be 'ASYNC',
'SYNC' or 'NONE'

6052 MailPluginInvalidError
Column

{0} is not a recognized error column

6101 SmtpPluginErrorAccessing
MultipartBody

Error adding body to email: Unable to access multipart
body.

9024 RowParserParseFailed Error parsing string {0}, on column {1}: {2}

10005 Log4JPluginErrorLogger Log4J logger to use for errors

10111 Log4JPluginConfigFileError Error processing Log4J configuration file {0}. See log
for details.

11100 HttpGetMalformedUrl Error: The url {0} is malformed.

11101 HttpGetUnsupported
Protocol

Error: The protocol {0} is unsupported.

11102 HttpGetUnsupported
MaxByteSize

Error: The maximum byte size {0} is unsupported.

11103 HttpGetUnsupported
SleepInterval

Error: The sleep interval {0} is unsupported.

11104 HttpGetUnsupported
SleepMultiplicand

Error: The sleep multiplicand {0} is unsupported. Value
must be >= 1.0.

11607 DatabaseAdapterStream
ValidationConnError

Unable to validate stream columns due to a database
connection error. Check SQL/MED server configuration

100040 BetweenWithoutAnd BETWEEN operator has no terminating AND

100050 IllegalIntervalLiteral Illegal INTERVAL literal {0}; at {1}

100060 IllegalMinusDate Illegal expression. Was expecting "(DATETIME -
DATETIME) INTERVALQUALIFIER"

100070 IllegalOverlaps Illegal overlaps expression. Was expecting an
expression on the form "(DATETIME, EXPRESSION)
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OVERLAPS (DATETIME, EXPRESSION)"

100080 IllegalNonQueryExpression Non-query expression encountered in illegal context

100090 IllegalQueryExpression Query expression encountered in illegal context

100095 IllegalCursorExpression CURSOR expression encountered in illegal context

100095 IllegalCursorExpression CURSOR expression encountered in illegal context

100100 IllegalOrderBy ORDER BY unexpected

100100 IllegalOrderBy ORDER BY unexpected

100110 IllegalBinaryString Illegal binary string {0}

100110 IllegalBinaryString Illegal binary string {0}

100120 IllegalFromEmpty ''FROM'' without operands preceding it is illegal

100120 IllegalFromEmpty ''FROM'' without operands preceding it is illegal

100130 IllegalRowExpression ROW expression encountered in illegal context

100130 IllegalRowExpression ROW expression encountered in illegal context

100140 InvalidSampleSize TABLESAMPLE percentage must be between 0 and
100, inclusive

100140 InvalidSampleSize TABLESAMPLE percentage must be between 0 and
100, inclusive

100150 UnknownCharacterSet Unknown character set ''{0}''

100150 UnknownCharacterSet Unknown character set ''{0}''

100160 CharsetEncoding Failed to encode ''{0}'' in character set ''{1}''

100160 CharsetEncoding Failed to encode ''{0}'' in character set ''{1}''

100170 UnicodeEscapeCharLength UESCAPE ''{0}'' must be exactly one character

100170 UnicodeEscapeCharLength UESCAPE ''{0}'' must be exactly one character

100180 UnicodeEscapeCharIllegal UESCAPE ''{0}'' may not be hex digit, whitespace, plus
sign, or double quote

100180 UnicodeEscapeCharIllegal UESCAPE ''{0}'' may not be hex digit, whitespace, plus
sign, or double quote

100190 UnicodeEscapeUnexpected UESCAPE cannot be specified without Unicode literal
introducer

100190 UnicodeEscapeUnexpected UESCAPE cannot be specified without Unicode literal
introducer

100200 UnicodeEscapeMalformed Unicode escape sequence starting at character
{0,number,#} is not exactly four hex digits

100200 UnicodeEscapeMalformed Unicode escape sequence starting at character
{0,number,#} is not exactly four hex digits

120000 ValidatorUnknownFunction No match found for function signature {0}

120000 ValidatorUnknownFunction No match found for function signature {0}

120002 InvalidArgCount Invalid number of arguments to function ''{0}''. Was
expecting {1,number,#} arguments

120002 InvalidArgCount Invalid number of arguments to function ''{0}''. Was
expecting {1,number,#} arguments

120003 ValidatorContextPoint At line {0,number,#}, column {1,number,#}

120004 ValidatorContext From line {0,number,#}, column {1,number,#} to line
{2,number,#}, column {3,number,#}
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120010 CannotCastValue Cast function cannot convert value of type {0} to type {1}

120010 CannotCastValue Cast function cannot convert value of type {0} to type {1}

120011 UnknownDatatypeName Unknown datatype name ''{0}''

120011 UnknownDatatypeName Unknown datatype name ''{0}''

120020 IncompatibleValueType Values passed to {0} operator must have compatible
types

120020 IncompatibleValueType Values passed to {0} operator must have compatible
types

120025 IncompatibleTypesInList Values in expression list must have compatible types

120025 IncompatibleTypesInList Values in expression list must have compatible types

120030 IncompatibleCharset Cannot apply {0} to the two different charsets {1} and {2}

120030 IncompatibleCharset Cannot apply {0} to the two different charsets {1} and {2}

120040 InvalidOrderByPos ORDER BY is only allowed on top-level SELECT

120040 InvalidOrderByPos ORDER BY is only allowed on a top-level SELECT

120050 UnknownIdentifier Unknown identifier ''{0}''

120050 UnknownIdentifier Unknown identifier ''{0}''

120055 UnknownField Unknown field ''{0}''

120055 UnknownField Unknown field ''{0}''

120060 UnknownTargetColumn Unknown target column ''{0}''

120060 UnknownTargetColumn Unknown target column ''{0}''

120065 DuplicateTargetColumn Target column ''{0}'' is assigned more than once

120065 DuplicateTargetColumn Target column ''{0}'' is assigned more than once

120070 UnmatchInsertColumn Number of INSERT target columns ({0,number}) does
not equal number of source items ({1,number})

120070 UnmatchInsertColumn Number of INSERT target columns ({0,number}) does
not equal number of source items ({1,number})

120075 TypeNotAssignable Cannot assign to target field ''{0}'' of type {1} from
source field ''{2}'' of type {3}

120075 TypeNotAssignable Cannot assign to target field ''{0}'' of type {1} from
source field ''{2}'' of type {3}

120080 TableNameNotFound Table ''{0}'' not found

120080 TableNameNotFound Table ''{0}'' not found

120085 ColumnNotFound Column ''{0}'' not found in any table

120085 ColumnNotFound Column ''{0}'' not found in any table

120090 ColumnNotFoundInTable Column ''{0}'' not found in table ''{1}''

120090 ColumnNotFoundInTable Column ''{0}'' not found in table ''{1}''

120100 ColumnAmbiguous Column ''{0}'' is ambiguous

120100 ColumnAmbiguous Column ''{0}'' is ambiguous

120110 NeedQueryOp Operand {0} must be a query

120110 NeedQueryOp Operand {0} must be a query

120120 NeedSameTypeParameter Parameters must be of the same type

120120 NeedSameTypeParameter Parameters must be of the same type
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120130 CanNotApplyOp2Type Cannot apply ''{0}'' to arguments of type {1}. Supported
form(s): {2}

120130 CanNotApplyOp2Type Cannot apply ''{0}'' to arguments of type {1}. Supported
form(s): {2}

120140 ExpectedBoolean Expected a boolean type

120140 ExpectedBoolean Expected a boolean type

120150 MustNotNullInElse ELSE clause or at least one THEN clause must be
non-NULL

120150 MustNotNullInElse ELSE clause or at least one THEN clause must be
non-NULL

120160 FunctionUndefined Function ''{0}'' is not defined

120160 FunctionUndefined Function ''{0}'' is not defined

120170 WrongNumberOfParam Encountered {0} with {1,number} parameter(s); was
expecting {2}

120170 WrongNumberOfParam Encountered {0} with {1,number} parameter(s); was
expecting {2}

120180 IllegalMixingOfTypes Illegal mixing of types in CASE or COALESCE
statement

120180 IllegalMixingOfTypes Illegal mixing of types in CASE or COALESCE
statement

120200 InvalidCompare Invalid compare. Comparing  (collation, coercibility):
({0}, {1} with ({2}, {3}) is illegal

120200 InvalidCompare Invalid compare. Comparing  (collation, coercibility):
({0}, {1} with ({2}, {3}) is illegal

120210 DifferentCollations Invalid syntax. Two explicit different collations ({0}, {1})
are illegal

120210 DifferentCollations Invalid syntax. Two explicit, different collations ({0}, {1})
are illegal

120220 TypeNotComparable {0} is not comparable to {1}

120220 TypeNotComparable {0} is not comparable to {1}

120225 TypeNotComparableNear Cannot compare values of types ''{0}'', ''{1}''

120225 TypeNotComparableNear Cannot compare values of types ''{0}'', ''{1}''

120230 WrongNumOfArguments Wrong number of arguments to expression

120230 WrongNumOfArguments Wrong number of arguments passed to expression

120240 OperandNotComparable Operands {0} not comparable to each other

120240 OperandNotComparable Operands {0} are not comparable to each other

120250 TypeNotComparableEachOther Types {0} not comparable to each other

120250 TypeNotComparableEachOther Types {0} are not comparable to each other

120260 NumberLiteralOutOfRange Numeric literal ''{0}'' out of range

120260 NumberLiteralOutOfRange Numeric literal ''{0}'' out of range

120265 DateLiteralOutOfRange Date literal ''{0}'' out of range

120265 DateLiteralOutOfRange Date literal ''{0}'' out of range

120270 StringFragsOnSameLine String literal continued on same line

120270 StringFragsOnSameLine String literal continued on same line

120280 AliasMustBeSimpleIdentifier Table or column alias must be a simple identifier
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120280 AliasMustBeSimpleIdentifier Table or column alias must be a simple identifier

120285 AliasListDegree List of column aliases must have same degree as
table; table has {0,number,#} columns {1}, whereas
alias list has {2,number,#} columns

120285 AliasListDegree List of column aliases must have the same degree as
those of their table. Table has {0,number,#} columns
{1}, whereas alias list has {2,number,#} columns

120287 AliasListDuplicate Duplicate name ''{0}'' in column alias list

120287 AliasListDuplicate Duplicate name ''{0}'' in column alias list

120290 JoinRequiresCondition INNER, LEFT, RIGHT or FULL join requires a condition
(NATURAL keyword or ON or USING clause)

120290 JoinRequiresCondition INNER, LEFT, RIGHT or FULL join requires a condition
(NATURAL keyword or ON or USING clause)

120300 CrossJoinDisallowsCondition Cannot specify condition (NATURAL keyword, or ON or
USING clause) following CROSS JOIN

120300 CrossJoinDisallowsCondition Cannot specify condition (NATURAL keyword, or ON or
USING clause) following CROSS JOIN

120310 NaturalDisallowsOnOrUsing Cannot specify NATURAL keyword with ON or USING
clause

120310 NaturalDisallowsOnOrUsing Cannot specify NATURAL keyword with ON or USING
clause

120312 ColumnInUsingNotUnique Column name ''{0}'' in USING clause is not unique on
one side of join

120312 ColumnInUsingNotUnique Column name ''{0}'' in USING clause is not unique on
one side of join

120314 NaturalOrUsingColumnNotCompatible Column ''{0}'' matched using NATURAL keyword or
USING clause has incompatible types: cannot compare
''{1}'' to ''{2}''

120314 NaturalOrUsingColumnNotCompatible Column ''{0}'' matched using NATURAL keyword or
USING clause has incompatible types: cannot compare
''{1}'' to ''{2}''

120320 WindowNotFound Window ''{0}'' not found

120320 WindowNotFound Window ''{0}'' not found

120330 NotGroupExpr Expression ''{0}'' is not being grouped

120330 NotGroupExpr Expression ''{0}'' is not being grouped

120335 NotSelectDistinctExpr Expression ''{0}'' is not in the select clause

120335 NotSelectDistinctExpr Expression ''{0}'' is not in the select clause

120340 AggregateIllegalInClause Aggregate expression is illegal in {0} clause

120340 AggregateIllegalInClause Aggregate expression is illegal in {0} clause

120341 NonDeterministicIllegalInClause Nondeterministic function call is illegal in {0} clause

120342 AggregateIllegalInGroupBy Aggregate expression is illegal in GROUP BY clause

120342 AggregateIllegalInGroupBy Aggregate expression is illegal in GROUP BY clause

120345 WindowedAggregateIllegalInClause Windowed aggregate expression is illegal in {0} clause

120345 NestedAggIllegal Aggregate expressions cannot be nested

120345 WindowedAggregateIllegalInClause Windowed aggregate expression is illegal in {0} clause

120345 NestedAggIllegal Aggregate expressions cannot be nested
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120348 AggregateIllegalInOrderBy Aggregate expression is illegal in ORDER BY clause of
non-aggregating SELECT

120348 AggregateIllegalInOrderBy Aggregate expression is illegal in ORDER BY clause of
non-aggregating SELECT

120350 CondMustBeBoolean {0} clause must be a condition

120350 CondMustBeBoolean {0} clause must be a condition

120360 HavingMustBeBoolean HAVING clause must be a condition

120360 HavingMustBeBoolean HAVING clause must be a condition

120370 OverNonAggregate OVER must be applied to aggregate function

120370 OverNonAggregate OVER must be applied to aggregate function

120380 CannotOverrideWindowAttribute Cannot override window attribute

120380 CannotOverrideWindowAttribute Cannot override window attribute

120390 ColumnCountMismatchInSetop Column count mismatch in {0}

120390 ColumnCountMismatchInSetop Column count mismatch in {0}

120400 ColumnTypeMismatchInSetop Type mismatch in column {0,number} of {1}

120400 ColumnTypeMismatchInSetop Type mismatch in column {0,number} of {1}

120410 BinaryLiteralOdd Binary literal string must contain an even number of
hexits

120410 BinaryLiteralOdd Binary literal string must contain an even number of
hexits

120415 BinaryLiteralInvalid Binary literal string must contain only characters ''0'' -
''9'', ''A'' - ''F''

120415 BinaryLiteralInvalid Binary literal string must contain only characters ''0'' -
''9'', ''A'' - ''F''

120420 UnsupportedIntervalLiteral Interval literal {0} for {1} should be in form ''{2}''

120420 UnsupportedIntervalLiteral Illegal interval literal format {0} for {1}

120422 IntervalFieldExceedsPrecision Interval field value {0,number} exceeds precision of {1}
field

120422 IntervalFieldExceedsPrecision Interval field value {0,number} exceeds precision of {1}
field

120425 CompoundOrderByProhibitsRange RANGE clause cannot be used with compound
ORDER BY clause

120425 CompoundOrderByProhibitsRange RANGE clause cannot be used with compound
ORDER BY clause

120430 OrderByDataTypeProhibitsRange Data type of ORDER BY prohibits use of RANGE clause

120430 OrderByDataTypeProhibitsRange Data type of ORDER BY prohibits use of RANGE clause

120435 OrderByRangeMismatch Data Type mismatch between ORDER BY and RANGE
clause

120435 OrderByRangeMismatch Data type mismatch between ORDER BY and RANGE
clause

120440 DateRequiresInterval Window ORDER BY expression of type DATE requires
range of type INTERVAL

120440 DateRequiresInterval Window ORDER BY expression of type DATE requires
range of type INTERVAL

120450 RangeOrRowMustBeConstant Window boundary must be constant
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120450 RangeOrRowMustBeConstant Window boundary must be constant

120460 RowMustBeNonNegativeIntegral ROWS value must be a non-negative integral constant

120460 RowMustBeNonNegativeIntegral ROWS value must be a non-negative integral constant

120470 OverMissingOrderBy Window specification must contain an ORDER BY
clause

120470 OverMissingOrderBy Window specification must contain an ORDER BY
clause

120480 BadLowerBoundary UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING cannot be specified for the
lower frame boundary

120480 BadLowerBoundary UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING cannot be specified for the
lower frame boundary

120485 BadUpperBoundary UNBOUNDED PRECEDING cannot be specified for the
upper frame boundary

120485 BadUpperBoundary UNBOUNDED PRECEDING cannot be specified for the
upper frame boundary

120490 CurrentRowPrecedingError Upper frame boundary cannot be PRECEDING when
lower boundary is CURRENT ROW

120490 CurrentRowPrecedingError Upper frame boundary cannot be PRECEDING when
lower boundary is CURRENT ROW

120500 CurrentRowFollowingError Upper frame boundary cannot be CURRENT ROW
when lower boundary is FOLLOWING

120500 CurrentRowFollowingError Upper frame boundary cannot be CURRENT ROW
when lower boundary is FOLLOWING

120500 CurrentRowFollowingError Upper frame boundary cannot be CURRENT ROW
when lower boundary is FOLLOWING

120510 FollowingBeforePreceding
Error

Upper frame boundary cannot be PRECEDING when
lower boundary is FOLLOWING

120510 FollowingBeforePrecedingError Upper frame boundary cannot be PRECEDING when
lower boundary is FOLLOWING

120520 WindowNameMustBeSimple Window name must be a simple identifier

120520 WindowNameMustBeSimple Window name must be a simple identifier

120530 DuplicateWindowName Duplicate window names not allowed

120530 DuplicateWindowName Duplicate window names not allowed

120540 EmptyWindowSpec Empty window specification not allowed

120540 EmptyWindowSpec Empty window specification not allowed

120550 DupWindowSpec Duplicate window specification not allowed in the same
window clause

120550 DupWindowSpec Duplicate window specification not allowed in the same
WINDOW clause

120560 RankWithFrame ROW/RANGE not allowed with RANK or DENSE_RANK
functions

120560 RankWithFrame ROW/RANGE not allowed with RANK or DENSE_RANK
functions

120570 FuncNeedsOrderBy RANK or DENSE_RANK functions require ORDER BY
clause in window specification
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120570 FuncNeedsOrderBy RANK or DENSE_RANK functions require ORDER BY
clause in window specification

120580 PartitionNotAllowed PARTITION BY not allowed with existing window
reference

120580 PartitionNotAllowed PARTITION BY not allowed with existing window
reference

120590 OrderByOverlap ORDER BY not allowed in both base and referenced
windows

120590 OrderByOverlap ORDER BY not allowed in both base and referenced
windows

120600 RefWindowWithFrame Referenced window cannot have framing declarations

120600 RefWindowWithFrame Referenced window cannot have framing declarations

120610 TypeNotSupported Type ''{0}'' is not supported

120610 TypeNotSupported Type ''{0}'' is not supported

120620 FunctionQuantifierNotAllowed DISTINCT/ALL not allowed with {0} function

120620 FunctionQuantifierNotAllowed DISTINCT/ALL not allowed with {0} function

120630 AccessNotAllowed Not allowed to perform {0} on {1}

120630 AccessNotAllowed Not allowed to perform {0} on {1}

120640 MinMaxBadType The {0} function does not support the {1} data type.

120640 MinMaxBadType The {0} function does not support the {1} data type.

120650 OnlyScalarSubqueryAllowed Only scalar subqueries allowed in select list.

120650 OnlyScalarSubqueryAllowed Only scalar subqueries allowed in select list.

120660 OrderByOrdinalOutOfRange Ordinal out of range

120660 OrderByOrdinalOutOfRange Ordinal out of range

120670 WindowHasNegativeSize Window has negative size

120670 WindowHasNegativeSize Window has negative size

120675 UnboundedFollowingWindowNotSupport
ed

UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING window not supported

120675 UnboundedFollowingWindowNotSupport
ed

UNBOUNDED FOLLOWING window not supported

120677 NotSupportedInRowsBasedWindow {0} in ROWS based window not supported

120680 CannotUseDisallowPartialWithRange Cannot use DISALLOW PARTIAL with window based
on RANGE

120680 CannotUseDisallowPartialWithRange Cannot use DISALLOW PARTIAL with window based
on RANGE

120690 IntervalStartPrecisionOutOfRange Interval leading field precision ''{0}'' out of range for {1}

120690 IntervalStartPrecisionOutOfRange Interval leading field precision ''{0}'' out of range for {1}

120695 IntervalFractionalSecondPrecisionOutOfR
ange

Interval fractional second precision ''{0}'' out of range for
{1}

120695 IntervalFractionalSecondPrecisionOutOfR
ange

Interval fractional second precision ''{0}'' out of range for
{1}

120700 FromAliasDuplicate Duplicate relation name ''{0}'' in FROM clause

120700 FromAliasDuplicate Duplicate relation name ''{0}'' in FROM clause

120710 DuplicateColumnName Duplicate column name ''{0}'' in output
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120710 DuplicateColumnName Duplicate column name ''{0}'' in output

130000 Internal Internal error: {0}

130000 Internal Internal error: {0}

130000 Internal Internal error: {0}

130020 ArgumentMustBeLiteral Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a literal

130020 ArgumentMustBeLiteral Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a literal

130030 ArgumentMustBePositiveInteger Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a positive integer
literal

130030 ArgumentMustBePositiveInteger Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a positive integer
literal

130040 ValidationError Validation Error: {0}

130040 ValidationError Validation Error: {0}

130050 ParserError Parser Error: {0}

130050 ParserError Parser Error: {0}

130050 ParserError Parser Error: {0}

130060 ArgumentMustNotBeNull Argument to function ''{0}'' must not be NULL

130060 ArgumentMustNotBeNull Argument to function ''{0}'' must not be NULL

130070 NullIllegal Illegal use of ''NULL''

130070 NullIllegal Illegal use of ''NULL''

130080 DynamicParamIllegal Illegal use of dynamic parameter

130080 DynamicParamIllegal Illegal use of dynamic parameter

130090 InvalidBoolean ''{0}'' is not a valid boolean value

130090 InvalidBoolean ''{0}'' is not a valid boolean value

130100 ArgumentMustBeValidPrecision Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a valid precision
between ''{1}'' and ''{2}''

130100 ArgumentMustBeValidPrecision Argument to function ''{0}'' must be a valid precision
between ''{1}'' and ''{2}''

130110 InvalidDatetimeFormat ''{0}'' is not a valid datetime format

130110 InvalidDatetimeFormat ''{0}'' is not a valid datetime format

130120 InsertIntoAlwaysGenerated Cannot explicitly insert value into IDENTITY column ''{0}''
which is ALWAYS GENERATED

130120 InsertIntoAlwaysGenerated Cannot explicitly insert value into IDENTITY column ''{0}''
which is ALWAYS GENERATED

130130 ArgumentMustHaveScaleZero Argument to function ''{0}'' must have a scale of 0

130130 ArgumentMustHaveScaleZero Argument to function ''{0}'' must have a scale of 0

130140 PreparationAborted Statement
preparation aborted

 

130140 PreparationAborted Statement preparation aborted

400000 MissingHomeProperty Installation error: required Java property {0} not set

400010 CatalogUninitialized Installation error: catalog package not found in
repository

400020 CatalogFileLockFailed Failed to lock catalog file {0}

400030 CatalogInitTransientFailed Failed to initialize transient portion of catalog
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400040 CatalogExternalLoadFailed Failed to access external repository

400050 CatalogExternalInitFailed Failed to initialize external repository

400060 CatalogPropsAccessFailed Failed to access repository storage properties file {0}

400070 CatalogModelImportFailed Failed to import model from {0}

400080 CatalogModelAlreadyImported Model already imported from {0}

400090 CatalogDumpFailed Failed to dump catalog

400100 CatalogReloadFailed Failed to reload catalog

400110 CatalogBootUrlReadFailed Failed reading boot URL list

400120 CatalogBootUrlUpdateFailed Failed to modify boot URL list

400130 CatalogModelTimestampCheckFailed Stored catalog model timestamp ''{0}'' does not match
compiled catalog timestamp ''{1}''

400140 PartialRestore Data is not accessible.  A partial restore has been
executed.

400150 CatalogReadOnly Catalog data is readonly.

410000 JdbcInvalidTxnState JDBC: invalid transaction state

410010 JdbcInvalidUrl JDBC: invalid URL: {0}

410020 JdbcConnSessionKilled JDBC session killed

410021 JdbcConnSessionClosed JDBC session closed

420000 ValidatorDuplicateNames Duplicate definition for {0} within {1; earlier definition
was near {2}

420005 ValidatorPositionContext DDL validation error near {0}

420008 ValidatorNoPositionContext DDL validation error, no information about context

420009 ValidatorDefinitionError {0} in definition of {1}

420010 ValidatorNameInUse {0} already exists within {1} duplicate name
encountered near {2}

420040 ValidatorCharsetUnexpected {0} does not accept a CHARACTER SET specification.
Encountered in definition of {1} near {2}

420050 ValidatorPrecRequired {0} requires a precision specification. Encountered in
definition of {1} near {2}

420060 ValidatorPrecUnexpected {0} does not accept a precision specification
encountered in definition of {1} near {2}

420070 ValidatorScaleUnexpected {0} does not accept a scale specification encountered
in definition of {1} near {2}

420080 ValidatorCharsetUnsupported Character set {0} unsupported encountered in definition
of {1} near {2}

420090 ValidatorLengthExceeded Character length {0,number,#} exceeds maximum of
{1,number,#} encountered in definition of {2} near {3}

420100 ValidatorPrecisionExceeded Precision {0,number,#} exceeds maximum of
{1,number,#} encountered in definition of {2} near {3}

420110 ValidatorScaleExceeded Scale {0,number,#} exceeds maximum of {1,number,#}
encountered in definition of {2} near {3}

420111 ValidatorScaleMustBeZero Scale must be zero in definition of {0}

420120 ValidatorUnknownObject Reference to unknown object {0} encountered near {1}

420130 ValidatorUnknownColumn Column {0} not defined in table {1} encountered near
{2}
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420150 ValidatorDuplicateClusteredIndex Table {0} already has a clustered index

420170 ValidatorDropRestrict {0} can only be dropped with CASCADE because other
objects still reference it

420180 ValidatorDropClusteredIndex Clustered index {0} cannot be dropped; encountered at
{1}

420181 ValidatorDropPrimaryKeyIndex Cannot drop primary key {0}

420182 ValidatorDropDeletionIndex Cannot drop deletion {0}

420183 ValidatorDropUniqueConstraintIndex Cannot drop unique constraint {0

420190 ValidatorNoDefaultSchema No default schema specified; execute SET SCHEMA or
use fully qualified names

420200 ValidatorNoPrimaryKey PRIMARY KEY constraint required for {0}

420210 ValidatorMultiplePrimaryKeys Multiple PRIMARY KEY constraints not allowed on {0}

420220 ValidatorIndexBadTable Cannot create index on table other than the one being
defined

420230 ValidatorBadDefaultClause Invalid DEFAULT clause for column {0} encountered
near {1}

420240 ValidatorBadDefaultType Type mismatch in DEFAULT clause for column {0};
column type family is {1} but default value type family is
{2} encountered near {3}

420250 ValidatorUnknownSysParam Reference to unknown system parameter {0}

420260 ValidatorSysParamTypeMismatch Type mismatch in value {0} for system parameter {1}

420270 ValidatorImmutableSysParam Cannot change immutable system parameter {0}

420280 ValidatorIndexOnExistingTempTable Cannot create or drop index {0} on existing temporary
table {1}

420285 ValidatorIndexLocalTableOnly Cannot create {0} on {1}; only local tables can be
indexed

420290 ValidatorBadDefaultParam Cannot reference dynamic parameter in DEFAULT
clause for column {0}; encountered near {1}

420300 ValidatorUntranslated {0}

420310 ValidatorViewColumnCountMismatch Column name count does not match query

420320 ValidatorInvalidViewDefinition Invalid definition for view {0}

420321 ValidatorInvalidObjectAttributeDefinition Cannot create {0} because attribute "{1}" exceeds
{2,number,#} characters in length

420330 ValidatorInvalidViewDynamicParam Dynamic parameters are illegal in views

420340 ValidatorSchemaDependencyCycle Schema definition contains view cycle

420350 ValidatorInvalidViewOrderBy ORDER BY is illegal in views

420360 ValidatorDataWrapperInvalid Failed to validate definition for {0}

420361 ValidatorDataServerTableInvalid Failed to validate data server definition for {0}

420370 ValidatorForeignTableLookupFailed Failed to look up foreign table name {0}

420380 ValidatorForeignTableButLocalWrapper Cannot create foreign table {0} using local data
wrapper {1}

420390 ValidatorLocalTableButForeignWrapper Cannot create local table {0} using foreign data
wrapper {1}

420400 ValidatorForeignWrapperHasLocalImpl Cannot create foreign data wrapper {0} because its
library implements local storage
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420410 ValidatorLocalWrapperHasForeignImpl Cannot create local data wrapper {0} because its library
implements foreign storage

420420 ValidatorCalcUnavailable Requested calculator implementation is unavailable

420430 ValidatorNoConstrainAllow Constraint definition not allowed on {0}

420440 ValidatorRoutineSchemaMismatch Schema {0} for specific name does not match {1} for
invocation name

420450 ValidatorRoutineDataAccessUnspecified SQL data access must be specified in definition of {0}

420460 ValidatorInvalidRoutineDynamicParam Dynamic parameters are illegal in routine bodies

420465 ValidatorRoutineIllegalCursorParam Non-table {0} cannot take {1} of type CURSOR

420470 ValidatorFunctionOutputParam Parameter mode to {0} may not be declared because it
is a function

420480 ValidatorRoutineNoSql NO SQL cannot be specified for {0} because it has SQL
definition

420490 ValidatorFunctionReturnType Result expression type {0} from {1} does not match
declared return type {2}

420495 ValidatorConstructorAssignmentType Result expression type {0} cannot be assigned to
declared type {1} of {2}

420500 ValidatorPathBadCatalog Search path {0} does not match {1} of schema being
defined

420510 ValidatorSetStmtNonString SET statement requires character string value
expression

420520 ValidatorSetCatalogInvalidExpr Invalid catalog name {0} in SET CATALOG statement

420525 ValidatorSetRoleInvalidExpr Invalid or inaccessible role name {0} in SET ROLE
statement

420526 ValidatorRoleCycle Cycle in grant of {0} to {1}

420530 ValidatorSetSchemaInvalidExpr Invalid schema name {0} in SET SCHEMA statement

420540 ValidatorSetPathInvalidExpr Invalid schema name list specification {0} in SET PATH
statement

420550 ValidatorSetStmtInvalid Unable to evaluate expression in SET statement

420560 ValidatorRoutineBodyMissing Body required for {0} with language SQL

420570 ValidatorRoutineExternalJavaOnly External {0} cannot specify non-JAVA language

420575 ValidatorRoutineExternalNoBody External {0} cannot specify a body

420580 ValidatorRoutineJavaParamStyleOnly External JAVA {0} cannot specify non-JAVA parameter
style

420590 ValidatorRoutineNoParamStyle Parameter style cannot be specified for {0} with
language SQL

420600 ValidatorRoutineInvalidJavaMethod Invalid external Java method specification {1} specified
for {0}

420610 ValidatorRoutineJavaMethodNotFound Unknown external Java method {1} referenced by {0}

420620 ValidatorRoutineJavaReturnMismatch Return type of {0} is {1} but external Java method {2}
has return type {3}

420625 ValidatorRoutineReturnTableUnsupporte
d

RETURNS TABLE is illegal for {0}; can only be used
with language JAVA and parameter style SYSTEM
DEFINED JAVA

420630 ValidatorRoutineJavaMethodNotPublicStat
ic

External Java method {1} referenced by {0} is not both
public and static
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420640 ValidatorRoutineJavaParamMismatch Type of {0} in {1} is {2} but external Java method {3}
takes type {4} for corresponding parameter

420650 ValidatorRoutineJavaProcReturnVoid No return value is produced by {0} but external Java
method {1} has non-void return type {2}

420660 ValidatorRoutineInvalidJarName Invalid JAR name {0}

420670 ValidatorRoutineConflict Invocation name and parameter type signature for {0}
conflicts with another routine

420680 ValidatorFinalAbstractType Cannot define {0} as both FINAL and NOT
INSTANTIABLE

420690 ValidatorNonFinalType Must define {0} as FINAL

420700 ValidatorNonInstantiableType Must define {0} as INSTANTIABLE

420710 ValidatorDistinctTypePredefined Must define representation for {0} as a predefined type

420720 ValidatorConstructorName Name of constructor {0} must match name of {1}

420730 ValidatorConstructorType Return type of constructor {0} must be of type being
constructed

420740 ValidatorConstructorAssignmentUnknown Unknown target field {0} in constructor assignment

420750 ValidatorConstructorUndefined Method {0} has been declared but not yet defined

420760 ValidatorMultipleOrderings User-defined ordering already declared for {0}

420770 ValidatorNoOrdering No user-defined ordering declared for {0}

420780 ValidatorOrderingDeterministic DETERMINISTIC must be specified for {0} when used
as ordering for {1}

420790 ValidatorOrderingReadOnly MODIFIES SQL DATA may not be specified for {0} when
used as ordering for {1}

420800 ValidatorRelativeOrderingDyadic Exactly two parameters required for {0} when used as
RELATIVE ordering for {1}

420810 ValidatorOrderingParamType Parameter type {1} required for {0} when used as
ordering on that type

420820 ValidatorRelativeOrderingResult INTEGER required for result of {0} when used as
RELATIVE ordering for {1}

420830 ValidatorMapOrderingMonadic Exactly one parameter required for {0} when used as
RELATIVE ordering for {1}

420840 ValidatorMapOrderingResult Predefined type required for result of {0} when used as
MAP ordering for {1}

420850 ValidatorOrderingFunction Cannot use {0} as ordering for {1} because it is not a
function

420860 ValidatorJarExtensionModelDrop Cannot drop {0} because it is a catalog model
extension

420870 ValidatorInvalidJarUrl Failed to access URL {0} for {1}

420880 ValidatorInvalidGrant Privilege {0} is not applicable to {1}

420885 ValidatorInvalidGrantee Unknown grantee {0}

420887 ValidatorInvalidRole Unknown role {0}

420889 ValidatorInvalidGrantor Invalid grantor

420890 ValidatorImportMustBeForeign Cannot import from local {0}

420900 ValidatorImportUnsupported Support for foreign schema import not available in {0}

420910 ValidatorImportUnknown Unknown foreign schema {0}
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420920 ValidatorImportFailed Failed importing foreign schema {0} from {1}

420930 ValidatorImportMissing One or more tables not found while importing foreign
schema {0}:  {1}

420940 ValidatorAccessDenied Privilege {0} required for access to {1}

420945 ValidatorNoGrantOption Privilege {0} WITH GRANT OPTION required for access
to {1}

420946 ValidatorNoAdminOption Role membership WITH ADMIN OPTION required for
granting {0}

420950 ValidatorMultipleClusterForColumn Multiple clustered indexes contain {0}

420960 ValidatorNotReplaceable Cannot replace {0} because it does not support
replacement

420970 ValidatorReplacedObjectInUse Cannot replace {0} because it is currently in use by a
statement

420980 ValidatorDropObjectInUse Cannot drop {0} because it is currently in use by a
statement

420981 ValidatorDropObjectInUseBySession Cannot drop {0} because it is currently in use by a
session

420990 ValidatorAnalyzeFailed Unable to execute ANALZYE statement

420991 ValidatorAnalyzeNotSupported Cannot analyze {0} because analysis is not supported
for objects of that type

420992 ValidatorAnalyzeInvalidRowCount Cannot analyze {0} because its row count metadata is
incorrect

421000 ValidatorDuplicateSequenceOption Sequence option {0} cannot be assigned multiple
times in definition of {1}

421010 ValidatorInexactSequenceType Exact numeric type required for sequence in definition
of {0}

421020 ValidatorZeroSequenceIncrement Increment is required to be nonzero in definition of {0}

421030 ValidatorMultipleTableSequences Cannot specify more than one identity column in
definition of {0}

421040 ValidatorInvalidSequenceStart Sequence start {0,number,#} is required to be between
min value {1,number,#} and max value {2,number,#}

421050 ValidatorInvalidSequenceMin Sequence min value {0,number,#} cannot be greater
than max value {1,number,#}

421060 ValidatorAlterFailed Unable to execute ALTER statement

421065 ValidatorAlterForeignTable ALTER TABLE cannot be used on a foreign table

421066 ValidatorAlterTempTable ALTER TABLE cannot be used on a temporary table

421068 ValidatorAlterTableDataServer ALTER TABLE is not supported by local {0}

421070 ValidatorAlterIdentityFailed Cannot alter sequence for {0} because it was not
defined as an identity column

421080 ValidatorUniqueKeyUpdate Cannot update unique key column ({0})

421090 ValidatorNoMatchingSourceCursor Cannot locate source cursor {0} for COLUMN_LIST {1}

421100 ValidatorInvalidColumnListParam COLUMN_LIST parameters for {0} must be declared as
java.util.List&lt;String&gt; in the external Java method
{1}

421110 ValidatorIndexedColumnsNotDistinct Cannot create {0} because columns must be distinct.
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421120 ValidatorAccessObjectNonVisibleToLabel Cannot access {0}, because it is not visible to the
current session label setting.

421130 ValidatorSetLabelInUdr A label cannot be set inside a UDR.

421140 ValidatorCircularLabelChain Cannot create a circular label chain.

421150 NonExistentCursorParam Cursor parameter {0} does not exist.

421160 CannotDoDeploymentOnClass Url parameter {0} is a class. Cannot do deployment on
a class.

421161 DeploymentActionFailed Failed while executing deployment action for {0}:  [{1}] 

450000 NullNotAllowed Target {0} cannot be assigned a null value

450010 AssignFromFailed Cannot assign ''{0}'' to a {1} value: {2}

450020 ParameterValueTooLong Value ''{0}'' is too long for parameter of type {1}

450021 ParameterValueIncompatible Cannot assign a value of Java class {0} to parameter of
type {1}

450022 ParameterValueOutOfRange Value ''{0}'' is out of range for parameter of type {1}

450023 ParameterValueInvalidFormat Value ''{0}'' cannot be converted to parameter of type {1}

450024 ParameterValueNotNullable Cannot assign NULL to non-nullable parameter of type
{0}

450025 ParameterNotSet Value is missing for parameter {0}

450030 NoDefaultConnection Default connection not available

450040 RoutineInvocationException Invocation of user-defined external Java method {0}
failed

450050 NegativeLengthForSubstring The length for a substring can not be negative

450060 InvalidFunctionArgument Invalid argument(s) for ''{0}'' function

450070 InvalidEscapeCharacter Invalid escape character of {0} 

450080 InvalidEscapeSequence Invalid escape sequence: {0} at {1,number,#}

450090 InvalidRegularExpression Invalid regular expression: {0} at {1,number,#}

450100 Overflow Overflow during calculation or cast.

450110 DmlFailure DML statement execution failed.

450120 ExecutionAborted Execution aborted

450130 SequenceLimitExceeded Sequence generator limit exceeded for {0}

450140 LockDenied Failed to acquire lock on {0}

450150 JavaCalcError Could not calculate result column {0} for the following
row:

450151 JavaCalcDetailedError Could not calculate result column {0} of {1} for input: {2}
Messages: {3}

450151 JavaCalcDetailedError Could not calculate result column {0} of {1} for input:

450152 JavaRowError Could not process input: {0} Messages: {1}

450152 JavaCalcConditionError Could not calculate condition for input:

450152 JavaRowError Could not process input:

450160 ErrorLimitExceeded Exceeded limit of {0,number,#} errors. Last error was:
{1}

450160 ErrorLimitExceeded Exceeded limit of {0,number,#} errors. Last error was:

450170 RecoverableErrorWarning Statement execution encountered recoverable
exceptions; errors: {0,number,#}; warnings:
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{1,number,#}; see {2} for details

450170 RecoverableErrorWarning Statement execution encountered recoverable
exceptions; errors: {0,number,#}; warnings:
{1,number,#}; see {2} for details

450180 JavaRowTooLong Row size exceeds maximum ({0,number,#} bytes); row
data: {1}

450190 QueryAccessNewColumn Cannot query new column (via {0}) currently being
added by ALTER TABLE

460020 DataServerInitFailed Failed to initialize data server

460030 ForeignTableAccessFailed Failed to access foreign table {0}

460040 JdbcDriverLoadFailed Could not load JDBC driver class {0}

460050 JdbcDriverTypeInfoFailed Could not obtain type information from JDBC driver

460060 DataServerRuntimeFailed Failed to access data server for execution

460080 DataServerIndexCreateFailed Failed to create storage for {0}

460090 DataServerIndexDropFailed Failed to drop storage for {0}

460095 DataServerIndexVerifyFailed Failed to compute statistics for {0}

460100 MockForeignObjectNotFound Mock foreign object {0} not found

460110 JdbcDriverTypeUnsupported Cannot support JDBC type {2} (ordinal {3,number,#},
precision {4,number,#}, scale {5,number,#}) found in
column {1} of table {0}

460120 MedInvalidUdxId Invalid specific name for UDX loaded via SQL/MED or
optimizer:  {0}

460130 MedUnknownUdx Unknown specific name {0} for UDX loaded via
SQL/MED or optimizer

460140 MedPropertyMismatch Values (''{0}'', ''{1}'') for property {2} do not match

460150 RetryableFailure Retryable communication failure

460160 DeletedFieldWarning {0} field {1} does not exist in external data source. It will
be filled in with nulls.

460160 DeletedFieldWarning ''{0}'' field ''{1}'' does not exist in external data source. It
will be filled in with nulls.

460170 TypeChangeWarning {0} field {1} has datatype {2} in external data source; it
will be cast to datatype {3}.

460170 TypeChangeWarning ''{0}'' field ''{1}'' has datatype ''{2}'' in external data
source. It will be cast to datatype ''{3}''.

460180 IncompatibleTypeChange
Warning

{0} field {1} has datatype {2} in external data source
which cannot be cast to datatype {3}. It will be filled in
with nulls.

460180 IncompatibleTypeChangeWarning" ''{0}'' field ''{1}'' has datatype ''{2}'' in external data
source, which cannot be cast to datatype ''{3}''. It will be
filled in with nulls.

460190 AddedFieldWarning {0} has field {1} added in external data source.

460190 AddedFieldWarning" ''{0}'' has field ''{1}'' added in external data source.

460200 NumberOfColumnsMismatch Number of fields in foreign table: ''{0}''. Number of fields
in external data source: {1}''.

460210 TypesOfColumnsMismatch External data source field ''{0}'' has datatype ''{1}'' which
cannot be cast to datatype ''{2}'' of foreign table field
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''{3}''.

460220 DataServerIndexVersionFailed Failed to version index root page for {0}

460230 MedJdbc_InvalidTableSchemaMapping Cannot specify more than one of SCHEMA_MAPPING,
TABLE_MAPPING, or TABLE_PREFIX_MAPPING

460240 MedJdbc_InvalidTableMapping ''{0}.{1}'' and ''{2}.{3}'' cannot both map to ''{4}.{5}''.

460245 MedJdbc_InvalidTablePrefixMapping ''{0}.{1}'' and ''{2}.{3}'' cannot both map to ''{4}.{5}''.

460250 MedJdbc_InvalidDataSource Cannot find JNDI resource ''{0}''

469000 InvalidDirectory Directory {0} does not exist

469010 FileWriteFailed Cannot open {0} to write to

469020 FileNotFound Control file {0} not found

469030 InvalidControlFile Control file {0} is not valid

469040 FlatFileInvalidFixedPosParams Fixed position parsing, enabled by setting an empty
field delimiter, requires an empty quote character and
an empty escape character

469050 FlatFileNoFixedPosSample Cannot derive column sizes for fixed position data file
''{0}''

469060 CannotDeriveColumnTypes Cannot derive column types for flat file {0}

469070 InvalidControlFileTooManyCols Too many columns in control file {0}

469080 InvalidControlFileTooFewCols Too few columns in control file {0}

469090 InvalidControlFileOnRow Invalid row {1} in control file {0}

469100 FlatFileMappedRequiresWithHeader Mapping source columns in data files to target columns
specified by control files requires column names to be
provided by data file headers.

469110 FlatFileMappedRequiresLenient Mapping source columns in data files to target columns
specified by control files requires server to be lenient

470000 DatabaseLoadFailed Failed to load database

470010 SessionNoCommitInAutocommit Cannot COMMIT in auto-commit mode

470020 SessionNoRollbackInAutocommit Cannot ROLLBACK in auto-commit mode

470030 SessionDupSavepointName Savepoint name {0} already in use

470040 SessionNoSavepointInAutocommit Cannot create savepoint in auto-commit mode

470050 SessionWrongSavepoint Savepoint {0} is from wrong session

470060 SessionInvalidSavepointId Invalid savepoint ID {0,number,#}

470070 SessionInvalidSavepointName Invalid savepoint name {0}

470080 SessionNoExecuteImmediateParameters Cannot EXECUTE IMMEDIATE a statement with
dynamic parameters:  {0}

470090 SessionInternalQueryFailed Failed executing internal query

470100 SessionLoginFailed Login failed for {0}: invalid username/password
combination

470101 SessionLogoutFailed There was an error when logging out user {0}

470101 SessionLogoutFailed There was an error when logging out user {0}

470110 SessionOptimizerFailed Optimizer failed to find a valid physical implementation
for relational expression {0}; see trace for partially
optimized plan. Details: reason is [{1}]; while preparing
statement [{2}].

470120 SessionNotFound Session {0,number,#} not found
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470130 SessionReentrantStmtFailed Failed while executing internal statement

470140 SessionClientProcessId
NotNumeric

clientProcessId {0} could not be parsed as an integer

470140 SessionClientProcessIdNotNumeric" ''{0}'' could not be parsed as an integer

470150 InvalidParam Invalid parameter setting.  Setting must be between {0}
and {1}.

470160 NoDatabaseLoaded Existing database server required

470170 InvalidLabelProperty Invalid label property "{0}".

470180 ReadOnlySession Session is read-only because it has a label setting.

490000 PluginInvalidIntProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for integer property {1}

490001 PluginInvalidLongProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for long property {1}

490002 PluginInvalidShortProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for short property {1}

490003 PluginInvalidFloatProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for float property {1}

490004 PluginInvalidDoubleProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for double property {1}

490005 PluginInvalidByteProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for byte property {1}

490006 PluginInvalidStringProp Invalid value ''{0}'' for string property {1}

490010 PluginJarLoadFailed Failed to load plugin jar ''{0}''

490020 PluginInitFailed Failed to initialize plugin {0}

490030 PluginMethodMismatch Failed to resolve Java method

490040 PluginMalformedJarUrl Malformed URL {0} in definition of {1}

490050 PluginJarClassLoadFailed Failed to load class {0} from plugin jar ''{1}''

490060 PluginPropRequired Value required for property {0}

490070 PluginPropsConflict Property {0} conflicts with property {1}

490080 PluginManifestMissing Plugin jar ''{0}'' manifest lacks attribute ''{1}''

490090 PluginManifestSqljInvalid Invalid SQL/J manifest for jar URL {0}

490091 PluginDeploymentFileInvalid Invalid SQL/J deployment file {0} in jar URL {1}

490092 PluginDeploymentFileUnterminated Reached end of deployment descriptor file without
proper semicolon termination for last statement

490093 PluginDeploymentFileDuplicate Duplicate {0} action group in deployment descriptor file

490094 PluginDeploymentImplementorMismatch Mismatched implementor block identifiers BEGIN {0}
and END {1}

490095 PluginDeploymentImplementorUnbalanc
ed

Missing END for implementor block {0}</text>

500000 ProgramCompilationError Calculator program compilation error: {0}

500000 ProgramCompilationError Calculator program compilation error: {0}

500010 ProgramImplementation
Error

Calculator program implementation error: {0}

500010 ProgramImplementationError Calculator program implementation error: {0}

500020 CompilationAssertionError Calculator program compilation assertion error: {0}

500020 CompilationAssertionError Calculator program compilation assertion error: {0}
</text>

520000 ExportSchemaSpecifyListOrPattern Parameter list invalid: Cannot specify both TABLE_LIST
and TABLE_PATTERN parameters

520001 ExportSchemaTableNotFound One or more tables in TABLE_LIST not found: [{0}]
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520002 ExportSchemaCreateTemp
SchemaError

Error during creation of temp schema {0}: {1}

520002 ExportSchemaCreateTempSchemaError Error during creation of temp schema {0}: {1}

520003 ExportSchemaImport
ForeignSchemaError

Error during import foreign schema into temp schema
{0}: {1}

520003 ExportSchemaImportForeignSchemaError Error during import foreign schema into temp schema
{0}: {1}

520004 ExportSchemaDropTemp SchemaError Error dropping temp schema {0}: {1}

520004 ExportSchemaDropTempSchemaError Error dropping temp schema {0}: {1}

520005 ExportSchemaNoTables No tables to export for catalog={0} schema={1}
exclude={2} table_list={3} table_pattern={4}

520006 ExportSchemaNoTablesImported No tables to export for foreign_server={0}
foreign_schema={1} exclude={2} table_list={3}
table_pattern={4} temp schema={5}

520007 ExportSchemaCreateDirFailed Failed to create export directory {0}: {1}

520008 ExportSchemaCreateFileWriterFailed Failed to create file writer for file {0}: {1}

520009 ExportSchemaFileWriter
Error

FileWriter error for file {0}: {1}

520009 ExportSchemaFileWriterError FileWriter error for file {0}: {1}

520010 ExportSchemaSpecifyLastModified Parameter list invalid: last modified timestamp and
column name must be specified

520011 ExportSchemaInvalidExpType Invalid Export type: {0}

520012 ExportSchemaMergeTablesDiffer Tables differ in schemas to be merged

520013 InvalidDateString Date format ''{0}'' could not be applied to string ''{1}''

520014 InvalidConvertDatetimeCaller Caller type ''{0}'' for datetime conversion functions is
unknown

520015 InvalidBackupType Invalid backup type ''{0}''.  Must be either FULL,
INCREMENTAL, or DIFFERENTIAL.

520016 InvalidCompressionMode Invalid compression mode ''{0}''.  Must be either
COMPRESSED or UNCOMPRESSED.

520017 InvalidBackupPropertyValue Invalid backup property value ''{0}''

520018 InvalidBackupPropertySetting Invalid backup property setting ''{0}''

520019 NoFullBackup A full backup has not been executed yet

520020 BackupInProgress Another database backup is already in progress

520021 NeedExclusiveAccess Exclusive database access required

520022 MissingPropertySetting Backup property file is missing a property setting for
''{0}''

520024 BackupFileAlreadyExists The file ''{0}'' already exists in the archive directory

520025 BackupFileDoesNotExist The file ''{0}'' does not exist in the archive directory

520026 BackupFileNotReadable The file ''{0}'' is not readable in the archive directory

520027 BackupArchiveDirNotWritable The backup archive directory ''{0}'' is not writable

520028 BackupArchiveDirNotReadable The backup archive directory ''{0}'' is not readable

520030 FileDeletionFailed Failed to delete ''{0}''

520040 ServerTestConnFailed Failed testing connection to data server ''{0}''
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520050 ChangeToUnicodeFailed Cannot change default character set to Unicode
because local tables have already been defined

520060 ShutdownPreventedBySessions Cannot shut down because other sessions remain

520070 NoDdlGenObjsFound No matching objects found for DDL generation

Calculator error codes and SQLSTATE numbers

The following table shows the SQLSTATE number for each type of calculator error code, with
possible causes for that SQLSTATE to arise. For most of them, the table also shows relevant
details and possible corrections or workarounds.

Each of these error codes is treated by SQLstream as an error, causing the current row to be
rejected.
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SQLSTATE
Value

Possible Causes Possible Details, Corrections, or
Workarounds

21000 More than one value resulted from a
SELECT INTO, a scalar fullselect, or a
subquery.

22000
Data exception

Numeric underflow
or
Calculation returned inexact result

22001
See also
SQLSTATE 22012
and
SQLSTATE 22023.

Right truncation occurred in string
data;
Examples:
1. An update or insert value that uses
a string too long for the intended
column.
2. A datetime value that is too small to
be assigned to a host variable.

An encountered value cannot be converted as
the statement requires.
Error type meanings include:
· 1 -- Overflow
· 2 -- Floating point overflow
· 3 -- Floating point underflow
· 4 -- Floating point conversion error
· 5 -- Inexact result
Solution or workaround:
Change the size, value or type of the column or
value so that it can be converted and is valid.
Try the request again.

22003 Out-of-range numeric value Same possible causes and error types as
22001 above.

22004
Null value not
allowed

Assign NULL to a column declared
NOT NULL.

An expression assigning to a column declared
NOT NULL returned a NULL value.

22007
Invalid datetime
format

A datetime occurred in an invalid
format: an invalid string representation
or value

String representation of a date, time, or
timestamp value differs from correct syntax for
the specified or implied data type and format.
Solution or workaround:
Make the date, time, or timestamp value
conform to the syntax for the represented data
type, and try again.

2200B Escape character conflict See also 22019.

2200C Invalid use of escape character See also 22019.

22012 Substring error, for example, a
SUBSTR argument out of range

Arguments are either out of range or not
evaluating to an integer: best bets are either
argument 2 of the LEFT function (the length of
the result) or arguments 2 or 3 of the
SUBSTRING function.
For the LEFT function, argument 2 must not
exceed argument 1's length.
For the SUBSTRING function, argument 2 is
the location of the first target character within
argument 1. Argument 3 is the length of the
intended result, starting at the character whose
position is specified by argument 2. Argument
3 must not exceed the number of characters
between that position and the end of argument
1.

22012
See also
SQLSTATE 22023.

Division by zero Division by zero. Correct the data and then retry.

22018 Invalid character value for CAST,
DECIMAL, or INTEGER scalar function

Solution or workaround:
· Change the result data type to recognize the

characters actually used in the CAST
argument, or

· Change the argument actually used in the
CAST to a value valid in the result data type.

Then retry.

22019 Invalid escape character, as used in a
LIKE string pattern

What is invalid is either the escape character or
its use in the LIKE pattern.
The LIKE pattern is invalid if its character string
expression contains an escape character not
followed by a percent sign, an underscore, or
another escape character.

2201B Invalid regular expression

22023
See also
SQLSTATE 22012.

Invalid parameter or host variable
value
(+sq3000 re cursor not open)

Same possible causes and error types as
22001 above, as well as the following possible
causes:
· When assigning a column value using

INSERT or UPDATE, a conversion error
occurred of the specified type. (Or when
converting a numeric constant to the same
attributes as the column.)

Solution or workaround:
Change the statement to ensure the result
value is valid and fits in the column, or re-
create the table, stream or view with a new
column type or length so that the result value
fits.

22025 Invalid escape sequence, as used in
a LIKE string pattern

See also 22019.

22027 Trim error
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20 Appendix C - Limitations and Unimplemented SQL:2008
functionality

Transaction Control

SQLstream does not implement the following transactional operations:

Operation Notes

COMMIT Not relevant for stream processing

ROLLBACK Not relevant for stream processing

SAVEPOINT Not relevant for stream processing

SET TRANSACTION Not relevant for stream processing

START TRANSACTION Not relevant for stream processing

Security and authorization

SQLstream does not implement users, roles, or privileges:

Feature Notes

Roles CREATE ROLE
DROP ROLE

Privileges GRANT
REVOKE

Users CURRENT_USER
SESSION_USER
USER

Unimplemented SQL Standard Data Types

SQLstream does not implement the following SQL standard data types:
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Type Notes

Large object types BINARY LARGE OBJECT (BLOB)
CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT (CLOB)
NATIONAL CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT (NCLOB)

Collection types ARRAY
MULTISET

National character types NATIONAL CHARACTER (NCHAR)
NATIONAL CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT (NCLOB)
NATIONAL CHARACTER VARYING (NCHAR VARYING)

Numeric data types FLOAT

Reference types Subtables
Supertables
Typed tables

Row types

Timezones TIME WITH TIMEZONE
TIMESTAMP WITH TIMEZONE

User-defined types

Year-month INTERVAL Day-time INTERVAL is supported

Other types eliminated by the
SQL standard

Includes:
BIT
BIT VARYING

Where SQLstream does not implement a data type, it also does not implement functions
defined by the SQL standard that return a value of that type:

Type Unsupported functions

Timezones CURRENT_TIME
CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

Additionally, Guavus s-Server supports only the single-byte character sets supported by Java.
SQLstream does not specifically implement the character repertoire names specified by
ISO/IEC 9075, though in some cases equivalent functionality is provided under another name:

ISO/IEC 9075 character
repertoire

SQLstream
alternative

GRAPHIC_IRV n/a

ISO8BIT n/a

LATIN1 ISO-8859-1

SQL_CHARACTER n/a

SQL_TEXT n/a

SQL-IDENTIFIER n/a

UTF8 n/a

UTF16 n/a

UTF32 n/a
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Unimplemented SQL Functions and Operators

SQLstream does not support the following SQL functions and operators:

Function/Operator Type Keywords

Numeric functions CARDINALITY
OCTET_LENGTH
SQRT
WIDTH_BUCKET

Aggregate/Analytic functions ANY
COLLECT
COVAR_POP
COVAR_SAMP
CORR
CUME_DIST
DENSE_RANK
ELEMENT
EVERY
FUSION
INTERtopic
MEMBER OF
PERCENT_RANK
PERCENTILE_CONT
PERCENTILE_DISC
RANK
REGR_AVGX
REGR_AVGY
REGR_COUNT
REGR_INTERCEPT
REGR_R2
REGR_SLOPE
REGR_SXX
REGR_SYY
REGR_SXY
ROW_NUMBER
SOME
SUBMULTISET OF
UNNEST

String value functions CONVERT
TRANSLATE
NORMALIZE
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Other Unimplemented SQL Standard Features

Feature Notes

Embedded SQL Includes:
ADA
C
COBOL
FORTRAN
MUMPS
PASCAL
PL/I

Diagnostics GET DIAGNOSTICS

21 Appendix D - Reserved Words and Key Words

Reserved Words

The following is a list of reserved words in s-Server as of version 5.1.0.

ABS EXPLAIN PRIMARY

ALL EXP_AVG PROCEDURE

ALLOCATE EXTERNAL RANGE

ALLOW EXTRACT RANK

ALTER FALSE READS

ANALYZE FETCH REAL

AND FILTER RECURSIVE

ANY FIRST_VALUE REF

ARE FLOAT REFERENCES

ARRAY FLOOR REFERENCING

AS FOR REGR_AVGX

ASENSITIVE FOREIGN REGR_AVGY

ASYMMETRIC FREE REGR_COUNT

AT FROM REGR_INTERCEPT

ATOMIC FULL REGR_R2

AUTHORIZATION FUNCTION REGR_SLOPE

AVG FUSION REGR_SXX

BEGIN GET REGR_SXY

BETWEEN GLOBAL RELEASE

BIGINT GRANT RESPECT

BINARY GROUP RESULT

BIT GROUPING RETURN

BLOB HAVING RETURNS

BOOLEAN HOLD REVOKE
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BOTH HOUR RIGHT

BY IDENTITY ROLLBACK

CALL IGNORE ROLLUP

CALLED IMPORT ROW

CARDINALITY IN ROWS

CASCADED INDICATOR ROW_NUMBER

CASE INITCAP SAVEPOINT

CAST INNER SCOPE

CEIL INOUT SCROLL

CEILING INSENSITIVE SEARCH

CHAR INSERT SECOND

CHARACTER INT SELECT

CHARACTER_LENGTH INTEGER SENSITIVE

CHAR_LENGTH INTERSECT SESSION_USER

CHECK INTERSECTION SET

CHECKPOINT INTERVAL SIMILAR

CLOB INTO SMALLINT

CLOSE IS SOME

CLUSTERED JOIN SORT

COALESCE LANGUAGE SPECIFIC

COLLATE LARGE SPECIFICTYPE

COLLECT LAST_VALUE SQL

COLUMN LATERAL SQLEXCEPTION

COMMIT LEADING SQLSTATE

CONDITION LEFT SQLWARNING

CONNECT LIKE SQRT

CONSTRAINT LIMIT START

CONVERT LN STATIC

CORR LOCAL STDDEV

CORRESPONDING LOCALTIME STDDEV_POP

COUNT LOCALTIMESTAMP STDDEV_SAMP

COVAR_POP LOWER STOP

COVAR_SAMP MATCH STREAM

CREATE MAX SUBMULTISET

CROSS MEMBER SUBSTRING

CUBE MERGE SUM

CUME_DIST METHOD SYMMETRIC

CURRENT MIN SYSTEM

CURRENT_CATALOG MINUTE SYSTEM_USER

CURRENT_DATE MOD TABLE

CURRENT_DEFAULT_TRANSFORM_GROUP MODIFIES TABLESAMPLE

CURRENT_PATH MODULE THEN
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CURRENT_ROLE MONTH TIME

CURRENT_SCHEMA MULTISET TIMESTAMP

CURRENT_TIME NATIONAL TIMEZONE_HOUR

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP NATURAL TIMEZONE_MINUTE

CURRENT_TRANSFORM_GROUP_FOR_TYPE NCHAR TINYINT

CURRENT_USER NCLOB TO

CURSOR NEW TRAILING

CYCLE NO TRANSLATE

DATE NODE TRANSLATION

DAY NONE TREAT

DEALLOCATE NORMALIZE TRIGGER

DEC NOT TRIM

DECIMAL NTH_VALUE TRUE

DECLARE NULL TRUNCATE

DEFAULT NULLIF UESCAPE

DELETE NUMERIC UNION

DENSE_RANK OCTET_LENGTH UNIQUE

DEREF OF UNKNOWN

DESCRIBE OLD UNNEST

DETERMINISTIC ON UPDATE

DISALLOW ONLY UPPER

DISCONNECT OPEN USER

DISTINCT OR USING

DOUBLE ORDER VALUE

DROP OUT VALUES

DYNAMIC OUTER VARBINARY

EACH OVER VARCHAR

ELEMENT OVERLAPS VARYING

ELSE OVERLAY VAR_POP

END PARAMETER VAR_SAMP

END-EXEC PARTITION WHEN

ESCAPE PERCENTILE_CONT WHENEVER

EVERY PERCENTILE_DISC WHERE

EXCEPT PERCENT_RANK WIDTH_BUCKET

EXEC POSITION WINDOW

EXECUTE POWER WITH

EXISTS PRECISION WITHIN

EXP PREPARE WITHOUT

YEAR
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Non-reserved Keywords

The following is a list of keywords that are not reserved words.

ABSOLUTE GOTO PUMP
ACTION GRANTED READ
ADA HIERARCHY REBUILD
ADD HOLDDOWN RELATIVE
ADMIN IDENTIFIED REMOVE
AFTER IMMEDIATE RENAME
ALWAYS IMPLEMENTATION REPEATABLE
ASC INCLUDING REPLACE
ASSERTION INCREMENT RESIDING
ASSIGNMENT INDEX RESPAWN
ATTRIBUTE INITIALLY RESTART
ATTRIBUTES INPUT RESTRICT
BASELINE INSTALL RETURNED_CARDINALITY
BEFORE INSTANCE RETURNED_LENGTH
BERNOULLI INSTANTIABLE RETURNED_OCTET_LENGTH
BREADTH INVOKER RETURNED_SQLSTATE
C IPADDRESS ROLE
CASCADE ISOLATION ROUTINE
CATALOG JAR ROUTINE_CATALOG
CATALOG_NAME JAVA ROUTINE_NAME
CHAIN K ROUTINE_SCHEMA
CHARACTERISTICTS KEY ROW_COUNT
CHARACTERS KEY_MEMBER SAMPLE
CHARACTER_SET_CATALOG KEY_TYPE SCALE
CHARACTER_SET_NAME LABEL SCHEMA
CHARACTER_SET_SCHEMA LAST SCHEMA_NAME
CLASS_ORIGIN LENGTH SCOPE_CATALOGS
CLOSED LEVEL SCOPE_NAME
CLOSING LIBRARY SCOPE_SCHEMA
COBOL LINK SECTION
COLLATION LISTEN SECURITY
COLLATION_CATALOG LISTENER SELF
COLLATION_NAME LOCATOR SEQUENCE
COLLATION_SCHEMA M SERIALIZABLE
COLUMNS MAP SERVER
COLUMN_NAME MATCHED SERVER_NAME
COMMAND_FUNCTION MAXVALUE SESSION
COMMAND_FUNCTION_CODE MESSAGE_LENGTH SETS
COMMITTED MESSAGE_OCTET_LENGTH SIMPLE
COMPUTE MESSAGE_TEXT SIZE
CONDITION_NUMBER MINVALUE SLEEP
CONNECTION MORE SOURCE
CONNECTION_NAME MTU SPACE
CONSTRAINTS MULTIPLICAND SPECIFIC_NAME
CONSTRAINT_CATALOG MUMPS SQLACTIONS
CONSTRAINT_NAME NAME STARTED
CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA NAMES STATE
CONSTRUCTOR NESTING STATEMENT
CONTAINS NEXT STATISTICS
CONTINUE NORMALIZED STOPPED
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CONTROL NULLABLE STRUCTURE
CURSOR_NAME NULLS STYLE
DATA NUMBER SUBCLASS_ORIGIN
DATETIME_INTERVAL_CODE OBJECT SUBSTITUTE
DATETIME_INTERVAL_PRECISIO
N

OCTETS TABLE_NAME

DEFAULTS OFFLINE TCP
DEFERRABLE ONLINE TEMPORARY
DEFERRED OPENING TIES
DEFINED OPTION TIMEOUT
DEFINER OPTIONS TIMER
DEGREE ORDERING TOP_LEVEL_COUNT
DEPTH ORDINALITY TRANSACTION
DERIVED OTHERS TRANSACTIONS_ACTIVE
DESC OUTPUT TRANSACTIONS_COMMITTED
DESCRIPTION OVERRIDING TRANSACTIONS_ROLLED_BACK
DESCRIPTOR PAD TRANSFORM
DIAGNOSTICS PARAMETER_MODE TRANSFORMS
DISPATCH PARAMETER_NAME TRIGGER_CATALOG
DOMAIN PARAMETER_ORDINAL_POSITION TRIGGER_NAME
DOWN PARAMETER_SPECIFIC_CATALOG TRIGGER_SCHEMA
DRIVER PARAMETER_SPECIFIC_NAME TYPE
DYNAMIC_FUNCTION PARAMETER_SPECIFIC_SCHEMA UNBOUNDED
DYNAMIC_FUNCTION_CODE PARTIAL UNCOMMITTED
EQUALS PASCAL UNDER
ERROR PASSTHROUGH UNNAMED
ESTIMATE PATH UNPLANNABLE
EXCEPTION PEER UP
EXCLUDE PERCENT UPDATED
EXCLUDING PING USAGE
EXPEDITED PLACING USER_DEFINED_TYPE_CATALOG
FAIL PLAN USER_DEFINED_TYPE_CODE
FINAL PLANNABLE USER_DEFINED_TYPE_NAME
FIRST PLI USER_DEFINED_TYPE_SCHEMA
FOLLOWING PORT VERSION
FORTRAN PRECEDING VIEW
FOUND PRESERVE WORK
G PRIOR WRAPPER
GENERAL PRIVILEGES WRITE
GENERATED PROCESSING XML
GO PUBLIC ZONE

22 Appendix E - Lists of Syntax Charts

Syntax Charts in Various Categories

You can look for a chart by object-name, action-type, or alphabetically.

Object-type List

Foreign Streams Streams Foreign Tables
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Functions Schemas Views

Select & Its Clauses Servers Wrappers

Pumps

Action-type List

Create:

Schema Server Stream View Pump Function

Foreign Server Foreign Stream Foreign Table Foreign Data
Wrapper

Procedure

Drop:

Schema Server Stream Pump View

Foreign Server Foreign Data
Wrapper

Foreign
Stream

Foreign Table

Procedure Function  

Alter: Pump

Import: Foreign Schema

Discussion

Alphabetic List of All Charts

Alter
Pump

Create
Foreign
Data
Wrapper

Create
Foreign
Server

Create Foreign Stream Create Foreign Table

Create
Pump

Create
Server

Create
Stream

Create View

Drop
Stream

Drop
Procedure

Drop Pump Drop View Drop Function
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Drop
Schema

Drop Server Order By (& Sort) Clauses in
Streams

SELECT
statement

Expression
(and Order
By)

(in SELECT
statement)

Group By

(in SELECT
statement)

Join refs (all)

(in SELECT statement)

Order By (and Expression)

(in SELECT statement)

Selection
List,

Stream or
Table
Source

(in
SELECT
statement)

Window
Specificatio
n

(in SELECT
statement)

Sort (&
Order By)
Clauses in
Streams

Windowed Aggregation &

Interval and EndPoint

Foreign Servers, Streams, and Data Wrappers

Foreign Server Foreign Stream Foreign Data
Wrapper

Functions

Pumps

Create Pump Alter Pump Drop Pump

Schemas

Select and Its Clauses

SELECT statementGroup By Window Specification Selection List,
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and the Query Partition
clause

& Stream or Table
Source

Order By &
Expression

All Join refs +

Interval and
EndPoint

Analytic Clause &

Windowed Aggregation

Servers

Create Server Create Foreign
Server

Drop Server

Streams

Create Stream Create Foreign
Stream

Views

Create View Drop Table

Wrappers

Create Foreign Data Wrapper

23 Appendix F - Reading Syntax Diagrams

What Are Syntax Diagrams?

Syntax diagrams --- sometimes called "railroad diagrams" --- show the required parts of a
SQLstream command as boxed elements connected by arrows along the main horizontal
line, as if that line represented a straight railroad track. Every element shown along that line
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must appear in the command as written unless there a vertical arrow leading to an optional
"path" around some element.

For example:

The DROP PUMP command requires two keywords and a name that you supply:

· DROP PUMP myNextPumpName;

Choices can also appear on the main line.

For example:

As this chart shows, only two types of ALTER PUMP commands are valid:

· ALTER PUMP myNextPumpName START;

or

· ALTER PUMP myNextPumpName STOP;

What Are Optional Paths?

An optional path contains optional elements, such as optional punctuation or optional clauses,
also shown in boxes. Three types of optional path can show the following:
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1. A simple bypass around an element, avoiding its use

2. Optional elements to be used in addition to the main line elements

3. Optional elements to be used instead of the bypassed element.

Here's an example of the first and second type above:

A DROP STREAM command can optionally include either CASCADE or RESTRICTED, but
not both:

· DROP STREAM myNamedStream. This bypasses the choice of using an additional
word from the two allowable possibilities.

· DROP STREAM myNamedStream CASCADE

· DROP STREAM myNamedStream RESTRICTED

Here's an example of the third type above:

As this chart shows, a DROP FUNCTION command can optionally include the word
SPECIFIC in addition to either CASCADE or RESTRICTED:

· DROP FUNCTION myNamedFunction

· DROP FUNCTION SPECIFIC myNamedFunction

· DROP FUNCTION myNamedFunction CASCADE

· DROP FUNCTION myNamedFunction RESTRICTED
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· DROP FUNCTION SPECIFIC myNamedFunction CASCADE

· DROP FUNCTION SPECIFIC myNamedFunction RESTRICTED

Lists

Many charts indicate that a command can include a list of elements, by showing a return
arrow leading back in the opposite direction from the main flow, to the starting point of the
repeatable item. Usually that return arrow line includes a separator such as a comma. The
CREATE VIEW command illustrates such a construction when a user wishes to specify a list
of column names:

This chart shows that to list column names in a CREATE VIEW command, you must enclose
the list in parentheses and put commas after each name (except the last in the list).

Example:

· CREATE VIEW myNewView (order#, item#, price, quantity) AS SELECT * FROM
orderStream;

The chart also shows that when additional relevant information doesn't easily fit the chart
form, it can be included in a type of footnote.

Multiple Subclauses and Subcharts

Optional paths can illustrate multiple ways to combine or omit optional clauses.

The CREATE PUMP command can have a DESCRIPTION or not, and can include a START
or STOP directive with or without a DESCRIPTION:
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Examples:
·  CREATE PUMP myNamedPump

            AS INSERT INTO myNamedStream SELECT * FROM InputStream01

·  CREATE PUMP myNamedPump DESCRIPTION 'Inserts data into stream'

            AS INSERT INTO myNamedStream SELECT FROM InputStream01

·  CREATE PUMP myNamedPump START

            AS INSERT INTO myNamedStream SELECT * FROM InputStream01

·  CREATE PUMP myNamedPump STOP

            AS INSERT INTO myNamedStream SELECT * FROM InputStream01

·  CREATE PUMP myNamedPump START DESCRIPTION 'Inserts data into stream'

            AS INSERT INTO myNamedStream SELECT * FROM InputStream01

This chart also shows that subcharts can be referenced as part of the command, such as the
streaming insert. In some cases, these subcharts can require additional subcharts to fully
document the alternatives available.

For example, the chart below for CREATE STREAM refers to several subcharts: column_list,
sort_clause, and option-specifications.
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This chart also refers back to the column_list subchart of the first CREATE STREAM chart.
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Index
- A -
Aggregate Functions     82

AVG (Average)     74

COUNT     75

MAX     80

MIN     80

Population Standard Deviation     82

Statistical Variance and Deviation     82

SUM     81

VAR_POP     82

VAR_SAMP     82

all_trace     20

Analytic Functions     82

AVG (Average)     74

COUNT     75

MAX     80

MIN     80

Population Standard Deviation     82

Statistical Variance and Deviation     82

STD_DEV     82

STDDEV_SAMP     82

SUM     81

VAR_POP     82

VAR_SAMP     82

Average     74

- B -
Basic Building Blocks     28

BIGINT     29

BINARY     29

BOOLEAN     29

- C -
CASE expression     178, 296

CASE Syntax Chart     293, 296

Catalog Objects    

Foreign Data Wrapper     35

Pump     35

Schema     35

Server     35

CHAR (n)    

And unicode support     29

Character (string) expressions     178

CHARACTER SETs     29

Compound Identifiers     34

Concatenation     43

Configuring Data Sources     207

Conjunction (AND)     52

Connect to foreign data source     194

Connecting to Data Sources Outside of s-Server    
207

COUNT    

and GROUP BY     75

and WINDOW     75

COUNT(DISTINCT)     75

Create Server     194

- D -
Data Sources    

Foreign Streams     207

Data Types     29

Databases    

Connecting to     239

Inserting into     239

Selecting from     239

DATE     29

Date / Time Expressions     178

Date and Time Patterns     110

DEC     29

DECIMAL     29

DISTINCT     52

DOUBLE     29

DOUBLE PRECISION     29

- E -
error table     20

Errors    

Querying     20

s-Server     20

Types     20

Expressions    

CASE     178

Character     178

Date/Time     178

Interval     178
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Expressions    

Numeric     178

Extensions to SQL standard    

OVER clause     8

ROWTIME system function, significance of     8

STREAM keyword     8

Windowed queries     8

Extract string based on Regex     104

Extract string of length     104

Extract string using SQL regular expression     104

- F -
FAST_REGEX_LOG_PARSER     121

File System, Sockets, AMQP, Kafka topics, HTTP,
IBM MQ, Web Feed     207

Find and replace string     144

Finding the Maximum Value     80

Finding the Minimum Value     80

FLOOR     97

Foreign Data Wrappers    

Creating     201

Foreign Tables    

Creating     239

FROM clause     302

Functions    

Aggregate     59

Analytic     64

Scalar     84

- G -
GENERATE_DDL_FOR_JAR     159

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_SERVER     161

GENERATE_DDL_FOR_USER     162

GET_KEYWORDS     164

GET_OBJECT_DDL     163

Global Error Stream     20

- H -
HAVING clause    

in streaming queries     317

- I -
Identifiers    

Compound     34

Simple     34

Input    

Sorting     342

INT     29

INTEGER     29

INTERVAL     29

Interval Expressions     178

Interval Operations     47

Intervals     47

IS DISTINCT FROM     52

IS NOT DISTINCT FROM     52

IS NOT NULL     52

IS NOT UNKNOWN     52

IS NULL     52

- J -
JOIN clause of SELECT statement\     304

- K -
Keywords     164

- L -
LIKE patterns     43

Local Data Wrappers    

Creating     203

- M -
Managing Streaming Data in s-Server     205

MERGE statement     284

- N -
Negation (NOT)     52

NUMERIC     29

Numeric expressions     178

- O -
Objects    

DDL     163

Objects within a Schema     36
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OVER clause     8

- P -
Procedures    

Calling     193

Pumps    

Starting     188

Stopping     188

- Q -
Querying Errors     20

- R -
Reading Syntax Diagrams     386

REAL     29

REGEX     121

Using with find and replace function     144

Reserved Words and Keywords     34

ROWTIME operator     296

ROWTIME system function, significance of     8

- S -
Schema Objects    

Foreign Stream     36

Foreign Table     36

Functional Objects     36

Stream     36

Table     36

User Defined Transform     36

User-Defined Function     36

User-Defined Routine     36

View     36

Schemas    

Creating     203

SELECT    

Join clause     304

SELECT statement    

FROM clause     302

Server Type     194

Servers    

Creating     194

SIMILAR TO patterns     43

SIMILAR TO Table     43

Simple Identifiers     34

SMALLINT     29

Sorting out-of-order data     342

SQLstream Data Types     29

Statistical Variance and Deviation     82

Population Variance     82

Sample Variance     82

STD_DEV     82

STDDEV_SAMP     82

Stream data    

Sorting     342

Stream input    

Sorting by timestamp     342

STREAM keyword     8

Streaming JOINs     304

Streaming SQL Operators    

Arithmetic Operators     40

EXISTS operator     40

IN operator     40

Operator types     40

Precedence     40

Scalar Operators     40

Subquery Operators     40

Streams    

Creating     205

Stream-stream joins     304

Stream-table joins     304

Stream-table joins vs. Table Lookup UDX     304

String Operators     43

sys_boot.mgmt.all_trace     20

sys_boot.mgmt.saved_trace     20

System Parameters    

Altering     190

- T -
Tables    

MERGE     284

THREAD_STACK_ENTRIES     177

TIME     29

TIMESTAMP     29

TINYINT     29

T-sorting Data     342

- U -
Unicode support     29
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Using the ORDER BY clause to sort incoming data    
342

- V -
VALUES     278

VARBINARY     29

VARCHAR    

And unicode support     29

- W -
Windowed queries     8
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